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DOCUMENTATION REPORT

5.3 TEST ITEM BANK
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d4,

A. 1

2

G. 4

P. 6

of

`.2 . 0 i n

Jho--in were 1:1;urr0 vith different
1,1 t-.:xprced in how willy

2.0 in

4.00 in

1-1.2 The dimensions of the figure shown were measured with different
instruments. The area should be expressed in how many significant
figures?

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

4.00 i n

2 . 0 in

1-1.3 The dimensions of the figure shown were measured with different
-instruments. The area should be expressed in how many significant
figures?

A. 2

B. 3

C. 4

D. 6

2.005 in

t

121.1_.

01.1E:3, Pr&o:,:d

Ques, Xero;:c..,d

DiAgram lL .1e
fl'

Diagram.Xerex

ID# 1-1.2

T.O.#003-00

Skill Rating, n

Diagram? yes

Answer: A

=================
USNA Accepts

Ques Proofed
OUPS. Xeroxed

ID# 1-1,3

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? yes

Answer:

4================
USNA Accepts-

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed



f-1.4 The dimensions of tho figure shown were meusured wiLh different
in!;truments. The area should he expressed in how many significant
figures?

A. 2

B. 3

C. 4

D. 7

1-1.5 The dimensions of
instruments. The

figures?

A. 2

B. 3

C. 5

D. 7

3.10 in

2.0 in

3.06 in

1.5 in

1.00'..; in

ID# 1-1.

T .0, ofr;

Skill 3-L1'c:4Lp:I 0

Diagram? v,!,-;

Answer: A

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed

the figure shown were measured with different ID# 1-1.5
area should be expressed in how many significant

4.00 in

1.5 in

T.0.# 003-00

Skill Rating 0

Diagram? yes

Answer: A

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed

1-6.1 A plane travels 40 miles due north, then.changes its course to a

direction of 53° north of east and travels for 100 miles. Finally !ID/ 1-6.1

it travels 60 miles due west. Its total displacement is:
IT.O.# 004-00

A. 200 miles

B. 170 miles at 45° north of east

C. 120 miles due north

D. 102 miles at 11.3° east of north

t 2

Skill Rating

Diagram? no

(Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer



1-6.2 A plane travels 60 miIes due south, then changes its course to
a direction of 31' north of east and travels for 200 miles.
Fin:illy it travels 80 miles due west. Its total displacement is:

A. 340 miles

B. 200 miles at 37° north of cast

C. 110 miles at 21.5° east of north

D. 100 miles at 37°. north of cast

1 -»

jr . 0 -

Skill ;Li nr,i,

Diagram? in

Answer :

-... .......

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Dii!..f.am OK

Diagram Xerox

1-6.3 A plane travels 50 miles due east, then changes its course to a
direction of 30° north of west and travels for 100 miles.
Finally it travels 30 miles due south. Its total displacement
is:

A. 180 miles

B. 136.5 miles at 8.7° north of west

C. 56.6 miles due north

D. 41.7 miles at 28.7° north of.west

IT.0.#

'Diagram?

ID# 1-6.3

004-00

Skill Rating 2

no

Answer: D

USNA Accepts

1-6.4 A plane travels due south for 50 miles, then changes its course
a direction of 45° north of west for 100 miles. Finally it
travels 50 miles due east. Its total displacement is:

A. 242 miles at 45° north of west.

B. 200 miles

C. 35.2 miles at 45° north of west

D. 29.3 miles at 45° north of west

t 3

to
ID#

Skill Rating

Diagram?

Answer:.

=================
USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
-, V



1-G.5 A pla4e trLvelr: due t,-(:.,t for 100 miles, then its course

a (11:ect_i,:,a of 37' horLh of cost for 200 Finily it
travels !i0 mileE: due south. Its Lotal disp.li:ce;;:ent is:

A. 340 milets

B. 120 miles at 9.5 °cast of north

C. 10(2 miles at 53° north of east

D. 100 miles at 37° north of east

4-

1-10.1 Find the components Rx and Ry of the vector. RI where vector R
is the resultant (vector sum) of the vectors A, 1 and e. Use

the coordinate system indicated.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Rx

Rx

Rx

Rx =

A sin

-B cos 0 - C sin

- B - A sin 0

B - A cos 0

Ry = A cos 0

Ry = C cos 0 -A

Ry = C A cos 0

Ry = C A sin 0

to
1.1)

T 0- Of

S1-.411 R7.ci- 9

Diagram? 110

Answer: C

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Di gram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fail 1970

ID // 1-20.1

T.0.# 034-21

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? yes

Answer: C

ft==========UGES=11224

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed__
Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox.

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970



1-10.2 Find the components It: and Ry of the vector it, where vector is

the rcsultaut (vector sum) of the vector.: i B and C. Use the

coordinate system indicated.

A. Rx = B cos 0 Ry = A B sin 0

ID# 1-1(1.L

Skill Rntin _1

B. Rx = B + A cos 0 Ry = C + A sin 0 Diagram? V0,3

C. Rx = A cos 0 R = C - A sin 0 Answer:

D. Rx = B A sin 0 Ey = C A cos 0

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970

1-10.3 Find the components Rx and Ry of the vector It, where vector It is

the resultant (vector sum)of the vectors A, B and C. Use the

coordinate system indicated.

A. Rx = C cos e - A

B. Rx = C A cos e

C. Rx = A + B sin 0

D. Rx = A - C cos

Ry = B C sin 0

R = B cos 0 - A sin 0

Ry = B + C sin 0

Ry B

t 5

ID# 1-]0.3

T.Odi 014 -21

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? yes

Answer: A

USNA Accepts

Quest Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970



1-10.4 rind the component,; it:: and Ry of the vector 11, where vector 1 is

the re:niltant (vector sum) of the vectors A, n and G. Use the
coordinate system indicated.

A. Rx = A cos 0- C Ry = A sin 0 + B sin 0

B. Rx = A cos U P
7

= A sin 0

C. Rx = A - C sin 0 Ry = B C cos 0

D. R1 = A C cos 0 Ey = B + C sin 0

1-10.5 Find the components Rx and Ry of the vector I, where vector R is

the resultant (vector sum) of the vectors ]3 and 6. Use the
coordinate system indicated.

A. Rx = B + A cos 0

B. Rx = B A cos

C. Rx = B cos e A

D. Rx = B - A sin 0

R = C + A sin 0

= A sin 0 C

Ry = =B sin 0 - A cos

Ry = A cos 0 C

t -6

IIDP

IT.0,#_01=-'21

Skill R,:tti;:

Diagrr..m?

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques Xeroxed__

Diagram Mode
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NY-LT

To Computer
OK Computer.

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970

ID // 1110.5

T.0.# 014 -2].

Skill Rating 9

Diagram? yes

Answer:

====1==========125102

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970



1-fl.1 A cir :,1.1 a conf;t:Int rate R covcrs a ditancu D durjug a
in!_( ltS ciin bi cNpreL:sed in

A. m-scc

B. sec per ft

C. mi-hr

1D? 1-11

T. 0 l_n15-f.)0

Skill R:.tj.

DL,,gram? no

D. ft/5cc Answat.

1-13.2 A car moving at a constant rate R covers a distance D during a
time interval T. Its rate can be expressed in

A. mi-sec

B. sec per ft

C. mi per hr

D. hr/ft

1-13.3 A car moving at a constant rate R covers a distance D during a
time interval T. Its rate can be expressed in

A. ft-min

B. mi-hr

C. ft/sec

D. hr /mi

t 7 .

USNA Accepts

Oues, Proofed

ID# 1-13.2

T.0.16 005-00

Skirt Rating 0

Diagram? no

Answer: C

USN. Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Quest Xeroxed

Diagram Made

DTI: 1-13.3

T.0.11 005-00

,Skill Rating 0

Diagram? no

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ques, yroofeL
Ques Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox



1-13.4 A car mevjn at a constant: rate R covurs a distance D during a
inter::11 T. it rate can he expressed in

A. mi/hr

B. ft-sec

C. yd-sec

D. min/ft

1-13.5 A car moving at a constant rate R covers a distance D during a
time interval T. Its rate can be expressed in

2-1.1

A. ft-sec

B. ft per sec

C. sec/ft

D. mi-hr

(2,3)

,74.7..maamparrill X

D
(3,-1)

(-2c=2).

. _ .

Four vectors and D are shown
the figure. The dot product a + t).(B 2D
is equal to:

A. 20.

B. 26

C. 24

D. -6

t8

I1) ]-11.1;

T .0. 005-01

Skill 11-L--tin:; 0

Diagram? no

AnE.wer:

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques Xeroxed

ID:i; 1-13.5

1

IT.C, 005-00

;

:Skill Rating n
;

1

DIagra& UP

'Answer: B

I

I

I

I

I

_ _

IIJSNA Accepts

I. _

ID# 2-1.1

T.0.# 004-00

.Skill.Rating 2

Diagram? yes

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made._
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT

-



r."

("2.1"Z)

2 -1.3

Four vccLors A, A, 6' awl 1.-) %re shown lo
the firuiu. The dot product (A + D).(1;
i5; equal to:

A. -6

L. 20

lc. 2

_ D. 24

1(2,3)

0

(-2 . -2)

2-1.4

(3,-0

Four vectors A, B, C and li are shown in
the figure. The dot product (-1, - 15).0 + 6
is equal to:

A. 20

B. 24

C. 14

D. -6

Four vectors A, B, C and are showg'in Mlle
figure. The dot product (C + D) is

equal to:

A. 2

B. -4

C. 24

D. -6

ID: 2-1 2

IT.O. 004-00_

Skill Racy; i::

Diagram?

Answol:

USNA Xocepuo

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xero::ed

Dianr,:m Made

2-1.3

T.0.# 004-00

!Skill Rating 2

;Diagram? ves

lAnswet: A

IUSNA Accepts

ID# 2-1.4

IT.0.# 004-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? yes

Answer: D

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram 01(
Diagram Xerox



Four vectors 1c, and 15 are shoun in
?-1.5the figure. The dot product 6 04 -I- j5)

is equal to:
T.0.# 004 -uu

Skill Rating 2

A. 2

B. -4

C. -6

D. 24

The vectors. and are in the xy - plane.
The vector C lies- }along the positive - axis.
1The magnitude of A' is one unit and that of
B and C is two units. The product

x 6)* is:

A. 4 sin 0

B. -4 sin 0

C. 4 cos 0

D. -4 cos 0

Diagram?

Answer:

-----------------

USNA Accepts

Ques. Pro:A:ed._

Ques Xeroxed__

ID# 2-6.1

11.0' 1l..g01/17.QQ_____

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? ves

Answer: A.

= = = = = = = = =

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
. 11

The vectors X and t are in the xy - plane.
ID# 2-6.2

The vector -a- lies along the positive z - axis
The magnitude of X is one unit and that of
A and -a is two units. The product

x X) 6 is;

A. 4 sin 0

B. -4 cos 0

C. 4 cos 0

D. -4 sin 0

t 10

1.0.91 004-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? ves

Answer: A

=====cat =========
USNA Accepts

Quas, Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed__

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox



2-6.3

2-6.4

y

The vectors A and B are in the xy - plane.
The t: Or C S along the pce i.t:.iv axis.
T1u map,nitude of A is one unit and that of
fi and C is two units. The product

x B) is:

A. -4 cos 0

B. 4 cos 0

C. -4 sin 0

D. 4 sin 0

The vectors andand 'A are in the xy plane.
The vector C lies along the positive z axis
The mapitude of is one unit and that of
A and -C is two units. The product
(C x it) 13 is:

A. 4 sin 0

B. -4 sin 0

C. 4 cos 0

D. -4 cos 0

2-6.5 : z The vectors I and are in the xy - plane.
I The vector t lies along the positive z - axis
I.4..

C The magnitude of 1 is one unit and that of
If' and U is two units. The product
a x ) ' 11 is:

y
A. 4 sin 0

B. -4 sin 0

C. -4 cos 0

D. 4 cos 0

t 11

1Di 2-6.3

T.0 # 004-On

Skill Ratiu_;

Diagram?

Answer:

U3NA' Accepts

Ques. Proofed__
Yproxed

1

1114 2-6.4

00470_0

Skill 11,7-.ting 2

iPs-

A

IUSNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
1Ques Xeroxed

Rating ..2._

Diagram? yes

Answez:

- V= =

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
1Diagram Xerox

tr. =



2 -10.1 A :student drivrls in a direction 60° north of e;:!!.:I. at 110 mi/hr
for two hours, then duu east. at 60 mi/hr for one hour and then
60" south of cast at 80 mi/hr for one hour. Nis average
velocity (v) and average speed v over the entire journey are:

A. 35 mi/hr; 60 mi/hr

B. 35 mi/hr, 55 mi/hr

C. '55 mi/hr, 45 mi/hr

D. 45 mi/hr, 60 mi/hr

2-10.2 A student drives due north at 60 mi/hr for two hours, then due
south at 60 mi/hr for one hour and then due east at 40 mi/hr__
for two hours. His average velocity (v) and average speed (v)
over the entire journey are:

A. 53.3 mi/hr, 64 mi/hr

B. 20 mi/hr, 50 mi/hr

C. 20 mi/hr, 52 mi/hr

D. 50 mi/hr, 53.3 mi/hr

ID! 2-10.1

T.0,# n(A-no

Skill Ratin!'.2

Diagram? no

Answer : y

=================
USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed q..
Quas. Xeroxed_-
Diagram Made

ID!/ 2-10.2

004-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer: . C

USNA Accepts

2-10.3 The quarter-back took the snap Tt-zrm center at the 50-yard line.
He faded back perpendicular to -Lhe_line of scrimmage at 15 ft/sec 2-10.1

for two seconds, then ran parprIpl to the line of scrimmage at
T.0.# 004-0020 ft/sec lot two seconds, then ran, downfield at 30 ft/sec for.

two seconds and was there tackled by the left line-backer. His
Skill Rating 2average velocity OD and average speed 00 during the play were:

2 1
1A. 21 -5- ft/sec, 8 7 ft/sec

B. 5 ft/sec, 21 --1- ft/sec

C. 21 4 ft/occe 5 ft/sec

D. 8 ft/sec, 21 4 ft/sec

t 12

Diagram? no

Answer:

=

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proo£ed,
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made_
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

T, MVTT



2-10./1 A student drives his car from the Academy, 30 miles to 13altimol7c
in 45 minutes, i-hen 50 miles to Washington, l). C. in one hour
and 15 minutes and then /10 miies hack to the Academy in one
hour. His average velocity (v) and average speed (v) over the
entire journey are:

A. 0, 40 mi. /hr

B. 40 mi/hr, 40 mi/hr

C. 40 mi/hr,. 0

D. 0, 0

2 -].0.5 A student walks due east at 6 ft/sec for 10 seconds, then 30°
west of north at 5 ft/sec for 24 seconds and then 30° west
of south for 120 fclet in 26 seconds. The magnitude of his
average velocity (v) and average speed (7) over-the entire
trip are:

A.

B.

C.

D.

5.21 ft/sec, 5 ft/sec

1 ft/sec, 5 -1.Aisec

5 ft/sec, 5.= ft/sec

5 ft/sec, 1 fl-/sec

2-14.1 The position of a pg,-'-4cle moving in one dimension is given by
the equation

x = 3 4- t2 2t3

where x is in metel....aiuen t is
velocity when t = 2 samm?

V

in seconds. What is the particle's

t 13

ID',` 2-10,4

1' .0.# 0011-00

Skill Rating 2__

Diagram? no

Answer:

,.=....4===.=,===;.=t1=
USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed

1D# 2-10.5

T.00# 004 -00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer:

cm=mm=========u=
USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed SW
Oues. Xeroxed

ID,/ 2-14.1

T.OJt 011-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer: _mk_mLaitc.

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofe4
Ques. Xeroxed._

Diagram Made
Diagram 0} -----
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT



2-14.2 The posit .a of a particle moving in One dimension is given by

x = a + bt

where a b are constants. Given thaC the particle's position

chanos x = 4m at t = 2 sec Lo ,--- 25m at t = 5 sec,

what is magnitude of the particle's velocity in rn /sec at

t = 4 se':'.'

V

2-14.3 The position of a particle moving in one dimension is described
by the equation

x.= a+ t + bt2

where a and b are constants. Given that the velocity 9 m/sec
when t = 2 sec, what is the magm:Itaiii,, of the constant

b =
:Diagram? no

ID" 9-14.?

T.0,# 01J-00

Skill Roting 2

Diagram? no

Answer : 7 m/sec

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made

IT.0P 011-00

Skill Rating -2

2-14.4 The displacement of a particle movImg in one dimension is
given by the equation

x = 5 + 10t + 13 tz
2

where x is in .meters when t is in. seconds. For what positive
value of t is, the velocity of the particle zero?

t

t 14

Answer: 2

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofecrf))

Ques. Xeroxed

ID# 2-14,4

T.0,# 011-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer: 5 sec

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed1;4
Quest Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram 01(



2-14.5 The displacement particle movin in one dimension is
by the equic-..

= 16t.

where x is in when t is in seconds. What is the displace-
ment x when the i ty of the p:Jrticle is 4 m/sec?

X

2 -17.1 The compass of n=1:iir-plane indicates that it.is headed due north,
and its airspeed ''--liFrator shows that it is moving through the
air at 120 miihr_ 11:11 there is a wind of 50 mi/hr. from west
to east, what velocity of the aircraft relative to the
earth?

\lee =

2-17.2 A pilot wishEsim el the north. His airspeed is 120 mi/hr
and the wind 1..str]clorang from west to east at 50 mithr. What
direction mus_titidiLl 4ead his aircraft in order to travel
due north?

2-17.3 In order to craam:,-.as,tream it owing at 6 mi /hr: in a boat that
travels 10 mi/hr,...._,.=-TTAaat. -mffete upstrem should the boat be
headed in order -,t,ILTzmach:IlLaToint directly opposite the
starting pointy is,tke:speed of the boat relative to the
ground?

r

t 15

IDP 9-14.5

T.0.1j 011-00

Skill Rating

Diagram? no

Answer: ?Jim

Oil 2-17.1

T.0, 010-00

Skill Racing 1

Diagram? no

130 mi /hr

22.5° east of"
north

ID# 2-17.2

f1.0.# 010-00

Skill Rating 1

IDiagram no

Amswer:

24.5° west of

north

ID# 2-17.3

T.0.17 010-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer: 36.90

8

USNA Accepts

(butes, Proofed-rj



2-17.A A nan can row a bd::,t 6.0 ml/hr in still 4tter. If ho is crossing
a rivor, which is 4.0 mi wide, and has n current: of 2.0 mi/hr,
how long will it t;:ko him to cross the river to a point directly
opposite his starting point?

t

2-17.5 A man can row a boat 4.0 mi/hr in still water. If the current
in a river is 2.0 mi/hr, how long will it take him to row 2.0 mi
downstreair and then back to his starting point?

.

t =

3-1.1 A rocket is launched Vertically upward from rest witilla constant

resultant acceleration of 96 ft /sect. Five seconds see)

after lift-off its engine stops. What is the higheRr-Lititude

it reaches?

A. 1200 ft.

B. 2400 ft.

C. 3600 ft.

D. 4800 ft.

E. 6000 ft.

t 16

ID

T.0.# 010-00

Skill hiatinc; 2__

Diagram? no

Answer : 1.16 hr.

(range: 1.12 hr.
to 1.20 hr.

USNA Accepts
-PrnnSort.

'IN 2-17.5

T.0.# 010-00

. Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer: 1.33 hr.

(range: 1.30 hr
to 1.36 hr.

USNA Accepts

Ques Proofed 1:.R4

Ques. Xeroxed

ID# 3-1.1
009-02

T.0.11009-03

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer: D

USNA Accepts

Wes. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram-Xerox

riln,14VTT



'-1.2 A ridt: is 13uoch2d v(;rticaliy 1;c,:.ard front rest with a constant
acci:Hc;.trLon of 6/: T(..n seconds (10 see)

altr!r lift-off f.Ininc. stops. Uhat is the highest altitude
it rea(lhos?

A. 1,600 ft.

B. 3,200 ft.

C. 4,800 ft.

D. 9,600 ft.

E. 11,200 ft.

3-1.3 A sled moves from realong a straiglz..hurizontal track with a
constant acceleration of 10 ft:sec2. the end of ten :i.econds
(10 sec) its engine r1-1-s off ad it ccr:Las to rest with a
constant deceleration cif 4 ft/..2,er.2. I::.hat is the total distance
traveled by the sled?

3-1.4

ID2t .1...1 9

1,0.i.: 009-0i

Skill R,-:Lin;_,

0!,agic

Answo.1.:

IJSNA Accepus

111)4 3-1.3
009-02

1.0.#009-03

,Skill Rating 2

no
A. 1,750 ft.

Diagram?
B. 875 ft.

Answer: AC. 500 ft.

D. 1,000 ft.

E. 1,250 ft.

T1 J. Arrp,ntc

A sled moves from rest_Lalong n straight horizontal track u±th a
constant acceleration of 20 flisec2. At the end of ten s-4..ronds
(10 sec) its engine cuts off and it_zcomes to rest with a constant
deceleration of 5 fttsec2. What is:the total. distance traveled
by the sled?

A. 2,500 ft.

B. 4,000 ft.

C. 5,000 ft.

D. 1,000 ft.

E. 1,250 Et.

t 17

ID# 3-1.4
009 -02

11.0.# 009 -(fl

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer:

=

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Mackie
Diagram OK
Diagram Xammo:

To NYIT
rHOo0omputer
K Computem7



3-1.5 A ball. fall freely from reSt air into water, enterinr, the water
at the end of twn Lteeonds (2 sec). In the water fa upward
acceleration is 5 ft/sec2. What dintance does the ball troves
from its startling fieint tn the lowent point it reaches in the
water?

A. 474

B. 237

C. 948

D. 410

E. 64

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

ft.

009-67!

,Skill .ting 2

Diagra:

Answer.: A__

hJSNA Accepts

Ques. ProGfed
Ques Xeroxed

DiL:gr.:11 Made

Di;n7.m OK
Diagr:Jm Xerox

NY:;.T

Te
OK e:cmpu'Jet

Answer Rec.:;rd

101T, Fall 1970

3-6.1 A stone is thrown vertically upward from a point 5.0 ft. above the
ground. Two (2) seconds later it strikes the ground directly LDIt 36.i

beneath its starting point. What is the maximum height above the
ground reached. by the stone? 11.0.#009-0

A. 32.3 ft. !Skill Rating 9

B. 16.2 ft.
co

iDiagIam? no

C. 24-4 ft.
-6C
0 lAnswe:f: D

D. 18,.7 ft. ./ Ny

E. 20..0 ft.
13' .o

b

0
a- (5 A,

S,'
eto>, o USNA Accepts

4,c),

!&
Ques. Proofed

, Ques Xeroxedo

t 18

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fail 1970
c



A boy throws a hall vertically upward from a window. As the ball
loaves his hand, it is ten feet (10 ft) above the 1::,round. Jive

tip; 1_6 'y

seconds (5 sec) later it sLrihes the ;1.:.olind. What is the
.highest point. above the ground reached by the ball?

A. 50 ft.

75 ft. 'O

C. 105 ft.

-('
D. 155 ft.

E. 200 ft. . `SN'

-c,co

6e:b

..C1S)

6.N-°

.225
VC

N, N
0c'

o.,!)O

3 -6.3 A projectile is thrown from a platform ten feet (10 ft) above the
ground. ]'our seconds (4 sec) later it strikes the ground-. What
is the highest point_above the ground reached by the ball?

A. 34 ft.

B. 67 ft.

C. 134 ft.
e'l

D. 52 ft.

E. 49 ft.

'S..°-- (IC

'S-i'c &'
4t;

'4C'ts- el'

CO)c:
bfr

tib

--40"
Jar

t..19

;

Diagr

AnsweA.: C

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed _ _
Ques. Xeroxed

D4avam Made
DiS.1:.'Y am OK

hii,gri.lm Xerox

To
To C:Jmputer
OK Ccmpuzer

Answer Recrd

Fall 1970

ID# a6,3

IT.0.# 009-00,

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer:

USNA Accepts

=

Ques, Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
fa Computer

Answer Record

aan, Fall 1970



A 1rolect1.1(.1 .iJ:.; firc.,1 . .1 :;1:-:tclen 1...
: t )

I I :3-6 !)

io.q: Ow iy-t.....olc1. 1,...7,, !:,..;,:. ,
.,-) 1,olLer it ..;(1.-i_k.2 cl:e

ffound. 1-,11:At is th c_! hihost.._ poi). :thove tht _! gfuu:Id re:oAlod by

U.1),:: projcctile? if-n-P...02:':7:)_______.
!

;skill Rcill- -1

A 3. 2 ft. /
13. 72 ft. 1,Diagr&i:17 no

C. 96 ft. --

.S)
...,

1,

,-
c'

D. 122 ft. '..,..

B
\-.S

E. 138 ft. -;G

"co

C
.c.;.s...'

o
1

<SC ee
.

tib
OK

-LT

sx.o° it C..mputer

Ha; Ccmputer----

:14orrywer Reccrd

Fall 1970

12/
c Accepts

Proof ed

QUEtE= Xeroxed

Dam linde

3-6.75 A projectile is fired from a point sixteen feet (16 ft) below

ground level. Eight seconds (8 sec) later it lands on the ground-

What is the highest point above the ground reached by the
1.0.# 009-00projectile?

A. 66 ft. .
:Skill Rating 2

B. 132 ft. no

C. 198 ft. ..i"
--\.

D. 264 ft. 4;1. :AMSMEEr.

....c

D

E. 528 ft. 'fr
Ne'

co o'
4.) zei

6'Y 111.BN.L.:.Accepts

co
liC

!Ques-- Proofed

ques:. Xeroxed.

Diaam Made
't2 ,Diagram OK

-Diagram Xerox

,o
4s .Z.o.. MI

,v: TO: (lorp-uter

01(Ia,.wputer

'.Axi-sur Record
t 20 ii

MIL, _Tall 1970

-i: ..



3-9.1

A

The distance from A to B is 4000 ft. A car
11):accelerates at 10 ft/sec2 from rest at A and

then dece3crates at 30 ft/sec2 to come to
rest at B. Assume that: the change from

0 accelerzttion to deceleration is instantaneous.
At what distance from B does the deceleration Skill Bating

begin?

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

1000 ft.

500 ft.

750 ft.

2000 ft.

1500 ft.

3-9.2 The distance from A to B is 3000 ft. A body
accelerates from rest at A at 15 ft /sect and
then decelerates at 45 ft/sec2 to stop at B.

A G At what distance from B must the deceleration

0 0 begin?

A. 1500 ft.

B. 1000 ft.

C. 750 ft.

D. .2000 ft.

E. 2250 ft.

3-9.3 The distance from A to B is 2200 ft. A body
accelerates from rest at A at 10 ft/sec2
and then decelerates at 40 ft/sec2 to come

A 13 to rest at B. At what distance from B does
0 the deceleration begin?

A. 1,760 ft.

B. 1,000 ft.

C. 1,100 ft.

D. 880 ft.

E. 440 'ft.

t 21

Diagram?

Answer:

USNA Accepts

0).;es, Proofed__
Ques Xe_roxed

Di:-.gram Made_

Dial.: am OK

Dic::$1.ram Xerox

SDI! 3-9.1

IT,o,0092po

Skill Rating

Diagram?

Answer:

USNA Accepts

yes

7

C

ID# 3-9.3

(T.0,# 009-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? yes

'Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK



Thu dintrineu from A to B is .3000 ft. A,sled
nucelerates iron rest at A at 15 ft/see-, and
then decelerates at 30 ft/sec2 to come to
rest at B. At what distance from A does the

deceleration begin?

A. 1,000 ft.

B. 1,500 ft.

C. 2,000 ft.

D. 2,500 ft.

E. 2,750 ft.

3-9.5

The distance. from A to B is 2400 ft. A sled
accelerates at 10 ft/sec2 from rest at A,
and thendecelerates at 30 ft/sec2 to come

A to rest at B. At what distance from A does
0 0 , the deceleration begin?

A. 300 ft.

B. 600 ft.

C. 1200 ft.

D. 1800 ft.

E. 2100 ft.

t 22

3-.

Ong- ori

Skill Rain

Diav,rae/.

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Quas. Proofed
Ques Xaroed

Diagr;:an Made

Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox.

To NT
To Compuuer
OK Computer_

Answer Reccrd

NYIT, Fail 1970

3'-9.5

IT.0-# 009-00

Skill Rating 9

Diagram? YDc;

Answer: a_

USNA Accepts

Quest Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970



.e."'

!..."

3-12.2

A bill]. is shot from the origin u'ith aa initial
vulocity of 20 m/scc at 37 above the
hori...,wwc..11. -AL thc ;;NMC irn.;tnt, a second
ball is relcaPd krom the point. I' shown in thc
figurc. The INillr; collide in mid-air at tha
end of one cc,v1 (1 sec) . What is the
altitude of point P? [Consider the balls as

Skill 2

point particles] Diai;ram?

A. 12 m.

B. 14 m.

C. 16 m.

D. 18 m.

E. 20 m.

Answer: A

USNA Accepts

Quest Proofed
Ques, Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagr= OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYTT, Fall 1970

A ball is shot from the origin with an initial
velocity of 24.5 m/sec at 53° above the ID# 3=12.2

horizontal. At the same instant, a ball is
dropped from the point P shown in the sketch. IT.0.# 012=n0

The balls collide in mid-air after 1.5 sec.
What is the altitude of P? [Consider the Skill Rating 2

balls as point particles.]
Diagram? yes

A. 22.1 in

B. 24.1 in

C. 26.4 in

D. 29.4 in

E. 31.2 in

t 23

'Answer: D

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques, Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To WIT
To Computer
OK Compure35--

Answer .Record

NYIT; Fall 1970



3-12.3

1'
e r

0

A hall nhot from (An orlijn v;ith an
initial velocity of 36 /sec at :in ani,le ni

L he linr zon At 1.11L!

io; nut , a I.! (2. Mid 1.),:11 .1. in released from a
point P. After t.'o !.,econth; (2 net-) the

Dalin collide in mid-air. What in the
altitude of the point P? [Consider the balls
as point particles.]

A. 43.2

B. 57.6

C. 72.0 in

D. 36.0

E. 48.7 in

/

3-12.4 A ball is shot from the orgin with an initial
velocity of 49 m/sec at 37° above the
horizontal. At the same instant, a second
ball is released from the point P shown in the
figure. The balls collide in mid-air after
two seconds (2 sec) What is the altitude of
the point P? [Consider the balls as point

particles]

/

A. 78.4 m

B. 39.2 m
I

C. 42.3 Ill

P

/P D. 58.8 m
I

E. 61.3 m IUSNA Accepts

....-
.- 1Ques, Proofed.

I 9

.

Ski.11

Diagl-;im?

Ansvol :

USNA Accepts

Proofed
Q.c,es XaroYed----

Diagvum Made
DiacoatA OK

Diagfai Xaf6g.

Tc Camputar
OK Compuzer

Answr Rej.:.c:rd

NY11, Fail 1970

'3- 12_.4

11.0 # 0.12 -00

1

!Skill Racing 2_

yes
1

D

Ques. Xeroxed

!Diagram Made
'Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

1

To NYIT
Computer

'OK Computer.

t 24
!Answer Record

!MIT, Fall 1970



3-n.5 A ball shot fro the orgin Yith an initial
volocity of 26.5 111/sec at an OWJC of 37
above the hurim.lataJ. AL thc sxile intant, a
:Jocund Iwit is droppcd E rom the point P ohown
in the fil:,ure. At the end of one second
(1 oeu) the hdlls collide in raid-air. What
is the altitudu of P? [Consider the bans
as point particle.]y

A. 23.2 m

B. 21.5

C. 29.4 Ui

D. 19.6 in
/r3

E. 14.7 in

3-18.1 A projectile has an initial speed of 88 ft/sec. Assume that
the projectile is initially at ground level, and that air
resistance may he neglected. Find the maximum range of the
projectile.

A. 7744 ft.

B. 3872 ft.

C. 484 ft.

D. 242 ft.

E. 121 ft.

t 25

1.0 01')-o;)

Shill. RL'i:ing 2

Diagrala VP;

All5WC:;;

USNA Accepts

Profud_
QL.a s Xc.roxed___

Di:.ja Made
Dii.18fcm OK

Di.g am Xercx

To Ni
OmpCi:

OK :::%InpuTer

Anzwe.,-

NYii, Fall 1970

ID# 3-18.1

T.0.11 012-05

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer:

1JSNA Accepts

QueF Proofed
Ques Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox___

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record_____

NYIT, Fall 1970



A projQctile ha: aii initiol sL.led of 176 ftb-;er. Assume that
the projectile is initially at -;round ]eve-], and that air
re-jsLince my he neglected. What is the maxi:1111m range of the
projectile?

A. 262 ft.

B. 484 ft.

C. 726 ft.

D. 968 ft.

E. 1210 ft.

3-18.3 A projectile is launched from a horizontal plane with an initial

3 -1g.?

Skill Rating

Di.nram? no

Answer:

TJSNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

ni:;arAm mAdp

speed of 64 ft/sec. Assuming that air resistance may be
neglected, what is the maximum horizontal range of the
projectile?

A. 32 ft.

B. 64 ft.

C. 96 ft.

D. 128 ft.

E. 160 ft.

ID# 3-18.3

T.0,# 012-0S

Skill Rating .2

Diagram? no

Answer:

TJSNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed

3-18.4 A projectile is launched from a horizontal plane with an initial
speed of 96 ft/sec. Assume that air resistance is negligible.
What is the maximum horizontal range of the projectile?

A. 576 ft.

B. 192 ft.

C. 421 ft.

D. 288 ft.

E. 96 ft.

t 26

I'M 3-18.4

IT.0.# 012 .Q

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer:. D

TJSNA Accepts

Quest Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox



the

A. 2178 ft.

1748 ft.

C. 1318 ft.

D. 2005 ft.

E. 2342 ft.

A a horizontal piano wit on init:A
th;IL ;Or 1Hst_J2nce. he ncT,11:-.

the projectile in the horizontal

4-1-1 A body moving with c 1t velocity is

A. acted upon by a :nit resultant force.
B. acted upon by n7 ion forces.
C. in translationa

D. moving with corl non-zero acceleration.

11.0.# 01',_;5

Skill Eating 9

Diagram? no

UR:A Accepts

Quas, Pro:;fed
Duos Xerozed

T.0.11012-01

Skill Rating n

Diagram? no

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ques. Froofed-r
Ques Xeroxed

Diaaram Made

4-1.2 TRUE OR FALSE? A body is in translational equilibrium if it has IDD 4-1.2a constant acceleration.

t 27

013-01

Skill Rating 0

Diagram? no

Answer: F:Ase

USNA Accepts

Ques Proofed__.

Ques Xeroxed

Diagram Made



4-1.5 TRU.
in

11od7; L;

VC)
in ti-1n.:7:1Liol;

.

1 cqui7
ID1

T.0.

Skill

Diagr

Ansuer:

,ST-A A body in Laslatioaal
H: a constant reulLnnt force.

if Lt is

A body moving wit' constant velocity 7]ust be
aal equilibrium.

4-2.1 A body is in motion along a horizontal frictionless surface
at a speed laf two feet per second. What is its ,speed after
five secondE'

t

ID! 4-1
_

Skill 1.-ins 0_

Diag;:, no

Answea-: False

1D1 4-1.5

T.0.#213701_

Skill Rating 0

Dj.agram? _no

Answer: True

ID!! 4-2.1

T.0-1 013 -02

Skill Rating 1

Diagram? no

Answer:

Two inset

seemmil

USIA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed



4 -2.3

at the en:'

A body 1s set
at a speed of
end of ten seco;IL..sl

et per

a hori --,; al friction surface
second. "L is its = at the

4-2.4 A particle is set In 'ion along a horizontal frictionless
surface at a spe.erl feet per second. That is its speed
at the end of five secciods".?'

4-2.5 A particle is set in =ram. along a hori=mntal frictionless
surface at a speed ol t:atlm feet per secomd. What is. its speed

at the end of ten seeent

pe

013-02

it I Rating _1_

no

zswe-7.:
even feet per

_111i 4-2.4.

013-09

Rating

'1Diagram? no

MIS
Iten feet per
second

T .0 #

Rating 1

iagl. am? 310

Answrau.r.:

'noelwe feet per

semand

IJSiiikAc.cepts



4-5.1 A ')0 yerti Lily the con: of
octin on ti:c b;o:.-1: in the :Lon

is gre;,ttr Lin 50 lb.

tqluLd to 'A 1b.

C. is less than 50 lb.

D. increases as the weight ascends.

4-5.2 A 30 lb block descends vertically at a constant
The force acting on the block in the vertically

A. is less than 30 lb.

B. decreases as the block descends.

C. is greater than 30 lb.

D. is equal to 30 lb.

spot ft/s

4-5.3 A man pushes a 25 lb ball vertically upward at a cons--mt spry
of 2 ft/sec. The magnitude of the force he applies tr tha
A. is less than 25 lb.

B. decreases as the ball ascends.
C. is equal to 25 lb.

D. is greater than 25 lb.

t 30

skill

.00

Accepts

P:oofed-
Ques XeroNed

11.;i # 013-04

1Skili Racing

ID:ag:am _no_

Answer: D

4ISNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Y.2rnvpri

1D# 4-5.3

7.O.# 013-04

Skill Rating

Miagram? no

Answer:

TOSNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed14
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox



.1
t

rtn--,1 ly

to

1(' 1' _ 1::;

C. is

.(..pzi 50 lb.

4-5.5 A man ru!-±es a 40 lb ball vertic, 11: =ward at a constr.
of 1 ft_Ist.-c. the magnitude of tale zerae he applies 7-_-o

A. is t:qual to 40 lb.

B. increases at the ball ascends.

C. is greater than 40 lb.

D. decreases as the ball ascends.

4-6.1 A prntrectile moves in an x-y plane (horizontal-vertica_). T-Er

sole iaarze on the projectile is the iurce due to gravity, a
force T.dth magnitude w acting vertically downward. Tht, mass
of th wrojectile is m. Which tile following sets of equa.tiras m 4-01
(based upon. Etewton's second lace) is rntnrrect?

'USNA Acccp.-

Ques, Pron±:,.
Qu,ts.

711:: 7 r

1.0.=, 013-C

S k :1_1 1:Lo.

'.Answer: A

USNA

A.

B.

C.

D.

a =vim;

a
x

-24;

ax w/n;

ax = -w/m;

ay = -w/m

a = -w/m

ay = 0

a = 0

!:y

//
X

IISNA Accepts

t 31

Skill aarip: 1

Diagram:

Answer::

1.7e'

ItQues.. Pro

ques.../PYrr.144e-

Diagraltu'Alade

Diagrazor OK

t'Diagram Xer:vx



;1

A. : =

11.

L. a =

av W/n

a
y

x

4-6.3 ''RUI7, OR :7-V1ZET: L projectile of m.:.2 m moves in a -:,-=ical plane
under thc, ac.I.Eta of the force of gravity alone. Lc .1 denote
the magni.-.:ude of the force of gr avit-., a h, the horiontal
accelerazdon; av, the vertical c,c=leration. Then HI = 0,
av =

4-6.4 TiFI OiL Tr.mjece i z.ass m moves in a vertical plane
under zr=iiarzmf ica-ce, o gravity alone. Let. -w denote

the laap-H,tiut4e-t' the :force of '4,2=7:ity.; ah, the horizontal

acceIforImm4.-z,md,a.le, the vertio.:2a acceleration. TF-,e-1

a
h

= tatimL, ai -=

t 32.

skill

An5c:ar: c

Ac,:cpt_

Ques., Przw../.71

iID/ 4-6.3

T.0;# 014-01

Skill Rating T

Diagram . no

Answer: True.

USNA Accepts*:

Ques. Proofe
Oues. Xeroxea

1.10 4-6.4

IT.0.# 014-01

ISkill Rating

Cbiagram? nv

Answer: False

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofedl-W
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made



7A1:-

Li 0 t

4-11.2
surf8cc of :-11-cur-:

,

3,9 1:iJ,_t is tke of i

stir:a2L-?

in

uc,-lertion of IV
1M6U mass

tT.O. 015-03

Ski21 ILng

no

=

4-11.1 ear the ,surface of oject_s fall an a(...1a1E2r_ation. of
HIV! 4-11.,2misec2. What fs i.i w,c,14,:mt cif a 2060 grami fl0iOS at -nunn

A:face?

w =
Ran:Ing

ft-..ag:am no

4..nswer:

= 17.6 N

4-11.3 the stn.. ace of Jupiter, .obje=s fall at 26.5 misec2. What A-11.3the weight of a 3000 gram mass at Jupiterls surface?

T.-J.4i 015-03

Skill Rating 1

Diagram? no

= 79.5 N

Accepts

gales. Proofed'
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Dimgram OK



14-1 1.. .7(-!..:1-

1.7

t-il Ysith
Lf

4-11.5 Near the surfa, of :lars ohj(-:cts far]. witEl an arceelerntion of
3.9 m/see2. 1::11:-.L Is the weiit of a 2000 7:.17zira imi;s .at Mars"
surfoce?

TJ =

4-16.1 TRUE OR FALSE? Two midshipmen engage In a. tug-of-w atm
pulling at opposite ends of a towel. reaction florae. tc the
force exerted by ome midshipman on the rowel is the force
exerted by the towel on him.

4-16.2 wir 1.1E OR-FALSE? Two midshipmen engage in a tng-of-war by
pulling at opposite ends. of z towel. The reaction force the
force exerted by one mdff51115Fman on the cnwe7R- is the forae tbe
other midshipman exerts on be towel..

t 34

T.0 I

Skill ii.r 1

Anavel:

w N

no

1D1 4-11.5

015-0

Skill Rating 1

Diauam? no

Answer:

w = 7.8 N

IID#

T.O.# 016-00

Skill Rating 0

Diagram? no

Answer: True

ID#4-16.2

T.0,016-00

Skill Rating _O

Diagram no

Answer: False

USNA Accepts

Quest Proofec4



.1:11 i

Li

In

L 1 on

4-16.4 'F' 'E ua A man pushes a bloc along a horizontal surface
corl.;tant v,2.,d. The reactiou force tc I.LCt force e:lerted by
mum on Th..= bo:-: is the force th;it the surface eNerts on the

11.:uck.

4-16.5 TRUE MR. FALSE? A man pushes a box along a horizontal surface
:at corastant speed. The reaction force to the force he e .erts on
the ham: is the force the box exerts on him.

4-21.1 A _farce T of 12 nt pushes a 2 -kg block along a plane inclined
at 43 °.. (See sketch) P is parallel to the horizontal surface
Calculate the magnitude of the normal force on the block.

N =

t 35

1_i -16.

T.O. Ui

Skill K=..ra: 0

Di2zrLm? 'to

Ann_cr: F:11!-7

I 4-16.4

T.0.# 016-00

Skill Rating 0

Diaar.:? no

Amwer: False

1D# 4-16.5

T.O.k 016-00

Skill RF,ting 0

Diag :am? no

Answer: True

ID# 4 -91.1

T.0.# 014-01

Skill Rating 1

Diagram? yes

Answer:

N = 22.3 nt

-
USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox



!= -21.2
!

. parLil,!!

=

/7-7/-/
^-,

/ / / 7-77777

at

fc,rct_: th,r

4-21.3 A force F of 20 nt pushes a 2-kg mass up a plane inclined at53°. (See sketch) 1 is parallel to the horizontal. Calculatethe magnitude of the normal force on the block.

N=

4-21.4 A force of of 15 nt pushes a 2-kg mass up a plane inclined at
60°. (See sketch) F is parallel to the horizontal. Calculate
the magnitude of the normal force on the block.

N

t 36

_ .

T.0 ti I

Skill Ratin:, I

Diagram?

An5wer:

N = 33.1 nt

USIZA Accepts

Ques. Proof
Ques Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Dipcrar OK

lUt 4-.)1

1 .0,t! 014-0]

Skill Katn,

Diagram?

Answer:

N = 27.8 nt

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed el-cY

Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK

ID# 4-21.4

T.On# 014-01

Skill Rating 1

Diagram? yei;

Answer:

N = 22.8 nt

..¢ =a= =act

USNA Accepts

Ques Proofedll_



.'4"" . 5 A .2:ri 1 ?ii.., , ; pi ni:1 ,iiJ .1 I

I.. C:ct. 1,21 ti)

the r.(17., :i.1 J. fn-c_o C11

N

o

IT,/ / /-/-1 / 7

4-26.1 A spring balance rests on a horizontal table. Two midshipmen
pull at opposite ends of the balance each with a force of 30-1b.
What is the reading on the spring balance?

4-26.2 A spring balance rests on a horizontal table, and two midshipmen
pull at opposite ends of the balance, each with a force of 50-lb.
What is the reading on the spring balance?

1

I , t1t.'i -01

Ski.1 I

N = 43.4 nt

1.15:';A Aecapts

QUC.5, Proofed3,..L

Ques Xeroxed

Dia ;IA M: do

Dia::);_lm OK

Diaj,tam

1ID#

1

11.0 4 am-2-LogL____

iSkill }.taring _I

11)ag...am? no
1

'Answer:

'UPI 4-26.2
1

11.0. 016-00

15kili Rating 1

no

Answer: 50-Il__

4-26.3 A spring balance rests on a horizontal table and two midshipmen
ID#4-26.3pull at opposite ends of the balance, each with a force of 45-1b.

that is the reading on the spring balance?
1.0,#016-00

Skill Rating __1

Utagram';' no_

t

Answer:



6-26.6 A :-Trliw .)rWInee nv:-tt.r3 on a horl:m.ontal table and two mich-;hiven
pull at oppe!;lte ead:) of the balance, each with a force of 60-lb.

_

bat ia rc,aLlitT, on the spring balance? ;; 016-0°

Skill Ra.in;; L__

Diaglm? no

: 60-.11)

IJSNA Accepts

4-26.5 A spring balance rests on a horizontal table. Two midshipmen
6 -26.5pull at opposi

r
ID!!te ends of the balance, each with a for. of 60-1b. ______________

What is the reading on the spring balance?
016-00

4-29.1 A mass of 4-kg
each of length
on the ceiling
either cord?

A.

B.

C.

D.

11.3 nt

5.0 nt

22.6 nt

6.5 nt

is supported from the ceiling by massless cords
2 m. The distance between the points of support
is 2 m. What is the magnitude of the tension in

t 38

N.ic:.ing

no

Answez : 60-lb

USNA Accepc5

Ques.
Ques.

Fiaaglm MadE__
Di,igiam OK
Di,Igram XerDx

I:1)# 4-29.1

1,0 #013-09

Skill. RaT;ing 3

Answer: C

USNA Accepus

Qoas, Pro3fed..4_
Ques Karoxed__

Diagram Made
Dia,ram OK



4-29,2 A 10-kg mass sor;pendcti thc coilin by ino:tsloss r:ords

which fork' oileje of A" :mil 60' with the (oilin;;. (!-;oo sketch)

Whot is the iliinttudo of th_t tension in the lonor cord?

A. 24.5 nt

B. 49 nt

C. 36 nt

D. 42 nt

300

I D(L({ :-.._;)

T.0 013-(),_

Skill. Rating

D:i ag ram? y es

Answer:

USNA Accepcs

Ques, Proofed'(,
Quay Xerm:ed._

Diagram Made
Diagram OK

v.rn;----

4-29.3 A 20-kg mass is suspended from the ceiling by two massless cords - / 9 .which form angles with the ceiling of 30° and' 60 °. (See sketch)
11);/

What is the magnitude of the tension in the longer cord?

4-29.4

A. 98 nt

B. 78 nt

C. 69 nt

D. 49 nt

/ / / / //
60°

300

T.0_1/ 013-09

Skill Rating 3

Diagram? yes

Answe'r: A

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

A 15-kg mass is suspended from the ceiling by two massless cords.
The cords make angles of 37° and 53° with the ceiling. (See ID# 4-29.4

sketch) What is the magnitude of the tension in the longer
cord?

T.0,# 013-09

Skill Rating 3

Diagram? yes

Answer:

A. 22 nt

B. 44 nt

C. 88 nt

D. 102 nt

t 39

USNA AcceptsN
Ques. Proofed' yS
Ques, Xeroxed

Diagram Made



4-29.!i A mss is stispundrA from Lhu cuilin:; by two massli:ss cords.
Thu cordf; of 37° and with ihu

MI:1L iminitode oi Lhu Lension in thu shurtur
cord?

A. 12.8 nt

B. 22.4 nt

C. 31.4 Lit

D. 62.8 nt

/2 /
5:z° 370 ,-

4-32.1 A sled of mass m slides clown an icy slope inclined at 0° with
the horizontal. Assume frictionless conditions and find
(a) the acceleration and (b) the resultant force on the sled
if m = 20 kg and 0 = 37°

4-32.2 A sled of mass m slides. down a plane inclined at 0° with, the
horizontal. Assume frictionless conditions, and find (a) the
acceleration of the sled and (b) the reaction force N acting
on the sled if m = 10 kg and 0 = 37°.

4-32.3 A sled of mass m slides down a frictionless plane inclined at
an angle 0 with the horizontal. Find (a) the resultant force
acting on the sled, and (b) the normal reaction force on the
sled, if m = 5 kg and 0 = 37°,

t 40

'-19 5

Skill Rating

Diagram? yr.';;

Answer:

USNA Accept5

Quos, Proofed AA.
Ques, Xeroxed

Diagrm Made
Diagram OK

11)0 4-32.1

1.0

Skill. Rating ?

Di agl am''

Answer: nits:, nt.._

ID/I 4-32.2

OIL-00
T.0,# 014-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer: 78.4 nt

ID /I 4-32.3

011-00
T.0.# 0-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no-

Answer: 39.2 nt



7;0-1-4,, 51.1:1c:3 cl Owil a friet.i.onlenn plane inclined at an
uf Lhe horiv.ontal.. Find (a) the ilccc.ftcation

of. Lin.: :51cd, (h) Lho reni,Jtant forct.. on the slcd, and (c) the
reaction force on the

4-32.5 A 10-kg sled slides down a frictionless plane inclined at an
angle of 45° with the horizontal. Find (a) the acceleration
of the sTed,. and (b) the reaction force on the sled.

5-1.1 A force of 30 nt accelerates three blocks of mass ml = 10kg,

m2 = 20kg, and m3 = 30 kg. What is the tension in the cord

connecting block two and block three. (Assume the plane to be

frictionless.)

A. 25 C. 30 nt

B. 20 nt D. 15 nt

rn
2

m3
1

W/177/7/7077/0/07RAW 7/ //i *RR
t 41

1Di;

O11,-00

Skill RatIns

Diagram? no

Anower:

USNA Accepts

(iii. Pr nnf rl

IDP 6-32.5

014-00
T.0.# 014-00

Skill Raring 2

D.tagram'f no

Answez: 69 nt

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed:It
Ques, Xeroxed

Diagram Made

ID# 5-1.1

T.0.# 014-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? yes

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox_



5-1.2

5-1.3

A f orct. i i ts thy cc ic.,11
npword. If !he tom;iof,_ in tL cord
boLw,i.n fld m is 70 lbf, 15 0 , ,the force F?

A. 350 lb C. 70 lb

B. 320 lb D. 960 lb

A force. F = 45 nt is used to lower two
masses m = 3 kg and m2 2 kg. What is
the tension in the Cord between ml and m ?

2

A. 18 nt

B. 45 nt

t 42

C. 21.2 nt

D. 27 nt

Skill Rating

Diagram? yes

Answer: A

====.1====V.:,
USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diaram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer---
OK Computer.

Answer Record

NYIT, Fail 1970

5-1.3

11.0.# 014-00------------

.Skill Racing 2

Diau.am'f yes

lAnswez: A

USNA Accepts

Ques, Troofied
Ques, Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NY1T
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NIT, Fall 1970



!')-1.4 Two on Lai 1:17.1(,: pin ne od
hor:h:,nL:.11 F, onviLh cord i!n_

plock o: 11.1!;!; of Ll(nA olo! 11;, nod the P. L:._

of block two L if Llic in the cord bet,7con the
hc .; -rce,blocks 45 L

A. 49 nt. C. 45 nt.

B. 30 nt. D. 75 nt.

5-1.5 A horizontal force F (4.1 nt is applied to' block of mass mi

which is connected tc son:her block of mass m2 = 40kg by a light

inextensible b1ockz are on a horizontal frictionless

2plane and the tellon to the cord connecting the two bloc s

is 60 ht. Find the -Hass, mi, of the first block.

A. 20kg C. 60kg

B. 50kg D. 90kg

t 43

T.0.0 01:iH

Skill 11::tinE;

Dio3rP.n? no

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Quea, Proofed.
Ques, Xeroxed

_ . .

Diagram Made
Diarala OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970

"0 '9-1 9

Skill Rating 1

Diagram? no

Answer: A

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made.
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970



5-2.1 wi 96 lbs. ond Tg;" = 32 lbs. What in tho c

Wock on0 Ar-:ntne the iduali.,:od conditions of a

table and mnn!-:less pullcy and cord.

a

7777177/777 ';'777777777777777 Iif t

5-2.2 wi = 96 lbs. and 142. = 32 lbs. What is the tension in the cord

connecting and w23 Assume the idealized condlt.ions of a

frictionless table and massless pulley and cord.

I=

77777777"/777777777777 // /77
/

t 44

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

-----

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
:Diagram Xerox

lo NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer__

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970

ID# '5-9 9

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? yes__

Answer: 2,4_2113_

USNA Accepts

-

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

TO NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970



5 NYC
conned hv a 11.;J:L

fhronh a [Wit fricLionle pui Miat
is Lhe accLl('rnLioD 01 mas m

2
?

a =

Two masses m = 1.5 kg and m = 3 kg

are connected by a light inextensible

cord through a frictionless mpassless

pulley. Find the tension in the cord.

T=

t 45

5-7.3

f .0. 01'.-0!;

Skil

1) iag 1: `,

AUSt/i17,

la = 1:!c; raise,

(rail .z : 1.06
1.12

USNA

Ques
Qtes

Made
Di m OK
Diacre- on Xer:

To M-j..T

OK :.:=pu:er

An;;E-z Recr_.1:(1

Fail 1970

ID# 3-2.4

II.0,1/ 0111-00

Skill Rating

Diagram? yes

Answer:
T = 19.6 nt.
(range: 19.2 to
20.0)

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970



j f

L

Two mrior. col:11f.,Ltod 1

thr(L fl

frioLiontc. Li:nion In thc
cord .1%; 2).9 p!- 1 f

1
2 lc,, 1ind

5-5.1 A 20 lb, block on a plane inclined at angle of 30° with the

horizontal is given an initial velocity, Vo, down the plane.

The cocE4Pfcier,t of kinetic friction Is 0.45 and the coefficient

of static friction is 0.65. What will the block do?

A. Continue down the plane at the initial velocity, Vo.

B. Accelerate down the plane.

C. Slow down and eventually come to'rest on the inclined
plane.

t 46

11):: 5.- 2

1.0 H 01

,SkilI 116Lin-

Dingrw.:Y voLi

Answ:

M
2

3.96 kg
(ranr,o: 3.92 to
4.00)

USNA Accepts

Que!i, Proofed
Ques Xero%ad._

Di:)vam Made
Diai,vam OK

To M-.1.T

T, Computer
OK Cmpozer

Answer Ref:ad

mil, Fall 33.970

IN 5-5.1

Z.0.#017-00

Skill Ratins I

Diagram? no

Answer:

====^ -= ====
USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

TO NYIT
To CoMputer.
OK Computer

-
Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970



A 1c) lair. nluri. rt n Vo,

;LI .!It uhe 1,(

Of C rj .15 :Ind he cue- i-ictent of r let i on

is 0.00. lfl will .hi_ block do?

Slide up the plran.., (Loni, .Lo 1 00 and romnin .t rest.

U. Slide up thc, to 1:;1. than .J.ide own plane
with a constaAt

C.. Slide up the. pi, to ri?sL then !,lidc town t

plane with a con. Lant aLeicotion.

5-5.3 A block with a mass of 2.0 sl. is given an initial velocity of
5 ft. per second down a plane inclined at 45° with the
horizontal. The. coefficient of kinetic: friction is 1.0 and tha
coefficient of static friction is 1.2. What will the block do?

A. Slide down the plane with a constant velocity of 5 ft/see,

B. Acrelerate down the plane.

C. Slow down and come to rest on the incline.

5-5.4 A 50 lb. block on a plane inclined at an angle of 15° with the
horizontal is released from rest. The coefficient of static
friction is 0.25 and the coefficient of kinetic friction is

0.20. What will the block do?

A. Remain at rest..

B. Slide with Constant velocity down the plane.

C. Accelerate down the plane.

t 47

USNA Accepts

Ques 2roafed.

Quev. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
niagrilm OK
Diagvam Xerox

IDi

T.0 oLL:Qn

Skill Rating

Diagram? no

Answer: A

USNA Accepts

1D# 5-5.4

T.0,# 017 OQ

Skill Rating

Diagram?

Answer:

no

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK



A 20 lh. block ,-;iven nn 11111-

.11 : It. of 20° with Lilo

of kinol.ic f riction ;,!; ond Lhc

friction is 0.4. What will the

A. Continue down the incline with a colstant.

B. Slow down and come to rest, on th,

C. Accelerate down the incline.

a

Tice

!-IL;Itic

.5-10.1 A block. placed at rest on a plane iin at an angle of 40°
with the horizontal remains at rest. If the angle of
inclination is increased only slightly the block will start
to move down the plane. What is the 'coefficient of static:-

friction?

5-10.2 A block placed on a-plane inclined at an angle af 45° with the
horizontal accelerates down the plane with a = 16 ft /sect.
What is the coefficient of kinetic friction?

t 48

11) r`L. -

T.0, 01700

Skill Katin3 IT

Diagram? no

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed .-'
.

Ques. Xeroxed

IID# 5-10.1

017-00

Skill KLting 1_

Diagr:Jim no_____

Answe:: 840
(range: .835 to
.845)

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed_
Ques Xeroxed

Diagram Made

ID# 5-10.2

T.04 017-00

Skill Rating 1

Diagram? no

Answer: .293

(range: .288 to
.298)

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed 7
Ques. Xeroxed

n4 .vityrnm .Mndm



"7'11- 01. i L.tr..1.c. f. r n 1.ncl: ;inzI ;In
1:: 0.110. t b.1 oc , In L1 ;11 v oc I ty

doill I H' , I wh".10%.'n i1 hc 'Wine 11: zt con:A:tut:
velo,:lLy :1 Lhe ahie of jnclinal.;on is

0

5 -10.1; A block is placed at rest on an inclined plane. The coefficient
of static friction is 0.60 and the coefficient of kinetic friction
is 0.50. If the block is to remain at rest, what is the
greatest angle of inclination the plane could have?

0 ----

5-10.5 A block on a plane inclined at an angle of 25° with the
horizontal is given an initial velocity down the plane. The

block has an acceleration of 8 ft/sect up the incline. What

is the coefficient of kinetic friction?

=

t 49

3 1):: 5-1 n.i

1.0

Skill R: t:1;..

Di,:Lgram7

Answer: 21.8"

(range: 21.5 to
22.1)

USNA Accepts

Ques- Proofed_
Ques. Neta:.ed

r,.10,41._

Skill Rating

Diagram? nn

Answer: 31,0°_,

( range: 30.7° to
31.°)

USNA Accepts.

Ques, Proofed
Ques, Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
n4nev,nm

T.0.9/ 017-00

Skill Rating

Diagram? no

Answer: .749

(range: .738 to
.748)

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

;-

niagram Made



Yuu ;Ire hold.in :I 10 .1b. aain!-It the vert1c:11 rcar w,11.1
a tinH h.; a force co(fr'ictenl. !;T.atic and

L. ff. ;-(! 0, 6 ;:nd 0. 11- !heu truck
.t)'I continlli Inerea:;e:; I s

whlt it1;:tj the acceler;.:tien he when the lorce r cztil be rer,ioved

and 11,!ve the 1)1c:cll rem:lin at rest relative to the truck?

a

ii

0 I

- . . .

a = 53.3 tthec'
(range: 52.6 to
54.0)

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofedj_
Xeroxed

Diagrnm Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox _
To NYIT
To C=puter
OK Computer

Answer Record'

NYIT, Fail 1970

5-11.2 A truck is accelerating horizont'ally at 16 ft/sec2. What force,
ILA '5-11.2F, applied to a 501b. block, is required to hold the block at

rest relative to the truck? The coefficient of static and kinetic
T.0# 017-00friction are 0.50 and 0.40 respectively.

F

)

271707,1777/77177hanigN7777714,/ 7//70777/77

t 50

Skill Rating 2

Dia.gram? _yes

Answer.: 75

USNA Accepts

Qices. Proofed
!Ques..Xeroxed--

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To C.omputer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fail 1970



,.i.cce.l.oro Ling hot' xontal ;it 16 I t , . ()recs.

F - 11). i reghirod 10 hold N 201h. oci on thc ro:Ir
of Lho at relaLivo Lo the trncll. What. i!; Lho
couflioioat. oC friction eits.foon tho bloc.k and the ,..;a11

of the truck?

I

;
///////1

.1.1.1mrymmon

ps

)
/2i/r/7/;;);77i27272;,--?////i///////7/7,777727/7

5-11.4 The truck is on an elevator and is to be raised from the hold of
a ship. A force F = 50 lb. is used to hold the 20 lb. block
against the rear of the truck as shown. The coefficients of
static and kinetic friction are 0.50 and 0.40 respectively.
At what upward acceleration of the elevator will the block
begin to fall?

a =

\'V F

?zye..4i

)
Y17/7/727,7;;227,=;;;;:;;//7//4i/77N/i77/miiii/z/v//rar a7177

t 51

ID; 1.

Skill R.,,Lin.; 9

Diagram? vo;

Answer: __.2165

(range: .440 to
.450)

USNA Accepts

Qc.es.

Quits

Proofed
X.,,Iroxed

Diagram
triage am

Diagr6m

Made
OK
Xerox

NYLI
Tc. C=puter.
OK Computex

Answer Rec.ord

NYIT, Fail 1970

ID# 5-11.4

T.0n# 01.7 -00

Skill Rating 9

Diagram? yes_

Answer: 8 ft/sec

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Tail 1970



5-11.5 Tic tiuck on ;)1 and to ho lowered into tin 1n

N elcv,.ttor Iwc.; ;In occelcr.ation of 4 fthec'
(l,Iwu. 1f, durin period el ncccler,ILiou, n force.

F 2!) lb. 1!: required to hold the .11) lb. block at rost
re-tlativc, to tiff_ truck, in the coc.fficient of static
friction bct_e.:h Luc! block ;Ind LAIL! truck?

,,...,.,,,

"2,--;,.
!Ar (..)\t,').......,

,..,

v ,.....
... i

iii,v,/,//','-',',/r.fi..,.,-,..,,'...,/biliii/////i//i/i/iiiii'/////,'//////7/7

5-12.1 Three blocks ml, m
2

and m of mass 1.0 kg, 2.0 kg, and 3.0 kg
3

respectively are stacked on a frictionless plane as shown in
the diagram. The coefficient of static friction between the
surfaces of any two blocks is 0.50. A horizontal force of
29.4 nt is applied to the middle block, m2.

The three blocks will not, move relative to each .other.

True False

t 52

ID;.!

1.0 C) 17-- t ))

Skill R...:-.1.1r;',

Diagr:Lm?

Answer: 15

(range: .32 to
.38)

USNA Accepts

Qucc, Proofc:d_
Ques, Xero:,:ed

Diagria Mode

Diogrc.m Xerox
. _ .

To NYIT
-

To C=puter
OK Computer._
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5-12.2 r11, m2, al,d m of manf: 1.0 2.0 1; and 3.0 kg
:;tar:kt.d oil a lri,;tio:ifttis plane :w ;;hown in the

Thc ooc.q.Liult of :-;tatic (fl- kinfAic ftrictioa
bct+,:n tht-: l-rau:: of any t:,:o block.; 1!-; 0.50. A horizontal
force F, of 33 nt appllud to the middle block, m2.

The Luo blocks mi and in3 will move to the loft relative to
block m2, but will not move relative to each other.

I- 1 True

]r

RT777777/27777T177777777777 i/ /// mil/7/a

False

F

5-12.3 Three blocks mi, m2 and m3 of mass 2.5 kg, 5.0 kg and 5.0 kg

respectively are stacked on a frictionless plane as shown in

the diagram. The coefficient of static friction and the
coefficient of kinetic are both 0.4 between the surfaces of

any two blocks. A force F of 68.6 nt is applied horizontally

to the middle block, m2,

The two blocks m2 and m3 will move to the right relative to mi

but will not move relative to each other.

True Fl False

m a I

m 2 F

/7///Pi/7/Y7'7777777/711-17/ ii/ m /1/

t 53

017-w)

Diagram? yes__

Ana:

1.1St,:A Accept

Ques. Prooled
Nes.

DLIP:J.;.! lacte

Diagr

To
To Campott2c

OK Computer

Answer. R' core

NYiT, Fall

iT,G.# 017-00

kkf.]1 Racing 2

yes

iAnswel: True
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Diagram Xerox
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1;)..

512. 5

ihric biofAs J. and nil 6.n
rt,..;.;!Liiiv(Hy ,:!_:c!'wd 00 1 r p ;tf,:ii

r r.Litic ten loci ucen
:illija i`:1 oi any LWu bloc:ks is 0. 5U. A hoci%on.Lal Lorca of
58.0 lit. zipptit!,1 to the 1..:i(!di block, 712, all
three. bloc.ks to h;:v1-.. equ;11 a;:weleratiori Lc, the riL,,ht.

If masses mi and ,11, were doubled, the three blocks would still
have an equal acceleration to the right.

True Li

1
111

1777111/17/.,/////////7-77 // 777117/777-

False

F

The three blocks 1111, m2 and m, of mass 2.0 kg, 4.0 kg and 6.0 kg
respectively are stacked on a frictionless plane as shown in
the diagram. The coefficients of static and kinetic friction
between the surfaces of any two blocks are both 0.50. A
horizontal force of 58.8 nt is applied to the middle block, m2,
causing all three blocks to have equal acceleration to the
right.

If mass of m3 is suddenly increased by a factor of 10 (m3' = 10m3)
the acceleration of m3 will be reduced but the acceleration of
ml and 1112 will remain the same.

True j j False

rrn
rn2 F

rn.:1

1/111/8/1/J//////////7//////////)//////7/1/

t 54

T.O.

Skill 1\.:::tin

Diagrc,7 vc,s

Answez: Tilo

USNA Accepts
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Qucs,

Proofed

Diagram Made
Dia!!,La:71

Diagizm Xerox
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To Computer
OK Computer
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Skill Rating 2

Diagram? yes

Answer: True

================:'
USNA Accepts
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5-13.2

Thr, two 1 oc.1:. :0-c 'H a liTht
.3Ltinc

coc-ffiH(;;I

tho
p]or, j:1 0,06. ThL: is 30°,
mi 10 r!nd 1::11:_it is thc

accQleration of m?

A. 2.16 m/sec2 upwlyJ

B. .04()6 m/5ec2 downward

C. 4.46 m/:lec2 dowfr,!ard

D. 1.11 misec2 upward

The two blocks are connected by a light
inextensible string which passes over a
frictionless massless pulley. The
angle 0 is 60° and ml = m2 = 10 kg. If
at rest both blocks will remain at rest
but if 111.2 is given a downward velocity
it will continue downward at the same
velocity. What is the coefficient of
kinetic friction between the block and
the plane?

A. 0.27

B. 0.97

C. 1.42

D. 1.73

t 55

Anl:war:

US.NA

Proo_
Quan.

Diagra
Dizigram

Dic;ram

To NYIT
To Comput;n:_
OK Computr_

Anawer Record'

NYIT, Fall 1970

Mt; 5=13.2

T.O.# 017-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram? _yes

Answer: A

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofedlk
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Madre .

Diagram 0I
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record
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5-13.4

1

J

hc, cc-Inn:.ytd by

:1_rinc; w:Jich ovr a
The

coefflilicnt of L;tatft and kin(ttic

friction hi.twou:) the bloud_ and the pLanc
is 0.06. The an:Je is 30', mi = 10
and m2 = what is the tension in
the striDg .connecting tilr two blocks?

A. 35.9 nt.

B. 42.8 nt.

C. 32.7 nt.

D. 27.5 nt.

The two. blocks are connected by a light
inextensible string which passes over a
frictionless massless pulley. The
coefficient of static and kinetic
friction between the block and the plane

ID :!

T. O.'`

Skill

Dirc,;:c17.7

Ansuar: c

USNA Jceepto

Qw2f3, Froo-ZeL7:
Quos.

Diagram M-Ac
Diar:.2-.7.1 OK

Diagrao Xerox

To NYIT
To Coput:=
OK Col:Tutor

Answer Record__

NYIT, Fall 1970

ID// 5-J3.4

T.0.# 017-00

is 0.50. The angle 0 is 45°, ml = 3 kg Skill

and m2 = 5 kg. What is the acceleration-
of m2? Diagram? yes

Rating 9

A. .227 m/sec2

B. 2.23 m/sec2

C. 3.52 m/sec2

D. 4.83 m/sec2

t 56

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Quest Proofed-
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram
Diagram
Diagram

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT,-Fall 1970

Made
OK
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5-1];.5 The co; 1!, ht.

-;1cL;s pi1ley. The

thr.! nfld

ill= 5-1.5
_ __

T. 0. 017-0a

is 0.5. I he an:Jc

5 1.4:. ,-!hat

45", m, 3 kJ,

is the Eension in

Skill Rating 9

the string connecting the two blocks? Diagram? e

A. 24.8 nt. Answer :

D. 31.8 nt.

C. 37.8 nt.

D. 48.8 nt.

USNA. Accepts

Ques, Proofc,,T!*
Ques, Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram 0L

5-18.1 A 160 lb man stands on a pair of scales inside an elevator. The
elevator accelerates downward at 4 ft/sec2. What weight do the
scales read?

N7 =

5-18.2 A 140 lb man stands on a pair of scales in an elevator. The

scales read 180 lb. Assuming the scales are accurate, what is
the acceleration (magnitude and direction) of the elevator?

a =

t 57

Diagram Xerox.

IDi 5-18.]

T.O.# 016-00

Skill Rating I

Diagram? no

Answer: 140 lbs.

USNA Accepts

IDI/ 5-18.2

T.Oril 016-00

Skill Rating 1

Diagram? no

Answer:

4 ft/sec2
upward

CZ=

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made



f;r:!1-td3 c of Thp
.1 ul.yar,1 at

4 3ru acuraLo, v..liaL is Lhu Lruu
uaii,hz_ of the

=

5-18.4 A mnn ,:tnrds on n pair of sclles inside .7qa e1. The scales
read 130 lb. but the man's true weight is 160 lb. What is the
acceleration (magnitude and direction) of the elevator?

a=

5-18.5 A man stands on a pair of scales inside 'an elevator. The scales
read 119 lb when the elevator is accelerating downward at
4 ft/sec2. Assuming the scales are accurale4.:what is the true
weight of the man?

w =

t 58

TD.';

SI:: 1 3

DiaL-..!1?

An.F:ut,.: 176

USN. Accepts

Qucs Proof,..!d.

Ques, Xeroxed_

IDf 5-18.4

T.0.0 016-00

Skill Rating 1

IDiagram? no

Answer:

6 ft/sec2
down"

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed
Ques, Xeroxed__

114,..nreAm Ct

ID// 5-38.5

T.O. /1 016-00

Skill Rating :L

Diagram? no

Answer: .121511).

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed::::!
Ques. Xeroxed

.

Diagram Made
Diagram OK



puHt ui. LILL ri:], of oi

- in H/::c,(_- ui

A.

L. 131

C. 20.8

D. 3.32

6 -1.2 A flywheel cf radius 0.5 ft is rotating at a constant speed of
2500 rpm (rev/min). The tangential velocity of a point on the
rim will be, in ft/sec

toD 1-- I 1_
Skill Rat

Dinl;r,am? ro

An :

USNA AcccIrti:

Ouer Proofed

ID# 6-1.2

T.C. 0M-C,0

A.

B.

C.

D.

1250

625

5?/4

131

'Skill Rboting

Diagram% no

Answer : ll

2_

6-1.3 A flywheel is rotating at a constant speed of 1200 rpm (rev/min).
The tangential velocity of.a point on the rim of the flywheel is

31.4 m/sec. The radius of the flywheel is, in meters

A. 4.00

B. 1.57

C. 0.639

D. 0.250

t 59

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed:1J

ID// 6-1.3

T.0.# 018-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram?

Answer:

no

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed-J
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT



. cf
07 %ii Tic! -;

..3

A. 2.Y,'

B. 1.'33

C. 0.750

D. 0.0785

6--1.5 A flywheel of radius 0.25m is rotating at a constant speed. The
vloc_ity of .a pint on the -rim is 7S.6 m/ec. Tiii

angular velocity of the flywheel is, in rpm (rev/min)

A. 131.5

B. 1256

C. 3000

D. 75,360

6-2.1 A particle moves at constant speed in a circular path of radius
4m. The tangential velocity of the particle is 10 m/sec. The
centripetal acceleration of the particle is, in m/sec2

A. 400

B. 40

C. 25

D. 2.5

t 60

UStA

flu

Prca
f 1W

ID 6-1.5

Skill Rating

Diagram? no.

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed -r.;')

Ques. Xeroxed

ID#J17?

T.0.# 018-00

Skill Rating 1

Diagram?- no

Answer: C.

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofcd0
Qucs. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox



1::111;

6--2.3 A particle moves at a constant speed of 30b1- rev/sec in a circle
of rad:.us 0.25m. The centripetal acceleration of the particit,
is, in m/sec2

A. 900

B. 240

C. 22.8

D. 15.0

6-2.4 A particle moves at a constant speed of 5 in/sec in a circular
path. The centripetal acceleration of the particle is 50 m/sec2
The radius of the Circle is, in meters

A. 0.1

B. 0.5

C. 2

D. 10

t 61

Wes, ProcciLI
Que3-

7.1ade

TV:

Skill ilting 1

Diagram? no

Answer: A

1TTNA ArrPntR

ID!? 6-2.4

T.01/ 018-00

Skill Rating 1

Diagram? no

Answer: 13

USNA Accepts

Quesn Proofed
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK



A

B.

C.

D.

V = 1/3
1

V = 3 V
1

V2 V1

V_
2 j 1

;1111;ti

Lfli V,

6-8.2 A flywheel consists of two concentric rvlinders of radii
R2 ZI;; shown. Ti;' flywheel 1:otztLin c i+r. 2

velocity, to., if V2 = 3 vi the reil:)ti
is

A.

B.

C.

D.

h2 = 9 Ri

Ps
2
=

R2 3 R1

R2 =

P rind

6-8.3 A flywheel consists of two concentric cylinders of radii R1 and
R2 as shown. The flywheel is rotating at a constant speed of
10 rev/sec. If R

1
= 0.25 ft and R

2
= 0.75 ft the magnitudes of

VI. and V

A. V1 =

B. V1 =

C. V1 =

D. V1 =

are, in ft/sec
2

5 ft/sec, V
2

5 ft/sec, V
2

80 ft/sec, V
2

80 ft/sec, V2

=

=

=

=

8.65 t/sec

15 ft/sec

138.4 ft/sec

240/ftsec

t 62

S1.i1 ti

1.7 : B

US:;._ ACC:20C:;

Qucs,

Qucs.
1):-nofcc'.,

6-5.2

1Df..tgzam':-

Answel:

USNA Accepts

Quec, Proofcd_
Ques- Xeroxed__

iD# 6-8.3

11.0.# 018-11

iDiagtamC

iAnswa..*:

1

yes

IUSNA Accepcs
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Diagram Made
Diagram OK
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,

B.

G.

D.

. I ..t ,:r L -L

1

- i

4. fL/L:ec, V

2

V

f: /,,--: ..i "N....,

-1,

,-, 0.567 f/L c.

= 6.0?,

= 20

f

6-8.5 A flywh,,,o1 consists of two concentric cylinders of radii Ri and
R2 as shown. If V2 = 2 V1 the relationship between R2 and R1 is1

1

A. R2 = 5 RI

B. R2 = 4 R,

C. R2 = 2 RI

D. R2 = 1.41 Ri

t 63

C'

uS2.:.

Qitc:L;

13:

ry,

C

, Fail L9-70

ID/i 71-8.5

T.O.

Skill Rating

Diagram?

Answer:

USNA Accepts
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Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox
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To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record
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A. 1.27

1.11

C. 1.03

D. ',..39

6-9.2 The figure shows a mass of 2 kg revolving in a horizontal circle,
at a constant speed of 2 m/scc. If it requires 11/2 seconds forthe mass to make one complete revolution, the angle which the
string makes with the vertical (0) is, in degrees

A. 50.4

B. 39.2

C. 22.2

D. 14.0 0

t 64

Ques,

-

Tc

OK

Anwo,

Fall 1910

ID#

T.O.P 019-00

Skill Rating 2_

Diagram? yes

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Quesn Proof ed.,S7A

Ques. Xeroxed_

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
DiagraM Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record
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().1

A. 0.167

i. 0.27.3

C. 0.7:45

D. 1.83

A

L
I

.

L1I -Hiv!.; :4"

6-9.4 The figure shows a mass of 0.25 kg revolving in a horizontal
circle at a constant speed of 3 rn/sec. If the string makes :in
angle of 300 with the -ertical (0) the time required for one
complete revolution is, in seconds

//22.12Y-WiLLLLI.2/

0

1

A. 1.04

B. 1.32

C. 2.05

D. 2.64

rn

t 65

I::
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VO

C
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Qu.
Qua.

Dia,r-am N,-de

OK
Dia3rr:i:! Xerox_

To NYTT
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Answer Record
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T.0.# 019-00

Skill Rating I_

Diagram? yes

Answer:

........,..........,
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USNA Accepts .
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Diagram Made
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l..,,. :-,1; :: -, 0. 1.,-.,,,, I-, ,..,c,INII, i.,1 , c.....r[:.ont:11.

4L ; (,).,,J.::id:; ( ( "m/:0 lc ;a:. If C Lrjr,;!,

la ,,i.i.h.11,..: vc:-1..Lic:11 (:)) is 37' tilt: Ic.it Lh :J1 :11::: :iLrin::, (L)

.!(-I.-.;

A. 2 .0

I>.

G. 1.23

D. 0.626

6-14.1 Four masses, ml, m2, m3, and m4 are placed 4 inches from the

center of a phonograph turn-table (33 1/3 rpm) and the switch

is turned on. The misses are such that: m2 = 2 ml; m3 = 3 mi

and m,F = 4 mi. The coefficients of static and kinetic friction
between each mass and the turn-table are 0.1 and 0.05

respectively. As the turn-table comes up to speed the order

in which the masses will begain to slide is

A. mi, m2, m3 and m4

B. my, m3, m2 and ml

C. All masses will slide at same instant

D. None of the masses will slide at or below 33 1/3 rpm.

\ 1
1.7.9m3 /1

M2

t 66

US1V!.

Qu(.,1a.

Queo.

Diarr!m

To NYIT
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OK Computr
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i':,, !,:-IiIn. ,--); ; c.ircular .uyb:.1e1.1yd. 1:;,,,,Lwy curv,. in !,00 IL. The IID;, ;-., .1.' '-'

_........._ .

i ;:, 7 :: ; ,,.$)( ',H 1. ,:i (.::11. 0 ir 1-1- i i:i..i(r,1 1)'_:Lvi;2:..'11 Li:11.: Whi rl.):,L1 Uhl CM

Will le..(1) tr.:r ic from nki0,1i.n.,, ;IL ;t :-T,-!,:..d ot 40 mllt!.:;/hr i:-... T.O.,'i OP.) -i-c)
.......__________

A. 0.32.)

B. 0.2'/O

G, 0.430

D. 0.0!;0

6-i.1 The radiAs of a circular unbanked highway is 500 ft. Assumi.ng
a coQ:ficient of fricti,in ot 0.25 between tires and road, the
maximum sper.ld at which traffic can. round the curve without
skidding is, in miles/hr

A. 16.3

B. 20

C. 43

D. 63

6-14.4 It is desired that traffic be able to round an unbanked
highway curve at 60 miles/hr without skidding. Assuming a
coefficient of friction of 0.25 between tires and road the
minimum radius of the curve is, in feet

A. 1470

B. 968

C. 450

D. 315

t 67

1:etin:.;

Diaciam? no

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ones. Proofed.

ID# 6-14.3

Skill Rating

Diagram? no________

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed2:k
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USNA Accepts :
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It j,1 found that trai:fic cao an
113.)

u!11-,:i highav cur,.!.: of rahii,:; 400 f:t. whca travcUug at a
ot !JO milca/hr. Asta:liflg that th(! coHficiont of ffiCLiOn

-

1110_ fl,1 the YO,H conant the maxki;um
specd at which trallic c; round ou unhancil curve of radius

Skil
300 ft t.. Clout skiddiag is, in mile:,/hr

l

A. 46

C. 34.3

C. 30

D. 10.9

A man plans to perform the loop-the-loon stunt on a motorcycle
at a county fair. if the radials of the loop is 30 ft the
minimum speed which t :hc motorcycle must have at the top of the
loop is, in ft /sec.

A. 98

B. 52.2

C. 31

D. 27.4

A mass of 0.5 kg rests in a pail which is moved in a vertical
circle of radius 2 m. The minimum speed the mass must have at
the top so as not to fall out is, in m/sec

A. 8

B. 4.9

C. 4.42

D. 4

t 68
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USNA Accept _ _

Queo.
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Diagram? no

Answer : C

USNA Accepts
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6-15.4

A :t..t:-,t; t ia a n:Ail in

1-;l ; !, I Th.! n;1

:IL hC.: i.M;) ilOL to J. all ow_ IT; 1.1!:(..!..2.

B.

C.

D.

A mass of 0.5 slug rests in a pail which is moved in a vortical
circle at a constant speed of 8 ft/sec. The maximum radius
the circle can have so that the mass will not fall out at the
top is, in ft

A. 0.25

B. 0.50

C. 2.00

D. 6.50

6-15.5 Two masses, ml and m2 = 2 ml, rest in a pail which is moved
in a vertical circle of radius 3 ft. The speed of the bucket
at the top oi the circle is 12 ft/sec. At the top of the
circle:

A.

B.

C.

D.

only ml will fall out

only m2 will fall out

both m and m will fall out
1 2

neither m or m 2 Will fall out

t 69
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Skill Rating

Diagram? no

Answer: C

USNA Accepts

Quest Proofed,
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ID# 6-15.5
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Skill Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer:
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of i 1.o

J: L:H.11:; the
cor.;:oct or tho roJd 1, in ()(.'i;rc!.2H

A. 25.9

B. 57.8

C. 64.1

D. 66

Diozr::.M? no

Anr:wer-

6-16.2 A circular curve of highway
60 mlles/):. lf the radius
correct angle of banking of

A. 41.3

B. 22.1

G. 15.1

D. 7.15

is de!;Iwied for traffic moving
of the curve :is 400 ft the
the road is in degree:-,

at
ID#

Skill Ratinz,

Dia&;:am? no

Arl SW car: c_______

6-16.3 A circular curve of highway is designed for traffic
50 miles/hr. If the road is banked at an angle of
radius of the curve is, in feet

A. 1630

B. 759

C. 500

D. 232

moving at
18.6' the

IDfi j -16.3

T.Onil 019-00

Skill Rating _21_

Diagram? atop

Answer:

A circular curve of highway of radius Ro is designed for traffic

moving at a speed of V0. If the angle at which the road is

banked is kept constant, and the traffic is to move at a speed

of V = 2 V
o

the new radius R must be

A. R02

B. 4 R
o

C. 2 Ro

D. rpo

t 70

ID#

T.O. 019-00

Skill Rating 2

Diagram?. no

Answer:

..=========.1M6=W.,,
USNA Accepts

Proofed



6-16.5 A c;'.-cuir:r cur, of tlillyz,y it; iI for tr;:iFic

(;) Lhnt :IL which Lily'

r();:,1 lyinknd coinli_hnL boL V;I:litit; = 1 /2.

Thk, which trafric chn movu in 11111!:Vhr.

A. Wq.6

B. 42.4

C. 30

D. i5

7-1.1 The centripetal force does positive work on a particle if the
particle is moving in an cliptical path.

True False

7-1.2 The Centripetal force does no work on a particle moving in
circular motion only if the velocity is constant.

r True ] False

'7-]..3 If the centripetal acceleration of a particle is increasing it
means that the centripetal force is doing positive work on the
particle.

[I J True

t 71

1 False

T.0

Skill

Diz,.Lrc:m? no

An; wc1r:

USNA Accept::;

Quest. Proofed ,

,

SktlI RrAtinc.,

Diagtctm? no

Answer:

IID/6 7-1.2

T.0.11 020-00

Skill Rating

Diagram? no

Answer: False

T.Odi 020 -00

Skill Rating _Dm..

Diagram? no

AnSwer: FalsQ___:



7-1.A wol* do',"v!, t1n.: eomrin-tal iorco, on :1 IvIrtici(!
muve:: a path in tint shape of an S.

1.V

---..
T.O.P

True
i._.....-.._... False

Diagram? no

Answer: True

7-i.5 The work done by the centripetal force on n particle moving
along a curved path is always zero regardless of the shape of
the curved path.

C-1 True False

7-2.1 A student picks up a 2 lb book from atop a table 3 ft-high and
moves it across the room, a distance of 10 ft and places it on
a shelf 7 ft high. how much work does the student do on the
book?

W =

7-2.2 A midshipman takes a 5 lb chair from the floor and sits it atop
a 3 ft table which is 5 ft away. What is the work done on the
chair by the midshipman?

W

t 72

IDf _771,5 --

Skill lating n _

Diagram?

Answer: ...L 11c,

T . 0.11_0227in

Skill Rating

Diagram?

Answer: .8 it- lb.

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proof edZYL
Ques. Xeroxed

ID# 7-2.2

T.On# 020-00

Skill Rating I

Diagram? no

Answer; 15 Ft



A s;!.; ol 3 slu:!,s is raised to diird
-11)

:C1.);.; 27 ft 1)elow. How such w-1-; is donv on t=he

:-;;;1-(-?

7-2.4 A briefcase full oC books woighs 15 lbs. You carry the brieccao
100 yt:rdc, up a hill to a spot which is 20 It above the starting
point. How much work is done on the briefcase?

W

7-2.5 An nthelete wears a 2 lb weight around each anIde while in
training. How much work does the athelc'ze do on the weights
as he runs one time around a 400 yard track?

=

7-5.1 A force F = -kx where x is the displacement acts on a particle
of mass m = 3 kg. The work done on the'particle as it moves from
x .--- 2.0 to x = 1..0 meter is 9.0 joules. What is the valve
(including units) of the constant k?

k=

t 73

Skill I;in!;

Ditaf,:!?

AnE,;?er : 1f- 1

(ranc: 2560 to
2620 FL 10

T.0.#

Skin Rating

Dia;;ram? no________

Answer : 300iLt_ :11

ID# 7-2.5

T if_ 020-no

Skill Rating

Diagram? no

Answer: 0

ID# 7-5,1

T.0.4 021-00

Skill Rating 1

Diagram? no

Answer: 6 kp/soc'
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USNA Accepts
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A j or( (.! + 1.-: ;:r(

Lhe k L t.

i. H 0 b.) 2.0 mch..vs i H 6.0
x - 2.0 L:;.'Ler L0 H - 4.0 L:.0i3O-:; [6.0 is 1. ho

wiive uJ Lhc :ma b?

fl-

b

7-5.3 A particle of mass m = 2 kg has a. force F = acting on it
x-

where x is the displacement and the constant k = 10 kg m3/See2.

What 18 work done by the fore,' as the particle moves from

x = 0.5 meter to x = 1.0 meter?

w =

7-5.4 A force 1? = ax bx3 acts on a particle of mass in = 5 kg,
where x is the displacement and the constants a = 5 kg/sec2
and b = 10 kg-2/sec-2. What is the work done by the force
as the particle moves from x = 2 meters to x = 1 meter?

W =

7-5.5 A constant force of 5.0 nt acts on a particle of mass
m = 2.5 kg in the direction of the motion of the particle.
What work is done by the force as the particle moves from
x = 1.0 meter to x = 5.0 meters if the velocity of the
particle is kept constant?

W =.

t 74

rct

Skill R2t11-
I

Answc:r:

a = 0
b = 3 kg/eo2

USNA Accecr,

ID# 7-5.

T.0.I/ 021-00

Skill

Diagram? lin

Answer : jou

ID

T O. II 021-00

Skill I

Diagram? no

Answer:

30 joules

ID# 7-5.5

T.0.# 021-00

Skill 1

Diagram? no

Answer:.

20 joules

USNA Accepts
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iL,i1 5

v..ork Ulric by

7-9.2 A 20-kg block is placed on top a. spring causing the spring
to compress. When the block is in equilibrium with the spring
in the compressed position what. work has been done by the
spriun4? The spring constant k = 490 kg/sec?-.

W

7-9.3 A spring of constant k = 100 lb/ft is fixed to the ceiling.
A weight is fixed to the spring and allowed to stretch the
spring to its new equilibrium position. The work done by the
spring was -12.5 it-lb. What is the weight fixed to the
spring?

w

7-9.4 A 32-lb block lying on a table has a spring with constant
k = 600 lb/ft attached. The other end of the spring
fixed to the wall. An external force causes the block to
move from the equilibrium position to a position 12 inches
away. What is the work done by the spring as the block moves
from 4 inches to 8 inches from the equilibrium position?

W

t 75

Dingram?_no

Ansvrer:3_1(TJ,_:

(ram.,s. 3.65 to
3.71 joules)

USNA, .'ccepts

1D'i 7-9.2

T. 0. L021.-00

Skill

D la g ram? no

Answer:
-39.2 joules

(range: 38.9 to
39.5 joules)

ID# 7-9.3

T. 0 # 02]-00

Skill 2

Diagram'? no

Answer: 50 lb,

ID?! 7-9.4

T . 0.# 021-00

Skill 1

Diagram? no

Answer: -100 ft-lb
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7-10.1 What hora.epower must an elecLric motor deliver to a hoist. if
it lo to lilt a 330 lb crate yeitically at a constant
velocity of 5 fthec?

A. 3

B. 0.5

C. 2

D. 5

7-10.2 You wish to design an escalator that. will carry 32 passengers,
with an average weight of 160 lbs, al a constant velocity of
3 ft/sec. If you neglect friction, 1,at is the maximum angle
of inclination above the horizontal the escalator can have?
You are limited to a 12 hp motor.

A. 65°

B. 64°

C. 26°

D. 25°

t 76

1) I. a 1, :7 a 111 .

Anowei.:z_

USNA

Ques. Proe.

Ques. Xava

DizT;r:Ati

Diegr!.!

Disgm

1D# 7-10,1

T.0.# 029-On

Skill 1

Diagram? no

Answer:

TICMA Aor,nntc

liDg
7-119.2.

IT.O. 022-00

ISkilI Rating

Diagram? no

Answer:

USNA Accepts
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Diagram Made
Diagram OK
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r ill

lo cu,IJLt. ..,1,!iLy of GO hc 30°
4i?()

L. 33

C. 37

D. 66

7-10.4 A helicopter is used to pick up pilots downed at sea. An electric
motor delivers 2.0 lip to a sling hoist. At what ma::imum velocity
will it retrieve a 200 lb pilot?

A. 2.75 ft/sec

B. 5.5 ft /sec

C. 1.375 ft/sec

D. 33 ft/sec

7-10.5 A 2000 lb elevator has n motor that can deliver a maximum power
of 24 hp. If the elevator is moving with a constant speed of
3 ft/sec, what is the maximum number of passengers, with an
average weight of 155 lbs, can the elevator handle?

A. 2

B. 15

C. 16

D. 20

t 77

P,

USN

c;;,.

Die r:.iC

QUC:36

D :L a 317 ;:lr,
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ILO 7- 1 0. zt

T.0. #t

Skill Rat in;-,

Diagfala? no

Answer :

===tX.V1=,1z=1===Milltnri

USNA Accepts

ID# 7-10.5

I.0 .# 022 -00

Skill Rating

Diagram? no

Answer:

1

B

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed D,
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made



7-15.2 A 5,1.4; parLcle vojc.:.1:od into the air wlth ;Ari :[nit.H1 velocity
of 20 mic. clli'iy of 250 jou,10::= hLil it' reaches

itE; ;0.atLpj. AI what an:ae above Lhe hoti%on was the
parLicic: illitiallyprojcoLcd?

0

7-15.3 A particle has a kinetic energy of 450 joules as it is projected
into the air with a velocity of 15 m/sec at an angle of 30°
above the horizontal. What is the mass'of the particle?

Skill A,:tinr' I

no

(41"

IUSNA Accepts

ID/

T .0. LO2L(.2p....

Skill Rating 1__

,Diagtam? no

Answer: _4 ka__

7-15.4 A particle of mass m = 2 kg is projected into the air at an anglerpii

1

7-15.4
of 60° above the Imrizontal. When the particle reaches its
maximum altitude it has a kinetic energy of 25 joules. What was

# 023-00
the hineLic energy when the particle was initially projected?

IT.0,

K

t 73

i Skill Rating 1

! am? no

Answel 100 _j_ptIle:
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7-18.1 A 2 1T, block is rleacd from rest: on n frictionles inclined

plene. W11:0.. is the voloctity of the block when the voitical-
component of as displeccm.olt is 2.5 in down?

v=

:Y.1) 7 -18.1
. . _ . _ .

r1.0 023-00
- -

!Skil 1

no _

A ns El

(range: 6.95 to
7.05 rn/sec

7-18.2 A particle of mass 3.0 kg is projected vertically upward with .

when ii..D# 7-18.2
an initial velocity of 20 m/nec. What is the kinetic energy
the particle is 20 meters above the initial position?

11.0.# 023-00 R'

1

K =
iSkil:1 Ra.c.ing 1 :.

7-18.3 A particle is thrown vertically downward from atop a tall
building. The initial velocity is 50 ft/sec. What. is the
velocity after.' the particle has traveled .50 ft?'

v=

t 79

D'agl i9___

lAnwe7.:
[(range: 9.0 to

I ].5.0 joules)

;ID# 7-18.3

Skill Rating 1.

,Diaglam no ;

Answel.:
7

75.5 tt/scc.
(range: 75.0 Lo
76.0 ft/sec)
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7 13.5 A lb 1:1:H,; " .111 vHouit-y of S2 ft/sec don a
plane incli,lcd at an an0e of 30° with the horizontal. The
raultant for(:,:. 011 the block is 4 lh up the plane. What is the
kiactic crty or the block after it hus moved 20 ft down the
piano.

K

7-24.1 An 8 lb block moves Initially on a frictionless section of
a plane at a velocity of 32 ft/sec. The block must cross a
section of the plane which has a coefficient of kinetic
friction pk = 0.2 and is 20 ft wide. It then goes up a
frictionless plane inclined at an angle of 30° with the
horizontal. What is the distance fron the bottom of the
incline to the point where the block will stop?

t 80

7 -M.:,

;1.0 ...02370()_____

no_

:Answ&:

I 400 It-lb

UJiiti Accepc5

iID# 7-2"t21.

T.0.# 023-00

Rating _.2__

Diagram? no

Answer: 24 ft__

============!
USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed,SW
Ques. Xeroxed--

Diagram Made
Diagram OM
Diagram Xerox
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7-24,3 A 211 in block has aa initinl kinetic energy (-0: 192 it-lb on a

hnl-izotal pl :n with a coefficient of kinetic friction

Pk - 0.2 where it moves a distance of 20 ft before starting do91

a 0 ft lonf!, frictiouleF:s plane inclined at an angle of 30'

with the horiontal. The Liock than moves on to a horizontal

friction pl:nic!, P1. 0.3, where it comes to rent. lie'; fair does

it move on this horizontal plane before it comes to rest?

7-24.4 A 4 ounce bullet fired with a speed of 800 ft/sec passes
through a telephone pole 12 inches in diamc ter at a point

4 ft above the ground. The bullets path through the pole is
horizontal and along a diameter. While in the pole the bullet

en;.periences an average force of 1250 lbs. If air resistance

is neglected, at what horizontal distance from the pole will

the bullet hit the ground?

X -^

t 81

023-In

Skill Rating

Diagralm? no

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ques, Procfed.';'')._

Nes, Xerez:ed

Tli ~Dram Mtijo

ID f7 7-24,4

T.0.#

Skill. Rating 2

Diagram? no

Answer: 282,5J),_

range.: 278 to

287 ft)
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7-27.1

f1 v-111 1.tt.-.1., tt .1i r ;-1 !

I t :1 1

14! L.! !:!..! HJ. ) I)

H f, 'H huI
1.1!

1
"!'.1 ; ; ! i, !.111 .

i of 1.11c! t jit:.5t t o r i t pr!

A constnnt horizontal force F, of
magnitude 100 nt, is used to move a
5-kg block up a plane inclined at an
angle 0 = 30 from the horizontal.
If the block starts from rest and
the caefficient of kinetic friction.

betw'.1. the block and the plane is
0,20, how far must the block travel to
have a speed of 10.0 m/sec?

A. 5.73 in

B. 4.30 m

C. 4.03 m

D. 3.67 m

t 82

I1';.' Acec.11,

Quas.

Diitrjam

To NYI'f

OK Compuc.]:__
-----

Answer Rac.ard

NIT, Pail 1970

ID!! 7-27.1

T.0.#
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Answer:
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A constant horizontal force, F, of
magnitude 100 nt, is used to move a
block with a weight of 25 nt up a plane
inclined at an angle 0 = 600 with the
horizontal. If the block starts from
rest and acquires a velocity of 4 in/sec
after it has moved 1.25 meters along the
plane, what is the coefficient of
friction between the black and the
plane?

A. .218

B. .236

G. .270

D. .286

E. .474

t 8:3

Diram

To NM
To

OK

Ancuar Road

WIT, Pall .970

IN

T.0.# 0')7-00

Skill nat17,-

Diagram? yes

ArP,wer:

USNA Accept°
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Diagram Xero:z.
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7-27.5

L;

'L.::

ijI t

i.
/!:vc

C. IL:,

D. ft4;.c.

A constant horizontal force, of

magnitude 150 lb, is used to 1ove a
100 lb block up a plane inclined at at
angle 0 --, /15' from the horizontal. Ii

the block starts from rest ani7l the
coefficient of kinetic fricticn between
the block and the plane is 0.iC, how
far must the block travel to obtin a
speed of 1.0.0 ft/sec?

A. al.1 ft

B. 8.89 ft

C. 6.33 ft

D. 5.55 ft

E. 4.43 ft

t 84

k.

Dl

To
ro C C.raptl

OK

NYIT, Ia1J. 1070

liD#

.0.

Skill

Anower:

USNA Accepto

Queo. Proacd,
(11.1,?.o. Xero.gcd .

Dig 1136c.1
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8-1.2

(L,

If the tot:11 en._!ty (.1.[ the nartIcte is conF:ervd, the ,::erk
clone by the rcFAnitahlt conservative force is equal to tire
negative of the chao,,-:c in potential energy of the particle,
W = -LU.

True --]Fnlse

8-1.3 If the total energy of the particle is conserved, the work
done by the ri_Liultant conservative force is equal to the
negative of the change in the total cmergy of the particle,
W = -AE.

True

t 85

r ialse

... --,

1 8-1

1.0 11 02 no

Ratin

1-1,)

Answer: Trnc,

USNA ALccpLJ
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ID#__ 8-]
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Skill Rating 0__
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Answer: False

USNA Accepts
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Diagram OY.
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r i True

Che ::,rl:

of the

False

8-51 A roner coaster moves at point "A" with speed V0. At point

"B" the coaster moves with speed 2. Vo. Assuming no frictional

losses, what is the height of point: "A" above, point "B"?

A, 3 V0 2/2g C. V02/2g

B. 5 Voz/2g D. 2 V
o
2/g

A. do, I.* 410.0 MIA 701.... 0,1. **a

ACN,

!

ID 1

T. 0 * 27-00

Skill Ratinz

Diasrara?

Answer:

USNA Accepts

Ques. ProofcL____
()tins.

Diasrarn act__
0-Ir.:gram 01T.

Dia[,,rairi Xerox_._

To NZIT
To Compute:
OK Cuy,Iputer
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:1

8-5.3 -A roller coaster moves with a speed of Vo at "A". It goes

Lhrough the loop and up the inclire. The kineLi.e energy at

at "B" is one-half that at "A". What is the height of point

"B" above point "A"? Assume no frictional losses.

A. 3 VoRig.

B. zero

fr-.

i-% '

C. 3 V02/S0

D. V02/4g

t 87

ID 817

T . O. 0277.00_

Skill Rating

Diagram?

Answer :
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8-5.5 Asumin no fric:Aen involved , whLt must be the speed of the
rolier cor:stor at point "A" if it is to just barely reoch
point "11" before stopping, if "11" is a height, h, above

ok-

A. 1-11

2

B. (2gh)2

z.

C. 2gh

D. V 20.h

t 88

!.

ox

To Mr.:'

To Cor.lpvc.:r

-

Anse:
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ID#
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Answer:
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For ;i 5(-1,-(..t.! Lact:in2, ,1 pnrricle n
ft.. L!!:.! 01-,1.,. 1-),)!..,frii:j:J.J. thn_

froca J).ii 1. x1).

AU

4

8-9;3 For a force, F = -3y, acting on a particle, what is the potential
energy of the particle when it is at position y = -4 if u = 0
for y = 0. Assume F in net,Jns and y in meters.

U

t 89

i.
ToY

Skin

no

An s:

1

Quac

Din.;.;rJ2,1

Skill. Rating _1

DiegramI

Answer:

24. joules
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8-13.1 A ball of miss m is at rest on top of a Epring with a spring
constant k. If the length of the unCompressed spring is meters,
what is the length of the compressed spring?

A.
2mg

k C.

B. D.
V k

t 90

z.-,

V k

z 2- 2ma

An:Iwer:
.

Accr

quas,
Qui:s, ...-.:Id

To NIT

Skill. Rating J___

Diagram? C

k
Answer:

USNA Accept3
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8-13.3 A sprinE of lench 2, and with. Lonstut k is compce
a lentll c)17. L-11:A tJed with a strin,,. A mass m is plac.cd on
Lop Tring tivm the string is cut. How high above t.hc
unLoi:ipted will the mass m he tossed.?

ky2

2r(;

A.

2
BB.

i
mg

-y

-y
C.7N,

C .
2rag

D. 1SY2
mg

rn

77,71117777

t 93

Answr
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IUSNA Accepts
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8-13.5, A ;L:;-:::.s js art:.o::h2d co tho sprih^, of lon4th with spring com:Lant
L ;u; ;1!o2n. !,:pring is collpre to a lelith of x thon

aoil. What be tbe maximuLl displacemcat of the mafz.s
fro.. copres::od position?

A. P 2x C.

B. x D. 2x

I'/4.
I

%.(

-,tio0or)00000tioo m-

92

027-00

Accepcs

Made_
I) an'. OK

ITo ..1T

0X ,::mu....or

:!rd

'vY41 Fail 1070



.2 A blo,-:k is rele:ed fro;;! a heighL 0 it. Co!:!!pte the
in ordc!r that tie hiock will pp arooliJ

the loop wiIhout: contct with the Lroek. Assume :1
frictiorlic:;s Lrz.ick.

R

I. '',,

1I
-....,

...

,-,
e,t

....,..----,...--.---,......-.........-......-..v.......",4-

t: 93

USNA Accepts

Quer', ProoEL:4____
Ques. .11aro::od

Dim Made
DJ,agrz: OK
Diagram Xeroi:

To NYIT
To Carnotite):

Oi. Cooputca____

Aivwcr Racal:d

NYIT, Fall 1.970



8-18.4 A bloc!: of in wnves alon3 a frictionless tr:Ac% containing
s loop acd a hill. 'nat. is OC, entripctst accelration at
point "i1H if the lalok will 1 rely reach point "B" at the tep
of the hill?

t 96

B

'D

Skill

D1at am?

a = 192 ft/see2

USNA Accepts

Quesr

Ques, Xeroxod

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox__

To MIT
To Computer

------:
OK Computer

Answer Record

MIT, Fall 1970



9-1..:1.

Y(m)
2 kg

4 I.

3.

0

rn3=3kg

r!9
1 2 3 4

The coordiiint.c or Ow ct,nter 0l
mass of the systur.,, .-;11mwn in LIR'

figure are, [n met.prs

A. ..- +3; y = +2.67cm

= +4.5; Ycm "

cm
y
CM

- +3.2

U. = +4.5; V = +2.67
cm -cm

5 Y, (n-t)

C 95

.()- 1 .ID

o22--(C;

Dig m?

AnEer:

USN Accepts

_

Proot ea I v.
Ques. Xaro..,:ed

DiE.igram

Diagram 01..:

Diagram ..Kerox____

Tç NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

MIT, Fail 1970



0-1.3 fli coordinnte!-; of t1u renter of
1iiu4!4 of the systom :-;ho:n in tho

figure are, in meters

3

2

rn
3=

3 kg

A. +2.1;xcm

B. = +2.63 ;
Cal

C. y = +2.1:
'cm

D. x
CHI

= +2.63;

rn = 5 kg
20

y ( rn )
2

L 96

Yen;

YOE

3 e111

YCM

----------------
USNA Accepts

Ques

Diagram Macie

Diagram OK -------
Diagrem Xer3

Tc, NYIT

To Ccmpute:

OK

Auswer Reccrd_

NYIT, Fall 1970



J

9-1.5 The coordinates of the center of
mass of the SyStuM shown in the
figure arc, in meters

- -2 -1

Y( m)
5 ) 3 I.; (-I,

.3

2.

A. x
cm .= +1.1; y

CM
= +2.1

B. xem = +2.9;

C. =
cm

+1.57;
-cm

- +3.5

D. Tc-cm +1.1;
`7cm +3.5

y = +2.1
cm

rn = 4.1c g
0 3

!

2 3 4

1:97

^.

To

OK

AnzwcIs

1:1J :970

o

AnsweT.': A

USN. Accepts

Quest Pzoofad.-f

Quos, Xezoxad

DialItilM Made

Diagiam OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To C,.;mpuLer_

OK Compul.-FLr

Answer Record

NYIT ,.Fall 1970



:CH

9-6.2 A piece of sheet metal
-.-

cut_ into thsae 1ape shown. Assnminl
uniform thicknc!ss and mass density,;., , :. ,,

,L.J.::
, _ n!-::_____the coordinates of the center of

5-

l
0

x (f t)
I

2 3 4 5 6

mass arc, in ft 1t

A. =cm
+1.; 37 = +1.5

cm

B. x
CM

= +3, 5; yCM = +2.5

C. = +3.5;cm
7cril = +1.5

D. = +1.5;
CM

y
CM

= +2.5

t 98

Answe.

IUSNA Accepts

Ques. XcQUES.

Diagram
OK

Diagram Xerox__

Tc NYII
Ic Cmpu
OK Oompurct

Answer Rerd

OTT, Fall 1070



9-4.4-

IMO

i
,,,,

fi
11

o 11 --x
-

(f t )
---t'---1-,- -:----: - - .". :. ----

A pice of sheet: metal bns been
lilt into the shape show,. Assnii.-F,, _

uniform thickueJs and mass densiLv 1,0.#
Lhe coerdinal-cs of the ceo :er of

mass are, in ft
Skill

A. xcm - -1.5;

=B. -.7 +1.93;''Clil

-1.5;
'scra

D. -5Z- 'CM = -1.93;

t 99

= 1-2.28.cm

7C11)

y

ycin

+2.73

+2.65

= +2.65

Diapam? ves

Answer:

DSNA Accept:5

Nes, Proofed -11
Ques, Xero%ed

Diagram Made
DiagIam 0(
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computc2r

OK Compun?r

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970



9-6.1 :'lasses III, rind 1n2 C1 5kg and i0k rc:,.pectivciy are on a
c:1:1,,ectr. by z! rur,Lc,r band. A constant

for CC (.0 of 6011t applied to m2 as sh(..,wn. The coc,ffietunt
of kinetic friction butweenc.,21ch mass and the horizonLil surf;ice

i.e 0.2. When hoth maJses are moving to the right, the
accaeration of

A. 4.04

B. 2.0

C. 2.04

U. 7.95

the center of mass is, in

1-7; u hho r

zInd

/-77-77-772:777777777

m/5-;ec2

F77-7

/777777/7

9-6.2 Masses ml and m2 of 5kg and 10kg respectively are on a
horizontal surface and connected by a rubber band. The coefficient

of kinetic friction between each mass and.the horizontal surface

is 0.1. When both masses arc moving to the right the acceleration

of the center of mass is.3.68 m/sec2. The magnitude of the

Constant force (F) applied to 111 2 is, in nt

A. 70.0

B. 55.3 Rubber
Barla

C. 51.5

D. 14.7 /-77 / /77 7 / /77 /7 / /7
NI1 1 N12

t J.00

To
CL

I

.0.

Skill Ratin^

USNA Accepto

Oues, Proofeda

9-6.2

029 -00

.2



FqinJ m, :ntd m2, of mas ;-1-e on a

ned c:irtnectlt! by a ruhbr.,r band. A eow.rant
ioico (1:') ii1 ;_ed to n. and .:hctl both ::::',::Je:.;arc mavin:2, to

rhe nceely)-ation of th(. corder to mn2s 1F-; 2.

Thr. of i::i Li fficioo bey'no!.., ms:4 and rho
Lo-c11)nt:11 the aid is uf Ludo

A. 0.05

11. 0.10

C. 0.20

D. 0.33

2t;bber
1.7-tLnc.{.

72.77-7/77.-77.7.7777771 :t7-777

9-6.5 ;lasses in, and 10, of 10kg and 15k,], respectively are on

horizonLal surface, and connected by a rubber band. A constant
force (F) of 3.00at is applied to m2 as shown. The coefficient
of kinetic friction between each mass and the horizontal surface
is 0.2. When both masses are moving to the right the
acceleration of the cneter of mass is, in misec2

A. 4.70

B. 4.00

C. 3.20

D. 2.04

Rubber
rndz;

iv 1
rf12//7277777/777,7// /777777

t 101

(1-r,

0:."'

1

9_4 r

.

itycinp. '

lAnswezt D

USNA Ancepcs

1Quas. FLoofed'1 0_3

iQues, Xecuxud

1Dir,grr:m 1:1:1de .

In t C7 n



10 1.2 A 1-k;E.: ,:ong the fciction.-; rct shw.,-it in the
the block,]' mo:;:'ntum at point B js the speed of the

block nt point A is, in m/s

A. 6

B. 12.6

'C. 15.2

D. 25.2

Lq

!!%

10-1.3 A 2-kg block slide elong the frictionless track shown in the

figure. if the blocks' momentum at point A is 40 kg-m/sec, the
magnitude of the blocks momentum at point B is, in kg-m/sec

A. 19.0

B. 34.6

C. 38.6

D. 40.0

2 kg

.......,....

......../:.:,...........,_
A

t 102

C

10-1.3

030-00

Skill 2

yes;/



10-1.5 A 2-hg hie. :h slides alon:; the frictionless trech :;ho wn in the

figure. if the black;' morni--.1.1n at point: B is 10 1:.;;-m/ec, the

-speed oi the b1oc.-1. at point A is, in ti/s

A.

h. 11.1

C. 13,5

D. 5!4

A

10-5.1 Two particles of mass 2 kg and 3 kg respectively, are moving with
a speed of 10 m/2cc due east. A third particle of mass 2 kg is

moving with asp:,:ed of 25 m/sec due south. The velocity of the

center of mass, Vmn, of the system is

A. 10.1 m/sec at 45° S of E

B. 10.1 m/s dt-45° N,of-E

C. 66.5 m/s at.22° S of E

D. 66.5 m/s at 22° N of E.

t 103'

0110-00

Shill 2

yes

10-5.1

030-03

Skill 2

no

A



10-5.3 Threr: -iIrticles hove masses and speeds as shown in the table.

PARTICLE 14ASS SPEED AND DIRECTION
. _ . _

n1 I

1112

lit
.

3 kg 5 m/sec due east

3 kg 5 in/sec due east

4 kg 10.m/see due south

The velocity of the center of mass, Vcm, of the system is

A. 11.4 m/sec at 63.5° S of E

B. 11.11 /sec at 11,8° S of E

C. 5 m/sec at 53° S of E

D. 5 m/sec at 53° N of E

t 104

10-5.3

030-03

Shiji 9

no

C



C

O. 1!:c1

10-5.5 Three particles hnvc masses nlid E4p,1..eds -;Ilown in the

PARTICLE NASS SPEED AND DIRECT Jo::

mi 2 kg 10 m/scc (1 east

M
z

4 kg 5 in/sec w/sec due est

m3 5 kg 6 in! sec due north

The velorAty of the center of mass, V , of the system is
cnn

A. 7.56 in/sec at 52.6° N ofE

B. 7.56 in/sec at 37.4° N of E

C.' 6 in/sec due north.

D. 2.72 m/sec due north

t 105

1

030-03

no



0- f. 2 ;Ind

:!1-, Inc YNiv 0i I.

:1:!1 oxlvv;IJi forcu iI u thc:

it nr

A. 8

c. 2

1). 0.25

10-10.3 The m4,111Lnde of the net e:-:ternal force oa n syLitcm is 12 nt.
If the total lyzsfi of the t:;yotem i 3 1:8, the magnitude of the
syntr..mi rate a ch:Lne of momcntum ii.i la kg - m/sue?.

A. 36

B. 12

C. 4

D. 0.25

L106

Pr

10:701. ).._

I 'I .6 q_01070

..11'.!.11 1-;,-...Jng _s_

i

iAnFmo.:. P

I

1

I

km,....,,,,....,..,
1USTA 11(;.ccpt; t

QUCH X,g0..ied.......

0:,,,r,ri414 r,Inklo._,,.. ;.

DJ .( OK

Di.:.gtam



0- 10.5 Th.; 07.!0r10 0,1 ;1 ;;v10 L;

20 o;. if of th,' Hv:;to! thi! ;;1.+rifu0.,

Vc11.0 Of ch:Ine 0; 1:10,x0ntum 1!.;, in m/noc'

100

L. 90

C. 4

0. 0.25

40-13.1 A 6-ton, open-top fr(:.i0t. car IJA .1 :weed of 0 ft/:..e

alorri; a frIctic,alcn her1,0nta1 tracL. it suddenly hegains Lo

rain hard, the raindrop.; failing vorticolly with respect to the

g.c011111.1. A5:w;11i11g tlI cat to bo (loop enough, no that the water

doe:3 not spatter over the top of tho car, the speed of the car

alter it ha concellcd ll Lorin of water :is, in ft/sec

A. 4.8

8.0

C. i2,0

D. 24.(1

1 107

,

III'

1Q,:oN Procji-d

Q1:41N XeJoxed

1

--...

M.-de

titL",grala Xerox



(

. L

10-13:3 A 9-toa; open-tep frcight car 1.;-; constin along a frictioni
10-J'3,3harloul;,1 track. IL suddenly begains to rn:ial hard, the

raindlops fallin vertically with respect to the ground. Assamin
the car Li be deep enough, so that the water dOeS not simacr
over the top of -1..L; car, after the car eollectyi 3 Loll of

jwntcl' it has a :7,od of 3 .1:t/e. The ::1-wc,d Of" the car, before
it been in CO rain, must have been, in ft/sec

A. 1

iAnbwo"::

n.

C. 4

C)

10-13.4 An 8-ton, open-Lop freight car is L..;Ling along a frictionlos

.huriwntal track. It suddenly begzinL; Lo rain hard, the

raindrops falling verC.cally with resucc.r to the ground. Assuming

the can to be deep enough, so that the ter does not spatter

over the top of the car, after the car has collected 4 tons of

water it has a :Teed of 4 ft/sec. The speed of the car, before it

begnin to rain, wust have been, in ft/sec

A. 2

B. 4

C. 6

D. 8

t 108

11:7,

t , n:31

Ratng

p 0

Answo7;: C

LISNA Accept;)

Ques

-0 ,...gram Made_
D OK

ao Xerox:-_._,.



10-A6.1 rocko: iii 1: weight .7,0,000 Ab ;!Ild fl

wei,:.ht a to,00n lb after the fuel .if; compietoly burnd.
Fuel 1!-; ;! rata el 32(1 lbilzec.. Tbc time interval
after C;e roc:;U. attain5.irL; vlocity I a, in
r;e.en&:

A. 31.25

1.

C.

D. 7-

10-16. 2 a rocket ha:; an ialAL.A. weight of 50,000 lb and a
weight: of 13,000 lb after L fuel, is completely burned.
Fuel, is consumed at the rat,:. of 400 lb/sec. The time
interval after which the attains its ma%-imum velocity

is, in seconds

A. 162.5

B. 125.0

C. 87.5

D. 37.5

t 109

ACCC:1)1.r.i

ProoFedji/Z_

LIDO 10- 16.2

14.0.4: 032.22
1

Skill Rating

no

Answei

USNA Accepcs

Queo, Proofed.671.

Ques,

Diagram Mack,
Diagam OK
Diagram

V 7'1'



10-16.3 A'SIAW a rocket has an initial weight of 50,000 lb and a
weight of J5,CU0 lb alter the fuel is completely burned.

The rocket: atIainu ma :-imam velocity aftcr.87.5 sec.

The rare al w±dcli fuel is consumed is, in lb/sec.

A. 744

B. 520

C. 400

D. 172

10-16.4 Assume a rocket has an initial weight of 30,000 lb and a
weight of 10,000 lb after the fuel is completely burned.
The rocket attains its maximum velocity after 62.5 sec.
The rate at which fuel is consumed is, in lb/sec.

640

i. 480

320

11. 160

10-16.5 Assume a roeket has an initial weight of 100,000 lb and a
weight of 23,000 lb after the fuel is completely burned.
Fuel is consumed at the rate of 650 lb/sec. The time
interval after which the rocket attains its maximum velocity
in in secands

AL 488.0

B. 154.0

C. 115.1

D. 38.5

t 110

ipt: 10-16.3

T.0.# 032-22

Skill 1

Diagram? no

Answer: C

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed6/
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
nlaayAm ng

ID" 10-16.1,

T.0.# 032-22

Skill

Diagram?

Answer:

1

no

C

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofekthl/

10-16.5

032-22

1

Diagram? no

Answer: C

USNA Accepts
)

Ques. Proofed

Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

NivrT



10-19.2 Masses V:13 'and P12 of 77

with a compresstA s77
not attached Co
frictionless table
the in cut

line ad motion. Th,2

m/scc and +15
maS s mi wns, in kg-mi

+15

B. -15

C. +35

3- -35

resretively are tied to ..tlier
7:11om shown. The sprinL
system slides along a
c)f +1: C) mjsei... At so:::c S Si

-1y ap.,rt

ml and Iroc

Thc impulse impa,:,.

t 111

.--..._

.o3170,,

A 'iLS

rrcof..!6

OK

X,Htror.

YT1To

Lc Coaput LL___

r



(

llo

10-19.6 Masses mi and m2 of 5 kg and 3 kg respectively are tied .

rd

H,,IYIL Fall 1.9"i

her
with a coprcssud spring between them as shown. Tiu u. sp.
is not attached to either mass. The system slides along .

frictionless table with a velocity of +10 m/sec. At sem,.
the F.:trifly iS Cut: and the masses fly apart: along the.orj4.
lino of motion..;Thc magnitude of thc atile imparted t!.
mass is 15 kg-m/sec. After release the velocity of m
m/scc

I

);.;

. 0.

f.

:I 0-19

022-0/i

i 2._

A. +15

B. -15

C. +7

D. -7

t 13.2

C

iJ Ac_cepts

Ploofcd_ _

IBigram Made
IDiac.aM OK

Xerox__

'To NY-.1.T

Compuce):

i0K Compn:or

Answe!,,7

INT11, Fan 1970
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11-1.1 An impulsive force whi-;:h varc:'i according to the relation.
F := 4 + t is applied to a blomh- If the force is applied..
for a total time of T.seconcls,. the r.=.gnithde of the total
impulse -.ft

A. . 4T + T2

B. 4T + (E2/2)

C. T2/2

D. 4T2

t 11.3

! :0

1, Fall 19i0

no 1 1-'1

T . 0 . 0 0. 34-01

Still 2

Answer

USNA Accepts

Quest Proofed
Qu.es. Yeroxed

Diagram.Nada
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

10 NT1T
1z Computer
07. Computer

..A'.,;wer Record

Fall 1970



11-1.2 All I which V; 1) accer,.!!!!!!,!, to lh.! re1nLien

1°

is applled to a 1lo,1!., 1 the n1:' lii a tura',

1:!i! or T. secon!..:!...,, the LIld( s

A

C. 1.1

U. krC'

11-1.3 An 1.1:1puisive fe7ce which varies LLcerdiru:. to the relation

F 3 + 211 -.1s applied to a block. the force 1:-; applied

for a total Lime of T seconds, the !_guitude of the total
impulse is

A. 3 + 2T

B. 3T + 2T2

C.. 3T + T2

D. 3T + (T:12)

11-1.4 An impulsive force which varies according to the relation
F 2t + 3t2 is applied to a block. If the force is applied
for a total time of T seconds, the magnitude of the total
impulse is

A. 2T 4 3T2

B.
7T2 3T3

C. 2/3 (T2 + T3)

D. T2 + T3

t IT.14,

1 -.J.!! 1,1 -1.

1

r

T 11-.1 .

0 34-01.

Skill 2

DiagrJc.:1? No

Answer: C:

11.1112.

T , # 0 3/-01

Skill 2

Diagr am? tqn

Answer: D

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed'
Ques. Xecxed

Diagram Made
DiagEam OK
Diag.Eam Xerox



1-
I

i t!:!

thf..

tH. :;,(.1,L;,

B.

4., I.

O.

!

ric'(....,::-;.ary 3200 Ji r ovi
60 1,../svc in 6.0 :;c42.0:1(1!.; putr.!d:--;

A. 36,000
391000

C. 3170

D. 1000

11-5- 2 A batter hits a line drive reversing the original direction of

thc motion. The initial and final speeds of the ball

are 100 ft/sec respectively. If the ball weighs 4 oz and is

in contact with the bat for 0.01 seconds, the average force

exerted on the ball is, in pounds

A. 7000

B. 715

C. 156

D. 62.S

115

1
I 1.

?

A p r

USN.A. c 1:s

If 7 ''.*(7.1i

U7 7'

.

_

D a p, r ?

Answer:' D

USNA Aczepts
_

D.:: 11-5.2

034-00

Skill 2

D g ? No

Az:sw er: C

USA Accepts

Qu-2s, Frooled

Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagtam Xciox



.

C. JO

D. 6.12

S

(:

11-5.4 A hntler Flits, a line drive the erlrinn1 direction
of th:: ).111.1s An nvel-e force Cl 730 pound;.
for 0.02 !::conds. The hdlj wely,hs 4 oz. If the inLtini !Teed
of: the hail is 90 fr/:;oc the flin:d !Teed

. in 1:thec,
O., -DO

A. 62.5

B. 110

C. 200

D. 290

11-5.5 A batter hits.a line drive reversing the original direction
of the ball -'-s motion. An average force of 800 pounds is
exerted on the ball, and the hall weighs 4 oz. If the initial
and final speeds of the ball are 80 ft /sec. and 120 ft/sec

respectively the time during which the force was exerted. was,
in seconds.

A. 6.40 x 103

B. 1.95 x 10
-3

C. 1.08 x 10
-3,

D. 0.39 x 103

t 116

no

U6NA Ac.-!pcs

. :LL

D ilagra 1;:idi;

11113,4ram OK

D iagram Xerox



1

A.

t iiPtI 1-1 t t th:

i V.?

er:

C, 1-L/h-c

D. 2.f.,0

cont:!:'WOu:;

A 11:4 :

, zn

11-13.Z A macnFnc: y,unnex on the how or a bea:- hi!.: 1:sun
ir.);-'

heri.ze:Anily Thc! gun .`.)G0 per minute.

The OF tin: boat, nt,!r 11.1:1C11

in 2000 ppounds aFtur 12 ser_on0n or cohtinuou:L
I

the bunt which ww.i at rest has a spec,d of 20 II/sec.
Skill 2_

if each shell weihs 2 c_linces and friction can be heglec.C.1

the muxzle. :peed of the shall is, in ft/sec

A. 200

B. 32:Ci

C. 2C.T.Li0

D. 32'60

11-11.3 A machine gunner on the how of a boat initially at rest

fires his gun horizontally. Each shell weighs 2 ounces

and has a muzzle speed of 3200 ft/sec. The combined

weight of the boat, gunner, machine gun, etc., is 2400

pounds. After 12 seconds of continuous firing the speed

of the hoar is 16.7 ft/sec. Neglecting friction the

firing rate of the gun is, in rounds per minute

A. S000
B. 2500
C. 80D

D. 50h

t 117

Answer: 1),_

USNA Acaepts

Ques. Proofed

in#1:1-11.3

T. 0 031-00

Skill 2.

Diagram?_No

Answer: I)

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed:-

Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox
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i. 1 1
';;U;;;:1; (n; 01- ,*? [ C !..111)

h-;g 1 ' IL. g,.tu i i.
(120

:1)ci.11.

I n: ,, ,H t u the Lout ,

inuui I. gnn, 1.:eglccting

inn! Lhe iraY. Lo the fin:!I.

1k boot 1:; 11).7 Tin, length OF Liu.

that :-he gga uns ii)ed in ..econds

A. 72

B. 12

C. 2

D. 0.7!)

.11-1.1.5 A mechine gunner on the bow of" El lion I: ii iv LLS

horizontally. The gun is firing 500 renuds per minute.

Each shell 2 ounces and has a muz?,lo speed of
3200 foince. The combined vuight of the lout, gunner,

machine gun, t..tc., is 2000 ponnds. Neglecting frict_ion.

and assuming the boat to be initially at -rest,.its
speed altar 12 seconds of continuous firing is , in f t /sec

A. 320

B. 100

C. 32

D. 20

11-15.1 A freight car weighing 12 tons rolls at 3 ft/sec along
a level track and collides with a car weighing 20 tons,

standing at rest with its brakes released. If the cars

couple together their speed after the collision is, in

ft/sec

A. 1.97.

B. 1.80

C. 1.13
D. 0

t 118

Diagram?::0_

Answer: D

USNA Accepts

Ones, Proofed

ID

T. 0. 1/037-07

Skill 2

Diagram? No

Answer: C

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed

Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT



Il
1..

;, I

H.0,..;111t;; .11 I.H

tc,. .,, , .1 : i;;;,k

1..::; I_ -11 1.11.' i

.; 1

11

I. 0 ,

A. .0)
i:1.1 1

1). 0
.\ 1: I;t:

. 011 tal /;/.1.LI;';

t 5 mlloc LL-.) thc 1.ii t t:olliC,os whit! 1; -kr ID (i

ing at 2 to the . if tip.: it stick
aCcer the col3lion their is, in 70./sec. 1. 0 .

A, 3.33

0, "?00

11-15.4

C. 0.80

D. 0

On a frictionless horizontal table, a 4-kg mass moving

at: 5 rn/sec to the right collides with a 4-kg mass

moving at 3 rn/sec to the. left. If the blocks stick

together after: the collision their speed is, in m/see

A. 0

B. 1

C. 4

D. 5

11-15.5 On a horizontal frictionless table, a 4-kg mass moving to
at 4 m/sec to the right collides with a 1-kg mass moving
at 6 m/sec to the left. If the blocks stick together after
the collision their speed is, in m/sec

A. 2.0

B. 2.5

C. 4.0

D. 4.4

C.

t 119

037-07

Ans:e r : C

_..__.._.

ID 3.1 -15 .

T.0, II 00-07

Skill 2

Diagram? No

Answer: B_

ID?) 11-15.5

T .0 . 03770.7

Skill 2

Diagram? No

Answer: A

--------
USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofedj .

Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
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/ ,, i i;- t L.. 1 1

,t 10 . t 1,,;il 1 cc ,1 .',1 ,0

c,,11,1 :I IC- `..'l l.II .i :' I i i 1:t11 of , 1.!).'; (I.1

r.,I.,i /::, t.,, i .; i .1 i. /1 i./: A) 1A., i 11, ,. , I 1 i! I ,,.i., P

L. ...,'.'iii'.. 1,) r i S'ill / .\'..M:.linF IL l r 1 1 I : W {

1 0 I , . r 1.f C ,:' 1, ! '1 ir, 1.:0 V/OC)1: 01 H) LI1 L1 L'OC

I A 1 .( L i . : 1 f i'''H

11_'18.2 A st.c 1 1),-,1 1 of may,!: (7:H ) , t ho right along
a horinntal :-nirfriee at a :'pcyd of 8 m/:-iec,

head-n ..,ith a st1 ,e1 hall of 3-4 mi.o.;!,; (.2) movin

to the loft at 4 m/sce. Aft.(,:r 11to collision ml

to the left at: 6.4 m/soc. At;lu/ming the ce1lLsion to ho

ofectly clastir.:, the velocity of m, after the colliion

is, i I1 m/sec

A. -1.13.6

B. +5.60

C. +5.07

D. -2.93

(h'

D

I\ 1: 1,,7 (.

U;.iNA Ace::

ID" I I --1;;,

T.O. n'

SI:.

Diagram?

Answer:_

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xero:xed

11-18.3 A steel ball of mass 4-kg (m2), moving to the right along a

horizontal frictionless surface at a speed of 8m/sec, collides TD# 11-18.3

head-on with a steel ball of 1-kg mass (m2) moving to the left

at 3 m/sec. After the collision mi is moving to the right at T.O.P 037-06_ _
3.6 al /;sec. Assuming the collision to be perfectly elastic, the

velocity of m2 after the collision is, in m/scc Skill 2

A. +20.6

B. +14.6

C. +7.85

D. +4.23

t 120

Diagram? No

Answer: B

======..,,A======
USNA Accepts

Ques. ProofedA&
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Hade
Diagram OK



'.1 1.1' (.", ,

111,i .11 i I , !. :T. I

,) I I i '
I

II I H.' 1..'l

I IL,. .;.1 I IA.() /:,,t;';i10,, I

i
',.?(,1wj I :r III 1,.1

nit, 1- HI,' (1)1 I i., I

A, +7

3. .

C, --!.!, .10

D. 4.'3.60

A sI en I_ ball of *mass 3-kg (m] ) , moving to the ri oni;
hori son tr.J frJ cti on] oss surf ;leo at a spe(.2d o 1. 6 in/sec

hcad-on ill a ste(2,1 1.1 1.1 of 2-1:g mast; (m,,)
lnov:LnC to thc.: left a 1. m/sec. ter the col I is ton,
m1 is mov ng to the lef t at 2 idsr.l.c. Ass um lug the collision
to he perfectly elastic, the velocity of m., after the
colli!-Lion is, in m/sec

A. 416

B. +10

C. -I-8

12-1.1 In a one-dimensional elastic collision between two objects,
mass m2 is initially at rest and mass m, ban a velocity of
5.0 m/sec. If mi = m2 what is the v, -1 2 after the
collision?

V2

t 121

:

Lir

t.',; '.

. '

C.
t)r,

I Di': .11-IV,.5

T 0 ,

Siil.i 2

D Agra ? No

Answer:

1.15NA Aezept s

IDii 12-1.)

T.0. 037-00

Skin 2

Diagram? no

Answer :1

= 17.

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed.p,
- ---

Ques. Xeroxed



- . , ',r,i(!
I1.,,I H:L -,11% i..H. ' ;111,1

(I, 1(): . 3 VH.;:i.
Of U 1. lli:;ivIC:

co111,-jon kt..tv:c two object,
1 6 1.7.,; lit flu vulocit,,' of 8.0

inidnHy ft...;t. The veincity cI Hi is

0 thn nf N.?

12-1.4 in a one-d intensional elastic collision between tt.,,o obj cc ts ,

m is initially at rent. If u = 24 m/see and in
2
= 2m

2 1

what is the final velocity of mi?

v =

I

11.1

- ...

1:IV; i

T. 0.

Skill
I) :1 a

A n ot7 r :

ID;') 19-]

T , i 037-00

Skill 2

Diagram no

Answer: -8 mlsec

12-1.5 In a one-dimensional elastic collision between two objects,

mass m
1
= 2 kg has an initial velocity of 12 m/sec and mass

ITIYI 1271,5 ....

m2 = 4 kg has an initial velocity of 6 m/sec in the same i

direction. What is the velocity of m2 after the collision? iI.0, 03-00__7____
I

ick;11 Rating
2

V =

t 122

lAnswel-: _10

USNA Accepts

,)

Ques,
10ues, XatoNed
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12-6.2

'.. '! ,:.

.

! . : ;

' r I t: L

r.: ( ! 1

II
I

:

1.

ti

...

NY:1, Fall

am bullet traveling horizontally,
a 1.5 kg block suspended from !11)i:----1:2-6-!

A point with a 3.0 meter mass-
0

ne:,:tensible cord. The bullet Lr (-)37-°°

s imbedded in the block and the
Skj 11 2_

rises a height h = 2.0 meters.
the speed of the bullet, ul,

j: .;t prior to striking the block.
am?

I 1 (Neglect air resistance)
A n.:er : C

. 1

I I

A. 955 m/sec

1 h
B. 577 m/sec

_ C. 318 m/sec

D. 36.5 n/sec USNA Aceepts

Ques, Proof C'
Qucs- Xeroxed__

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diacam XEr si

t 123

To NYIT -----
To Computer
OK Cmputet

Answer Record
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N

N

N

I 1 :

... . i . !.,';

.

I.!?

2.03

2.2:i 0:: (

2.53 o;

:\ 2lb hall of putty traveling
11,.il-izontally with a speed of 10 ft /sec

strikes a 5 lb bloc]; suspended fro::: L!

fined point with a.10 ft niessless,

inextensible cord. If the putty stick.

and remains .stuck to the block, how
high does the block rise? (Neglect

air resistance.)

A. 1.64 ft

B. .625 ft

C. .447 ft

D. .128 ft

t 124

__

To MiI _ _ _ _
io

Ansu,L.J: P.E...:ord

'MIT, Fail 1970

iJ 17.16.1;

T 0 ii 037--;)f)

Skill

Diarram? ye

Answer:

U.SNA Accepts

Ques. Proofcd,C;Y'

Ques- Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagxam OK
Diagram Xerox

To Nfl.:

To C=Fr.ter

1=5;zer Lecord
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13-1.1 An electron
proton Of .

rad1w3 or 1.
of the prot...', on

corsLtiot is 6.67 16.

Ct/!::i_

, II 1!ZCk

10 FC

01"1:

th..
The gra\

ikg2.

13-1.2 An electron of Hass me ------ 9..`X710 -32 kg r,:wolves alnt a

proton of moss ::!,) = 1.7 'x 107- kg in ci)::ular or!) it. The

gravitational fcrec of TeLf =r.oton on the ,leetron

2.1 x 10-43 nt. Wha.t radius cf or. :Jr of th,:-!lectron?

The universal gravitatic:,.: w.. constant it 6!1.57 x le-' nt m2/ke.

r

t 125

To

_110

It
L LI nt

1U

110

Ans:

1.);INA ..pLs
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13-1.4 A u: 11) ur in

rt. si.1 othel

at,.

of u.h7 10 :IL the 11

orbit Y the :rnvitation.-.1

is 6.67 1_0-1" 31!.

r

13-1.5 Moss A is ill orbit, about mass B and mas s A e:-:orts a

gravitational force of 20 at on mass B. ',.12.sses A and B

isolatcd from all other,masses in the universe. If the
radius of orbit is doubled, what will be the p.ravitatio.
force of mass A on mass B?

-

13-4.1 A certain planet has a mass of 3.6 x 1022 kg and a radiu::. of

9.0 X 10 meters. A satellite in circular orbit about tile
planet has a period of 3.63 x 03 seconds.. What is the
radius of the satellite's orbit? The universal gravitational
constant is6.67 X 10-11 nt m2/kg2.

r

t 126

:

.1 /

]3-1

0A1-00

no

5 at

1.1)''t 13-4.1

041-00

313k: 11 2

IilagL ,,)10 no

Ann: 9.3 >: 1D" m

AISNA Accepts
!

FOues.



4.3 A 11

pi .L7 t.,,

6. t,

13-4.4 A satellite H, in ular orbit nkout a at: a he.ight

of 3 >: 104 7 t-1...0V0 since of the p1.11,=L. Thc period
(time for c1 1e7.a orbit) -Ls 3.63 x ./!. 1-..,..onds and

radius of tiic is 9.0 x 105 m. W11. graviLec.T.

aocelera Lte surfac. of Lhy univer:,
gravitatio:, onat. is 6.67 x 10- TIL r .

g

13-4.5 A satcilitc ':_;= in circular orbit about a : L-tn-..t:t which has a

mass of 3.6 TO- kg. The time required r,o, make one

complete orb!',- is 3.63 x 103 sec- What io role speed of the

satellite? The universal gravitational r ant is

6.67 x 10-11 ot m2/kg2.

v=

t 127

5

-0, 041-00

no

11. 1 103 m:

_AC.C.0.1)1.S



I -10.1',

('.4.

for LH

=

i -
2

.).r)

Tr
!C,J

n the izqic..7ing tion the symI,:m L. rn, stands, for in

14.1

T.P214:'

t 7 28

)

1171,u,

_0437-ao__

S k Li. Q

Diaat1?

Ans :



! I .

,t.L:.11

!i (,)

A. .69

B. .00

C. 31

D.

t..1) I

. Assu h; L1 sphorf caT. Earth of ':diu5 6.37 106 .;11

its , and 1.; of rt, u:; .

abou itis o' 86. r-o
4E3. nt on v, :;*n wc]
in L.L.

9.,B 3»/:3E:c.2 and it_luz o be dor.c:.
a I.

A.

B. 68.31

C. ,490.00

D. ,91.69

t 129

: Diag:

t16::

A

Pnao::: ed.
. XE t 01,

Dicytan: 4)::



F-1-1111 iv;sni-.!,,, per.f.cr,etl,: rnkh_. ;-rr. '7

its ..-11.d di.rou:1) ho th p and w a no rt;.,L...

abOUL 865/;r.i0 if nil
781.30 n.t. 011 the equator, eiti!er ,7ould
in nt

' 011.1-f)0

(Assirle g to be 9.8 bre done widi
a Less" spring Htlanc.....) Pc

A. 7.:',5.70

B. 784.00

C. 7J.30

D. 773.60

t 130

_________.___ _

tQzes. Pro D

.71).i.agram l''.:?(1.:-..______.

'Diagram 0;.
Diagram N,....r:::..

: 1 10 'NY i f

Tu Compi; rcr
G Coml. 'Liter

-------
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1 3-1 5 . 1

tc.:75

N.
r"

-., e"
s's..

...,..
..--'

.e ."

,

s =

1 1 3 r-'--- 2 !...g

D .

T .0 .

S 1:1 11 1

D a gr c.ra? yoi;

A n 3 :

I f,zr:'

Masoes mi, m2, m and m4 are located
at the corners of a rectangle as shown.

USNA Acc.3pts

The

at

gravitational fields strength (y)

point P is

Que. Proofed
Ques. Xero:Led

A. A vector directed toward in,
Diagrrp Vida
DiaLHa OK.

B. A vector directed toward m3
DI.- 1

To NM
C. A vector directed toward m4 To CotA?uter

OK Corlputer

D. Zero Answer liecord_

t 131. NYIT, Fall 1970



:.
j.

D. Z.,:.ro

7:-

I I \
. 1

i ' \
i, I

1., \
..

I ..- I

i,....- -- \ri .. .

r=

r1..,:---11,.0

A. A vector directed toward,mi

Three. mnsses mi, M and

pl.. are loc.:Ited 21: 1.he

vories of equilatLYzi.

triaftgle hown in the

fiLure. The gravitationii.

field strengill (y) at

Point P is

iTo r
101: LC.LLe 1

R

AATIS :

B. A vector directed toward M2 USNA AccpLs

Ques.
C, A vector directed toward in

D. Zero

t 132

Que.
..

Diagram
Diagr am OE

Ding:am X,...r.cN.

To NY] 'I'

To C.:Impute]:

OK Computer

Answer W.,: C oi.J

NYIT, Fol.] 19%0



13-15.5

A. vc!_ctur

B.

G. ; ,,'eetur

D. Zcro

()rni:--- 3 icf.--;

/r
/ I

1

."`

y
_y In 7-= 3

9 kr

A. Zero

B. A vector

C. A vector

D. A vector

directed

directed

directed

Three masses m m2 and m3 aro
located at the vortices of an
equilateuA triangle as shown in
the figure- The gravitational
field strength (y) at point P is

toward m3

away from in3

away from ml

t 133

I 11

To I

To C2i:To

OK

Answer R:,..mr6

MIT, Foil

ID ]';-15.5

TO 04]-00

Diagram? vet;

Ans: - -

USNhAccepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques.

Diagram Nada

Diagram Xer:1111
Diagram 0F.

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record
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1;,!. .

D.

(

I'' 1.., . '

i

(.1cr o.f P. and total jflfl: hay.i

[Lv. The p,raVi. tn;1. f d rong 1.11 (y )

a r from th couter of thu phero siich that
r > R is

CM
A. y r

11j

B. yr0
C. y

CM

t: 1 3 4

To FAIT
To
OK

it:.3..1. 1070

I

C-Jmpo (.q

01; Compu ,

AnEitIOr .

:J I()



13-19.5

D.

Considi.ri a sphere of radin:1 R and total rtasF; M, having

unitoim du.nsity. gravi.LItionat fLejd strom;t:h Cy)

a r from the centor of the sphctn! !-;tich that

r > R is

A. y
CM

r
R3

B. y =
M

R
r3

C. y = 0

cm
r2

Consider a sphere of radius R and total mass M, having

uniform density. Thu gravitational. field strength (y)

a distance r from the center of the sphere such that

r > P. is

A. y = 0

Ti. y = CM/r2

C.

D.

Cy " F
R3

GM.
y

R2

t 135

11 .1.. 3-1 9 /
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Prrd.
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Prooied ,
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SUN.!

(

rSal

r,

,:

1

-----:)
MOON

em

14-1.2 Refer to the dlarom and assume that the Earth, sun and moon

are staCionary. The work required Lo bring a space ship of

miss m from infinity to the position P (halfway between the

Earth and moon) is:

s

rs

True

9M 95'e

sp r11 em

] False

EARTH

re 111

rri

1.36

MOON

Que.

Dlnr;:lm

DiagrLm OR--
Diagram Xerox

To MIT
To Comuter
OK Cei,r,,ut,7:r

Answer Re cod

MIT, FLU. 1970

ID a

T. 0 , (19

Skill I

Diagram? v

Answer : True.

rtz.t.t.7:::=====cr,==:=1.7.,
USNA Accepts.

Ques. Proofcd2,Y.
Ques. Xeroxed

.......,........
,

Diagram Made
.

1

(
,

1

I

4

'14

Diagram OK ftft..-... ,ft.ft

Diagxam Xerox*

To NYIT ........Yr

To Computer
OK Computer ..._..........._

Answer Record._
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t
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t. ! !
. I.;;(! I.. !

rix m

MOON

14-1.11 Refer CO the diagram and assume that the Earth, sun, and moon

are stationary. The work required Co brie a spaceship of mass

m from infinity to the position. P (halfway between the Earth and

moon) is:

2N. 1,1

'sr em em

True False

EARTH

r5p
,r1 em

rSni -------------___L_.

MOON

t 137

... , .

I .

: 0,..i;.

.

D A 7.. 2,

,

P.!..:. ;,.!

..;-.;-;:

:1 ..m 1.1 ad

OK

........__

,..1
. ,

..`-,;:'

J.-:. ;)>-......._._

, 11 J. -/ 0

I D 1 4-1 .4

1,0. 04-09

Racing

Diaglam? yos_

All SW Et

USNA Accepts

Ques, ProeiedA/
Ques.

Diagram Nad
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer---
OK Computer

Answer Re,.:.ord
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rs m

M C) ON

1/1-6,1 The gravitational potential at the point 1? (halfway between

the Earth and moon) is

Li True

-
'

G
r Sp em

6'

ri_s

Pal c'e_

EARTH.

S M

MOON

L 138

ir

NY11, Fail j970

Skill 1

J.) iag 1.7 am? Yes

Answer : False

USNA Accepts

Ques, Proofed k1'/

Qucs Xeroxod

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diaw:am Xerox

To NY1T
To Computer -----
OK Computer -----

Answer Record
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14-6.3. The gravitational pot
the Ea l t:h and moon) i

I True

S U N

/'

C' In

LL the D.Dint P (halfway betwec,n

(

N. 211.e. 911_

r r- r
sp em CM

I 1

False

EARTH

rse

rsp

sin

t .139

P

MOON

rem

A r :

USNA

Quci
Qucs X.

Diagrnm
Di riei 1M

Diagi.

To NY 1T

To Comput:cr

OK -G:..),r)put.,:t1

Answer Record__

NY L}, rdil 1970
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Skill

Diagram?

Answer: True

:I: a :7; a a L'.7 7-.4.

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed2211

Ques, Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox_

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record_
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14-6.5 The gravitational
the Earth aaa

F1 True

f's

rsp

MOON

IJ

To

To amiputr
Colr,7utel:

I

MIT, Pall 1970

potential at the point P (halfwny
moon) is

-GI + ± A_
\rop rem rem

EARTH

rse

r5
re

rn

ID;; 14-6'5

0 0 4.=)--(1r.)
....

Skill J.

r am? Vo,';

Ao-rer:

USN Accepts

Ques,

Ques. Xerox(1.

Diagram Made
Diagram OX
Diagram Xerox

To NYIT
To Computer
OK Computer_
Answer Record_

NYIT, Fall 1970
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1

!

,

: ;. i .1 t",,.

c:: , iv\ n)

!An s

1/1-10.2 Suppose that the Earth-mooe systom sho7 in t:he din gra is

sLa'ciouary and isolated from the rest or the nniver5e, and

that the ;I:avitational field at the,point P is zero. ih

order to he 'c Lured" at point I?, Cl 1-ocket aimed d:!rectly

at the moon would have to leave the Earth's surface with

the speed:

EARTH
Moss=Me

M= Me
= 9C )1 -

d-x Re

Tree

P

t 1i1

False

MOON
Mass M m

To NY11:

To CcL,:ut:c

01: Cot.;ut.,:r

AuF,wer P.cr.317d
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thrl!

3Latiu1Sary

Lhfil.: the gr:

cyrdr to bc
aL the moo::

EAR
Mass 7,- Mc

True

r

C) 0
Mu s ill

the Earih-idoon syste:.1 shown in the dinr= Is
H1(1..1:.;o1;.1tod from the of universe, ::nj

f:Teld flt LtO petnt P is zero. Jo

"(117Liircd" 3t point P, re.al:_el: a.imed dire

have to leave tile Earths surface

V =
0

:)111
. m Me "1

(.-Re d-x Re

1 142

a

Liii

71

False

MOON
Mass=M rn

Que.n,

Diac;1: 1a'1.e

Diagr:.rJ 01.;.

Dia3urlm

To NY:1T

To Coy,_11.,-

OK Coputar

Ans;Ter 12,.cord

NYTT, Fall 1970

I Di:: 1/4-=.11.0.1

T.0./ 013-07

Skill

D s

Answer : IS1 00

rr, =

USNA Acceptc

Ques, Proofecli.
Quez. Xerood

Diagrala Made

Diazram OK - A -
Diagrzna Xerox

To HIT
To Computer
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Answer Record__ 1
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14-14.1 At: ,.;hat above the E:117L111.! suFf.ac. 7's thc

voloAty (sp,, ') from thc.! Earth Lq1:11 to (Tak,:

the Ear.th';3 .1L.1:3 as (400 kin and its ma!,; a:; 6 x 1024 kg).

J4-74.2 At vht altitude above the Earth's surface js the escape

velocity (spe.(1d) from the Earth equal to 11 km/sec? (Take

the Earth's radius as 6,400 km and its mass as 6 X 1044 kg).

t 143

Lt.

To 1Y)T
To

corcl

1D 1 4 . 1.

, 0

Skill 2

Diagro.m?110

Answcr:

I1) 0 34-14.2

T.0H 048-07

Skill 2

Diagram? No

Answer: 210-kin

===..,=====c...=x3==
USNA Accepts

Ques. Procfcd.
Ques. Xeroxed__

Diam)m Made



14-14.4 AL wh:lt aitlitude above the Earth's rf:ice is the esear

vcloclitY (4)(2A) fro 11 thu Earth oqual ro 7 lul/sec:.

the Earth's J:adius a; 6,400 km, its

14-14.5 (Take the Earth's radius as 6,400 km and its 1-_-7..7s as

6 x.1024 kg) . What is the escape velocity (speLl) from the
Earth at an altitudof 1,600 km above the Earth's surface?

(Give answer in km/see.)

t 144

PrGr,)f::j..H

_

;:-

0 0

1

m?

7.1 El 1.7 : 9:-J

Acci:s

1'i'onfpri.(1/1/

ID 14-14.5

T ..0 I) 048-07

Skill 2

Diagram? No

Answer:10 km/sc(:

Ltt = =1 = = = rt = =
USNA Accepts

Ques. ProofedY.1_
Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made_
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerox

To,NYIT
To Computer
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19-1.5 J eletrje:A iorce hotween LY' likc -1!; a force
of attraction.

'rue 17:_ False

19-2.1. Which of the following charges could a particle have?

A. 2.4 x 10-19 coul

B. 4.0 X 10-19 coul

C. 5.6 X 10-19 coul

D. 6.4 X 10-19 coul

E. 7.2 X 10-19 coul

t 146

11 ;

1D 1,-)..1 5

a71.? no

rr:

USNA Accarn.,

Ques. Proot2e.2):A

Ques.

ID # 1.9-2.1

TOLC).-Y_ 6

Ski 1 L / Ty

Diagram?

Ans: D

no

USNA Accepts

Ques. Prool:cd....

Ques. Xeroxed_ .
Diagram Made i

Diagram OK 1

Diagram Xerox.

To NY1T ----.. ,4_ _



1.6 s, JO*" .-ul

D. / 10-19

/

19-2.3 The absolute value of the charge on a paticlo which cont;:ins
eight electrons nnd ten protons is

A. 12.8 x 10-19 coul

B. 16.0 x 10-19 coul

C. 3.2 x 10-19 coul

D. 28.8 x 10-19 coul

B. 8.0 10-19 coul

19-2.4 A particle having a charge with a magnitude of 8.0 X 10-18
coul must. have

A. fifty excess protons

B. fifty excess electrons

C. fifty excess neutrons

D. fifty excess protons or fifty
excess electrons

E. fifty excess protons and fifty
excess electrons

147

. .

tf,: AcAupLs

oues. 1",.:cofed

Ques.

Diavr..J.-1 Mode

11.1 19-2.3

o

no

Ans:

USNA Accepts

Ques. Preofed,::)7A

1D# 19-2.4

Diagram? no

Ails:

USNA Accepts

Ques. Prooied,1V
Ones. ,
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T!;,.: " (. t: .; 1

t!) ,

cIf ch ;r"..
!! 3, ! e(r.;1

1.9-5.1 An ideal ( )11c! Whi )iao all abund zinc e ni f. re e

k!,.1c:c.Lrorn; .

True LIiiiJ

in an ideal insulator, it is the positive charge which moves.

True

L 168

False

i

: 1)

11,!!!!1:,

on

r :

I

10

11)1' 10-5.1

C' -) -no

SI:111_0

Dia?,

N11. Ac-et.;
. . _

qu s -fool
Lk;

1Dill 19-5.2

Skill_ 0

Diagram? !

Ans : False

USNA Accepts

Ques 1:T0of



19-5.4 (21:ara:; nre poi_ free to moye Lhrough Lhe material
of on. insulatoc.

True

19-5.5 There are no perfect insulators hut, for many practical
purposes, some materials behave as if they were perfect
insulators.

1 True

t 149

Pros..,f

rk):! -<7,2

Ski 1 J c Ty::

Diasrain?

Ans: True

IJSN

Ques.

Ques.

Diasrom
DTagia..p. OK

Diagrani Xerc::

ID,/ 1.9-5.5

TOIL O4-oc

Skill C Typo,_

Diagram? no____

Ans:
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19-6.2 Two uneharged spheres are in contet. A hard rubber rod
stro(J:d with fur and brought: in contact with one sphere,
rellioved. Thi: spheres arc chi sepaiate. Which of the

can now bc: said about the metal spheres?

A. The spheres will attract one another.

B. -The spheres will be positively charged.

C. One sph.c.r:, will be ncT;).tively charged

nod one poitively charged.

D. The sphere will repel. one another.

is

then

.; c..,

D aln
.

L1W in-6 9

S k

Diagra? no

Ans:

IJSNA Accepr.

19-6.3 Two hard rubber rods are rubbed with the same piece of fur
and then brought into cloSe proximity. Which of the following

11)if

can be said about the tvlo rods?

A. The rods will attract one another.

B. The rods will be negatively charged.

C. The rods will be positively charged.

D. Only the first rod rubbed will be charged.

t 150

19-6.3

TO?! 5"0 - o

SkLI1O Typ:?____

Diagram? no

Ans : It

Accepts

Que.S. Prooi:edn.
()ups. Xy.to%t-i.___

Dilvram Bad



C. i 1 .1
, ;

L. r,

19-6.5 Two uncharged metal speres on large and one small ore in
contact. A hard rnbb,r rod is stroked with fur and brought
very near to one of the two metal Epkeres (no contacr between
rod and sphere). The L;pheres are then separated, and the
rod removed from the vicinity. Which of the followiru: can
now be said about the metal sphere:;?

A. The larger sphere will acquire the most charge

B. Both spheres will be positively charged.

C. Both spheres will be negatively charged.

D. The magnitude of charge on each sphere will be
the same.

19-11.1 Two positive charges ql and q2 are located on the x-axis at
x = 0 and x = 1.0 meter respectively. If ql = 4 q2, at
what point on the x-axis is the resultant force on an
electron equal to zero?

A. x = 2/3 meter
B. x = 4/5 meter
C. x = 1/2 meter
D. x = 1/3 meter
E. There is no point on the x-axis where

the resultant force is zero.

t 151.

j!') 19-6.5

z

1.1 0
.

Diag.r-..4m? no
-

A :

Ud\'\ Accept::

uu.

113# 19-11.1

Skill 2
Diagr am? no

Ans: A

AO W wLer., ,

USNA Accepts



39-11.3 Two chargos are. located on the x-anis. 4-4 q is at x = 0
and -q is at x = 1.0 meter. At what point on the x-axis
is the resultant force on an electron equal to zero?

A. x= m
B. x = 2.00 m
C. N = 1.33 m
D. x = 0.67 m
E. There 3s no point on the x-nis where

the resultant force is zero.

r,

19-11.4 Two unlike charges -1--q and -q are located 1.5 meters apart.
If the magnitudes of both charges are doubled, how far apart
must the charges be located if they are to have the same
force of attraction as before?

A. 1.5 m
B. 2.0

C. 2.5 m
D. 3.0 m

E. 3.5 m

t 1.52

IDf; 19-11 3

ProoLjy/

110.,

1)i..(47,1:;.in OK

ID0_19711,6._

.. .1. 0_ 0

Diag)%tm? no

Arlo:

USNA Accepts
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t

In the diagram, two equally charged balls (one positive and
one negative) are suspended by weightless str:Lngs of equal
'length, which make an angle of 0 = 20' with the vertical..
The two balls of mass mi = m2 = 2.0 gram are separated by
a distance r = .30 meter. What is the charge. in coulombs on
each of the balls'?

ql =

c.

t 153.

To NY1T
To Comper
OK Computr

Ansr

NYIT, Fail 19%0

1D'4 19-15.1

Diagram? yes_

Ans:

on the back of
card

UM Accepts

Ques. Proo)ledAti
Ques. Xeco;..d

Diagram Madit

Diagram OK
Diagram Xe.T.c:z

To NY1T
To Computer
OK Computer
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19-15.3

..

1.0

wj;*
gm 11:-Avc

olf

(2.;:::1:gen of plus i.111..1

by what distance, r,

hr]..11 rrc

3.2 30 ciuccb
arc the two manses

ol
1_1

Quc,

3;;

;

F-;ep:-Jratee?

0
m1

/ / LU /
I\

j 10'

1112

In the diagram, two equally charged balls are
a common point by weightlless strings of equal

make an angle 0 = 30' with the vertical.. The
= 4.0 grams are 0.4 meter apart. What is the
the charge in coulombs on each ball?

Iqi

t 154

suspended from
length, which
masses mi = m2
magnitude of

ado

OF

To NYII
To Comir
OK CnmputLt

NYIT, Fall 1()70

D.L16:,m? yes-

Ans:

6.4 x 10-7 cool

(6.5 6.3 coul

USNA Accepts
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19-15.5

'1

--I

- 2.1) Lrth
L('1-1107:1,.

ar, Lho

r
130

.

T o

*: ofIlp u t

_

Anwar

In the diagram, two masses

//

q

m 2

,

ml = m2 = 1.0 gram have charges

EV 19-15.5_

Skill 2.

Diagram? ves

Ans: 1.9.6 x10-2nI

with equal magnitudesql = -q2. Mass, ml, is supported-by
a light inextensib1e string. When mass, m2, is brought to USNA Accept:5

.a point r = 0,1 meter directly below ml, it is suspended
there by the coulomb force of attraction. What, then, will f.Ques. Proord_Sd
be the tension in newtons in the string supporting ml? Ques. Xeroxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK

T = Diagram Xero:c

To NYIT _
To Computer
OK Computer

t 155

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970
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1011u.

20-1.2 A partiolP of m-iss 3,00 a dowlv-
directed electric fi.?ld al 600 nticoul. The charge üi the
particle i , in coulombs

71-0! 20-1."

A. +1.6 x 10-4
Tu.': 052- t'.0

B.

C.

-1.6 x 10-4

+4.9 x lO

Ski

Diagram? ii

D. -4.9 > 10-5
Ans:

USA

Ques:

20-1.3 A particle of mass 3.00 gm and charge +4.9 > 10-5 coulombs
remains stationary in an electric field. The electric field
strength is, in nt/coul

A. 1960, directed upward
B. 1960, directed downward
C. 600, directed unward
D. 600, directed downward

156

ne 20-1.3

TO# 052-00

Skill_ 2 T5p;::___

Diagram? no

Arts:

USNA Accept..;

Ques.
Ques. Xero:.-:ed

Diagram IIncL

Diagr OK
Diagram Xerox



20-1.5 A portic.-M of r.:ris 8.00 x 10-5 coulmb:i
rer.;rlins station:-.Ly in en elc:tric flic]d. The eje,:tric iield
str(=th is nt/ccul

20-5.1

A. 600 - directd upuard
L. 600 - dirrc.tod cifwm.mrd

C. 5120 directed u;w;.1.rd

D. 5120 directed do,,mward

A portion of the electric field line diagram (above) has been
erased. The choice below, most likely responsible for the
illustrated field is

A. A single negative charge
B. A single positive charge
C. Two positive charges
D. Two negative charges

t 157

Quc.

ID; 20-1.5

TO:!05270!)._

Ski

Ans: A

no_

USNA Accepts

110# 70-s i

Skill y .Typc

Diagram? __yes

Ans 13

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed
Ques. Xel;oxed

Diagram Made_
Diagram OK
Diagram Xero::



20-5.3

C.

D.

/

s_inc. cic:cL;e

Two.

A portiop of the electric field line diagram (above) has been

erased. The choice below, most likely responsible for the
illustrated field is

A.

B.

C.

D.

A single positive charge
A single negative charge
A positive and a negative charge
An irregniar shape, positively charged

1:158

:.;

INYIT, Fall 1Y1()

1Dt 20-5.3

TO 055--07

Skill

Diagram?

Ans:

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofeci,

Ques.

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Xerc::

To NY1T
To Computer
OK Computer
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. 0-5.5

, ncTa:.lvely chayi.:e:2

, po!";itivcly charged

A portion of the electric field line diagram (above) has been
eraser. The choice below, most likely responsible for the
illustrated field is

A. Two positive charges
B. An irregular shape, positively charged
C. An irregular shape, negatively charged
D. A positive and a negative charge, of unequal

magnitude

t 159

To 1;`,-::;.

To CI)mid6Ler

01( k

Arn. P.:2cor,._ _ .

NYli, Fall 2.I/W

TD i 2n5 5

TCO 055-00

Diagram? ve:-:

Ans:

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed ;.

.Ques. Xel;oed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Djagram

To NYIT
To Computer.

O1( Computer

Answer Record
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20-9.2
-4
E 0

(11,C
,

Two point chares q, mud q, are loeate2d at the vertices of an
equilateral triangiEl. The electric field int.ew;ity at the
third vertex is zero. The ratio q1/q2 is

A. 1/2
B. 1

C. 2

D. 0

t 160

Ans:

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed_LI:
Ques. Xe';-oxed

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram Y.(-,ro-

To NY1T
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer 11,2core.
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20-9.4

1... t..,

01 ;

:.17de

To NY:r _____
is C...rp.1::er

OK Corytuf

.oLC

NYIT, Fi.111 297!)

Point P
electric
ql and q
ratio r

2

E =CI

ID!!

TO 05"-On

Skill 2

Diagialo? C S___,

An': 1)

2

lies on the line joining point charges q1 and q2. The
intensity at point P is zero, and Lhe distances from
to point P are r1 and r2 respectively. If the

7r
1
= 2 the ratio q2/q1 is

A. 0.25 USNA Accepts

B. 0.50 Ques. Prooed ,,,

C. 2 Ques. Xe17241
D. 4

Diagram Made
Diagram OK
Diagram X.e.roN.

To NY1T
To Computer
OK Computer.

Answer Record
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L; Si ri o rat-:o 0,,,/c11

21-1.1 An infinitely long wire hro; a chnru density. or When
point: charQ Q +6.0 x 10-6 cool is ithhedded :in this wire,
the electric field in measured to bc: zero at aJ I points on
a circle of radius 2.0 meters perp()dicular to the ax .is of
the wire and centered at Q. What is the charge density A
of the wire?

A = coul/m

V.102

LI

NYI

To
Oh C01".:,:.1;':,.!:7

I\.

1YI1', ia.L3 197q

-1..5 x 10-G

USA Accr,T Ls

If r12.vied :$fter
studcilL

New Card w,odi
1,15'11', Fall 3.970



21.1.3 An infinitely :him., wire huh a nnifrm chugs denity of
= +3.0 x 10-c coal/m. Mica a point chare Q is p1 aced at

a pa hit Joci:J.d 1.3 a peipcndicolor to the wire tier Is a
poini 3.0 in perpendincl::r to ti ,. whe at which the electric
field is zero. that is the chnre

Q = roul.

An infinitely long wire has a uniform chary density of
-2.0 x 10-6 coul/m. When a point charge Q c placed at a
point locatetl 3.0 m perpcndicular to the. wire, the electric
field at the point halfway between tne wire and. the point
charge Q is 7ero. -What is the chnrge Q?

Q=

1.6.3

caul

&Is: -4.5 m :10- 6

2171..

TO# OtC5-

Diagram?._ no

USNA

,

Qucs. Proofed.22,,j



21-5.1

. .

!!! , !

p!):1:,

`,"! : ,
.!) t-1! '.i

).;

cel.11/1.

Two large varallel metal pletes adjacent to one another c.-Irry .

uniincm surface charge densities of +0 and -0, respotively,
-6on their inner surfa.ce. When a charge q = 6.0 x

21-5.1.
is placed between. the piaLcs, :Lt experlonces a force of
magnitude F = 6.73 x 10') mt. What is the magnitude of the 1.

01- (942cirge density u?

Skill .2 Type

= coul/m2

Two lar7e parallel. metal plates adjacent to one another
carry uniform surface charge densities of +0 and -Cl,
respectively, on their inner surfaces. The magnitude of a
is 5.0 coni/m2. When a charge, q, is placed between the
two plates, it experiences a force of magnitude F

What is the magnitude of the charge q?

q coul

164

Diagram? no

Ariu: 100

IN 21-5.2

Diagram? no

Ans: 4.0 x

USNA Accepts

(Nos, Proofed



21-5.4';

,,

;-;

,,

:

An infin.itiily mo;a1 p1at. irackJ ch-:rgo (.121vity
of Ci = Uheh a charge q is plac.d 5.0 cm from
the plate, it h..7,_pclrionc:(_:s a force. of mahithde F

,,, 5 0
106 nt. What. is the magaitude of .the charge e?

Cl = cool

=:

21

TO#

Skill' Type

Diagram? no

Ans: 5.9 x

21-5.5 An infinitely large metal plate has a surface charge density
a. When a charge (-1= 3.0 ' 10-6 conl is placed 5.0 cm from

.

the plate.it experiences a force of magnitude F = 5 x 107' nt. 1D# 21-5.5
What is the magnitude of the charge density u?

cou]./m2

21-10:1 Two oppositely charged metal plates are placed parallel to
one another.. The uniform electric field between the plates
has an intensity of 1.0 x nt/conl. If a proton is
released very close to the positive plate it has 'a kinetic
energy of 3.2 :< 10-19 joule at the instant it collides with
the negative plate. By what distance are the plates
separated?

d m

t 165

T0?/OT'-'O

Diagram? no

Ans: 2.95.

Inll 21-10.1

.9,$-',5-0 0

Skill Type

Dia31..am? no

Ans: 2.0 x 10-3



21-10.3

I i'.''.. ,..

-1

T,;

it..

Two opposiLely charged metal plates are placed parallel to
one another separated by a distance of 2.0 r 10-3 m. The

uniform eioLtrie field between tbe plates has an intensity

of 3.0 10 nt/coul. If an electron is released very close

to the negative plate 5 what will be its kinetic energy at
the instant it collides with the positive piate?

K = joule

;Skill

0. 1 ;

USA Ceeptc

Clues. Pro,Jfed_______

TOff 0

Ski11:e Type.

Diagram? no

Ans: 9.6 x

Two oppositely charged metal plates are placed parallel to
one another separated by a distance of 1.0 x 10-3 m. If

an electron is released very close to the negative plate it I

will have a Unetic energy of 6.0 x 10-19 joule at the .11W 21-10.4

instant it collides with the positive plate. What is the
magnitude of the intensity of the uniform electric field
between the two plates?

Ski) I 2 Type
,

E = nt/conl Diagram?_ no __

Ans: 3.75 x

t 166



21-1.4.1.

i. L.

: . ;

The figure below shows an e1,:.ctron 1,1:,:jected with speed
v = 2.00 > 107 m/sec at ript angle to a uniform field
E. Find the deflection of the beam on the screen when
the leigth P. of the plate is 2.00 cm, the distance d
from the end of the plates to clic screen is 19.0 cm, end
E = 1.60 x 104 nt/cul. (Neglect: the gravitational
effect.)

= (?) m

0-----1
V v

v V ,

E

t :1.67

d --
Screen

21 -V, i

eis: 2.81 x 10-2

,(SNA Accepts

PI:ooft

f ctLviscd

,alideot tii

.Jew Curd used:___,

t7()
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21-14.3

1 1

V
c., .-.., ,' ,L. ki, ,

..
Y

1(.)

{"! : L

Screen

The figure below shows an electren pYcleeted with speed

vo at right angle A:a a uniformfield The deflection of

hethe beam on t screen is 5.27 cm when the length 2, of the

plate 'in 4.00 cm, the dist,:,nce d from the end of the plates

to the screen is 18.0 cm and E = 1.5 x 104 nt/conl. Find

the speed vo at which the electron enters the field.

(Negleet the gravitational effect.)
.....

. _

Card

. ! r')

23-rg.:j

vo m/sec

t .168

0

Screen

L1:;: 2.0 x

1,!Lies. Proofed

_

L

i tudcd,:

'ire:
C. rd 11c(

T . V; I I 1 q



21-111..5

I

.

(?)

p I

Sc r C c.'";t1

The fl.Ire belrw shows an electron projected with n speed
vo = 2.0 > 305.1docc at right cngle to a uniform field J.
The defiuc: ion Of the beam on the s.creon is 15.0 CM when
the distance from the center of the plates to the screen,

d = --
2

is 20 cm, and E = 1.14 x 10' ntiuoul. Find the length

of the plate.

= (?) CM

t 1.69

'Screen

U.C, I 7,

I t

II

. .

.....

IT.

jp# 21-14.5

TO 0

Skill Z. Type

Diagrcm? Y('n

Ans: 1.5

USNA Accepts _

clues. Proofed

If revised after
student use:

Dace:

New Card used?

NUT, Fall 1970



22.1.2

C.

for t1(1 the of dipolo

is dei-inc:ti

A. the x-axis

B. the

C. the zmd
D. any 1.jUci lyin; in the plane defined by the x and v

For the dipole configuration shown, the axis of the dipole

defined as

A. the x axii
B. the y axis

C. the axis

D. any line lying in the plane defined by the

: and Z axes.

t 170

TG
.....

In C..-ImpmL,,!:.

OK

Answer

, a 1 1. -1 (:) 7O

'iv 22-1.2

TOW -0(

Sk.Li 0 T p

Diaw:am? Yes

Alas A
:

USNA Accepts

Quo. Preoled..,:)/.

Ques. NerJxd
.

Diagram :.1odi:

Diaram 01;

To IT

To Compmtco-

OK Ccnter

Answer fle,,7ord

NY1T, Fail
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22-1.4

_ -
1// / 1

/ ,---
/ .c)

1-Y

For the cl.iooe confizni-ation shoYn, the ois of th.

-1.0 ..1,:. ,-i.p...-(1.

A. the x axis
B. the y axis
C. the x flxin

D. any line lying in the plane definc,J by the

y and z axes.

For the dipole configuration shoun, the axis of the
dipole is defined as

A. the .: axis
B. the y axis
C. .the z axis

D. any line lying in the plane defined by tun
x and y axes.

t 171

QUC9

Uacle

Dram Xerc:-1..

To MIT
To Col-puv,::r

OK Computer

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970
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Answer: B
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24-4.1

For the dip;.,1,. axi:-; of the

LJ (J..:f-r,;1..:

A. the :.:

B. fty y

C. thL

D. ally line in L1. by

thU y nd ;1XQS.

Pro toil-

+y

The electric dipole-moment, p, of the above configuration is,
in coul-m,

A. 3,2 x 10-'9;

B. 3.2 x 10-19,

C. 1.6 x

D. 1.1.: x 10 -19;

Jrz axis

-z axis

'!.-6 axis

-z axis

1 172 .

To NY11

To C;)mpoter

OK Compu.,:.,.,,r

Anawer

MIT, Fail 1970

ID!! 22-4.1

TO! 058-05

Skill ? Tyru,

Diagram? ties

USr,A

Ques.

Ques. Xeroxed _

Diagram OK
Xer.ox

To 1;Y1T
- -

To Comput..,ai

OK Computer

Answer Rceoud___

NY , Fa] I



22-4.3

;

--;

;), 0 iCVL co0 lia:.:10 n
Ln

A, 6.11 / +x

1;, 6.4 > 10; -x

3.2 x !0; ryyj.s

D. 3.2 x .10-29; axis

The electric dipole-moment, p, of the above configuration is,

in coul-la

A. 6,4 x 10-29;

B. 6.4 x 10-29;

C. 3.2 x 10-29;.

D. 3.2 x 10-29;

+y axis

-y axis

+y,flxis

-y

L 173

USV,A

D.I

Quat;.

...

To WIT
To
OK Gt.)n,pu;:.2:

Answor Rcod
MIT, Pail :;7(.)

Skill o

Diagram? vp-

Ans:

USNA AcocTL:i __--

Ques. roofcdd/.:
Xecoxed

Diagram Xad a

Diagram OK
Diagrom Xc:cx

To NY1T
Iu Gomp.,Iter

C)1( Comi.utLr

Angwor Pocord

WIT, Fall .197;)



22-4.3

elccLiic

A. 13-)",

B. 3.2 x

3.6 x 10-";

D. 1.6 x 10-29; -x

p3 1. 4-..bovc!

y

Prot f

0.5 x rn

-u

E I cc: von

The electric dipole-moment, of the above configuration is,

in coul-m

A. 3.2 x 10 29; +X

B. 3.2 x 10 29; -X.

C. 1. x 10 2.3;

D. 1.6 x 10 29; -X

t 171

Tu

'Fe C.
OK -cc. ptILQr

.

An WO kJ

T0i.! -05

Skill_ 2 Ty

Diagram? yes

Arms:

USNA Accepts

Ques. P0ced2l
Ques.

Dingram
Di6gram OK
Diagram Xcro:,.

To NY1T
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer P.cord
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22-5.2

vect.- :;how-n in Li.h. cnn!;tant.

T 2CJ nil spr.:ce

the The of h throu;,-,h the sirf::tee S

shown in i diagrm is, in nt-2/cual

A. zero

B. ..0

C. 40

D. 80

X

The vector field E shown in the diagram has a constant
magnitude of 30 nt/coul and is at all points in space. parallel
to the x-axis. Surface S.is a circle of radius 2 in and
lying in the y-z plane. The flux (D).cf E through S is,
in nt-m2/coul

A. zero
B. 60u

C. 120u
D. 160u

t l75

I;

.1.. 5

/

Xcro: ; eti_.

PA :an

IT i

Tn f:YlIT

Tir CJmptcr
(-)K

NM, Fall

iv 22-5.2

TO 065-00

Skill 2 Tyo;2

Diagram? yes__
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USNA Accept5

Ques. Proofed
Ques.

Diagram Macl..-?

Diagram M
Diagram.Xeccx

To NY1T
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record
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22.- 5.4'41'

The v::cLor 1 5hown. in Lhe iin t contant
man I :Lc of 50 ut../coul an [ at al) poinLs hk
pnrrtlic)1 Lc). t.N:) Tino (j)) oC r.hroh thu
suif.:co S F:had.-1 :in Uie di(Tram is, in iii:-m2/coul

A. 0
B. 100

C. 150
D. 300

1

The vector field E shown in the diagram has a constant
magnitude of GO nt/coul and is at all points in space parallel.

to the x-axis, Surface S is a circle of radius 2 in and

lying in the y-z plane. The flux ((1)) of E through S is, in
.

nt-m2/coul

A.

B.

C.

D.

21601T

180T:

zero

t

I '2

^ - _ - - _

(2tic.J Xu't;

Lo NYIT _

CmiwiLr
OK Contput..[

72-5./1

70 065-00

Skill 2._

Diagram?

Accept.,;,

Ques. Pr
Quas.

Diagram Natte
Diograni OK

Dinr;)m

To NY IT

Computur .

OK CCX,pUtt.i.r

Answer Record

NY IT, Fall



22-9.1

. ;

6(..) inr,/, 11. ;in,' al I -, ;i);.f:! Dr; L'2,1

1.0 ti. ri(2 ol E thrnu'ij, thn

L",,

A.

B.

C.

D.

zero
120

300
600

C m

E::20 tit/caul

2m
L..... X

Shown in the figure is a shell whiO consists only of half
a cylinder with no end surfaces. ] is constant in magnitude
and is at all points pera110_ to the The flux (E)
through the cylinder is, in ut-m2/coul

A.

B.

C.

D.

zero
320

640

1010

1.177

Dirwl-Lp.! n0.0

Dintos
Diagr3:c

Tn N?) ii

To COlfip.1

Complter

Answer

NY1T, Fa:I1 1 h70
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Ans: C
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Diagram OK
Diagram
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OK Computer

Answer 130cord
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22--9.3

_, iJ) 1i 1
1

all j nud -D; i!!.

(.) tloolTh thc
in, ill 11C-f112/C.(lIlL

A. 502

II, 251

C. 126

D,. 0

E 20 ni /co u

Shown in thc figurc is a hollow hemispherical shell (11 1 m)

with no end. .f is constant in magnitude and is at all points
parallel to the x-axis. The flux (q) through the hemisphere
is, in ntm2/coul

A. 253.

B. 125

C. 63

D. zero

t 178

ni,10.c-y (1K

To l;Ylf

Tu otc,r

i.":(..,,!.1!(2.t.;.!!!.

Answ:a.

flY1T, Far!

224,

Z000.65.70-4

Skill 9 '1 ;1.1,1

Diai;fm?

Am;

USNA. Accept::

Ques. Proods:.v..
Xecox.:

Diagram Buda
Diogram OR
Dikram

To NUT
To Computer
OK CotupuLer

Anwer Recotd
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22-9.5

1.1(( . fUi:rn
n1) 1.,:v!::.111,-.:1 to

IF;, in

A. 120 1,,

B. 120

C. 30

D. zero

6
,-10 titicoH

). !'

1 . P I , !.

JJ.,iau. ,

To NY 1T

To Cumput,,A.

OK D.Aoput..ci

TDI 22-9.5

- .

Shown in the f ,ure is a shell which consists only of a half a cylinder
cylinder with no end surface. t' is constnnt in magnitude

and is at n11 polat parallel to the x-cri-ib. The flu: (ff,E) USA AccopL3
through the cyll.nder is, in nt-m2/coul

Ques.

._._.
A. 1510

QUi2J.

li. 755 Diagram 'Made

C. 360,
DigranD. zero c. _..

To NYIT
To Computr.
OK Co:11)utc!:

Ariwer Recn)..d
L 179 F3I: 19/n



22-14.2

A culduil suffa.ce. 2 mc.Nt.rs on ccl;: shown in thu
diagr,=. E -constant in and .i.;; at rill
po:ints in spacc parallel to the The!

throuJI sul-face is in nt-m2/coul

A. 240
B. 80

C. 40

D, Zc,1:

E=20FC:/c-i!

-A cubical surface 3 Meters on edge is shown in the diagram.
The flux (llE) through the cubical :.,urfacc is in nt-m-/coul

A. 90/3
B. SO

C. IRO /3

. D. Zero

1,180

ifW/ 92-l4.2

1

V

Acucip,..,

Quas 3):::

e

Hiagt.slm
ram

'ljj -..;11'
Compv, t ......

12K CC.1:11.0.1 .....
,Au.swer R,.:-.:or,-.:
1

.

'EV IT , Fall



22-11.4

A fiphnricH in :5 in th

Lin:oniTh

is, in nt-iv,-/coul

A. Zero

13. 10J
C. 20/3(w)
D. 2.031'

rit/you!.

C)

A spherical surfac :-,leters in r.Inl.t;

dia!:;ram. The flux (4) f._1-ough the

in nt.-n12/coul

A. Zero

B. 320/311

C. i:),0

D. W.m

t 181

4.

3ho,..71A in the

ourfacc., is,

IC

if

i1) 22-34.4

(,) C.7

1 IA r;

D i Yo!Ei
...

USNA Accapl;

Oua-
Que.3. N.c:1;od

Diastam
Diagrm
Diagrzm

'I.' 0

'1' 0 Comp:ALL:::

UK

Answer Rellcr,3

MT,



A cJofied conic;1 surfzice is shown in the chiwi.;ram. The

flux (r through the surface is, in nt-m2/coul

A. 2817

B. 10 /3 T
C. Ail'

D. Zero

23-1.1 A non-conducting uniformly chargod'sphare (p = +1 coul/m3) has
a radius of 1,5 rietets. The sphere is plunged into a very cold
solution (temperature .-, 1° K) and hecomos a conductor. The
surface charge, (5, of 111. ,H(!_re is, in coul/m2

A. 2.0

B. 1.0

C. 0.5

D. 0.33

23-1.2 A non-conducting uniformly charged sphere (p = 1.5 coul/m3) has
a radius of 0.5 meters, The sphere is plunged into a very
cold solution (temperature = 1° K) and becomes a conductor.
The surace.charge, u, of the sphere is, in coul/m2

A. 1.50
B. 0.75

C. 0.50
D. 0.25

{

f: 182

US::A

Cuter.

Xero.Ned

DiLgram

DiaLsr

To Y1 1'

To C:imp-oter
- -

OK Co:..puter

AnE.:,,Ter Rautnu

NYIT, Fall l970
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23-1.4 ..on-conduet1tg uniformi,' charged sphere (Charge Dcmsity
p coul/m') na:; a radius of 2 meters. the sphere is plunged
into a very cold solution (temperature - K) and becomes a
conduetor. Thh surface char,F;c (o) of the sphere 1s 3.5 cool/m-.
The Cherge Deu:;ity (p) of the non-cc l)dh,...tiu. iphuru must have
been, in cou1/t13

A. 4.50

h. 2.25
C. 1.50
D. 0.75

23-1.5 A non-conducting mn.;,formly charged sphere (Charp,e Density =
p coullm') has n radius of 1.5 meters. The sphere is plunged
into a very col] solution (tempereture r- 1 K) and becomes h
conductor. I1e charge (a) ed the sphere is 1.0 coo1./1112.

The Charge Density (p) of the non-c. oucting sphere must have
been in coulW

A. 3.00
B. 2.00

C. 1.00

D. 0.67

t 18'3

ID'! 21-1.4

.1'0 069-00

Diagram?

Ans: 13

USI.,:A Accepts
----

Ques. Proofed

'ro 069-00

Skill 2_

Diagram? no

Ans

USNA Accents

Onus Proofed
Ques.



23-5.2

::!S hail tj. ,to -ght ;nt

A. Sinco L is unchrge,.I. the two balls wi31
e: pi ice cl..ctutc,;.le force.

B, The balls will 1):2. attracted to
each otscr, ten:_h, and then Kepel-une another.

C. The hLlis will be attracted to each other,
touch, and remain in con!T.act.

D. The balls will e-%periertce a force of lepulsion

to each other.

E

----- motion
of IS

Two pithballs (A and B) carrying positive and negative charges
respectively of the some magnitude are suspemled from insulating
stands by silk threads os shorn. 'Which of the following best
describes the behavior of the balls as ball B is brought into
close pro],:imity with hall A?

A. The two halls will experience no electrostatic
force,'

B. The balls will be initally attracted to each other,
touch, end then repel one another.

C. The balls will experience a force of repulsion to
each other.

D. The balls Le ini:-31.1y attracted to each other,

touch, and since they b:-.come electrically neutral,
remain in contact.

. t 1St

P7!"()7'2...

D.i

Tf)

Oolhpoter

OK Compute):

Answor Recor(1_

NY.ET, Fall 11/C

fDf.t 23 -5.2
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Ans:
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Diagram OK

To NY1F.
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OK Computc.!
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H

A. Th

B. Tiw ic LnJ.t.J ach

touch: Lia:1 Cle.1 repel o:lo anotke7.

Tne " force oi repu1sioa to
each other.

D. Tb;.. uili bf, attrnet-d to each o:-..n,fr,

C.

touch, and becoming
in contact,

[;

in c't
of P

rer6ain

Two pitbblls (A and i;), carrying equal positive charges are
suspended flom stands h silk ti eads as shou.1:

Which of the followir.g best describes the beloavior of the
bails as bail B is b:oug1 t. into close proximtity with ball A?

A. The two balls will experience no electrostatii.: force.

B. The balls will be initsJay attracted to each other,.
touch, and then rope]. one another.

C.. The balls will experience a force of repulsion to
each other .

0. Tii balls will be initially attracted to each other,
touch, and 1:ecoming electrically -ilutral, remain.
in contc.i.

Met:: .

.:..

llo hI

10K Cc,EplIteL

!Auwer ReLorL1

Faii

ID# 23-5.11

TOft N9-00

:,DiE=gram?

Ans:

USNA. Accept:,

(-slues. Proozed_J:.

Ques.

Diagram Narl:!

Diagram OK
Dia,,rom Xelox,

To NYli
T:) Compuir
OK Coldpittot
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other,
ont3

C. Tnc!. bnlJG uill o::-porieuce z! force of re;lulsion to
otLcr.

D. 'rho L inj tally to each otIler,
tcr,J, and becunIng neut'al, re=in in
contiact.

24-1.1 A parti,.2111.:'.-r electric fic:1,' decribed by the foltwin;;I
equation:

= (2 - i nt/cool

The work in movin',: a clirgo q = coul from x --- 1 m to

x.=; 4 in is:, in joules

A. +3.0
B, +1.5

C, -1,5
D. -3.0

A particuThr electric field can be described by the following

equation:

nt/cool

1.'e work dor,(2 in moving a chnrge q = +2 cool from = 0 to

N = 2 in is, in joules

A. +8
B. +4

C. -4

D. --8

.4

t 1 ,,(;

Io

lu COL

An:lv;er Rccorc.:"

NY1T, Tall

24-] .1

IO n6,-oo

Skill 2 Tyo

Diasram? no

Ans :

067.-(10

Skill. 7 :';p .

Diagram? no

Ans: B

IISNA Accepts

:Wes- 1rooi.d



24-1.4 A porticul::: electric field can be described by the followini
equiltion:

'2t-1.5

= (4 a3 1) nt/co.,13

The work clone in movInr; a charge q = -1 coul from y = Ci to

= 2 in 5s, in joules

A. +32
..13. +1/1

U. -14

D. -32

A particular electric field can he decribed by
equation:

E = (4 x 2) i nt/ccul

The work done in moving i charge of

to a = 3 m is in joules

A. +12
B. +8

C. -8

D. -12

I. 187'

To

tT)2-0(7)

Skill 2

DirT,ram? no

1TSNA AcLeptE,

Que;;. Proa c.:(1

the following!

q = -1. coul from a = 1 m

ID!! 24-1.5

Ti) 062-00

Skill Typ..

Diagram? 11)

Ans: A

WTNA
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24-6.2

Tit.h
f.-:,.!.!

-.:..,. '.Thi:: ;..7:.,. ; fl3 k_ : .: .-:::!'iiC.: -: Vo V ,
..., ..

..)! volts

A.

L.

C.

D.

1 x 10"
2 x 1012

4 x 101 2

8 x

I 7.7 cc.o.ii/rn2

7+

.)

A
+As*

_

a = 173 col)! /m2

Two parallel plates each with a surfaces charge density
a 17.7 coul/m2 form a region of uniform electric field aF;
shown in the diagram. Tba potenLial difference VpB VB - VA
is, in volts

A.

C.

L).

3 x 1012

3/y x 1012

6 x

12 x 1012

t 188

XL;. _
V i',111'M

1)IJIF;I:::

To NYIT
To Co,J;p..lter

OK LOripOt!li

Ref or ci

NYIT, Fall 19.

T.Wi 24-6.2

T!

Skill 2_ Typ,?.___

Diagr8m? vo5;

Ans: C

USNA Accept:

Ques.
Ques.

To NY].
To C:cm.:pzi

Cohyou

XLro;-:

A 11 S Cr ReCO
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24-6.4

2 ;:: 1012

B. f x 101'2

C. -4 1012

D. zero

a =L1.05 COol.,/Ti2

4. 4- -I- + .-i-

,--n
... -

6 m

AV :I Cr'

a - 8.25 coulim2

Two pardilol plate:3 each with a surface ellargn lensity
G c. /m2 form a re.,;idn of uniform electric ficic
-shown diagram. The potential difference V. , V

ABA
is, in vo.Ls

A. 4-3 x 1032

B. +1.5 x 1012

C. -3 x 1012

D. -6 x lt)12

t 189

:13

To NY1f --------
Tu

OK Com(.-dter

F..) 1 ]

C

ALcdp",

Ques. Proocd
Quus.

Madu
1).14-rcoi OK

Dirain

To Y1 1'

To Computer
-----

OK Computer

Answer Iteeptd__,..

NY1T, Fall. 1971)



I! II 1 I 4, .-11

CC !. 1

d p;'i.,()11-; 'HI (1 i V,:t;

4 Y. 1012

J. 2 x 1;03"

C. 1

D. 0.5 101

24-11.1 Tile potent:L11 (V) at a d:tatonce of 3 m from an i:;olated
point Hwrge of a = +2 X 10- coal in, in vol

24-11.2

A. -6 x 103

B. -2 x :L0

C. +2 g 103.

D. +6 g 163

The potcntiel (\) at a din Linen of 2 m from an isolated
point charge of q +4 g 1075 coal in volts.

A. 18 < 103

B. 9 x 10'2

C. -9 g 103

D. -18 g 103

t 190

Di a f:',;;

'Co NY .-..T

OK C pu (1.

AnWer RQuorii

TD#

T. 0 07"*--00

Skill
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USNA Accr.ptu,
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24-11.4 The potontil (V) at a ditanc,: o 2 in from :In 1J;olati.._d
electro:f is, in vol .o

A. -4,1 10

B. -2.05 x 10-21

C. 10-1°

D. -3.6' x 10-1°

24-11. 5 The. poLTential .(V) a distance of 3 in f row an isolated
point charge of ci +3 x 10-° soul is, in volts.

A. 1.x lo'

B. 3 x 103

C. 9 x -103

D. 81 x 101.

I: 191

U:''

ID 2)-11./:

r, r, 7, CV 1..4 :7 iv: : 3

IDi 24-11 ,

07 9-- On

Skill 2

Dingra ? o

A P. S 47:72. : C
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USA Acccptti
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24-1.5-2

A. 1/2 p lorL i

1 ..1!'.3 ritLL

C. °Tic pt 1/3 m riglit of +q.

D. The-ro are no point; whr2ro V 0.

m

-fq

Two charges of magnitude +o and -4 y are separated by a
distance of 1 in. The Mo points on the line joining the
two charges where the potentiz11 V 0 are

A. 1/3 in left of +q; 1/5 is right of +q.

B. 1/5 is left of +q; 1/.3 is right of +y.

C. one point 1/5 is to right of +y.

Diagram n;,.:1,.

Diagr::m o::

To MT
To Computer
OK Computer

Answer Record

NY1T, Fall 1070

24-J5 2

D. There are no points where V O.

P rool- , '

i;uci
.:Lodont

t; 1 )2

i.

y,,.1 c:ard o$ed:

T;..



2/1-15.1!

A /

; :; ;

; ; .

2 :., g.

C, unr:

D. There no peint.:-; who_rc V = 0.

Two arirn of mognitud.e 4-q and -q are separated by a
distance of 1 in. The too points on the line jojning the
two charges where the potentiol V = 0 are

A. Thc position of .-1-q; 1/2 in right of -4-q.

13 The position of -q; 1/2 in left of -q.

C. one point 1/2 in right of -11.

D. There are no points whore V = 0.

t .193

. .

A 1:

cc: .);-;.;

Xero

To MT
To Computer
OK Comput,:lr

Answer Record

NYIT, Fall 1970

'DP 2A-15./!

T 0. 07:300
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Answer! C

US1A Accepts
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To Computer

OK Computer
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(

1/3 m lciL. o -i.:i; i m l_i:;14

:,. 1 m lefL ,, +,-!; 1/3 Yi111.- of -1.cl.

C. °Ile point. 1/3 m right: of .1-q.

D. There are no points ',711r.,e V - 0.

25-1.1. At o point P the a..1..ect:riez.d. potentinl due to a dipole located

nt the criLn of an xy-plane
sysLem is given bt

V .1:2*jJ.
T2

where p ' 2 aq nnd r2 = + y2
and 0 is measured from the + y
axis, the y component -of the

electric field (E) at point P
is given by

n
X

2
c V

47m, (.2 y2-) 3/2-o

A. This is the CORRECT e:,:pression for Ey.

B. This is NOT the correct expression for Ey.

19

To NYTT
To Computer -----
OK Cm:Tut:3r

Answer Record__
7--

NYTT, Fall 1070

100 2s-1-1

TC) (2 -7 a. -2'

Shill 2

DLlgram?

USNA Accept:,

Quen. Proed
.Ques.

Diagram X'ada
Diagram OK
Dia-ro-

To NY1T
To Compatcr
01: Compute,:

Answer Re() rd

NUT, n11.1 .1310



..t

1Ey - 1

A. iLi the COIECT (...:.:pn,slilon for Ey.

B. TiLi ; is NOT rh,2 corr(..ct c:,:prion for Ey.

25-1.5 At a point F the clectr-ical potential due to a 61pole loc:oLo..1
at tha oriOn of :311 %y-phIne

systm is given by

v P

1:11:20 177

r whore p 2 aq and r2 x2 + y2
and 0 measurca tlw

thc: y coluponent ol Lb.
electric field (Ey) at point P
is given by

Iirz

x2 y2

Ey

A. This is tho CORRECT expression for Ey.

B. This is NOT thc correct expression for Ey.

i:195

11);! 25-J.5

To, -0

Skill ')

Diagram? ye,!

USN\

Prood

Diagram Noth!
Diagram ON,

Diagram XE,rox

To NY1T
To Comimtc::

OJ Compute'r

Answer Recol.d

Fall



A. 'J.'Is:i i. the C.C.);'.1*.T capr,..5)n for

B. NOT Lhe correct e.::nyc,;sion for Ey.

25-1.3 At a po.Hc P the olc:ctrical pc tial :loon:sod
at the origia olfs an xy -plane

system is given by

1 P cos
ra

Zwherc.,. p = 2 aq and r 2
-,.:

2
y

and C is meatied from tEl -ty

-1 axis, the y component of the
electric field (Ey) at point P
is given by

1
v2

inc. + y2) 3/2

A. This is the CORRECT expression for Ey.

B. This is NOT the corrc:ct e-...-Tression for Ey.

I: 1fIG

'1 F-11 "HO

..

, -I015 7
. -;

?

Diag.fam? Ycn

Ans

USNA :me(e) t.

Qoes.

Diagy(1.1-1

Diagram 1)3.

Dingram

To NYIT -:

To comp r
OK Cortput:::

Answer RtsU

NY IT , 3311. 1 c.J7 f



C.

25-6.2 Two concentrl.c, con.doL.ijng spheil.c1 hit ri-1(11.1 (J
r 1/3 i R 1.0 in repectlN,ely. The rspectivc
chares Oil the shell are -4-10-6 cool. hnd -10-° cou1.
The dificco in poL,..otial (Vr - Up) betwe;.n the two
spheres is, in volts

A. Zero
B. -18 x 10.3
C. 32 x 103
D 54 x 103 -(54)

Two concentric, conducting spherical shells have radii of
r - 1//i in and R = 1 m respectivly. The respective chhrges

on the shells are +0-6 cowl and -10-6 coul. The difference

in potential (Vr - UR) between the two spheres, is, in volts

A. 72 x 103
B. 27 x 103
C. -27 x 103
D. Zero

t 197

ID 25-6,2

Skill 2
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ID# 25-63

TOP
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Diagram? no
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r.

25-i U. Tic pl-,tonLial at a polat a di!;tanco r lhe center off a

of racnuf... RI chauz-d uniformly v:ith a

toti char: Q is proportional Lo

r for r < R; for R

A, The above oxpressicx1 is corct.

B. The aLov.,. exprer,:io is incorci..:t.

215-:..0.4 The potential at a point a distance r from the center of a

non-ceoci.a -,phere of radius RI charged uniforiAy wIth a

tot.L1 charLe Q is proportional to

constant for r < R; for r > R
r

A. The above expression is correct.

B. The above expression is incorrect.

t 199.

To nm

1-.) L 2
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S k in 2

D ingt ap.1? no

A n s 17 e r
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25-14.1 A i.old containn n Uvc ehnrr,o equnl to that of
79 protons (q. ÷1.6 10-15 coul) . AA) (Z 2)
hat :))

, at a point a large di iron the nu c1 e'.- (r
n 1.71notie or 4 1'1e".' cv 1,5 x 1(J -15 joujvs).

that the c-paKtiee is tra,,Ain.; directly toward
the stdtionnxv nucicu, the CI:;i:;:nce of clos,,st approoch
of the a-p:F.rLicle to the nucleus is, in meters

'75-14.2

A. 9.2 x 1D-23

B. 7.9 10 -"
' C. 5.7 x 10-14

D. 11.4 x 10-14

A gold nucleus contains a positive charge equal to that of

79 protons (q +1.6 X 10-719 coul). An a--particle (Z = 2)

has, a a pmP :t a large distance from the nucleus (r
a MriciA.0 ener;..,,y of 5 Nev (1 cv = 1.6 x 10-19 joules).

A5suming that the a-oar ticle is trvellng directly; toward
the Ftni:ionary gold nucleus, the distance of closest approach
of the a-particle to the nucleus is, in meters

A. 9.12 :` 10-14

B. 4.56 x
10-14

C. 5.8 g 10-16
D. 7.3 x 10-33

t 200

11,

Owes.

Diaprm

2f--1

T -7 c,

Diegrz-in? no

Ans:

USNA. Accepts

Ques.
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Dincram Madr!

mj 25-14.2
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26-1.1

A roLd n'tf.'.jet.m non'-;-in!, P, pr,itivo (7:::zi-ro toll,.1 to LL;1L of
79 proLe..-. (c;,. - +J.() x JO -1'-' L:ouL). ;,1 :--,;I:Irticjc C.',

P
111--)_21.).-.111:...4._________hat:, ci. a poil,t a -__L I:6:, iiii.:-:1,-e f,:o..-.1 thy Ilwlos (a -, '..-),

a kiin--,!..i.c. cne.-;.;:..- of C. :,`,:,:-...., (3 ev .41..6 Y 10-1 '' jou I

11a: tila i.:,--pnrticic .i. tr.ovel-H:, directly to-,.,:...rd

tLe stal-ionary 2.01d nuc.lo.1., iTh-- dLanc.,:. ef ClOS(1_ ;.IDD170aCi)
Skill 2oF lha to thc nucicu!, in mot.,,sr.

A. 3,0 x
B. 7.6 x 10-34
C. 3.0 x 10' 34

D. 6.".1

A parAid1plate cc.,pacitor conits of two parallel
conductLng plates of area 10-2 m2 and separated by a
distance of 1 MM. The capacitance of this capacitor
is, in fera.iy3

A. 8.85 x 10-9
0. 8.85 x 10-11
C. 0.85 x 10-14
D. 8. x 10-17

1.20!

no

An;-; : C

US!.4A AcLcpts

Ques.
,

Clues.



26-1.3 A 1-!:!1-<!,1.1.c.!1 1,1:r1 c!;11!):!c.1 t-ot- c,f! 1,c!
p.H!. !!! O i!. ci!!!!! iud i

!cc of 0.1!..!:)! t;:o.cc.: of ',MIN!! (..;ip,rif....1for
:LE!, in

A. 7.8 >: 10-17
B. 1.f.f."
C. 3.0`.

1

D. 10-P

26-1.4 A iv,ro.11.c.21.1-.11!.-J.J.... con Fl st.r. of two prirol 1
or, aroit 1.00 (Au' nod Fiepntated 1.)y

di!.;tanno of 1.. 77 !um. Thn capacitaoon of this cl.p;.1c it or
o filra,.1;;

A. 5

C. 5 v-
D. >: 10- I 1,

t

0 7.c"

;j( (



26-6,1 ca,,it,flcc of fo=r.J1 by two concentric

11011_
cyl.ftlprs of luiLh h with a asd 6 (h > a)

en by ',Ale u;:presios 1.11)11 26-6,1.

C - 4wco (b a) (7 7 7 -

A. Thu above expLcion i rrext. ii 1, Ty pe

B. The abGve oNpre!Jsion is no.t. correct. Diu? no

Ans:

USNA Accepts

26-6.2 'flu' copncitnce of a capaeitor fo-,7med by two concentric

hollow cyliaders of lenth L with radii a and b (b > a)

is gilic,n by tho. e%presion

C 24E0 L in (b/a)

A. Th(3 above expression is correct..

Thu nbove expression is npt correct.

L 20:;

IV; 26-6.2

TOL

Skij1_,2__Tyve

Diag,:om? no _

Ans B

USNA Accept!._



26-6. Tho c1%cjt;tnco or ;1 formed ir L.o ooncentrii:
hollow ,:yLirldeY:-; ui I L with trtdi.1 and b (b r1)

if; given by Lilo c*:pre:i,sion

c ,
2ffeo L

A. The above expression is correct.

. B. Inc above cy.nressien is not correct.

Tie enpncitanre ü ciapacitor formed by two concentric
hollow cylin]L:rs o: ]Eth L with rndii r. and b (b > a)
is given by the u:.:p.,:ession

611T. Lc

Iii (4b)

A. The :thove expression is correct.

B. The above expression is not correct.

t 201

26-6,4

ISk11.1 9 12,1

BAl :

1USNA
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Diuw..am no
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! .- !. ,
;,--'.

r
i

1

1

i

I
!

, '... _ ......____,

Thu eq1;1:41t._;HI.-. of thc.: circuit Is, iu pt.

A. 0.7
1.37

C. 6.25
D. 13.0

CI

R

C4

The equivL...-7:::: capacitance. of the circuit shown is, in if

c,

A. IL
B. 6.._
C. 5.75
D. 1

C2

L 205

;
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0

1.)1 a

Ari.: I)

USNA Accepts_
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C-1.0,4

1

C

C 5

Tpf

_._
C2 C3

I

C

;alent capacitanc-: nf the circuit sho is in f.

3.00
3.43
1.25

:J . 0,59

1: 206

;7 . :. ' :

26-10.

T 0 1; 6/ PO

S k i 2 _Ty7

Diagrain

Ans :

USIA Acce.pts

Ques. Prooii

If revised afLer
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DaLe. :
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211-15.1

if

11.0
8.6;'

1.00
0.41)

2 c.) 1 t s

2uf

2 r C4

in (fr- thc Lo-vs..a1 charge supplied by the

t 207

NY1T, 19-/T

26-35.1.

Ii. 2 'f,,.1),.3....___

).;:o.i? yes _
D



26-15.3

the br,. t_t:ory

A.
B. 69
C. i6
D. 132

thc: ft chal:!;!,!.; !!,!:.pp!.! i

!r:

C5

2 iff

C2 C3 -4

In the circuit shot:m the total charge supp -LT .1 1Y:7- the

battery is, I.: cold

A. 72.0
B. 58.4
C. 8.00
D. 4.25

t 208

;.(

r,
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!Ski .I. 1 2 Typo

Biagi yes

C
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111 revised of
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26-15.5

In t:L:

:

I ;

2

2f(11:

C3

In thc ircult shown the total charge E;upplied
br'Ltry is, in licoul

A. 132

B. 10A

C. 12.0

1). 5.54

: .1 i . , ! 7

:

.1)-1J' 5
"":

s : C.

.Acccp s_..

'

t. 2! (15P. 1 T . - I L) 7 ()



27-1.1 Find the work done in charging a paraliel plate capacitor
to produce a final charge magnitude Q = 3 x 10-3 coul on
each plate and a potential difference between the Plates of
V ,---- 400 volts.

W = (?) joule

27-1,2 It requires 1.0 joule of work :to charge a parallel
plate capacitor to produce a potential difference
between the plates of V' - 5001 volts. Find the mag-
nitude of the charge Q an each plate-

27 -1.3 It reepaites 0.75 joule of work to produce a final

charge magnitude Q = 7.5 x 10-3 coul on each plate

DI a Faxanpl plate capacitor. What is the final

potential dIfference V between the plates?

-v = (?) volts

t 210`

11)1' 27-1.1

0g/- 0 7

!Skit

aigreN? no

.sn;;; .60

ID# 27-1.2

TO# oEi- 7

Skill_ ,E Type

Diagram? no

Ans:4.0 x 10-3
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Diagram? no

Ans: 200
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27-1.4 Find the work done in charging a parallel plate
capacitor to produce a final charge magnitude.
Q = 5 x 10-3 coul on each plate when the capaci:..::ce
is 12.5 ;.f.

W = (?) joule

Find the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor
which requires 4.0 joule of work to produce a .final
charge magnitude-Q = 2 >4 10-3 coul on each plate.

C = (?) of

27-6.1 Two capacitors, C1. -= 3.00 uf and C2 = 6.00 pf,_are
each charged to a charge magnitude of 1.5 x le 3 coul

on each plate. The two capacitors are then connected
with like..plates together. Find the energy stored in
the finaLsystem.

-E = (?) joule

27-6.2 Two capacitors, C1 = 4.00 of and C2 = 12.00 pf
are each charged independently to a potential
difference of 50 V betweem their respective.
plates. The cPpAr-itors axe then connected with
opposite plates :together_ Find the energy stared
in the final system.

E = (?-)

t 211

1Ni

TU;! 08/-,7
Skill 2 Type

Diagram? no

Ans: 1.0

1P# 27-1.5

T011 7

Diagram? no

Ans: 0.5

101: 27-6.1
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27-6.3 Two cap:Iriu , ci '.00 pf and C2 ).00 'if are

charged indupendumy to a chary magnitude of
8.00 x 10-' coul and 6.00 x 10- coul respectively.

C1 and C2 are then connected with like plates

together. Find the final potential difference
between the two plates of Ci.

volts

27-6.4 Two capacitors C1.= 2.00 pf and C2 = 5.00 pf
are charged independently to a charge magnitude of
8.20 x 10-4 coul and 6.10 X 10-4 coul, respectively.
C1 and C2 are then connected with opposite plates
together. Find the final potential difference
between the two plates of Cl.

V1 = (?) volts

017,W - o o

200

:11.1 27-6.4

11Z

30.0

1SA Accepts

27-6.5 Two capacitors Cl and C2 = 5.00 pf are
charged to a potenitiaidifferenee between their
plates of 50 volts and 120 volts respectively.
C1 and C2 are then connected with like plates 27-6.5
together. Find the energy stored in the final
system.

E = joule iSkill jYPe__

Diagram? no

Ans

t 212

-------

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed



27-1e.1

27-10.2

27-10.3

A dielectric slab of thickness 1.0 mm and a dielectric

constant of 4.0 is inserted between the plates of a

parallel-plate napacitor with a plate separation of 1.5 mm
1113'_. 27710.1and a plate area of 2.0 cm .

The capacitance of the

capacitor is

A. .885 plJf

B. 2.36 ppf

C. 3.54 ppf

D. 4.71 plif

A dielectric slab of thickness d/2 and dielectric constant
K is inserted between the plates of a parallel-plate
capacitor of plate separation d and area A. What is the
capacitance of the capacitor?

A. C =
2

°
A

d

Ma.A.

d
B. C

C. 2 60A

Kd

2
D. C

KenA

d (K - 1)

A parallel plate capacitor is made up of two plates with

an area of 4.0 cm2 and a dielectric with constant K = 3.0
_finng the space between the plates. What must be the

thiainess of thedieleciric if the capacitance of the

capar±tor is 1.77 ppf?

A. 6:0 mm

B. 2.0 mm

C. 1.5 mm

D. 0.6 mm

E. 0.2 mm

t 213
(thprp is nn nage t 2141

'fDfi oc)

Skill a2, 'Type_

Dagram? An

Ans:

USNA AccLpts_
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lAns:

1
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Ans
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27-10.4

27-10.5

A dielectric slab of thickness b and dielectric constant K
is inserted between the plates of a parallel-plate
capacitor of plate separation 3 b and area A. What is the
capacitance of the 'capacitor?

A, C = EiaA
2 b

KE0A
B. C

b(2 K 1)

KE(16
C C =

3 b

D. C
2 Kb

A dielectric slab of thickness b = 1.0 mm and dielectric
constant K = 5.0 is inserted between the plates of a
parallel plate capacitor of plate separation d = 3.0 mm
and area A = 25.0 cm2. What is the capacitance of the
capacitor?

A. 5.55 ppf

B. 11.1 ppf

C. 9.94 ppf

D. 22.2 ppf

IN 27-10.4

TO# 083-00

Skill 2 Type

Diagram? no

Ans:

USNA Accepts

Ques.

If re:ised :1Ft:et

studtalt tui?:

fr 0 /1 012 c r

Type

Diagram?_ no

Ans:

27-16.1 A parallel plate air capacitor having capacitance 2.0 pf is
connected to a 100 volt battery. After the capacitor is
fully charged it is disconnected from the battery and .filled
with a dielectric material of dielectric constant K = 2.0. IID# 27-16.1

capacitor now? LOlf

What is the potential difference between the plates of the

V = volts

083-00

Skill 2 Type

Diagram? no

Ans: 50



27-16.2 A parallel plate capacitor filled with dielectric material
of dielectric constant K = 2.5 has a capacitance of 5.0 of
and is connected to a 50 volt battery. After the capacitor
is fully charged it is disconnected from the battery and IlD# 27-16.2

_.-
1

the dielectric material is removed. What is the potential
difference between the plates of the capacitornow? TOP 083-00

....._

V volts Skill 2 Type

Diagram? no

Ans: 125

USNA Accepts

27-16.3 A parallel plate air capacitor having capacitance 2.0 of is
connected to a 100 volt battery. After the capacitor is
fully charged it is disconnected from the battery and filled
with a dielectric material of dielectric constant K = 2.0. 11"_17:-.13
What is the final energy stored in the capacitor?

27-16.4

E = joule

TOP 083-00

Skill 2 Type

Diagram? no

Ans: 10-4

A parallel plate capacitor filled with a dielectric material
of dielectric constant K = 2.5 has a capacitance of 5.0 of
and is connected to a 50 volt battery. After the capacitor
is fully charged it is disconnected from the battery and the ID# 27-16.4

dielectric material is removed. What is the final energy
TOP 083-00stored in the capacitor?

E = joule
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Diagram? no

Ans: 1.25 x 10-4

USNA Accepts
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27-16.5 Bow much of the stored energy in an oir capacitor which has
been charged with a 100 volt battery rind has a capacitance
of 2.0 pi lost when the capaciior 1E; completely filled
with a dielectric material which has 4 dielectric constant
of 2.5?

E
lost

joule

28-1.1 A continuous current will be present in a metallic
conductor if

A. the resistivity.of the conductor exceeds
a certain minimum value.

B. a potential gradient is maintained throughout
the length of the conductor,

C. the conductor has sufficient "free" electrons.

D. a sufficiently large net positive charge
resides on its surface.

28-1.2 A continuous current will be present in a metallic
conductor if

A. the conductor has sufficient "free"
electrons

B. the conductor is grounded.

C. an object bearing an excess positive
charge is brought near the conductor.

D. a potential gradient is maintained throughout
the length of the conductor.
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Skill 2 Type--,__

Diagram? no

Ans: 6.0 x 10-3
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Diagram?
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B
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Skill 0 Type
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Ans: D
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28-1.3 A continuous current will be present in a metallic
conductor if

A. the net motion of charges is sufficiently
large.

B. there are present more "free" electrons than
"bound" electrons.

C. a potential gradient is maintained throughout
the length of the conductor.

D. the conductor is grounded.

28-1.4 A continuous current will be present in a metallic
conductor if

A. the resistance of the conductor remains

constant.

B. an object bearing an excess negative charge
is brought near the conductor.

C. the conductor is grounded.

D. a potential gradient is maintained throughout

the length of the conductor.

28-1.5 A continuous current will be present in a metallic
conductor if

A. the induced slo, ,;e on the conductor
is sufficiently / 1,f.ge

B. a potential gradient is maintained throughout
the length of the conductor.

C. an object bearing an excess positive charge
is brought near the conductor.

D. an object bearing an excess negative charge
is brought near the conductor.
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28-6.1 Current enters a cylindrical wire of radius 3mm, the

current density being 80 amp/m2. The wire eventually

tapers clown to a radius of 1 mm. The current density in

the thinner portion of the wire is, in amp/m2.

A. 8.9

B. 26.7

C. 240

D. 720

28-6.2 Current enters a cylindrical wire of radius 4 mm, the
current density being 75 amp/m2. The wire eventually
tapers down to a radius of 1 mm. The current density
in the thinner portion of the wire is, in amp/m2.

A. 1200
B. 300
C. 18.75

D. 4.70

28-6.3 Current enters a cylindrical wire of radius 4 mm, the
current density being 60 amp/m2. The cross-sectional

area of the wire changes and the current density becomes

960 amp/m2. The radius corresponding to this (960 amp/m2)

current density, is in mm.

28-6.4 Current enters a c-lin4/ wir -7adius 3 mm, the

current density h4.21.ng d/m2. The cross-sectional area

of the wire changes and the current density becomes
810 amp/m2. The radius corresponding to this (810 amp/m2)

current density is, in mm.

A. 1/3
B. 1

C. 10

D. 30

t 219
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Skill 2 Ty p.

Diagram?

D

ID,'/ 28-6.2

no
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no

. A

ID // 28-6.3
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2 -6.5

28-10.1

Current
currei

area
80 arY,,

curre-:-

A.

B

C.

A wire w
its new
that the
changed der
wire is, .rir:

cylindrical wire of radius 1 mm, the
being 720 amp/mi. The cross-sec ii.onal

re changes and the current density bcomes
AU radius corresponding to this (80 amp/m2)

ty is , in mm,

resistance of 10.0 ohms is drawn out so that
is two times its original length. Assuming
-__Lvity and the density of the material are not
the drawing process the new resistance of the

-s.

28-10.2 A wire.A444, ,i resistance of 12.0 ohms is drawn out so that
its new' bigw- is three times its original length. Assuming
that ulvw. Y :tivity-and the density of the material are not
change .t.: the drawing process the new resistance of the
wire i ohms

A. 108
B. 36
C. 4

D. 0.75

28-10.3 A wire with a resistance of 10.0 ohms is drawn out until its
resistance becomes 40.0 ohms. Assuming that the resistivity
and the density of the material are not changed during the
drawing m; the new length is, in terms of the original
length ,uo)

A. /!Lo

B. 2 Lo

C. 2VT Lo

D. 4 Lo
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'din a resitance of 3.0 ohms is (11-:..7n
mce becomes 72.0 ohms. Assuming ti:

311 71h(: density of the :material arc not eh:,
process the ne:,7 len.:-Lh is, in terms

Le14,;:tb (l.o)

Lo

311 Lo

3 Lo

Lo

nut until
the resistiviy

auriug

.orivaan

28-10.5 with a resistance of 8.0 ohms is drawn out until its
resistance becomes 32.0 ohms. Assuming that the resistivity
and t:12 density of the material are not changed during the
cirm,:; process the new length is, in terms of the original
lengt4t: (Lo)

k. 4 Lo

2.1f Lo

C.. 2 Lo

v' Lo

28-15.1 Ac-rx.ifTPnt of 3 amp exists in a wire 2 m long and 1 mm in
daa:aerer, when a 15volt battery is connected across it.
Tl cnrrent through a wire 4 m long and 0.5 mm in diameter,
made um of exactly the same material (same p), if a 20 volt
batteT7 is connected across it will be, in amp

A. 8.0
4.0
1.0

1. 0.5

-11)

TO#

Skill 2 "lypi-2

Diagram?

Ans:

no
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Ques. Proofed
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28-15.2 curnk-s-, 2 al e:Usts In .a wire 1 r
c,n1 8 volt h: lttt2ry is coL7p,

The h a wire 3 m long an. _

up of , ...nc same material (same

is s it will he, in amp

3.

C_

and 1 mm in
across it.

2F-'in diameter, masz..

a 12 volt battcr---,!
;110

28 -15.3 A curremt - exists in :a vire 2 m 1-Trg and 2 mm in
diameter, .:Alta I0 volt h7-711-r7ery is conna=ad across it,

The carrtfur. !Tcough a wire 4 7:11 long and 1-mm in diameter.

made up zr5.__cr.7 the sama material (samr 0, if a 10 va.Lt
battery -is ..,-71--- .ted acros,E] i.t -,71_11 be, in amp

28-15.4 A current of am exists in a Ware 1 m lany and 2 mm
diameter, a it volt battery is connected across .ig
The curreni through a wire .2 m long and -4 mm in diamet7.,
made up of unartiv the same, material (same p), if a 6
battery 14 zoos:meted across it-will be, in amp

28-15.5

A. C}.25

B. 30
C. LAM
D. 2.0C

A current of map exists inaawire 2 :fl Imng and 2 mm in
diameter whoolm: 8 volt hatterT is connected across it.
The current augh a wire 4 n tong and .1. mm in diameter,
made up of eummtly the same marer-ial 6same p), if a 32 vol.=
battery is conmscted across it in amp

J.. 8

Sts 4
C. 2
D. 8.5
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Diagram?
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Diagram?'
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29-1.1 A current i = 5 amp fJows through a a
resistor, It = 20 ohm. What is the rate h heat Es
developed in the resistor?

dE/dt = watt

29-1.2 Heat is developed in a resistor, R =
125 joule/sec. What current flowing
will cause this joule heating?

1 amp

the rate of
resistor

29-1.3 A potential difference, v = 100 volt, exi.a.QT::oss a
resistor R = 500 ohm. What is the rate.at_..QLich heat is
developed in the resistor?

dH/dt = watt

Heat is developed in a resistor at the rate: of 50.0 joule/sec.
When a current of 2.0 amp flows through the uesizstr. What

*is the valve of the resistor?

ohm

t 223
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29-1.5 A potentiml differenc
= 5G ohm throu4h wh.

is the joule hent3ng

=

_!1

= 2-(- volt exist across
.1 a =rent = 0.4 amp

Lt

tor-

What

LID#

TO# g8

Skill 1

29-5.1 A current of 5.0 amp fInwiing, Crorough a resistor R
a power of 100 watt. Rom much power does a curren- of 10-0
amp develop when flowing through the same resistor.

P= watt

29-5.2 A curregt flowing through a resistor R = 10 aboN-deveiops s
power of 25 watt.. How muCh:power will, the same current
flaring through a resistance = 25 ohm develop?

P = watt

29-5.3 When the magnitude cad :the pnomootial difference ate; oott a
resistor is equal to the magnitude of .the curtenv flowing
hough the re star,.. the power dissipated by the TAPIAMMdt
IS IGO watts. What. is- these ante?

-= ohm

--t77,24

Ans:

TO 089-0C

Skill 2 IN.ulo

Diagram: n,

An z.: 4:00

------------
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To 039-e-0

SluEll- 2 -.74ype

Diimram2 no

AnE:
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29-ga

_istor used as tric heater (I IT 300
,1-..)u1e/sec when 720 volt supply. IN7hat willpercentage drop out.put if Lime supply voltage

to 100 volts.:

%

be

1D# 29-5.4.

iesistor dissipates 12.0.1i).watts when -:1..ec.ted to a 100 volt
snoply. If this volta increases to 1O irnirs what will be

::,..eirceartage increase in heat .outpu:_:

Eleentromotive fnrce, errtE, is de.. ined as E :=---.-frdw where di isthe work done bvi. tbe. source of amf on .a c:.-aarrgre dq, in movingthis charge from Inner to a lanther

'!!TOLL118.-.7---470

False
IskL
IDiagr,,..imi? no

70# 6189-4711

Skill 2 'Type

Diagram? no

Axis: 30.. 5

ID 4 29-5-5

(89-00

ISkalL

_414_

_FalselAns:

29-92 Ellertrumot:Lve force, is defined as dwtdq where dw is
th work doue by the-smarcv!Imf gad" on abamilm dq, in moving

.

this charge from a LaMell" ta a her

Tree

t 225
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.3 Electromotive force:, defizaed ;?.s E = -dwidg where dw
is tine work dune by ;scarce of emf on a cllar lq, in
moving this charge f:.7.-or lower to a higher polLaIntlial.

Tru False

29-9-4 Electromotive force, .emf, is defiled as E = dq/dw where dw
is the work done. by tale source of emf on :a charge dq, in
moving this chaurge ILA= a lower to a higher potewtial.

Mr.ue False

29-C.5 laectromotive force, emf, is defined as E ==-Iimi/dtvzwhere
dw is the work done by the source of emf om a chafe dq, in
movimg this charge from a lower to a higher potential.

True

t 226
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29-15.4

29-15.5

R

In the circuit shown, the emf E = 50 volt. The voltage drop
across the resistor r is 10 volts. If R = 80 ohm what is
the joule heating in R?

P= watt

In the circuit shown, e = 40 volt, r = 5 ohm and 11=.75 ohm.
What current flows through the resistor R?

t

IDt 29-15.4

r0# 089-00

Skill 1 Type

Diagram? yes

Ans: 20

USNA Accepts

Ques. Proofed /V

If revid after
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29-15-1

29-225,2

29-15.3

Im the circuit shown a current i = 2.0 amp flows through the
resistor R = 50 ohm. If E = 106 volts what is the resistance
r?

r = ohm

kr
I-

R
NA",

In the circuit shown e = 100 volt, r = 4 ohm, and R = 46 ohm.
What is the voltage drop across the resistor R?

V = volt

R

In the circuit shown r = 2.0 ohm, R = 13 ohm and a current
i = 5..0 amp flows through the circuit. What is the emf E?

volt

t 227
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30-1.1 A circuit consists of three resistors, RI, R2, and
R3. The current in R2 and R3 is found to be inversely
proportional to their respective resistance. The

current in RI is equal to the-sum of the currents
in R2 and R3. This means that

A. All three resistors are connected in
parallel

B. All three resistors are connected in series.

C. The resistors R2 and R3 are connected in
parallel and this comhination is in series
with R1.

D. The resistors R2 and R3 are in series and
this combination is in parallel with R1.

30-1.2 A circuit consists of three resistors R1, R2, and R3.
The current in each resistor is found to be inversely
proportional to its resistance. This means that

A. All three resistances are connected in series.

All three resistances are connected in
parallel.

!To#

,Skill 0 Type

Digram? no

.1 : t i..1 .s :

:

i 7 :

Firti LC] .!

lqin ...

ILDf 30-1.2

1986= _

Diagram.? no

C. The first two resistances are connected in
series and the combination is in parallel with .t.ns:.

the third resistor.

D. No conclusion can be reached from the data

given.

Accepts
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Proofed..)//

J. revised after
t;tudent use:
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30-1.3 A circuit consists of three resistors Ri, 1L,, and R3.

The current is found to be identical-in each resist-

ance. The voltage drop across each resistance is

different. This means that

A. All three resistances are connected in

parallel.

B. All three resistances are connected in

series.

ID: 30-1.3

XL - pO

Skill 0 Type

Diagram? no

C. The resistors R1 and R2 are connected in .ns:

series and this combination is in parallel with

R
3.

D. The resistors R/ and R2 are connected in

parallel and this combination is in series

with R3.

7SN:\ ;:c.?

,attcr

1::111 1=i7ri

30-1.4 A circuit consists of three resistors R1, R2, and R3.
The voltage across R1 and R2 is identical. The cur-

rent in R3 is found to be equal to the sum of the
currents in R1 and R2. This means that ID's 30 -1.4

A. All the resistors are connected in parallel. TOP (46 -o 0

B. All the resistors are connected in series. ,Skill p Type

C. The resistors R1 and R2 are connected in Diagram? no

parallel and this combination is connected

in series with R3. Ans:

D. The resistors R1 and R2 are connected in
series and this combination is connected in
parallel with R3.

t. 230.
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30-1.5 A circuit consists of three resistors R1, R2, and R3
The currents through the resistofs arc such that

11 = 12 i3. The voltage drops such that

V1 V2 # V3 but V1 + V2 = V3. This means

A. All the resistors are in Parallel.

B. All the resistors arc in series

C. The resistors R1 and -R2 are in parallel and
this combination is in series with R3.

D. The resistors R1 and R2 aru in series and
this combination is in parallel with R3.

30-5.1 The equivalent resistance of the cirellit shown is,
in ohms.

3 ohms

A. 13.0
B. 6.00
C. 2.47
D. 1.33

t 231
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30-5.2 The equivalent resistance of the circuit shown is,
in ohms

2 ohms

A. 15.0
B. 5.00
C. 2.94
D. 0.80

30-5.3 The equivalent resistance of the circuit shown is,

in ohms

3.ohms

A. 0.80
B. 2.75

C. 3.33

D. 15.0

t 232
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30-5.4 The equivalent resistance of the circuit shown is,

in ohms

ohms

12 volts 3 ohms

A. 1.00

B. 2.18
C. 4.50

D. 11.0

30-5.5 The equivalent resistance of the circuit shown is,

in ohms

6 ohms

2 ohms
i\APv

A. 1.00
B. 2.50

C. 4.00.

D. 24.0

t 233
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30-10.1 In this circuit the voltage drop across the 3 ohm
resistor is

9 ohms

A. equal to VAB

B. twice VAB

C. one-half VAB

D. Zero

30-10.2 In this circuit the voltage drop across the 2 ohms
resistor is

3 ohms

A. greater than VAB

B. less than V
AB

C. equal to VAB

D. Zero

2 ohms

:Ahgram? yes

ISNA

)..aes F

1.:.! 0:

Y]L. n:11 Pi70

USNA Accepts

Proufud_JA/

Li revised aftuf
srudent use:
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30-10.3 :In this circuit the voltage across the 1 ohm
-mesistor is

6 ohms

A. greater than VAB

B. less than VAB

C. equal to VAB

D. Zero

30-10.4 In this circuit the voltage drop across the 3 ohms
resistor is

2 ohms

4 ohms

A. greater than VAB

B. less than VAB

C. equal to VAB

-D. Zero

3 ohms

t 235
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30-10.5 In thiE W. it the vol tage drop across the 6 ohms
resist=

30-16.1

4 ohms

A;- 313 VAB

7$:3 VAB

VAB

VAB

The value of the resistance R such that the current
in the resistance R is one third the current in the
4 ohm resistance. is, in ohms

A. 12.0
B. 6.00
C. 1.50
D. 1.33

t 236.
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30-16.2

30-16.3

4 ohms

The value of the resistance R such that the curutemat
in the 4 ohm resistance is four times tha ==nommuiL
in the resistance R is, in ohms

..3Q-162.

iTO# 07/-0 0

Type_______

Aagram?__ 37,5

ins: C

A. 0.67
/B. 1.0
C. 6.0
D. 16

iSNA

; f k

The value of the resistance R such that the current
in the 3 ohm resistance is three times the cu rent
in the resistance R is, in ohms

A. 1.0
B. 4.0
C. 6.0
D. 9.0

t 237
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30-16.4

30-16.5

3 ohms 1DP 30-16.4

TU

'Skill 2Type

The value saf time resistanr7P R. such that Mhe cont
in the 10 elm reysistance is five ti rwR the zurmeat

in the resistance R i ms i

F:0t(!:14,

A. 50
B. 15

C. 12

D. 20

2 ohms

The value of the resistance R such that the current
in the 6 ohm resistance is twice the current in the
resistance R is, in ohms

A. 12
B. 4.0
C. 3.0
D. 2.0

t 238.:
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30-19.1 E 2
R , 41 --4" 1 12

gt, -41 -- V\A.4.

30-1i9.2

..
1 i i 3

r
1 1 z .:- R2 c 3

1

t i
r3

4011,,-1- i6
I

i

--:, _--7.

141 ,' r' 4 1

) i
}I-..... I .4---..-

4 46
R c. R5

.

The circuit eatians for the two branch poijmts a and b
in th o. accompar--ing circuit are

A.

13.

C.

D.

11 1:2

11+

11- 12

1 1

=

+ 13 =

13 =

+ i3 =

30-19_1

LOP 5/3- 0

Skil 11_Type

Aibgram? yes

Ans: A

/3; -12 + 16 14 = 0 1SNA

0; 12 + 16 + 14 1.1(c, NIA/

(); 12 16 i4 = 0
-;tt: ..1c n :

0 6+ 1t4 = 0

C%i'd _

1 I 71

El
Ri r2

i 3

i 1

-44F44-44

6---'VVV
R

The circuit equations for the two branch points

kn the accompanying diagram are

is + 1.4 + is = 0

-11 + 14 + is = 0

is - i - is = 0

i =0
2 4 5

A. is + L2 + is = 0;

B. 1 - 12 is = 0;

C. is - is = 0;

D. i +1 n 3
0;

a and c

111)4. 30-19 .2

iO#O'
isleiti 1 Typ

- .

!Diagram? yes

USNA Accepts

QUeS . Proof ed... Sjii

If revised after
student use :
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30-19.3

31D-19.. 4

E.2
R , 4-- ---0 r2

, ,... a-. --id k- "/ VV.
! -- - -10-

it ii3 i

n 2 I R2
'11' E j

..-.41 - ) r3
ti ---1 I it..._ ,\,.--,A., 410

15

R5

'R3

The circuit equations far the two branch points and c.
in the accompanying diagram. are

A. i2 + 14 + i6 = 01 11 +
4 s

= 0

B. 12 + is* - 16 = 0; it - i4 i = 0

C. 12 i4 16 = (); 15 = 0

D. 12 - 14 +i6 = 0; 12 1
4 i

5
=0

R3

The circuit equations for the two.branch points a and b
In the accompanying circuit are

A. it - i2 + 3.3 = 0; i2 - i6 + i4 = 0

B. it + i2 + 3.3 = 0; i2 + i6 + i4 = 0

C. i3 - 1.2 - i3 = o; i2 i6 - i4 o

D. it - i2 - 1.3 = 0; i2 + i6 - i4 = 0

t 240
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30-19.5

30-23.1

D 30-19.5_______________

T 0# -mm

Skill 1 Type

Diagram? yes

Ans: D

The circuit
in the accompanying

A.

B.

C.

D.

a and c

= 0

USNA Act.:epts

equations for the two branch points
diagram are

i2 13 = 0; 11 14 is = 0

1. 1 + i2 - i3 = 0 ; -im + + + i5

11 iz 13 = (); 1u# is ' °

al -1
2

im = 0 i = 0
1 4 5

PiocIfed St1

Ti revid af.tr
studc4It use:

In the circuit shown the current through the 10 ohm
resistor is, in amps

A. 0.109
B. 0.765
C. 0.800
D. 0.870

t 241
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30-23.2

30-23.3

h

In the circuit shown the current through the
15 ohm resistor is, in amps

A. 0.870
B. 0.765

C. 0.300

D. 0.109

15 ohms 0 10 ohms

ohms

[2= 4 volts8 volts

In the circuit shown the current through the
50 ohm resistor is, in amps

A. 0.667
B. 0.510
C. 0.363

D. 0.145

9h9.

ID ; 30-23.2

Skill 2 TYPc:.___

)iz,gram?__yes

JSNA v.5.21//

W.1V:
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Cr v.411 1c;70
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C
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30-2.3.4

30-23.5

In the circuit shown the current through the
10 ohm

1:)! 30-23.4

Ho 0

I ]2 Type

iiagram? yes

resistor is, in amps

A. 0.510
B. 0.363
C. 0.267
D. 0.145

SISNA

)tic. . 1'

p ts

Ltl

15 ohms a 10 ohms

5 ohms

E2= 4 volts
T-
J

=8 volt

In the circuit shown the current through the
15 ohm resistor is, in amps

A. 0.510
B. 0.400
C. 0.363
D. 0.145

:1r.

30-23.5

2

.IiLgrem? Ye

C

iSNA Accepts

Proofg4/
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31-1.1 The resistance of the coil of a pivoted coil
galvanometer is 20 ohms and a current. of 1.0
milliampere causes a fu77-scale deflection.
In order to convert this galvanometer into an
ammeter reading 5.0 amps full-scale one would

connect a resistance of

A. 105 ohms in series with the coil.

B. 10' ohms in parallel with the coil.

C. 4 x 10-3 ohms in series with the coil.

D. 4 x 10-3 ohms in parallel with the coil.

31-1.2 The resistance of the coil of a pivoted coil galvanometer
is 25.ohms and a.current of 2.0 milliampere causes a full-
scale deflection. In order to convert this galvanometer
into an ammeter reading 12.5 amps full-scale one would
convert a resistance of

A. 1.56 x 105 ohms in'series with the coil.

B. 1.56 x 105 ohms in parallel with the coil.

C. 4 x 10 3 ohms in series with the coil.

D. 4 x 10-3 ohms in parallel with the coil.

31-1.3 The of the coil of a pivoted coil galvanometer

1D# 31-1.1

TO# 0

Skill '2 Type

Diagram?

Ans: D

no

USNA ALcpts

()ties. l't.:Jfed

iro 31-1.2

o?-11-00

Skill 2 Type__

Diagram? no

Ans: D

resistance
is 20 ohms and a current of 2.0 milliampere causes a full-

scale deflection. In order to convert this galvanometer
into an ammeter reading 4.0 amps full-scale one would

connect a resistance of

ID# 31-1.3

TO# o ?1,/ - o c)

A. 10-2 ohms in series with the coil.
Skill 2 Type

B. 10-2 ohms in parallel with the coil.
Diagram? no

C. 4 x 104 ohms in series with the coil.
Ans:

D. 4 x 10 4 ohms in parallel with the coil.

t 244



31-1.4 The resistance of the coil of a pivoted coil p,alvanometer

is 30 ohms And a current of 3.0 milliampere causes a full-

scale deflection. in order to convert this galvanometer

into an ammeter reading 5.0 amps full-scale one would

connect a resistance of

Int/ 31-1.4

TO/1_011-o0

A. 1.8 X 10-2 ohms in series with the coil.
Skill 2 Type

B. 1-.8 X 10-2 ohms in parallel with the coil.
Diagram? no

C. 5 x 104 ohms in :series with the coil.
Ans: B

D. 5 x 104 ohms in parallel with the coil.

31-1.5 The resistance of the coil of a pivoted coil galvanometer

is 10 ohms and a current of 1.0 milliampere causes a full-

scale deflection. In order to convert this galvanometer

into an ammeter reading 2.5 amps full-scale one would

connect a resistance of

31-7.1

A. 4 X 10-3 ohms.in series with the coil.

B. 4 X 10-3 ohms in parallel with the coil.

C. 2.5 x 104 ohms in series with the coil.

D. 2.5 x 104 ohms in parallel with the coil.

A 150-volt voltmeter has a resistance of 20,000 ohms. In
order to convert this into a voltmeter reading 25 volts
full-scale when across a 110-volt line one would connect a
resistance of

A. 4.4 ohms in series with the voltmeter.

B. 4.4 ohms in parallel with the voltmeter.

C. 6.2 x 104 ohms in series with the voltmeter.

6.2 x 104 ohms in parallel with the voltmeter.D.

t 245
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31-7.2 A 150-volt voltmeter has a resistance of 20,000 ohms.
In order to convert this into a voltmeter reading 10 volts
full-scale when across a 110-volt line one would connect
a resistance of

31-7.3

A.' 2 x 105 ohms in parallel with the voltmeter.

B. 2 x 105 ohms in series with the voltmeter.

C. 11 ohms in parallel with the voltmeter.

D. 11 ohms in series with the voltmeter.

A 100-volt voltmeter has a resistance of 15,000 ohms.
In order to convert this into a voltmeter reading
15 volts fun-scale when across a 110-volt line one
would connect a resistance of

A. 9.5 x 104 ohms in series with the voltmeter.

B. 9.5 x 104 ohms in parallel with the voltmeter.

C. 7.35 ohms in series with the voltmeter.

D. 7.35 ohms in parallel with the voltmeter.

31-7.4 A 100-volt voltmeter has a resistance of 20,000 ohms.
In order to convert this into a voltmeter reading 5 volts
full-scale when across a 100-volt line one would connect
a resistance of

A. 20 ohms in series with the voltmeter.

B. 20 ohms in parallel with the voltmeter.

C. 3.8 x 105 ohms in series with the voltmeter.

D. 3.8 x 105 ohms in parallel with the voltmeter.

t 246
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Skill 1 Type

Diagram? no
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31-7.5 A 100-volt voltmeter has a resistance of 20,000 ohms. In
order to convert this into a voltmeter reading 5 volts
full-scale when across a 30-volt_line one would connect a
resistance of

A.. 6 ohms in series with the voltmeter.

B.. 6 ohms in parallel with the voltmeter.

C. 105 ohms in series with the voltmeter.

D. 105 ohms in parallel with the voltmeter.

R

t 24.7

1Di! 33'7'5
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Skill 1 Type

Diagram?

Ans

no

C

USNA Accepts
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31-11.2

=2 ohms

44-0
(2 =8 volts

The circuit shows a properly balanced potentiometer.
The current through resistor r2 will be, in amps

A. 4.0
B. 1.7
C. 0.2
D. Zero

=2 ohms

44-0
£2=8 volts

The circuit shows a properly balanced potentiometer.
The potential drop across resistor R2 will be, in
volts

A. 8.0
B. 3.4
C. 0.4
D. Zero

t 248
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31-15.1

31-15.2

In the Wheatstone Bridge illustrated the variable resistor
R has been adjusted so that the galvanometer reads zero.
IY R1 = 6 x 106 ohms; R2 = 600 ohms; 11.17 = 1600 ohms; the

value of Rx is, in ohms

A. 1.6
B. 1.6 x 104
C. 1.6 x 106
D. 2.25 x 106

411-0

In the Wheatstone Bridge illustrated the variable
resistor Rv has been adjusted so that the galvanometer
reads zero. If R1 =.7.5 x 105 ohms; R2 = 250 ohms;
R
v = 1300 ohms; the value of Rx is, in ohms

A. 0.43
B. 1.3 x 103
C. 1.44 x 105
D. 3.9 x 106

t 249
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S

In the Wheatstone Bridge illustrated the variable
resistor Rv has been adjusted so that the galvanometer
reads zero. If RI = 8 x 105 ohms; R2 = 800 ohms;
Rv = 1200 ohms; the value of Rx is, in ohms

A. 1.2 x 106
B. 5.34 x 105
C. 1.2 x 103

D. 1.2

In the Wheatstone Bridge illustrated the variable
resistor R has been adjusted so that the galvanometer
reads zeroY If R1 = 9 x 105 ohms; R2 = 300 ohms;
Rv = 1200 ohms; the value of Rx is, in ohms

A. 3.6 x 106
B. 9 x 105
C. 2.25 .x 10'

D. 0.40

t 250
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r

CI

In the Wheatstone Bridge illustrated the variable
resistor R has been adjusted so that the galvanometer
reads zero.

v
If R

1
= 6 x 105 ohms; R2 = 600 ohms;

R
v = 1300 ohms; the value of Fx is, in ohms

A. 1.30
B. 2.76
C. 6.00
D. 1.30

x 105
x 105

x 106

t 251
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32-4.1 A positron is a particle of the same mass as an electron but
positivel-,7 charged. A positron and an electron are released
in. a uniform magnetic field (directed into the paper) moving
as indicated on the diagram. If vp = ve one may say that

A. The positron rotates clockwise, the electron counterclock-
wise; Rp = Re.

B. The positron rotates counterclockwise, the electron
clockwise; Rp = Re.

C. Both particles rotate clockwise; Rp = Re.

D. Both particles rotate counterclockwise; Rp = Re.

-4

B

4 0 0
X Ve x X Vp X

X X X X

32-4.2 A positron is a particle of the same mass as an electron but
Positively charged. A positron and an electron are released
in a uniform magnetic field (directed into the paper) moving
as indicated on the diagram. If vp = 2 ve one may say that

A. The positron rotates clockwise, the electron counterclock-
wise; Rp = 2 Re .

B. The positron rotates clockwise, the electron counterclock-
wise; R = (1/2) Re

C. The positron rotates counterclockwise, the electron
clockwise; Rp = 2 Re.

D. The positron rotates counterclockwise, the electron
clockwise; Rp = (1/2) Re.

X

x

0 0
x x vn X

B

x x

t 252
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32-4.3 A positron is a particle of the same mass as an electron but
positively charged. A positron and an electron are released
in a uniform magnetic field (directed into the paper) moving
as indicated on the diagram. If vp = 3 ve one may say that

A. The positron rotates clockwise, the electron counterclock-
wise; Rp = (1/3) Re.

B. The positron rotates clockwise, the electron counterclock-
wise; Rp = 3 Re.

C. The positron rotates counterclockwise, the electron
clockwise; Rp = 3 Re.

D. The positron rotates counterclockwise, the electron
clockwise; Rp = (1/3) Re.

B

32-4.4 A positron is a particle of the same mass as an electron but
positively charged. Two positrons (A and B) are released in
a uniform magnetic field (directed into the paper) moving as
indicated on the diagram. If vA = vt. one may say that

A. Positron A rotates clockwise, positron B counterclockwise;
RA = RB.

B. Positron.A rotates counterclockwise, positron B clockwise;
RA = RB.

C. Both positrons rotate counterclockwise; RA = RB.

D. Both positrons rotate clockwise; RA = RB.

v
A x

x

0
X B

t 253
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32-4.5 Two electrons (A and B) are released in a uniform magnetic

field (directed into the paper) moving as indicated on the

diagram. If vA = v
B

one may say that

A. Both electrons rotate clockwise; RA = RB.

B. Both electrons rotate counterclockwise; RA = RB.

C. Electron A rotates clockwise, electron B counterclockwise;

RA = RB.

D. Electron A rotates counterclockwise, electron B clockwise;

RA = RB.

4_,
X A

V x
0

32-9.1 The operation of a cyclotron involves a charged particle
rotating in a plane normal to a uniform magnetic field, B.
With respect to the frequency of revolution of the charged
particle (rev/sec) one may say that

A.
mv
qB

B. f .S1-/

m

D.

t 254
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32-9.2 The operation of a cyclotron involves a charged particle
rotating in a plane normal to a uniform magnetic field, B.
with respect to the frequency of revolution of the charged
particle (rev/sec) one may say that

A; f cc 3--B-

B. f cc 3.-B-
mv

C. f m 1'21

D.

32-9.3 The pperiktioni off a cyclotron charged particle
rotating in a plane normal to a uniform magnetic field, B.
With respect to the frequency of revolution of the charged
particle (rev/sec) one may say that

A. f

RB

B. f

C. f

D.

By
cc .

.913_
cc

32-9.4 The operation of a cyclotron involves a charged particle
rotating in a plane normal to a uniform magnetic field, B.
With respect to the frequency of revolution of the charged
particle (rev/sec) one may say that

A. f
qB

my

B. f cc all

C. f

D. f cc SI
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32-9.5 The operation of a cyclotron involves a charged. particle
rotating in a plane normal to a uniform magnetic field, B.
With respect to the frequency of revolution of the charged
particle (rev/sec) one may say that

A. f Q
qvB

m

C. f m
my
qB

D.

r

t 256
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STUDENT T.O. KEY SHEET

SEGMENT NUMBER - CORE PROBLEM NUMBER

NAME ACADEMY NUMBER

T.O. SEG. # - CORE PROB. T.O. SEG. 4 - CORE PROB.

1 1-13 16 4-16

2 2-17 17 5-5

3 1-1 18 6-1; L-, -.

4 2-1; 2-6 19 6-9; b-1;; 1 15

5. .2 -10; 2-14 20 7-2

6 3-1; 3-6; 3-9 21 7-1; 7-5

7 3-1; 3-6;,3-9 22 7-10

8 1-13 23 7-15

9 3-1; 3-6 24 8-1

10 3-17 25 7-18

11 2-14 26 8-9

12 3-12; 3-18 27 8-5; 8-18

13 4-1; 4-2 28 9-1; 9-2

14 4-5; 4-6 29 9-3

15 4-11 30 10-1; 10-5

31 10-13

* Core Problems Most Closely Keyed to Diagnostic Questions.

The T.O. number circled was answered incorrectly on the diagnostic.



STUDENT T.O. KEY SHEET

SEGMENT NUMBER CORE PROBLEM NUMBER

NAME ACADEMY NUMBER

T.O. SEGMENT NUMBER - CORE PROBLEM

34 11-1

35 11-1

36 11-11; 11-15

37 11-18; 12-1

38 12-14

40 13-1; 13-4

41 13-1; 13-4

42 13-11

43 13-10

. 46 13-15; 13-19

47 13-6

48 13-1; 13-6

ACADEMY PROBLEM NUMBER SEGMENT NUMBER CORE PROBLEM

50 45-1

51 45-8

52 45-14

53 45-25

11/70



ANSWER KEY

st Ouarterly
Diagnostic Test

October, 1970

T.O.4

1

Tosr

Alpha

C

Beta

2 C

3 C

A

D

C

4 B A

5 A B

6 A C

7
B C

8 B C

9
B A

10 D A

11 C D

12 A D

.13

14 B

15 B C

16' D B

17 B

18 B C

19

20

B C

21. A B

22 D C

.23 B D

24 C B

25 A A

26 D C

27 D A

28 C B

29 D B

30 C B

B__ ___A

Test
Gamma Delta

Test

Epsilon

D

Zeta

BB

D A C D

B C B B

B B A B

A A C B

C D C A

B B C B

B B B C

D B

A D A A

C C C D

B D B A

A B A A

D D B C

B B B D

A C B A

A A B C

B B B

B C

D D A C

C D D

D D B

A C B

B B B

C D C C

C A C D

C D B A

D C. B

D C B

n



ANSWER KEY

SECOND QUARTERLY DIAGNOSTIC

NOVEMBER 1970

T.0.#
TEST
ETA

TEST
THETA

TEST
IOTA

TEST
KAPPA

TEST
LAMBDA

TEST
MU

34 C A D C A D

35 B D A D A B,

36 B A D B A D

37 C C C A C C

38 C A C A A A

40 C B D B D C

41 D B D D B D

42 C B C C C B

43 A C C C C B

46 A C B A C B

47 C A D A D C

48 B C D C B C

50 C A A B A A

51 D B C B C D

52 D C D D D C

53 A B A B A A



ANSWER KEY

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

TEST NU

TO # ANSWER TO # ANSWER

49 A 75 A

50 C 76 B

51 A 77 D

52 C 78 B

53 B 80 B

54 B 81 B

55 A 82 A

56 B 83 C

57 C 84 B

61 B 85 C

62 A 86 B

63 B 87 B

64 D 88 B

65 B 89 A

66 B 90 A

67 B 91 A

68 A 92 C

69 C 93 B

71 B 94 A

72 B 95 C

73 C 96 A

74 D 97 B



TEST NU .

(continued)

TO 1 ANSWER TO # ANSWER

98 A 121 A

99 A 122 B

100 A 123

101 124

102 125

103 126

104 A

105

106

107 A

108 A

109

110

111

112

113 A

114

115

116

117

118

119 A

120 C
dl



.

ANSWER KEY

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

TEST Xi

TO # ANSWER TO .# ANSWER

49 D 75

50 D 76 C

51 C 77 C

52 A 78 A

53 B 80 D

54 C 81 C

55 A 82 D

56 C 83 A

60 D 84 C

61 A 85 B

62 A 86 A

63 B 87 D

64 C 88 B

65 A 89 C

66 D 90 C

67 C 91 B

68 C 92 D

69 C 93 D

71 C 94 B

72 B 95 C

73 C 96 A

74 'D 97



TO #

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

ANSWER

C

D

B

A

B

B

B

C

B

B

D

ANSWER KEY

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

TEST Xi(Cont.)

TO # ANSWER

112 C

113 B

114 B

115 A

116 A

117 B

118 B

119 C

120 C

121 B

122 B

123 D

124 B

125 A

126 C



ANSWER KEY

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

TEST OMICRON

TO # ANSWER TO# ANSWER

49 C 75 C

50 A 76 C

51 . D 77 B

52 B 78 C

53 C 80 C

54 B 81 B

55 C 82 B

56 B 83 A

60 B 84 D

61 B 85 C

62 C 86 A

63 D 87 D

64 C 88 D

65 D 89 D

66 D 90 C

67 B 91 B

68 B 92 C

69 A 93 A

71 B 94 B

72 A 95 A

73 D 96 C

74 A 97 C



ANSWER KEY

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

TEST OMICRON

TO #

98

ANSWER TO 0

113

ANSWER

C

_ 99 B 114 B

100 B 11.5 A

101 A 116 A

102 C 117 C

103 A 118 B

104 B 119 D

105 B 120 D

106 D 121

107 D 122 A

108 C 123 C

109 C 124 C

110 C 125 D

111 D 126 B

112



ANSWER KEY

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

TEST PI

TO # ANSWER TO # ANSWER

49 D 75 B

50 A 76 C

51. C 77 B

52 D . 78 D

53 A 80 A

54 A 81 B

55 B 82 B

56 D 83 C

60 A 84 B

61 B 85 C

62 B 86 B

63 C 87 B

64 A 88 B

65 C 89 A

66 B 90 A

67 D 91 A

68 B 92 C

69 C 93 B

71 D 94 A

72 D 95 C

73 B 96 A

74 C 97 B



ANSWER KEY

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

TEST PI

TO # ANSWER TO # ANSWER

98 D 113 B

99 A 114 C

100 A 115 C

101 C 116 C

102 B 117 B

103 C 118 B

104 D 119 C

105 C 120 A

106 C 121 C

107 D 122 D

108 D 123 D

109 C 124 I C

110 A 125 B

111 C 126 D

112 B



ANSWER KEY

DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

TEST RHO

TO ik ANSWER TO # ANSWER

49 A 75

50 A 76

51 77 B

52 78

53 80

54 81

.-55 .82 A

56 A 83

60 84

61 85

62 86 A

63 87

64 88 B

65 A 89

66 90

67 91

68 92

69 A 93

71 94

72 A 95

73 A 96 A

74 . A 97



ANSWER KEY

TEST RHO
(continued)

TO # ANSWER TO # ANSWER

98 A 112 B

99 A 113 B

100 C 114 C

101 A 115 B

102 C 116 A

103 B 117 C

104 B 118 B

105 B 119 D

106 D 120 A

107 D 121 C

103 C 122 A

109 C 123 C

110 C 124 C

111 C 125 D

126 B



4

T.O. 1

A kilogram of mass weighs

T.O. 2

In the equation

CO 9.8 lb

(B) 2.2 nt

(C) 2.2 lb

(p) 1 nt

x xo = (1/2) at2

for a particle moving with constant acceleration a,

RR

RR

(A) x is a relative position and xo is an absolute position

(B) t is an absolute time

(C) x and xo are absolute positions and t is a
relative time

(D) x and xo.ave relative positions and t is an
absolute time

S Cu

Find the product of 5.070 and 1.1

(A) 5.5770

(B) 5.577

(C) .5.6

(D) 6



T.O. 4 Cu

Two forces act simultaneously on the same point. Their

values are 5.0 nt at 045.0° and 5.0 nt at 180.0
o

The direction of the resultant force is

(A) Between 0
o

and 90°

(B) Between 90° and 1800

(C) Between 180° and 270°

(D) Between 270° and 360°.

T.O. 5

w
270.0°

If an object is accelerated at the rate of

aft/sec
2

0.0°

N
I

S
180.0°

E
090.0°

CU

what will be the increase in its speed during the tenth second
of this acceleration?

(A) a ft/sec

(B) aft /sect

(C) 10 a ft/sec

(D) 10 a ft/sect

T.O. 6

A buoyant balloon is attached to a cup containing a marble.

The balloon causes the cup to ascend at 1511Vsee. At a

height of 1 ft, a marble rolls out of a hole in the cup.

The marble will strike. the ground below in about

(A) 1 sec

(B) 6 sec

(C) 21-5sec

(D) 35 sec



T.0, 7 CR

In which one of the following graphs can we be sure that
the acceleration is varying?

x

(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

a

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4

T.O. .8

t

era reve.easea d- rare.

t

RR

From an analysis of the dimensions given, determine which
choice would be an energy dimension.

(A)

(B)

kg-m
sec

kS.:1111!._

sec2

(C) gm-cm
sec2

(D) nt-m
sec

T.O. 9

A boy throws a baseball straight up. It leaves his hand
at a height of yo with an initial speed of 70y and rises
to a height of y. The equation which may best be used
fo-:find the total time the ball takes to reach the
ground is:

(A) vy = voy gt

(B) y = yo + vo t - gt
2

Y 2

(C) vy2 = Voy 2 - 2g(y yo)

(D) y=y0 +vy
t

CR



t,O. 10 1'S/C;;

A man walk.; toward the rear of a rovinz train while his motion
is observed by a station attendant standing on a station pl:ttf'
If the tru!.n moves to the right at 10 ft/sec relative to the
stationery platform observer, while the walking man moves at
8 ft/sec to the right relative to the same station attendent;
how fast doer- the man walk relative to the train?

(A) 18 ft/sec to the right

(B) 18 ft/sec to the left

(C) 2 ft/sec to the right

(D) 2 ft/sec to the left

T.O. 11 CR

The position of a particle may be expressed as

y = y
ox

+ axt

The acceleration of this particL2 is found by

(A) a
dy_

dt

(B) a = jr y dt

d
2
y

(C) a

dt
2

(D) a
=ffY di2

T.O. 12 CR

A stone is projectee horizontally at a speed v
o

from the

top of a building h meters high. For the information given,
which expression may be used to find the downward velocity of
the stone upon impact with the ground.

(A) vf2 = v02 + 28s

(B) v = v
o

gt

1
(C) s = v t +-

2
gt

2

o-

(D) None of the above since vo is in

..rhp. horizontal direction.



T.O. 14 CR

Mow long does it take for a force.F to change the speed of an

object from vo to v if its mass is m?

A. t =
F

111(v0 - v)

B. t -

C. t = Fm

m(v - vo)

(V - vo)

D.
(vo v)

t = Fm

T.O. 15 RR

As the altitude of a satellite above the Earth increases,
its weight

(A) increases

(B) decreases

(C) remains the same

(D) is zero



T.O. 16 CU

An astronaut maintains his orbit in space because of the
Earth's gravitational attraction and his inertia. If the
inward gravitational attraction is the action force, the
reaction is:

(A) his inertia

(B) zero, because he is "unattached" to the Earth

(C) equal to the gravitational force, but acting
outward on him

(D) equal to the gravitational force, but acting
on the Earth toward him

TA 17 RA

When a block slides down a plyline at uniform speed, the
coefficient of kinetic fricti!on is equal to

(A) the sine of tha angle-nelination.

(B) the cosine of the angle of inclination.

(C) the tangant of the angle of inclination.

(D) a more Complex function of the angle.

T.O. 18
CR

urac,r.f.jThe frequency of revolution, f, of an objcet moving4with
a speed v in a circular path of radius r can be expressed
as:

(A) 271-r/v

(B) v/271-r

(C) 4ir2r2 /v

(D) v/47(2:r2



T.O. 19

When a cantripatal force a..ovcs an objcc.: in a circJ1-,r
at constant speed

A. The object undergoes a variable acceleration
because its velocity varies

B. The object undergoes a constant acceleration
because its velocity changes at a constant
rate.

C. The object undergoes a variable acceleration

because its direction varies

D. The object. is not accelerated because its

velocity remains constant

T.O. 20 CB

The work done by a constant force F in moving a mass in
through a displacement 5Z, where the angle between andand
is always 90°, is

A. +Fx

13: +1 Fx2
2

C. Zero

D. -Fx

T.O. 21 RR

A force dependent upon displacement F(x) acts on a body
moving in the x-direction. If the body moves from xl to
x2, what is the total work of the force?

A.

irX2

F(x)dx
xi

xi . x
2

B. ir F(x)dx +.11 F(x)dx
0 xi

x2

C.

.1F(x) x dx

xi

D.

irx2

F(x) dx
x,



T.O. 22 CR

A particle of 7:asF n attd to a is 1.-.)::2 in
horizontal circle of radius R. The period of the motion
is T. What instantaneous po,yr is supplied by the centri-
petal force F (the tension)?

A. F(2711) /T

B.

C. F/T

D. Zero

T.O. 23 CR

A gun is fired horizontally imbedding a bullet of mass m
a distance d into a block of wood. The frictional force
acting on the bullet is f. The initial velocity of the

-bullet is

A. 2fd/m

B. ofd/01/2.

C. fd/m

D. 2fd/m2

T.O. '24 RR

If We is the work done by all conservative forces acting
on a body moving between points A and B, Wnc is the work
done by all noiiconservative forces acting on the body,
and AK is the change in kinetic energy of the body, then

(A) We = AK

(B) Wnc = AY,

(C) W.
c-

+ W
nc

(D) wc wnc



T.O. 25 RP

The statement of the conservation of mechanical energy is

where

(A) AK + AU = 0

(B) Wnc =- AK

(C) Wn, = AK + AU

(D) AU = 0

is the work done by nonconservative forces.

T.O. 26 RR

A spring of constant k compressed a'distance x has potential

energy equal to

(A) mgx

(B) mkx

(C) 1/2 kx

(D) 1/2 kx2

T.O. 27 CU

Th,!: bob of a simple pendulum (mass m) is displaced from its
equilibrium position such that the string (length R) holding
the bob is horizontal. When the bob swings to the opposite
side, how high above its equilibrium level does it go?

(A) R/3

(B) R/2

(C) 2R/3

(D) R



T.O. 2S
Eli

The cen7:er of :gas: o: a stl-di;:iL clrn7

(A) is the axis of the straw.

(B) is the entire outer surface of the strata'.

(C) is the point on the axis of the straw equidistant from
either end of the straw.

(D) is the ring of points around the center of the straw.

.0 . 29 Cl)

When a group of particles is in motion, the center &'17 mass
moves as though it was a particle with a mass equal to the
sum of all the masses of the particles in the group.
What is the force exerted on this fictiti.os particle?

(A) the average of all internal forces in the particles

(B) the sum of all internal forces in the particles

(C) the average of all external forces on the particles

(D) the sum of all external forces on the particles

T.O. 30 CR

Two bodies each of mass 3 kg ale moving eastward; one
with a velocity of 2 m/sec, the other with a velocity
of 4 m/sec. The magnitude of the total momentum of
the system is

(A) 6 kg-m/sec

(B) 12 kg-m/sec

(C) 18 kg-m/sec

(D). 60 kg-m/sec



T.O. 33 CU

The total mass of a system is 2 !:g. The momcntum of the
system is changing at the rate of 6 kg-m/sec. What is the
magnitude of the net external force exerted on the system?

(A) 3 nt

(B) 6 nt

(C) 12 nt

(D) nt



I
T.O. 1 RR

A mile is approximately equivalent to:

(A) 1.6 km

(B) 0.6 km

(C) 0.45 km

(D) 2.56 kr.

T.O. CU

Kinematic equations depend upon

(A) Absolute time and absolute positions.

(B) Absolute time and relative positions.

(C) Relative time and absolute positions.

(D) Relative times and relative positions.

TA, s

Express the sum of the numbers 15, 140.001, and 0.57

(A) 155.571

(B) 155.57

(C) 156

(D) 160

CU



T .0 . PS

Two forces act simultaneously on the sco point on a body.

Their values are 5.0 nt at a bearing of 045.0° and 3.0 nt

at 180.0°. Find the ma7-Atude of the resultant force.

T.O. 5 CU

Of the follow:i.nr2, graphs of motion, which one(s) may be

accomplished by translation alone?

(1) (3)

(2)

0-----0

(4)

6
I

(A) 1,2 (B) 2,4 (C) 1,3 (D) 1,2,3,4

T.O. 6

A group of-science students wished to experiment with
free fall motion. They threw a stone vertically down
with an initial speed of 10 m/sec from the top of a 20 m
building. What speed should they find the stone tc, have
upon impact with the, ground?

(A) 37 m/sec

(B) 34 m/sec

(C) -22 m/sec

(D) 20 m/sec



T.O. 7

Which graph re?rar.ents tha -motion o' a ball fro n Cie

thrown vertically up till the tiiie it is caught?

(3)

0

(A) 1

T.O. 8

(B) 2

(2)

v
0

f- -

(C) 3 (D) 4

The acceleration of the object
the graph must be:

(A) positive
(B) negative
(C) zero
(D) varying

whose

.t

CR

motion is described by

T.O. 9 CR

To test for the gravitation'al acceleration, g, a ball is
dropped from rest from a heigLt m and falls for the time
t to the ground. The gravitational acceleration, g, can
be found by:

(A) g

(B) g

g

2m

t
2

4m
2

t
2

2m

.t

(D) Insufficient data. rust know impact
velocity to solve.



T.O. 10 CR

A boy sets three toy cars in :lotion on the floor. Car A
moves to the right 10 in/sec faster than car B. But
Car B is moving to the left at 10 in/sec relative to
car C. Select the equation belmy which --Till describe
the velocity of car A relative to car C..

(A) VAC = 10 in /sec 10 in/sec = 0

(B) VAC = 10 in/sec + 20 in/sec = 30 in /sec

(C) VAC = 10 in/sec - 20 in/sec = -10 in/sec

(D) VAC = 10 in/sec + 10 1n/sec = 20 in/scc

T.O. 11 CR

The position of a particle is given by the equation

ox 2 xx = v t + 1 t2'

The velocity of this particle is

(A) vx = I vox 2ax(x xo)

(B) vx = vox2 2ax(x xo)

(C) vx = vox + 1/2axt2

(D) vx = vox axt

T.O. 12 CR

A baseball player hits a fly ball whose trajectory reaches a
maximum height of h; the time the outfielder has to position
himself for his catch can be found by:

(A) 11
O

(B) 422

(C)

(D) 2 -*



T.O. 14

What force must be applied to an object of mass N to change
its speed from vo to v in t seconds?

iv
A. F = ml

t

ivo -
B. F = m

t

C. F
mt

(v vo)

D. F
Alt

(vo - v)

15

As the altitude of a satellite above the Earth increases,
its mass

(A) increaz,es.

(B) decreases

(C) remains the same

(D) is zero

Cit



T.O. 16 Cl:

A man tries to push his stalled car on a level road. The
maximum force he able to apply is F, but this is

insufficient to MCV2 the car. The reaction to his force
is a force of

(A) F

(B) -F

(C) 2F

since the car does not move

fi.C. 17 CU

In the situation shown in the diagram,
a stationary block, is attached
to suspended weights over a
frictionless pulley. Additional
weights ar,., added very gently

until the block begins to Slide.
The motion of the block will then
be

(A) constant.

(B) accelerated.

(C) decelerated.

(D) May be any of the above choices.

T.O. 18 CR

What distance does an object which is revolving at
revolutions/sec cover each second?

(A) .ffr2f

(B)
2.ffr

(C) UTE

(D)

f (aoh.ttant)



T.O. 19

A coin of mass m is placed on a stationary phone turntable

at a distance r from the spindle. The switch is turned on

and the turntable begins to accelerate. If the coefficiehts

of friction are respectively ps and pk (static and kinetic)

the magnitude of the centripetal. force Fc on the coin just

before the coin 'starts to slide is

A. Fc > ps mg

B. Fc < us mg

C. Fc = ps mg

D. none of the above

T.O. 20

4
The work clone by a const;.ant force F in moving a mass m
#trough a displacement x, where 0 is the angle between
F and x

4
, is

A. W = Fmx

B. W = Fxcos0

C. W = Fx sin()

D. 41 = 1 Fx
2

T.O. 21

CU

CR

CU

A force directly proportional to and acting in the direction
of displacement is exerted on a body. The work of this
force after displacing the body a distance x is

A. proportional to x

B. proportional to x2

C. proportional to x3

D. independent of x



T.O. 22 RR

The power P developed by a machine which does an ccnounL of

Sr work W in time t is

A. P = Wt

B. P = Wt2

C. P = Wit

D. P = W/t2

T.O. 23 RR

The kinetic energy K of a body of mass m moving with an

instantaneous velocity v and acceleration a is

D

(A) K = ma

(B) K = tnv2

(C) K =(1/3)inv3

(D) K =(1/2)mv2

T.O. 24 CU.

Which of the following statements is not true.

A. .A force is conservative if the work done by the
force on a particle that moves through any round
trip is zero.

B. A force is conservative if the work done by the force
on a particle that moves between two points depends
on the path taken between those points.

C. The force exerted on an object by a spring is

conservative. .

D. The gravitational force is conservative.



T.O. 25 F.F.

The statement of the conservation of mechanical energy is

(A) AK + AU = 0

(B)
Wnc = AK

(C) tdnc = AK + AU

(B) AU = 0

where Wne is the work done by nonconservative forces.

T.O. 26

The potential energy for an object of. mass m a height h

above the surface of the Earth is

(A) 1/2 mh2

(B) 1/2 mgh

(C) mgh

(D) 2 mgh

C

RR

T.O. 27 CR

The mass of a simple pendulum bob is m. It is displaced

slightly from its equilibrium position such that the bob

is a height h above its equilibrium level. It is now
released from rest. Its velocity at the bottom of its

.swing can be computed from

(A) mgh = 1/2 mv2

(B) gh = my

(C) 1/2 gh2 = 1/2 mv2

gh = 2v2



T.O.

A 1.0 gm partic;.2-.1ppro.ac:Ic:. a ,t.lticni g:i particle
With a speed eT 5 c/sec. Ti .. center of mccs of the
combined particles

(A) is closest to the 10 gm particle.

(B) is closest to the 50 gm particle.

(C) is in the center of the line joining the two particles.

(D) moves from a position closest to the moving particle
to a position closest to the stationary particle.

T.O. 29 CU

-.Two objects attract each other, but are not under the
influence of any other forces. Which of the following
statements is true?

(A) the center of mass accelerates

(B) the center of mass may move at constant
velocity

(C) the center of mass must be stationary

(D) a center of mass cannot IDE. defined for
interacting particles

T.O. 30 CR

A block moves horizontally with a velocity of 2 ft/sec.
Its mass is 4 slugs. What is its momentum?

(A) 4 slugft/sec

(B) B slugft/sec

(C) 16 slugft/sec

(D) 32 slugft/sec



T.O. 33 CU

A ball strikes the floor, its initial velocity making
an angle e with the normal. It iebounds with the same

speed also at an angle 0 with normal. (The total angular

change in direction of the ball is 1S0' - 20) What is the
direction of the average impulsive force exerted on the

ball by the floor?

(A) vertically upward

(B) vertically downward

(C) at an angle 0 upward

(D) horizontally along the floor



T.O. 1
RP,

The English system of measurement uses the slug as a unit
of mass. This term is equivalent to a

ft-lb
(A) ----

sect

(B) lb -sect

ft

(C) ft-scc2
lb

(D) lb

ft-sec2

.

In the equation for constant veloc4.ty

(x xo)
v = t

(A) x is a relative position and x
o

is an absolute position.

(B) t is an absolute time.

(C) x and x are relative positions and t is ar

absolute time.

(D) x and x
o

are absolute positions and t is a relative

time.

T.O. 3 CU

Select, from the choices below, the pair of numbers having the

same number of significant digits.

0.050.30, 0.0503

0.05030, 12.00

503, 1200

0.503, 1200



T.O. 4 RR

Which one of the choices a 7.c.-Ininzicss -.rect..)f

4
(A) A (B x C)

+
(B) (A B) x C

(C) AxBxC

(D) h(A x B)

T.O.
.RR/CO

The center of mass of a hollow sphere

(A) is located at the geometric center even though no mass is
present at that location.

(B) is distributed throughout the mass since it cannot be
located in em2ty space.

(C) does not exist at all for a sphere without mass at its
center.

(D) forms its own spherical surface which touches everywhere
the inside surface of the hollow sphere.

T.O. 6 CR

In the following problem: "A ball is thrown vertically
upward with an initial speed vo. After 3.00 sec its speed
has decreased from vo to 25.0 m/sec but it is still ascending.
Calculate vo." Which statement will lead to the right
answer?

A. vo = 25 (9.8 x 3,00)

B. vo = 9.8 x 3.00) 25

C. .vo = 25 + (9.8 x 3.00)

D. v0 = 25 + (9.8/3.00)



T.0 7

Select fror; the lalsele4 poihts the graph tlIcsc.,
represent zero acceleration.

V

(A) 2,4 (B) 1, 3

T.O. 8

In the equation

CR/R:1

(C) 1,2,3,4 (D) None of the

points labeled.

a = vo
1
-- a(2t 1 sec)
2

CU

a acceleration and t = time. From analysis of the
dimensions>a is the equation of

(A) position

(B) speed

(C) acceleration

(D) has no meaning since it is
dimensionally inconsistent

T.O. 9
CR

To find the height of a telphone pole, a student threw a
ball striaght up to the height of the pole, -..nd found the
time!to rise and fall back to his hands. The height of the
pole above his hands can now be found by

(A) gt
2

(B)
1

gt
2

1
(C) 71. gt

2

(D)
1

gt
2



T.O. 10 CR

Three bill; arc! 17allare= are set in :tion on. a -c'l The
velocity of ball A relative to ball C is

AC
The velocity of ball B relative to ball C is VBC

What is the velocity of ball

(A) =
VAB

(B) =
AB

(C) VAB =

(D) VAB =

A relative to ball B ?

VA
C

V
BC

B C AC

V
AC

-1- V
BC

0

T.O. 11 CU

The instantaneous velocity may be determined from
.v . at only for

(A) variable acceleration

(B) variable velocity

(C) constant acceleration

(D) constant velocity

T.O. 12 R1

A ship's gun can project a shell with a muzzle velocity of
980 m/sec. What is the angle of elevation above the
horizontal for the maximum range of this gun.

(A) 0°

(B) 45°

(c) 60°

(D) 90°



T.O. 14

Knowing the initial velocity of a body of mass m to be v03
its final velocity, v, and the distance covered during

this acceleration is s, what equation yields the force caus-

ing the acceleration?

A.

B.

C.

D.

m(v vo)

2s

(v - vo)

2ms

m(v - v0)

2t

- vo)

mt

T.O. 15
CR

The weight of an astronaut (mass m) in orbit at an

altitude above the Earth (mass M) equal to the Earth's

radius, R, can be found from

A. W = GtimR2

B. W = 4GMmR2

MM
C. W = G

D.
MM

= G 4R2

CR



T.O. 16 CU

If you release an inflated balloon, without tying off the

opening, the balloon flys in a direction always away from the
escaping gas. This occurs because the escaping gas

(A) pushes on the air cutsl_de causing a reaction in the

opposite direction.

(B) pushes in all directions inside the balloon including
forward while it escapes to the rear.

(C) forms a high pressure region behind the balloon.

(D) expands outside forming a low pressure region behind
the balloon.

T.O. 17 CR

In the situation shown in the diagram, the force of kinetic

Nis>
friction is given by

f
k

0

BLOCK SLIDING DOWN WITH
CONSTANT ACCELERATION

A. pk mg cos(

B. pk N cose

G. uk F sine

D. pk F cose

T.O. 18 CR

The period of each revolution, T, of an object moving Uliromta
with a speed v in a circular path of radius r can be
expressed as:

(A) 2nr/v

(B) v /2irr

(C) 41.r2r2iv

(D) v /4ir2r2



T.O. 19

A centripetal forc2 pre.J_cos a coltripet71 acc210:LItion

A. outward along the radius

B. . inward along the radius

C. along a tangent to the curve, forward

D. along a tangent to the curve to the rear

T.O. 20 CU

The work done by a constant force F in moving a mays m
through a displacement x, where the angle between F and >:.

is always 1800, is

A. J x

B. -I-Fx

C. Zero

D. Fx

T.O. 21 CU

A woman begins to lift a pail of water out of a well; the
initial total weight is W. The pail has a leak, however,
and as the pail is lifted a distance y, water is slowly
lost. The work of the woman is

A. Wy

1
D.

1"
Wy

C. .1 47y2
2

D. unable to be determined from the

information given



T.O. 22 RR

A constant force F moves a body in the y-direction a dis-
tance yo. The average velocity of the body during this
motion is v. Vhat is the average power P deliv,:red by
the force?

L. iyov

C. F/Yo

D. Fv

T.O. 23 CU

When using the work-energy theorem to solve problems, one
must always

A. omit the work donp by the
friction forces

B. omit the work done by non-
conservative forces

C. include only the work done
by non-conservative forces

D. include the work done by
all forces

T.O. 24

WhiCh of the following forces is not conservative?

(A) the frictional force

(B) the gravitational force

(C) the force exerted by an ideal spring

(D) the force exerted on a charge in an

electric field

A

CU



T.O. 25

The principle of the conservatiol of energy may

written as
be

(A) Energy may be created ,or destroyed and transformed
from one kind to another.

(B) Energy may be transformed from one kind to another,
but it cannot be :tcd or destroyed.

(C) Energy may be Ck, .'ed and transformed from one

kind to another, but: it cannot be destroyed.

(D) Energy may be created or destroyed, but not

transformed from one kind to another.

T.O. 26
CR

A mass m hanging from a spring of constart k is raised
vertically compressing the spring a distance x. It is
then released. The velocity of the mass as it passes
its starting point may be calculated using the relation

(A) mgx + mkx = mv2

(B) mgx + 1/2 mk2 = 1/2 mv2

(C) mgx + 1/2 kx2 = 1/2 mv2

(D) mkx + mk2 = mv2

T.0-

As the. -of a simple pendulum swings to and fro, its
energy

(A) only kinetic

(B) only potential

(C) a combination of kinetic and potential

(D) simple harmonic

CU



T.O. 2S CR

Two point MO3SCS M and M
xl and x2, respectively.
is located on this line

(A)

(B)

(C)

are lecat,2d a line at posi:.ions
The center of mass of this system

at a position given by the expression

(m + M)/2

(Mx2 - mx1)/(m + M)

(mx2 + mx1)/(m + M)

M(xl + x2)/(m + M)

T.O. 25 CU

When a group of particles is subjected to external forces,
the center of mass moves as though it was a particle subjected
to the sum of all the external forces. The mass of this
fictitious particle is

(A) the average mass of the group of partic'es.

(B) the mass of the heaviest particle in the group.

(C) the mass r117 the lightest part4n-1e in the group.

(D) the sum of :die masses of thelicarticles in the group.

T.O. 30

An object of
of 4 m/sec;
left with a

momentum:of

CR

mass 2 kg moves to the right with a velocity
another object of mass 4 kg moves to the

velocity of 2 m/sec. What is the total
the system?

(A) 16 kg-m/sec

(B) 8 kg-m/sec

(C) 4 kg-m/sec

(D) 0



T.O. 33 CR

A ball of mass m grams strikes a wall horizontally with a
velocity of v cm/sec. Its velocity after rebounding from

the wall is c..1.)-v cm/sec Vhat is the average impulsive
force exerted by the wall if the ball was in contact with
the wall for t sec?

(A) zero

(B) my dynes

(C) mv/t dynes

(D) 2 mv/t dynes



T.O. 1 11R

A mile is approximately equivalent to:

(A) 1.6 km

(B) 0.6 km

(C) 0.45 km

(D) 2.54 km

7.11L 2 RR or CU

In the equation for constant Icfamcity

v =
(x x0)

t

6A) x anal xo depend upon the: frame of is once and t
does not depend upon the. frame7df-reff-Trence

x and xo do not depend. 114aon theLl=mme,.of reference

and t does depend upon:I-the frame of reference

fC) x, xo, and t.depend upmmLthe-frame,of reference

CD) x, xo, and t do not deend:upon the. frame of .

:reference

T.O. 3 CU

Express::the sum of themumbers 15, 140,001, and 0.57

(A) 155.571

(B) 155.57

(C) 156'

(D) 160



Two forces act simultaneously on the same point. Their

values are 5.0 nt at 045.0
o

and 5.0 nt at 180.0°

The direction of the resultant force is

(A) Between 0
o

and 90
o

0.00

(B) Between 90° and 180°

VV- E
090.0°(C) Between 180° and 270° 270.00

(D) Between 270° and 360°

180.0°

T.O. 5 RR/CU

The center of mass of a hollow sphere

(A) is located at the geometric center even though no mass is
present at that location.

(B) is distributed throughout -=tee mass since it cannot be

Iocat.d in empty space.

(C) does not exist at all fog :i sphere Without mass at its

center.

(D) forms its own spherical suitZtte which touches everywhere
the inside surface of the-' 711iiow sphere.

T.0, 6 PS

A boy throws a baseball verticaimt7 upward. If the ball is

caught 4.0 seconds later, wh ight did it attain?

(A) 264 m

(B) 78 m

(C) 64 m

(D) 19.6 m



T.O. 7

In ,-.±ich one of the following graphs can we be sure thnt

the acceleration is varying?

t

(1)

(A) L (B) 2

7..0. 8

In the equation

(C) 3

(2)

(D) 4

t

a= o 27- a(2t
1 sec)

CR

CU

acceleration and t = time. From analysis of the
d±mensions,5,tt is the equation ,of

(A) position

(B) speed

(C) acceleration

(D) has no-meaning_since it is
dimensionally inconsistent

CR
To test :for the gravitational acceleration, g, a ball is
dropped from rest from a hetEht m and falls for the time
t to the ground.. The gravational acceleration, g, canbe ound by::

(A) g

(B) g

(C) g

2m
2

t:

4m
2

2

2m

t

(t) Insufficientitata.Must know lappact
velocity tm



10 P8iCA

A man wans tc::ard the rear of a train
is observed by a station attendant standing on a station platfer
If the train moves to the right at 10 ft /sec relative to the
stationery platform observer, while the walking man moves at
8 ft/sec to the right relative to the same station attendant;
how fast does the man walk rclatiVe to the train?

(A) 18 ft/so.., , fight

(B) 18 it /sec to the left

(C) 2 ft/sec to the right

(D) 2 ft/sec to the left

T.O. 11 CU

The instantaneous velocity may be determined from
v = at only for

(A) variable acceleration

(B) variable velocity

(C) constant acceleration

(D) constant velocity

T.6. 12
Clt

A baseball player hits a fly ball whose trajectory reaches a
maximum height of h; the time the outfielder has to positiori
himself for his catch can be found by:

(A)
2i
j
g

GD .\./
2:.-1

) 2 ---;



T.O. 14 CI:

How long doe7, it take for a F to c7anL,,o tho .2d of an

objoct. fro, to v if its mass i m?

m(vo v)
A. t -

m(v vo)
B. t =

IF

(v vol
C. t = Fm

(vo v)
D. t = Fm

T.O. 15 CR

The weight of an astronaut (mass m) in orbit at an

altitude above the Earth (mass M) equal to the Earth's
radius, R, can be found from

A. W = GMmR2

B- W = 4GMmR2

Mm
C. I/ G

Mm
D. W = G 4R 2

T.O. 16

A man tries to push his stalled car o .0. level road. The
maximum force he is able to apply is F, but this is
insufficient to move the car. The reaction to his force
is a force of

(A) it

(R)

.4

(C) 2F

(D) zero, since the car dices not move

CR



1.7

F.dides dcYll at:

cc 1:inctic fr.L,ion is Qclu.711

(A) the sine of the angle of inclinaticn,

(B) the cosine of th'e angle of inclination.

(C) the tangent of the angle of inclination.

(D) a more complex function of the angle.

T.O. 18

RR

CR

The period of each revolution, T, of an obj=et moving anicorr.ra

with a speed v in a circular path of radius s-r can be
expressed as:

(A) 2nr/v

(B) v/2ur

(C) 4n2r2/v

(D) v/41-2r2

T.O. 19

A coin of mass m is placed on a stationaryThom° turntable
at a distance r from the spindle. The swi-rh is turned on
and the turntable begins to accelerate If -117.P., coefficients
of friction are respectively us and pic l(stavidadm and kinetic)
the magnitude of the centripetal force Fe mai tae coin just
before the coin starts to slide is

A. Pc > Ps mg.

B.
Fc

u.s
mg

C. Ft = Ps mg

D. none of the above

CU



T.O. 20 C,

A force stretc:le3 a sprinL; with sprins con3t-nt
an amount x fro :1 its equilibriu position (tho force
and x are in the same direction). The work done by
this force is

A. +kx

B. + 1/2 kx2

C. 1/2 kx2

D. .1. 1/2 kx

T.O. 21 CU

A woman begins to lift a pail of water out of a well; the
initial total weight is W. The pail has a leak, however,
and as the pail is lifted a distance y; water is slowly

lost. The work-of the woman is

A. Wy

B.
1

1..37

1
C. 2 Wy 2

D. unable to be determined from the

information given

T.O. 22
RR

The power P developed by a machine which does an amount of
workW in time t is

A. P = Wt

B. P = Wt2

C. P = Wit

D. P = W/t2



T.O. 23 RR

Which of the following statements is no.: true?

(A) One-half of the product of the mass of a

body and the square of its speed is called
the kinetic energy of the body.

(B) The work done by the resultant force acting
on a body is equal to the change in the
kinetic energy of the body.

(C) The kinetic energy of a body in motion is

equal to the work it can do in being brought
to rest.

(D) The kinetic energy is a function of position

whose negative derivative gives the force.

T.O. 24

Which of the following forces is not conservative?

(A) the frictional force

(B) the gravitational force

(C) the force exerted by an ideal spring

(D) the force exerted on a change in an
electric field

T.O. 25

The statement of the conservation of mechanical energy is

(A) AK + AU = 0

CU

(B) Wnc = AK

(C) .111c F AK + AU

(D) AO = 0

where Wnc is the work done by nonconservative forces.



T.O. 26

A spring of constant k dist,Ince x 11:3 potontiAl

energy equal to

RI;

(A) mgx

(B) mkx

(C) 1/2 kx

(D) 1/2 kx2

T.O. 27

The mass of a simple pendulum bob is m. It is displaced

slightly from its equilibrium position such that the bob
is a height h above its equilibrium level. It is now
released from rest. Its velocity at the bottom of its
swing can be computed from

(A) mgh = 1/2 mv2

CR

(B) gh = my

(C) 1/2 gh2 = 1/2 mv2

(D) gh = 2v2

T.O. 28 CU

Which of the following is a correct statement regarding
the center of mass of a circular ring?

(A) It is the entire outer surface of the ring.'

(B) It cannot be the geometrical center of the ring because
there is no material at this point.

(C) It may be exterior to the ring, depending upon the mass
distribution of the ring.

(D) It is the geometrical center of the ring when the
mass distribution is symmetrical around the center.



T.O. 29

Two particles move toward each other. The center of rn:ls

of this system

CU

(A) remains egnidistant from each particle.

(B) becomes Closer to the heavier particle and further from the

lighter particle.

(C) becomes closer to the lighter particle and further from

the heavier particle.

(D) becomes closer to both particles.

T.O. 30 CR

Two bodies each of mass 3 kg are moving eastwar4 one

with a velocity of 2 m/sec, the other with a velocity
of 4 m/sec. The magnitude of the total momentum of
the system is

(A) 6 kg-m/sec

(B) 12 kg-m/sec

(C) 18 kg-m/sec

(D) 60 kg-m/sec

T.O. 33 CU

A ball strikes the floor, its initial velocity making
an angle 0 with the normal. It rebounds with the same
speed also at an angle 8 with normal. (The total angular
change indirection of the ball is 180° - 28) What is the
direction of the average impulsive force exerted on the
ball by the floor?

(A) vertically upward

(B) vertically downward

(C) at an angle 0 upward

(D) horizontally along' the floor



T.O. 1

In the MKS system of measurements, the unit of energy is

the joule. This term is equivalent. to a

(A) SG12
sec

(B)
sect

(c)

sec

(D) kgM2
sect

T.O. 2

In the equation

x - x0 - (1/2) at2

RR

RR

for a particle moving with constant acceleration a,

(A) x is a relative position and xo is an absolute position

(B) t is an absolute time

(C) x and xo are absolute positions and t is a
relative time

(19) x and xo are relative positions and t is an
absolute time

T.O.

Select, frr

same numbc-

CU

Aces below, the pair of numbers having the

61 ,ricant digits.

(A) 0.05030, 0.0503

(B) 0.05030, 12.00

(C) 503, 1200

(D) 0.503, 1200



T:O. 4 PS

Two forces act simultanously o., the sar,2 point on a body.
Their values arc 5.0 nt at a bearing of 045.0° and 3.0 nt.
at 180.0°. Find the magnitude of the resultant force.

T.O. 5 RR

The study of the motion of an object is termed

(A) mechanics

(B) dynamics

(C) kinematics

(D) Newton's first .law of motion

T.O. 6 CR

In the following problem: "A ball is thrown vertically
upward with an initial speed vo. After 3.00 sec its speed
has decreased from vo to 25.0 m/sec but it is still ascending.
Calculate vo." Which statement will lead to the right
answer?

A. vo = 25 (9.8 x 3.00)

B. vo = 9.8 x 3.'1) 25

C. .vo = 25 + (9.8 x 3.00)

D. v = 25 + (9.8/3.00)



7

gra,2h represents the motinn of a lall FrO7 tha tir it iS
711 vertically up till the ti7.e it i cauz:0-?

(1)

V
0

1)

V
0

(2)

V
0

(4)

V
0

_,) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4

II

t

t

an analysis of the dimensions given, determine which
ce would be an energy dimension.

(A)

(B)

kg -M

SEC

sec2

(C) gm -cm

sec2

(D) nt-m
sec

RR

'T. d. 9 CR

To find the height of a telphone pole, a student threw a
ball striaght up to the height of the pole, and found the
time,to rise and fall back to his hands. The height of the
pole above his hands can now be found by

(A) gt2

(B)
1

gt
2

1
(C) -4 gt

2

1
(D) -6 gt

2



C:.

A boy stets thr e toy znrs in ..1,tion co theti f r. C:r A
moves to the resat 10 in/sec f: cr th:Ln :nr Bu'l.

Car 7.:.1 is movirt:; to left 2_ JO in/so: nelizive t.
car C. Select the cation
the 1-.11ccdty car A relativ. to :ar C.

:L5.) v = 10 in/sec in,/sec = 0

-VAc = 10 in/sec 7.ri-fz.z./sec = 30 in/sec

VAC = 10 in/sec - /sec = -110 in./sec

(0) VAC -10 in/sec + _ 1n/sec. = ZO in/sec

r.O. 11 CR

The position of a partici& may _=e ez7resscd as

y
Yox

The acceleration of this partic:2 is found by

(A) a =
dy
--
dt

(P) a = ir y dt

d2

(C) a =

d t

(D) a =fry dt2

T.O. 12

A ship's gun can project a shell with a muzzle velocity of
980 m/sec. What is the angle of elevation above the
horizontal for the maximum range of this gun.

(A) 30°

(B) 45°

(60°

(D) 90°'



iat forc.: _ be 21.):'_ 221 ct

tS sped IrJT to -.-

A. F m

E..

C.

t

F =
-

F =
Int

"(vo - v)
a. F= mt

Ihe altitucle c. a sateLlice above the 7-1-7..1 increases,
weight

(A) increases

(B) decreases

(C) memains the same

(D) is zero

T.O. 16 CV

If you release an inflated balloon, withouz: tying off the
opening, the balloon flys in a direction al-=ys away from the
esmaping gas. This occurs irprause the escdtping gas

CO pushes on the air out4riP causing a reaction IM the
opposite dirction.

criq pushes in P7- direction inside the balloon innlmding
forward lahilae it escape:: to the rear.

tiC) forms a high pressure region behind the balloon-

cm expands (outside faio2nr a low pressure reg*on behind
the balloon.



T.O. 17

In the situ-..Ition in

a stationary block, is attncL
to suspend:d over
frictionles pulley. Additio
'weights are added very gentl:
until the block begins to siljL.
The motion of the block will i.
be

(A) constauf_t_

(B) accelf-

(C) deeele-1-7-t-ed.

(D) Nay be of above

T.O. 18

choices.

CU.

CR

The frequency of revolution, -7 Of an object moving4witE
a speed v in a circular path of r-alius r can be expressed
as:

(A) 27fr/v

(B) v12.ar

(C) 47r2r2/v

(D) v/47r2r2

T.O. 19

A centripetal force produces Ei camtripmtai acceleration

A. outward along the radius

B. inward along the radius

C. along a tangent to he curve, forward

D. along a tangent to Ikbe.4...Arme. to the rear



4

A
7111

d. always do poEit:j\

172.. always do. nee

CL sometimes do MDt=7.:.

cmly do zo.-77-.whi.-.7

body is acce-leraL_.

T.O. 21

thro.L-

A force depcudent upon displa.:c- not rca) acts on a bo'T
moving Ln due x-direction- I= t lamely moves from xi

x2' what is the total vorl ti:E! force?

A. F(x)dx
xi

xi x2
B. F(x)dx -F F(x)d-

0 xi

C. Y(x) x dx

xl

D. F(x) x2 dx
x1

T-0- 22 RR

A giant force F moves a bmillyjina.the .y- direction dis-
tame yo._ The averaga velocizv,of the lod5yhrtriatrg
ElOttEDM is v. What is the awe/age hazer P
thefoncte2

Ali- Fy0

Fyov

Fiyo

iNT



-

Of

IT I -171, used to calcuLlte

v it jniti2lly contactej

ng ky = -my

= 1E7 2
2

ngy = ky2/2

D. vgy ky2 -mv2/2

T O. 24

If We is tite woric done by conservative. forces actlic
Wne is the arumon a body.moving between ID: 'nn:-; A and D,

,done by art_ nonconservativ,a .c ices acting on the b'ody,

and AK 71.s the change in kirtir energy of the body, then

(1) = AK

(11) = LK

(C)
Wne LK

0) + w., = 0

-S. M

The 7rtumiple of the conservation of energy may be
w7inotem- as

RR

((11) Energy may be crpnted or destroyed and transformed
from one kind to anther.

(B Inexu may be tram7s-iormed from one kind to another,
l*et & cannot be reeted or destroyed.

(C) Imenmy m be trf:4410 and trznaorucd from or__

kind to another, it cannot be destroyc!.d.

(D) Inengy may be creaiLor destroyed, hut nmt
transformed from cra_kind to anmther..



A 71.5.7 :1:-.):7! S 2 0:: k
.s7 . i.s La:1z,-; . It Is

then . volocf
its; st.-....2:LL poi:at may 5c., r=;in-7. the rel.:Lion

+ 1/2 rni = 1/2 m.-v2'

+ 1/2 kx- = 1/2 m,72

(D) + m1-7.2 = irv2

As the f
energy is

a simp.)3.e an1.1 fro, its

(A) (only kinetic

(B). caly potential

(c) a combitratiom of kinetic Anil ipotentiall

((D) sing ae harmoral.c

CU

CR

A. 10 gm paa_,:t..icle approaches a altat4innary 50 gm particlevt-Ith a speed of 5 curisec. The cercLar of mass Of the
zombinert particles

(A) is closest to the 10 gm pertiole.

(B) is closet to the 50 gin panic:a..
t(C) is in .tie ovner Of the line jOlnivg the t-uv2 particles.

(D) =vet from a Kait ion clitese-it tt.) file 'roving particle
ta a =aaii.Lica. closest to -tre stztionary particle.



n Cu

TL,:e objc2t-5 ::i11 z-..:tro.,7t ea.:71 ar, fro:1 r2.7t.
The objcls tire not inflth:_riced by force.s other then their .

mutl!al interaction. Vhicil 01 the st.le.1nts is
truc.?

(A) The center of mass aczelerates.

(Es) The center of mr.,ss moves mt constant velocity.

(C) The center of mass must be smatiomary.

(D) A center of mass camnot be defined for interacting
Particles.

T.O. 30 CR

A bier moves horizontally with a velocity of 2 ft/sec.
Its !mass f,is slugs. What is its tuomentlumi?

(A) 4 slug -f t /sec

(B) 8 slug-ft/sez

(C) 16 slug-ft/sec

(D) 32 slug-ftirc

1.0-. 33 CU

The total mass of a system is 2 kg. The momentum of the
SYgVtm is changing at the rate of 6 Its-mfsec. What is the
magalitade-of the net external force eworted an the system?

(A) 3 nt

(B) 6 nt

(C) 12 nt

0) 24 nt



T.O. 1

The English system of mensurement uses the slug as a unit
of nass. This term is equivalent to a

(A)
ft-lb
sect

(B) lb -sect

ft

(C) ft-sec2
lb

(D) lb

-sect

T.O. 2

Kinematic equations depend upon

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

T.O.

Absolute time and absolute positions.

Absolute time and relative positions.

Relative time and absolute positions.

Relative times and relative positions.

Measurements taken of the-three sides of a
to be: 14.16 cm, 7.321 cm, and 9.8 cm.
data, what is the most accurate expression
perimeter?

(A) 31 cm

(B) 31.3 cm

(C) 31.28 cm

(D) 31.281 cm

CU

CU

triangle were found
Using this

of the triangle's



T.O. 4
Br

Which one of th,, choices is a meaningless vector operation?

(A) (C x -6)

a
(C) AxBXC

(D) k(A x B)

T.O. 5

Of the following graphs of motion, which one(s) may be
accomplished by translation alone?

(1) (3)

A- - -v-v

(2) (4)

0 ----0

,,,
A V

.
6

(A) 1,2 (B) 2,4 (C) 1,3 (D) 1,2,3,4

T.O. 6 PS

A buoyant balloon is attached to a cup containing a marble.
The balloon causes the cup to ascend at 15;r:.7sec. At a
height ofs.:1:n;;Wa marble rolls out of .a hole in the cup. .

The marble will strike the ground below in about

(A) 1 sec

(B) 6 sec

(C) 2N5sec

(D) 35 sec



T.0 7

Select frr_1.7 oa t:12

represent zero accelerr_tion.

V

(A) 2,4

(3)

(B) 1, 3 (C) 1,2,3,4 (D) None of the
points labeled.

Which of the following is not a true unit of power?

(A) horsepower

(B) watt

(C) kilowatt-hours

(D) ft-lb
sec

T.O. 9

A boy throws a baseball straight up. It leaves his hand
at a height of yo with an initial speed of voy and rises
to a height of y. The equation which may best be used
io7find the total time the ball takes to reach the
ground is:

(A) vy = voy - gt

(B) y = y
1 2

+ voyt -2- gt

(C). v 2 = voy 2 -

(D) y=y 1-vt
o y

2g(y yo)

CR



T,O. 10 CR

Three billiard 1.1alls are set in motion on a pool thble. The

velocity of ball A relative to ball C is k;- .

The velocity of ball B relative to ball C is V
BC

What is the velocity Of boll. A relative to ball B

(A) CAB
= -

:BCAC

4 4
(B) V

AB
= V

BC
-

SAC

(C)
(C) =

VAC
+

VBC

4
(D) V

AB
= 0

T.O. 11

The position of a particle is given by the equation

1
x voxt -2- axt

The velocity of this particle is

(A) -Nix - vox + 2ax(x - x0)

(B) vx = vox2 + 2ax(x - x0)

(C) vx = vox + 1/2axt2

(D) vx = vox + axt

U.

CR

T.O. 12 CR

A stone is projected horizontally at a speed yo from the

top of a building h meters high. For the information given,
which expression may be used to find the downward velocity of
the stone upon impact with the ground.

(A)
f2 02

2gs

(B) v = v0 + gt

(C) s v of +
1

gt
2

(D) None of the above since v
o

is in

the horizontal 'direction.



T.O. 14

Knowing the initial velocity of a body of mass m to be v0,

its final velocity, v, and the distance covered during

this acceleration is s, what equation yields the force caus-

ing the acceleration?

A.

B.

C.

D.

T.O, 15

m(v vo)

2s

(v - vo).

2ms

m(v vo)

2t

(v - vo)

nit

As the altitude of a satellite above the Earth increases,
its mass

increases

decreases

remains the same

is zero



T.O. 16 CU

An astronaut maintains his orbit in space because of the
Earth's gravitational attraction and his inertia. If the

'inward gravitational attraction is the action force,
reaction is:

(A) his inertia

(B) zero, because he is "unattached" to the Earth

(C) equal to the gravitational force, but acting
outward on him

(D) equal to the gravitational force, but acting
on the Earth toward him

T.O. 17 CR

In the situation

NIN

shown in the diagram, the force of kinetic
friction is given by

) 0

V
g

BLOCK SLIDING DOWN WITH
CONSTANT ACCELERATION

T.O. 18

A.

B.

C.

D.

Pk

Pk

Pk

P k

mg cos°

N cos°

F sin0

F cos°

CR

What distance does an object which is revolving at f (constant)
revolutions/sec cover each second?

.(A) rr2f

(B) f
2rr

(C) 2irrf

(D)

tip



T.O. 19

When a centripetal force moves an object in a circular pith

. at constant speed

A. The object undergoes a variable acceleration
because its velocity varies

B. The object undergoes a constant acceleration
because its velocity changes at a constant

rate.

C. The object undergoes a variable acceleration

because its direction varies

D. The object is not accelerated because its

velocity remains constant

T.O. 20

CU

-r

The work done by a constant force F in moving a maEo.m
through a displacement x, where the angle between F and X
is always 180°, is

A. x

B. +Fx

C. Zero

D. -Fx

T.O. 21 CR,

The acceleration of a block of mass m varies linearly with
displacement in the z-direction, i.e., a = kz. The equa-
tion which could be used to compute the work done on the block
as it moves a, distance zo is

A. W = mkzo

B. W = mkzo2

C. C. W =i1 mkz dz
0

Ji

zo
D. W = mkz2dz

0



T.O. 22 CR

A particle of mass M att_7hed to a string is rotalL,:,l in a

horizontal circle of radius R. The period of the motion

is T. What instantaneous power is supplied by the centri-
petal force F (the tension)?

A. F(27a1)/T

B. FR/T

C. F/T

D. Zero

T.O. 23 CR

A large beachball of mass M is dropped from the roof of a
building of height Y. The velocity of the ball before
striking the ground is v. Which of the following expres-
sions could be used to calculate the total. resistive force
f on the ball during its descent?

A. Mg + f = Mv

B. MgY fY = Mv2/2

C. Mg + f = Mv2/2

D. EgY fY = My

T.O. 24 CU

Which of the following statements is not true.

A. A force is conservative if the work done by the
force on a particle that moves through any round
trip is zero.

B. A force 'is conservative if the work done by the force
on a particle that moves between two points depends
on the path taken between those points.

C. The force exerted on an object by a spring is
conservative.

D. The gravitational force is conservative.



l'.0

The princijIle of the conservation of energy may be

written as

(A) Energy may be created or destroyed and transformed
from one kind to another.

(B) Energy may be transformed from one kind to another,
but it cannot be created or destroyed.

(C) Energy may be created and transformed from one
kind to another, but it cannot be destroyed.

(D) Energy may be zreated or destroyed, but not
transformed fn-cm one kind to another.

T.O.

The porTntiel energy for an object of mass m a height h
above the surface of the Earth is

(A) an mh2

(B) 1/2 mgh.

(C) mgh

(D) 2 mgh

RR

T.O. 27 CU

The bob of a simple pendulum (mass m) is displaced from its
equilibrium position such that the string (length R) holding
the bob is horizontal. When the bob swings to the opposite
side, how high above its equilibrium level does it go?

(A) R/3

(B) R/2

(C) 2R/3

(D) R



ii

T.O. 2C CR

Two point masses, m and N aocr:te at positions r and
respectively. The center c: =ass of this system is given
by

(A) (nit MIZ)/(m + M)

(B) (Nit - m7--)

(C) M(r --I- R) /(m

T.O. 29 CU

Two objects attract each atile:,.ammt are not under the
influence of any other forces. 7.acifriTrla of the following

statements is true?

(A) the center of mass iaccels

(13) the center of mass may move at constant
velocity

(C) the center of mass must be stationary

CD) a center of mass cannot be defined for
interacting particles

T.O. 30 CR

An object .of mass 2 kg moves to the right with a velocity
of 4 m/sec; another object of mass 4, kg moves to the

left with a velocity of 2 m/sec. What is the total
momentum of the system?

(A) 16 kg-m/sec

(B) 8 kg-m/sec

(C) 4 kg-m/sec

(D) 0



T.O. 33

CR
A ball of mass m grams str.C. a wall horizontally

wit avelocity of v cry /sec. Its .wcloLity after rebounding fromthe. wall is a..7..o-v call /sec. is the average tapulsiveforce exerted by the wall:' .the ball was in contact withthe wall for t sec?

(A) zero

(B) my dynes

(C) mv/t dynes

(D) 2 iuvl.t dynes



T.O. 34

An impulsive_foL_:e proportional 4 time is applied to a block.The rmnstant OF proportionality :3 k, and the total time duringwhich the:furze applied is T.

If the Impulse J is equal to 1/2 what is the correct expres-sion for tie total time for which the impulsive force was applied.
A. J/F

B. ik/F

C.

D. /k/2J

T-0. 35

How may themagnitude of an impulse be found from a force vs
time graph?

A. Impulse can be read directly from thespaph.

B. Impulse is equal to the area under the graph.

C. Impulse is -equal to the slope of the graph.

D. The:highest point on the curve indicates the impulse.



T.O._ 36

A collision between
two fast 7oving objects

caoses both of themI cone to a stop. Their 7,:cve7ta before the collision:

A. may have been identical

B. must have had a sum of zero

C. must have been dissipated
during the collision

D. may have had different sagnitudes

T.O. 37

Mass ml collides with mass m2 (in one dimension)- The masses
have initial velocites u1 and u2, respectively. The respective
final velocities vl and v2 may be found from the relations

A. m1 111 + m2 u2 = (m1 + m2)1/1

vl V2

B. 1/2 mm u12 + 1/2 m2 u22 --, 1/2 (m1 4-m2)1/12

vi = v2

C. ml ul + m2 u2 = ml vl + m2 v2

1/2 ml u12 + 1/2 m2 u12 = 1/2 mi v12 + 1/2 m2 v
2
2

D. 1/2 ml u12 + 1/2 m2 u12 = 1/2 m1(2 v12)

V1 = v2

T.O. 38

Before colliding with mass m2, which is moving due east, mass m1
moves due south. The two masses stick together and move along a
path due southeast. Which of the following stv-ements must be
true?

A. The masses must be equal.

SA-

B. The magnitude of the velocities, before the collision,
must be equal.

C. The magnitude of their momenta before collision must
be equal.

D. The total momentum must be zero.



T.O. 40

Two particles, A and B, undergo a gravitational attraction
toward each other. If the mass of A is doubled, then

A. only B experiences an increased pull

B. only A experiences an increased pull

C. both A and B experience an increased pull

D. neither experience an increase since only one
mass was changed.

T.O. 41

If the distance between two masses is halved, the gravitational
force attracting each of them will be

A. halved
B. quartered

C. doubled
D. quadrupled'

T.O. 42

The orbital radius of a satellite around the Earth is twice
the radius of the Earth. The weight of an astronaut in the
satellite, compared to his weight on Earth will be

A. the same
B. one-half
C. one-fourth
D. zero, i.e., weightless



T.O. 43

Inertial and gravitational masses are conceptually distinct,
although experimentally the same. We use the symbol, m, to
denote both kinds of masses.

Select, from the choices below, the equation in which m stands
for inertial mass.

A.
-r
p = my

B. F = G Mm/r2

C. g = Gm/re2

D. U = mgh

T.O. 46

For the spherical shell of radius R and mass M in the accompany-
ing diagram, what is the

magnitude of the gravi-
tational field strength
at the point shown (out-

': side shell), a distance
r from the center.

A. zero GMr
C. _

R3
GM GMB. D. -
r2 ( r - R) 2

.

T.O. 47

The gravitational potentials due separately to the Earth
and the moon at a point between the Earth and moon are
V
e

and Vm, respectively. The gravitational potential at
this point is

A. the vector sum of Ve and Vm

B. the vector difference between V
e

and Vm

C. the scalar sum of Ve and Vm

D. the scalar difference between Ve and Vm



T.O. 48

For gravitational problems associated with small distances
' 'Tared to the Earth's radius) from the surface of the

the zero potential reference level is conventionally
taken at

50

A. the center of the Earth.

B. the surface of the Earth

C. the position of the particle under consideration

D. infinity

INITIAL FINAL

S45-C1

In the diagram, a tumbler is shown in its initial and final
positions. This motion requires

A. translation alone
B. rotation alone
C. translation and rotation
D. a process which involves neither rotation

nor translation

51, S45-C8

A phonograph turntable rotates at w revolutions per minute.

An eraser is placed on the turntable at a distance r from the

central spindle.

The angle (in radians) subtended by the eraser is time t is

given by

A. tor

B. wrt

C. rt
D. cot



52
S45-C14

A phonograph turntable rotates in a clockwise direction. The
direction of the angular velocity is

A. clockwise
B. tangential to the rim
C. upward
D. downward

53

A turntable rotates with uniform angular acceleration
a from:,an initial angular velocity wo to a final angular
velocity w. The angle through which the turntable rotates
is

S45-C25

A. (w2 woe) /2a

B. (w2 wo2)/a

C. (w2 + wo2)/2a

D: (w2 wo2)a



T.O. 34

An impulsive force proportional to time is applied to a block.
The constant of proportioality is k, and the total time during
which the force is applied is T.

The impulse, J, is equal to:

A. kt dt
0

B. kT

C. 1/2 kT

0
D. kS t dt

T

T.O. 35

The accompanying graph shows the
force on one of two objects during
a collision. Select the graph
which best illustrates the force
on the other object.

0

C.

D.

F



T.O. 36

Ail collisions between isolated objects

A. conserve momentum

B. conserve energy

C. conserve both momentum and energy

D. conserve neither energy nor momentum

T.O. 37

Particle B is at rest when it is struck by particle A. The

particles stick together and the composite moves with one

third of the initial speed of particle A. This implies that the

mass of particle B is

A. half the mass of particle A

B. equal to the mass of particle A
C. twice the mass of particle A

D. three times the mass of particle A

T.O. 38

An idealized "super" ball strikes the ground at some angle to
the vertical, then rebounds along a path at the same angle to
the other side of the vertical. The ball's initial and final

speeds are equal. Which of the following statements is correct?

A. Energy, and not momentum, of the ball is conserved.

B. Momentum, and not energy, of the ball is conserved.

C. Both energy and momentum of the ball are conserved.

D. Neither energy nor momentum of the ball is conserved.



T.O. 40

&The moon has approximately 1/6 the mass of the Earth. The
"value for the gravitational constant, G, if measured on the
moon, compared to G measured on the Earth would be

A. G/6

B. G

C. 6 G

D. G/36

T.O. 41

Two masses experience a gravitational force of attraction
between them. Mass ml is twice mass m2. The force on mass
ml has magnitude

m,2
A. G

r2

m12
B. G

2r2

2m
1

2
C. G

r2

D. G
r2

4m1

T.O. 42

Planet X has twice the mass of the Earth but a radius of one
half of the Earth's . Planet Y has 4 times the Earth's mass
and also 1/2 of Earth's radius. Planet Z has half the mass
and half the radius as the Earth. On which planet(s) would
your weight be the same as it is on Earth?

A. planet X only

B. planet Y only

C. planet Z only

D. planets X, Y, and Z



T.O. 43

lk a mass is carried away from gravitating bodies, its
Vertial mass remains the same while its gravitational
mass

A. increases

B. decreases

C. also remains the same

D. varies according to its environment

T.O. 46

The gravitational field strength, y, and the centripetal acceler-
ation, ac, of a point on the equator are related to the accelera-
tion of free-fall, g, by the expression

A. 2y ac

B. y + 2 ac

C. y ac

D. y + ac

T.O. 47

The gravitational potential at a point located a distance x
from the center of the Earth (mass Me radius R) when x > R
is given by

A. -GMx/R2

B. .-GM/R2

C. -GM/x2

D. -GMR/x2



T.O. 43

if a ball or masz 7.1 7ertically up reacnas a .naisht h,
then the initial kinetic energy rust have been equal to

IA. 47,,1172

B. g2 h

C. mgh

D. 2mgh

50

S45-C1

INITIAL FINIAL

In tha diagram, a tumbler is shown in its initial and final
positions. This motion requires

A. translation alone
B. rotation alone
C. translation and rotation
D. a process which involves neither rotation nor

translation

51
S45-C8

A phonograph turntable makes one complete revolution every
2 seconds. What angle does the turntable rotate through in
1 second?

A. 2.1r radians

B. Tr radians

C. wo-v12 radians

D. /4 radians



52
S45-C14

An automobile decelerates on a straight road. The direction
of the angular velocity of the wheels is

A. clockwise

B. counterclockwise

C. along the axle and pointing out of the driver's
left side

D. along the axle and pointing out of the driver's

right side

53 S45-C25

A wheel rotating with angular velocity wo undergoes a uniform
angular acceleration for a duration of t. During this time, the

wheel rotates through an angle O. The angular acceleration

is equal to

A. 6)02/(20)

B. 2(0 wot)/t2

C. wo/t

D. e/t - wo



T.O. 34

A bullet is fired from a rifle. Which of the following state-
ments is true?

A. Only the bullet experiences an impulse.

B. Only the rifle experiences an impulse

C. The impulse experienced by the bullet is greater
than that experienced by the rifle.

D. The impulse experienced by the bullet is equal to
that experienced by the rifle,

T.O.

I

35

An impulsive force proportional to time is applied to an object.

If the constant of proportionality is k, then the force vs time

graph would:

A. have a slope equal to k

B. have a force-intercept equal to k

C. have a time-intercept equal to k

D. have a radius of curvature equal to k



2.0. 36

A large mass and a small mass collide and ad1-.ere to e.:Ich other.

IfA. the momenta of both' masses had the sane initial
magnitude

B. the total momentum is zero

C. momentum is lost in the process

D. energy is lost in the process

T.O. 37

Two equal masses, ml avi m2, collide and stick together. .

Mass m
2

is initially at rest. Which choice best describes the
Motion.

A. After collision, both masses are at rest.

B. After collision, both masses move together at
the original speed of ml.

C. After collision, both masses move together with
half the original speed of ml.

D. After collision, both masses move togehter with
one-quarter the original speed of ml.

T.O. 38

An idealized "super" ball strikes the ground at some angle to

the vertical, then rebounds along a path at the same angle to

the otber side of the vertical. The ball's initial and final

speeds are equal. Which of the following statements is correct?

A. Energy, and not momentum of the ball-Earth system

is conserved.

B. Momentum, and not energy of the ball-Earth system

is conserved.

C. Both energy and momentum of the ball-Earth system

are conserved.

: D. Neither energy nor momentum of. the ball-Earth

system is conserved.



T.O. 40

gIdeally, where must a scientist locate his laboratory in order
to measure the gravitational constant, G?

A. at sea level on the Earth

B. any place, so long as it is affected by Earth's
gravity.

.C. in a vacuum, removed from the influence of gravity

D. any place in the universe he is able to afford

T.O. 41

Two masses experience a gravitational attraction between them.
Mass m

1
is twice mass m

2 . The gravitational force on m
1

is
F

1
and that on m

2
is F

2.
Which statement is correct?

A. =
1 2

B. 1111 > 11721

f;* < ri2

D.1 =

T.O. 42

As a mountain climber climbs to the top of a mountain his
weight decreases. As a miner descends below sea level into
a mine shaft, his weight

A. increases due to the attraction of the
Earth's core

B. increases due to a loss of bouyancy

C. decreases

D. remains the same



I.O. 43

You take two accurate clocks on a trip from Earth to Mars. One

'thean old favorite Grnndfathar clock with a pendulum timer;

',the other a spring wound clock. On Nr.rs, you would find that

A. both clocks continue to keep accurate time

B. both clocks gain or loose equal amounts

C. only the Grandfather clock runs slow

D. only the spring wound clock runs slow

T.O. 46

For a spherical shell of radius R and mass M in the accompany-
ing diagram, what is the
magnitude of the gravi-
tational field strength
at the point shown (in-
side shell), a distance
r from the center.

A. zero

B.

T.O. 47

GM
r2

C.

D.

GMr

R3

GM
(R - r)2

The gravitational potential at the surface of the Earth (mass

Me, radius R) is given by

A. GM/R2

B. -GM/R2

C. GM/R

D.. -GM/R



T.O. 48

if. an object is projected uf):.:ard with initial kinetic energy, K,
TM a height h above the ground, its kinetic energy upon impact
with the ground must be

50

A. K

B. mgh

C. K - mgh

D. K mgh

INITIAL

In the diagram, & tumbler is shown in its initial and final
positions. This motion requires

A. translation alone
B. rotation alone
C. translation and rotation

D. a process which involves neither rotation
nor translation

51

An angle of 45° is equal to

A. ¶/2 radians

B. 1 radian

C. IT/4 radians

D. 1/2 radians

S45-C8



I

52
S45-C14

A phonograph turntable begins rotating from rest in a clockwise
direction. The direction of the annular acceleration is

A. clockwise
B. tangential to the rim
C. inward
D. downward

53
S45-C25

A wheel starts fromrest and undergoes a uniform angular acceler
ation a for a duration t. Through what angle does the wheel
rotate in this time?

A. at2/2

B. a/t

C. at2

D. at



I

T.O. 34

An impulsive force proportional tb time is applied to a block.
The constant of proportionality is k, and the total time during
which the force is applied is T.

. If the impulse J is equal to 1/2 kT2, what is the correct expres-
sion for the total time for which the impulsive force was applied.

A. J/F

B. Jk/F

C. /5-71-

D. A-7g

T.O. 35

The accompanying graph shows the
force on one of two objects during
a collision. Select the graph
which best illustrates the force
on the other object.

A.

B.

F

0

0

C.

D.

F

0

r

Tr

F'

1'



T.O. 36

Aollision between two fast moving objects causes both of them
to come to a stop. Their momenta before the collision:

A. may have been identical

B. must have had a sum of zero

C. must have been dissipated during the collision

D. may have had different magnitudes

T.O. 37

Particle B is at rest when it is struck by particle A. The mass

of particle B is twice the mass of particle A, and they stick
together after the collision. The speed of the composite

T.O. 38

A. is one-third the initial speed of particle A

B. is one-half the initial speed of particle A

C. is equal to the speed of particle A

D. depends upon the energy loss due to the
adhesion

Two masses collide and each than follows a path at right angles

to the incident path as in the diagram. Which statement below

must be true in this instance?

A. The total momentum before the collision is zero.

B. The masses must be equal.

C. The magnitudes of the velocities, before the

collision, must be equal.

D. The collision must be totally elastic.



T.O. 40

The moon has approximately 1/6 the mass of the Earth. The
Athlue for the gravitational constant, G, if measured on the
moon, compared to G measured on the Earth would be:

A. G/6

B. G

C. 6 G

D. G/36

T.O. 41

Two masses experience a gravitational attraction between them.
}lass m

1 4.
is twice mass m

2'
The gravitational force on m

1
is

F1 and that on m 2 is F2. Which statement is correct?

4. 4.

A. F1 = F2

B.
1111 > 1F21

C. 111 < 112)

D. =

T.O. 42

As a mountain climber climbs to the top of a mountain his

weight decreases. As a miner descends below sea level into

a mine shaft, his weight

A. increases due to the attraction of the

Earth's core

B. increases due to a loss of bouyancy

.C. decreases

D. remains the same



T.O. 43

You take two accurate clo'cks on a trip from Earth to Mars. One

is an old favorite Grandfather clock with a pendulum timer;

the othcir aspring wound clock. On Mars, you would find that

A. both clocks continue to keep accurate time

B. both clocks gain or loose equal amounts

C. only the Grandfather clock runs slow

D. only the spring wound clock runs slow

T.O. 46

For the spherical shell of radius R and mass i in the accompany-
ing diagram, what is the

magnitude of the gravi-
tational field strength
at the point shown (out-
side shell), a distance
r from the center.

A. zero

B. _ GM
r2

T.O.: 47

C..

D.

GMr

R3

GM
(r it) 2

The gravitational potential at a point located a distance x
from the center of the Earth (mass Me radius R) when x > R
is given by

A. - GMx/R2

B. -GM/R2

C. -GM/x2

D. -GMR/x2



T.O. 48

If Alball of mass m thrown vertically up reaches a. height h,

th l! the initial kinetic energy must have been equal to

A. ViI-172-

B. )/iF

C. mgh.

D. 2mgh

50
S45-C1

FINAl.
.. INITIAL

In the diagram, a tumbler is shown in its initial and final

positions. This motion requires

A. translation alone

B. rotation alone

C. translation and rotation

D: a process which involves neither rotation nor

translation

51
S45-C8

"A phonograph turntable makes one complete revolution every
2 seconds. What angle does the turntable rotate through in

1 second?

A. 271. radians

B. IT radians

C. ff/2 radians

D. T/4 radians



b
52 S45-C14

A phonograph turntable rotates in a Clockwise direction. The
direction of the angular velocity is

A. clockwise
B. tangential to the rim
C. upward.
D. downward

53 S45-C25

A wheel rotating with angular velocity wo undergoes a uniform

angular acceleration for a duration of t. During this time, the

wheel rotates through an angle O. The angular acceleration

is equal to

A. wog /(20)

B. 2(0 wot)/t2

C. wo/t

D. 0/t coo



T.O. 34

An impulsive force proportional to time is applied to a block.
The constant of proportioality is k, and the total time during
which the force is applied is T.

The impulse, J, is equal to:

A. f kt dt
0

B. kT

fs

,. 1/2 kT
0

D. kf t dt
T

T.O. 35

An impulsive force proportional to time is applied to an object.

If the constant of proportionality is k, then the forCe vs time

graph would:

A. have a slope equal to k

B: have a force-intercept equal to k

C. have a time-intercept equal to k

D. have a radius of curvature equal to k



T.O. 36

All collisions between isolated objects

ir A. conserve momentum

B. conserve energy

C. conserve both momentum and energy

D. conserve neither energy nor momentum

T.O. 37

Two equal masses, ml and m2, collide and stick together. .

Mass m
2
is initially at rest. Which choice best describes the

motion.

A. After collision, both masses are at rest.

B. After collision, both masses move together at
the original speed of ml.

C. After collision, both masses move together with
half the original speed of mi.

D. After collision, both masses move togehter with
one-quarter the original speed of ml.

.

T.O. .38

An idealized "super" ball strikes the ground at some angle to
the vertical, then rebounds along a path at the same angle to
the other side of the vertical. The ball's initial and final

speeds are equal. Which of the following statements is correct?

A. Energy, and not momentum, of the ball is conserved.

B. Momentum, and not energy, of the ball is conserved.

C. Both energy and momentum of the ball are conserved.

D. Neither energy nor momentum of the ball lb Lonserved.



T.O. 40

Ideally, where must a scientist locate his laboratory in order
to measure the gravitational constant, G?

A. at sea level on the Earth

B. any place, so long as it is affected by Earth's
gravity.

.C. in a vacuum, removed from the influence of gravity

D. any place in the universe he is able to afford

T.O. 41

Two masses experience a gravitational force of attraction
between them. Mass mi is twice mass m2. The force on mass

mi has magnitude

m,
-
2

G
r2-

m12
B. G

C. G

D. G

T.O. 42

2r2

2m12

r2

4m1

r2

The orbital radius of a satellite around the Earth is twice
the radius of the Earth. The weight of an astronaut in the
satellite, compared to his weight on Earth will be

A. the same
B. one-half

C. one-fourth
D. zero, i.e., weightless



T.O. 43

ta mass is carried away Ir.om gravitating bodies, its
..iertial mass remains the same while its gravitational

mass

A. increases

B. decreases

C. also remains the same

D. varies according to its environment

T.O. 46

The gra7itational field strength, y, and the centripetal acceler-
ation, ac, of a point on the equator are related to the accelera-
tion of free-fall, g, by the expression

A. 2y - ac

B. y + 2 ac

C. Y ac

D. y + ac

T.O. 47

The gravitational potential at a 7,aint located a distance x
from the center of the Earth (utz! Me, radius R) is given by

A." GM/x2 x > R.

B. -GMR/x2 x > R

C. ,GM/R x > R

D. -GM/x x > R



T.O. 48

gravitational problems associated with small distances
lLmpared to the Earth's radius) from the surface of the
Earth, the zero potential reference level is conventionally
taken at

50

A. the center of the Earth

B. the surface of the Earth

C. the position of the particle under consideration

D. infinity

S45-C1

FINAL

In the diagram, a tumbler is shown in its initial and final
positions. This motion requires

A. translation alone
B. rotation alone
C. translation and rotation

D. a process which involves neither rotation
nor translation.

51
S45-C8.

An angle of 90° is equal to

A. Tr radians

B. 1 radian

C. n/2 radians

D. 1/2 radian



52 S45-C14

A. phonograph turntable begins rotating from rest in a clockwise

direction. The di'rection of the angular acceleration is

A. clockwise
B. tangential to the rim
C. upward
D. downward

53 S45-C25

( A turntable rotates with uniform angular acceleration
a from an initial angular velocity too to a final angular

velocity 6. The angle through which the turntable rotates

is

A. (a)2 mot) /2a

B. (co2 (1302)/a

C. (a)2 + wo2)/at

D. (a)2 + ak7.2)a



T.O. 34

A bullet is fired from a rifle. Which of the following state-
ments is true?

A. Only the bullet experiences an impulse.

B. Only the rifle experiences an impulse

C. The impulse experienced by the bullet is greater
than that experienced by the rifle.

D. The impulse experienced by the bullet is equal to
that experienced by the rifle.

a'

. 35

How may the magnitude of an impulse be found from a force vs
time graph?

A. Impulse can be read directly from the graph.

B. Impulse is equal to the area under the graph.

C. Impulse is equal to the slope of the graph.

D. The highest point on the curve indicates the impulse.



T.O. 36

, laze mass and a small mass collide and adhere to ench other.

A. the momenta of both masses had the same initial
magnitude

B. the total momentum is zero

C. momentum is lost in the process

D. energy is lost in the process

T.O. 37

Particle B is at rest when it is struck by particle A. The
particles stick together and the composite moves with one
third of the initial speed of particle A. This implies that the

mass of particle B is

T.O. 38

A. half the mass of particle A
B. equal to the mass of particle A
C. twice 6e mas-,s of particle A
D. three times the mass of particle A

Two masses collide and each then follows
0
a path at right angles

to the incident path as in the diagram. Which statement below
must be true in this instance?

A. The total momentum before the Collision is zero.

B. The masses must be equal.

C. The magnitudeS of the velocities, before the
collision, must be equal.

D. The collision must be totally elastic.



T.O. 40

a° particles, A and B, undergo a 3ravitaticnc.1 attraction
toward each other. If the mass of A is doubled, then

A. only B experiences an increased pull

B. only A experiences an increased pull

C. both A and B experience an increased pull

D. neither experience an increase since only one
mass was changed.

T.O. 41

If the distance between two masses is halved, the gravitational,
force attracting each of them will be

A. halved
B. quartered
C. doubled
D. quadrupled'

T.O. 42

Planet X has twice the mass of the Earth but a radius of one-
half of the Earth's . Planet If has 4 times the Earth's mass

and also 1/2 of Earth's radius. Planet' Z has half the mass

and half the radius as the Earth. On which planet(s) would
your weight be the same as it is on Earth?

A. planet X only

B. planet Y only

C. planet Z only

D. planets X, Y, and Z



T.O. 43-

kertial and gravitational E'qrSOS arc conceptually distinct,
Plthough experimentally the same. We.use the symbol, m, to
denote both 'dads of masses.

Select, from the choices b,Ilow, the equation in which m stands
for gravitational mass.

A. -P =

B. U = mgh

C. F = mv2/r

D. K = 1/2 mv2

T.O. 46

For a spherical shell of radius R and mass M in the accompany-
ing diagram, what is 'the
magnitude of the gravi-
tational field strength
at the point shown (in-
Aide shell), a distance
r from the center.

A. zero GMr

B.
_GM

r2

T.O. 47

C.

D.

R3

GM
(R - r)2

The gravitational potentials due separately to the Earth
and the moon at a point between the. Earth and moon are
V
e
and Vm, respectively. The gravitational potential at

this point is

A. the vector sum of Ve and Vm

B. the vector difference between Ve and Vm

C. the scalar sum of Ve and Vm

D. the scalar difference between Ve and Vm



T.O.

Nitcting influences of air friction and other celestial bodies,
the minimum amount of kinrItic energy a body must have in order to

escape the Earth's gravitational pull must be

50

A. a function of the body's weight

B. a function of the body's mass

C. equal to the difference in potential energy of
the body at the surface of the Earth and at

infinity

D. equal to the potential energy of the body with

respect to the center of the Earth as a reference

level

545-C1

INITIAL FINAL

In the diagram, a tumbler is shown in its initial and final
positions. This motion requires

A. translation alone
B. rotation alone
C. translation and rotation
D. a process which involves neither rotation nor

translation

51 S45-C8

A phonograph turntable rotates at w revolutions per minute.

An eraser is placed on the turntable at a distance r from the

central spindle.

The angle (in radians) subtended by the eraser is time t is

given by

A. wt.'

B. wrt

C. rt

D. wt



I

52
S45-C14

An automobile decelerates on a straight road. The direction
of the angular velocity of the wheels is

A. clockwise

B. counterclockwise

C. along the axle and pointing out of the driver's
left side

D. along the axle and pointing out of the driver's
right side

53 S45-C25

A wheel starts from rest and undergoes a uniform angular acceler-

ation a for a duratiOn t. Through what angle does the wheel

rotate in this time?

A. ate /2

B. a/t

C. ate

D. at



T.O. 49 CR

Two charges +q and -q are placed a distance r apart.
The force acting on the charge +q is

A. Attractive

B. repulsive

C. greater than the force acting on the charge -q

D. less than the force acting on the charge -q

T.O. 50 RR

The charge developed on an insulated rubber rod rubbed
with fur is designated

A. positive

B. neutral

C. negative

D. none of the above.

T.O. 51 CU

A glass rod is rubbed with silk. A certain quantity of
positive charge appears on the glass rod. The quantity

of negative charge transferred to silk is

A. same as that on the glass rod

B. less than that on glass rod

C. more than that on glass rod

D. not connected =-to the quantity of charge on

glass rod.



T . O. 5

The expression for the force acting on a chargeq placed in an electric field E is

A. F =

B. F = 1

o q

C. F = qE

D. F =
ere

T.O. 53

0

Two point charges 2q and q are placed at (0,0)and (a,o) respectively in a R;iven x-y coordinatesystem. The electric field f at ,o) due tothe two charges is

A. q 1

2.ireoa

B. q 1
ne

o

C. o

D. 2q
ne0a2

T.O. 54

Two uncharged pith balls are touched 1..ts:' a positively
charged rubber rod. If the pith balls were in contact
before being touched by the rubber rod, what happens
immediately afterwards?

A. The pith balls remain in contact

B. The pith balls move away from each other

C. The pith balls attract each other

D. The pith balls are not effected by the presence
of the rubber rod.

RF.

PS

RR



1. U. 55

Refer to the electric field lines drawn below. Whatobservation can be made about the nature of charges on
plates A and B?

-,12r0

A. A is positively
charged and B is

negatively charged
B. B is positively

charged and A isnegatively charged
C. A and B are both positively chargedD. A and B are both negatively charged

T.O. 56

RR

CRA dipole with dipole momet P 2q a i is placed in

a uniform
electric field E = E i.

The magnitude of the

force acting on the dipole is

A. 2qa E

B. zero

C. -2qa E

D. qa E

T.O. 60

A nonconducting infinite sheet, coincident with y-z plane hassurface charge density a (charge per unit area) and a point
charge q is confined at a point (a,o,o). The electric field Edue to the charge sheet and the point charge at a point
(2a, o, o) is

CR

aq
A.

2e0 I

B.

C.

D.

2(
o 16Treoa2 ) 1

a + q
(2E0 4TrE0a2).1-

i a q
k2E0a 41110a2

)



I

-

A uniform electric field E = E0 3 exists between two
charged Parallel plates of length 2. as shown below.
A particle of mass m and charge q enters the region
of electric field at the origin with velocity
v = vo i. The x-component of the acceleration of
the particle is

A. q E0

B. 0

C. al_
Eo

D. mq Eo

T.O. 62

Two parallel plates of length 2. are separated by a
distance d. A uniform electric field t=Eo j exists
between the plates. If a charge q is moved from a
point B to a point C, the work done is

y

A. q E0d

B. q E0

C. 0

D. q E09,11

T.O. 63

CR

CR

A particle of charge q is moved froM x = x1 to x = x2 in an elec-
1

tric field 1(y) = j. The work done is

A. -qir
X2 1

dx
xi

B. zero

C. q dx

xi

D -
a_

'2 '1



T.O. 64

In calculating electric flux through a surface due to
an electric field, one must know

A. only the electric field vector and magnitude of
the area

B. only magnitude of the electric field and magnitude
of the area

C. only magnitude of the electric field and the
surface area vector

D. only the elctric field vector and the surface
area vector

RR

T.O. 65 CR

A surface of area S is coincident with y-z plane.
If a uniform electric field E=Eo 3 exists throughout
the space in consideration, the electric flux
through the surface is

A.

B. 0

C. SE
o j

D. SE

T.O. 66 CU

A cube of side a is placed in an uhiform electric field E
as shown in the diagram. The total electric flux through the
cubical surface is

A. 6 E
o
a2

B. zero

C. E0a3

D. 2 E
o
a2

y



T.O. 67

The general form of Gauss's law is

A. EdS = Eoq

B. td1 = I-f
Eo

C. =

D. qit-g. = c
o

RR

T.O. 68

Two concentric spherical conductors of radii a an,.! b (b > a)
carry charges q and -q respectively.

The magnitude of electricfield for a < r < b is

CR

A Li
41reor2

11 1
4rco ka2 b2

C. zero

D. tivroa2

T.O. 69

PS
Two concentric spherical conductors of radii a and b (b > a)carry charges ql and q2 respectively. The magnitude of the elec-tric field at points a < r < b is

A. dependent upon ql and q2
B. dependent upon ql and a
C. dependent upon ql and r
D dependent upon q2 and b



r.u. 71

CR
Two parallel plates A and B of length 2. are separated

by dis-tance d and are maintained at electric
potentials VA and VBrespectively. If a charge q is moved from point P to point Q,the work done is

A. 20,d(VB - VA)

B. zero

C. qt(VB- VA)

D. qd(VB - VA)

T.O. 72

The electric potential due to a point charge 41gei at a distant
2r from it is

1 kel

tatflic .111:11Vinifi

0
A

RI

A.
4Tre r2

1 21clelB.
4.Tre

1 21clal
C.

imeo r2

1 Nel
D' 4Treo r

CRT.O. 73

Two charges q and 4q are separated by*a distance 2a. The elec-
tric potential at the midpoint of .the line joining the two

charges is

1 3q
A.

4Treo a2

2.q.
B. ----

4Treo a

1 5q.
47s0 a

C.

1 51
D.

4Treo a2



T.O. 74
CR

A spherical conductor of radius R carries charge q. The electric
potential for points r < R is

A. zero

B.

C.

4neoR2

4neor

D.
4neoR

T,O. 75
CR

The electric potential at a point due to certain charge distribu-
tion is V = 41.1

q
. The magnitude of x-component of electric

field Ex is

A.
1 2_

2-ffeo x3

B.
1

4neo x

C. zero

D
4neo x2

T.O. 76

CRTwo charges q and -q are placed a distanco, a apart. The electric
potential

energy of the system is

A. zero

B.

C.

D.

2

4n
--.t_

4nt0a2

2

4nEoa



T.O. 77 RR

Two cha..,1,ed conductors are separated by a distance d. The
charges on the conductors are q and -q. If the capacitance of
the system is C and the potential difference between the
conductors is V, the magnitude of the charge q is

C
A.

V

B. V/C

C. cd-'

D. VC

T.O. 78

RR
Two charged parallel plate conductros each of area A carry chargesq and -q. If the capacitance of the system is C, the distance ofseparation d between the plates is

A. toAC

toA
B.

toC
C.

D.

T.O. 80

A

C

o
A

Three capacitors of capacitance Ci, C2 *and C3 are connected in ser-
ies. The equivalent capacitance C which could replace the combin-
ation of C1, C2, and C3 is

A.

B.

C.

C1C2C3

C1 + C2 + C3

C1C2C3

C1C2 + C2C3 + C3C1

C1 + C2 + C3

3

D. C
1
+ C

2
+ C

3



T.O. 81

The work required W to charge a capacitor of capacitance C
to a potential difference V.is:

A. k VC
2

B. k CV
2

C. VC
2

D. CV
2

T.O. 82

RR

Two identical capacitors, each with the same charge of Q

and potential V are connected in parallel. Their combined

capacitance may be expressed by:

A. 2 Q/V

B. Q/2V

r 2 QV

D. QV
2

T.O. 83 CR

A vacuum capacitor of capacitance C is connected to a battery of
voltage V. After the capacitor is.cha'rged, it is disconnected
from the battery and.immersed in a liquid of dielectric constant
K. If a voltmeter is now connected across the capacitor, the
potential difference Vd it reads is

A. 0

B. equal to V

C. is less than V

D. is greater than V



T.O. 84

Connecting a source of potential difference causes a current to
flow in a conductor

en

A. by absorbing the "dormat" electrons in the
conductor

B. by setting up an electric within the
conductor to which the el(.'.-1:ons respond

C. since the conductor forms a path which allows
the current to "escape" from the source of
potential difference

D. by contributing the electrons which flow as
the current throug- .the conductor

-

T.O. 85 CR

The resistivity, p, of a conducting material is defined as
the ratio of the electirc intensity, E, to the current
density, j. Which one of the following is also an expres-
sion for p? (v = potential, t = length, A = cross-
sectional area, i = current, R = resistance)

A. p=
Vik

A

B. p = RA

C. p = VA
2k

D. p = Vi
Rk

T.O. 86

Ohm's law may be applied

A.

B.

universally to every circuit

only to circuits where the resistance is inde-
pendent of the current and the voltage applied

C. only to circuits where the resistance is depen-

dent on the current and voltage applied

D. only to circuits where the current and voltage

are kept constant



T.O. 87

Which of the following can be a seat of emf in a circuit?

A. resistor

B. storage battery

C. switch

D. coil or solenoid

T.O. 88

Which one of the following is a correct expression for
joule heating of a resistor R by a current i?

A.
dU

= iR
dt

dU
B.

dt
= 22R

Ud
. R2C.

d
= 2t

D. dU
*2 21-11- R

T.O. 89

Which of the following expresses the rate of heat loss from
a circuit of known current and voltage V?

A.
ac

=iv= iV
dt

U .

2
2
VB.

d
=

dt

dU
C. = 2V-

2

dt

dU
= 2/VD.

dt



1.U. 90

In a single loop
resistive circuit where c is the sourceemf, R is the circuit resistance and r is the "internalsource resistance, which equation

expresses the currentin the loop?

A.
r+ R

B. c
rR

C.
r + R

D. rR

7.0. 91

In a series circuit with one seat of emf

the current is the same throughout the circuit.A.

RR

B. the current differs through each resistor
according to Ohm's law.

C. the voltage drop across each resistor is the
same throughout the circuit.

D. both the current and the voltage drops at
each resistor differ according to Ohm's law.

T.O. 92

Rirchoff's first rule of electric networks states thatthe sum of all currents at a branch
point must be zero.This rule is implied by the

conservation of:

A. momentum.

B. voltage

C. charge

D. energy



T.O. 93

Which of the following equations correctly describes thecurrent(s) at point A in the circuit?

A. I
I
+ I

2 + 1
3 + 14 = 0

B. I1- I2- I3 -I4 =0

C. -I I - 1
2
+ I

3
+ I

4 =0

D. -II - 12 - I
3 + 14 = 0

T.O. 94

An ammeter is used to measure

A. current

B. voltage

C. capacitance

D. resistance

T.O. 95 CR

A voltmeter is a galvanometer with a high resistance in
series with a coil and the combination is placed in parallel
with the circuit. This causes:

A. an increase of current, proportinate to the
meter's resistance to flow to accomodate the
voltmeter in the circuit.

B. a decrease of current, proportionate to the
meter's resistance, to flow to minimize "losses"
in the meter.

C. a negligible current to flow through the meter
to minimize its effect in the circuit.

D. virtually all of the current to flow through
the meter in order to measure all of the voltage.



T.O. 96

A device used to accurately determine the value of an
unknown resistance by comparing it with a known resistance
is known as the:

A. Wheatstone bridge

B. Joule's apparatus

C. ohmmeter

D. potentiometer

T.O. 97

The lines of magnetic induction are drawn so that

A. a normal to a line of induction at any point gives
the direction of field at that point

B. a tangent to a line of induction at any point gives
the direction of field at that point

C. a line drawn making an angle of 45° to the tangent
to a line of induction at any point gives the direc-
tion of g field at that point

D. to obtain information regarding the magnitude of the
g field only

CR
T.O. 98

An electron and a proton are released at the origin of a coordin-

ate system with identical velocity / = Voi. A uniform magnetic

field t = Bok exists throughout the region. The electron and

the proton are deflected in

A. positive y-direction and-negative y-direction

respectively

B. negative y-direction and positive y-direction

respectively

positive z-direction and negative z-direction

respectively

negative z-direction and positive z-direction

respectively

C.

D.



T.O. 99
CR

A cube of side a is placed in a uniform magnetic field of magni-tude B. The magnetic flux through the surface of the cube is

A. zero

B. 8aB

C. 4aB

D. Ba3

T.O. 100 RR.

A charge q enters a magnetic field of magnitude B with speed v and
v and t- are parallel to each other. The magnetic force on the
charge is

A. zero

B. qvB

C. qi

D. q

T.O. 101 RR

The angle of declination measures'the deviation of the
horizontal component of the Earth's magnetic field from true

A. east

B. west

C. south

D. north



T.O 102 CU

A conducting wire of length 2. which carries a current ti in.the posi-
tive x-direction is brought into a uniform magnetic field B = Bj.
The magnitude of the magnetic force on the wire is

A. zero

B. B2.

C. iZ

D. iB2

T.O. 103 CR

A rectani..dar loop of wire of sides a and b carrying a current
lies in he x-y plane. If a uniform magnetic field = B1i + B2k
exits throughout the region, the magnitude of the torque acting on
the loop is

A. iab B
2

B. iab(B1 + B2)

C. jab B1

D. 0

T.O. 104 RR

When a current i passes through a galvatometer, the torque on the

coil is

A. proportional to the area of the coil

B. proportional to the square of the area of the coil

C. proportional inversely to the area of the coil

D. independent of the area of the coil



T.O. 105

The instantaneous torque acting on a coil of magnetic
moment .0placed in a uniform magnetic field B is given by

A. T =
4- -4-
11B

B. T = x B)

C. T = (11-4)2

D. "4" = aj.ta

T.O. 106

RR

CR

A proton is positively charged (q = kel) and ma, = 1836 me. A
proton and an electron-released iR the plane of the paper where
a uniform magnetic field exists and is directed perpendicularly
into the plane of the paper. If the electron is released with a
speed three times the speed of the proton, the radius of the
electron's orbit is approximately

A. three times larger than the radius of the proton's orbit

B. three times smaller than the radius of the proton's orbit

C. the same as that of the proton's orbit

D. six hundred times smaller than the radius of the proton's
orbit

T.O. 107 RR

An infinitely long straight conductor carrying a current
i coincides with the x-axis. The direction of the cur-
rent is from -= to +00. The direction of the magnetic
field at a point (o, a, o) is in the

A. positive z-direction

'B. negative z-direction

C. positive x-direction

D. negative x-direction_



T.U. 1U0

Two infi
R1 and R
currents
field at

A.

B.

C.

D.

nicely 1
2 (R1
of magn
a point

T.O. 109

0

u
o

2.7rd

U
o

ong thin
R2) carry
itude i.
distant

27(R2 -R1)

uoi

2n(R22 - R12)

concentric
equal and
The magnit
d > B2 is

conductors
oppositely
ude of the

CF7

of radii
directed
magnetic

PS

An infinitely long cylindrical wire of radius R carries
a current I uniformly distributed over its cross section.
The magnitude of the magnetic field B at a point inside
the wire distant r < R from the center of the wire is

A. proportional to
r

B. proportional to 1
r2

C. proportional to r

D. proportional to r2

T.O. 110

Two current-carrying conductors are placed at distance d
parallel to one another. The currents in the conductors

have magnitude it and i2 and are in opposite direction.
The force on one conductor due to the other is

A.. repulsive, of unequal magnitude

B. attractive, of equal magnitude

C. repulsive, of equal magnitude

D. attractive, of unequal magnitude

CR



T.O. 111
CU

In mks system of units, the unit of electric current the
ampere is defined

A.

B.

using the concept of electric charge on an electro

using the concept of electric charge on a proton

C. using the concept of forces of attraction between
long parallel current-carrying wires

D. using the concept of amount of electric charge
crossing a given area per unit of time

T.O. 112

CU
For an ideal solenoid of length St and radius R which has n
turns per unit length and current i, the field outside ofthe solenoid is

A. proportional to n only

B. zero

C. proportional to i only

D. proportional to both i and n

T.O. 113

The direction
of the magnetic

field B due to a current-
carrying

conductor of length R at a point
distant d on

the y-axis
as shown in the diagram

is in the
A. positive z direction
B. negative z direction
C. positive y direction
D. negative y direction

y



A rectangular coil of area A is initially located in the vertical

plane'i.e. y-z plane and a uniform megnetic field B = Boj exists

throughout the region. If the loop is brought from its initial
position to the honizontal position i.e. x-z plane in a time
interval Lt, the magnitude of the average emf c induced in the

coil is

A. ABoAt

. B.
AB0

rt

C. 0

D. Bo

Atit

T.O. 115 CR

If the south pole of the magnet in the diagram below is moving
toward the loop, the current in the loop is

A. increasing in the counter clockwise direction

B.

C.

D.

T.O. 116

A closed conducting loop as shown in the diagram is being

moved to the right at a constant speed v. If the loop has

a total resistance R, then the current i in the loop is

A. B 2 v/R, counter clockwise

B. B £ vR, clockwise

C. B / v/R, clockwise

D. B Q v, counter clockwise.

in the clOckwise direction

unchanged

in the counter clockwise direction

Clockwise

(5

CR



T.O. 117
RR

The defining equation for an inductance L of a coil in terms of
induced emf e and a time-varying current i is

A. L = -e di

dt

B. L = -e/di/dt

-
di

dt
C.

D. -L = E di
dt

T.O. 118

The inductance L of a long solenoid having n turns per unit
length, length .2, and cross-sectional area A is proportional to

A. n2

B.

C. 1/n

D. 1/n2

CR
T.O. 119

An emf is applied to a coil with a self inductance L and a

resistance R causing the current to increase. The power

delivered by the emf to the coil is

A. i2R 4- Li
di
dt

B. i2R

C. i2R - Li 41=
dt



T.O. 120 CR

The magnetic energy per unit volume stored in the magnetic
field in a long solenoid of length Z and cross section A
is equal to

A.
I
uos`n

B. coin

1
C. 7:2112

2 110

I ,
D.

T.O. 121
CR

A resistor of resistance R and a capacitor of capacitance C
are connected in series with a seat of emf e. The potential
drop across the capacitor at the time t after the connection
is made is

A.

B.

C.

e(1 - e-t/RC)

e e-t/RC

e(e-t/RC - 1)

D. 0

T.O. 122

In a circuit consisting of a capacitance, C, a resistance, R,
and a seat of emf, e, the capacitative time constant of the

circuit is given by

RR

A. R/C

B. RC.

C. e/R

D. Ce



T.O. 123

The seat of enf e is removed from an RC circuit with fully
charged capacitor C. The amount of charge remaining on the
plates of the capacitor after a duration RC will be

A. zero.

B. .63 of equilibrium charge.

C. .50-Of equilibrium charge

D. .37 of equilibrium charge

CU

T.O. 124
RR

In a circuit consisting of an inductance, L, a resistance, R,and a seat of emf,f , the inductive time constant is given by:

A. RL

B. e

R

C. L/R

D.
R

T.O. 125 RR

A resistor of Lesistance R and a inductor of inductance
L are connected in series with a source of emf c. After
the equilibrium is reached the source of emf is removed.
The current in the circuit at the time R/L after the source
of emf is removed is

A. 0

B. .37

C. .50

D. .63



T.O. 126
CR

In the current-decaying equation for an RL circuit, the percentage
of the initial current after a period of one time constant from
the time when the applied emf is removed is

A. Zero

B. 37%

C. 50%

D. 63%



x.
T.O. 49

Two charge'
force be
on qi

statement,

experience an attractive
C2

experience
q =, 2q, The force
it on q2 s ;2 4

Which
.,erect?

4. 4.

A. Fl = F2

B. IF/I
,

I F2I

C.
1111

< 11j

D. -PI ' -. P2

T.O. 50

A glass rod rubbed with silk and a rubbed with fur are
designated

A. both positive

B. both negative

C. negative and positive respectively

D. positive and negative respectively

CU

RR

T.O. 51
CU

When a glass rod is rubbed with silk a certain quantity of
positive charge appears on the glass rod. The total quantity
of charge on the glass rod and the silk cloth

A. becomes more negative

B. bacomes more positive

C. remains unchanged

D. none of the above



T.O. 52

A particle of mass m and charge q is placed in an electric

field = E J. Neglecting gravitational effect, the acceleration
of the particle is

CR

A. sE
m

B. mqE j

C. m
qE

D.

qm

T.O. 53

Two identical point charges q are placed at (0, 0) and (a,0) in
a given x-y coordinate system. The electric field t at 2a,0)
due to the two charges is

A. 0

B.

It7Te oaZ

C. qi

47t0a2

D. qi

27e0a2

T.O. 54

Two uncharged pith balls P and Q are touched by anegatively charged glass rod and a positively chargedrubber rod respectively. If the pith balls were notin contact before being touched ty the respective rods,what happens immediatelj afterwards?

A. The pith balls move away from each other

B. The pith balls are not effected by the presenceof the rod.

C. The pith balls move toward each other

D. The pith balls oscillate about their originalpositions.



T. O. 55 RR

A portion of an electric field line diagram has been
erased. Of the four choices given below, which is most
Likely responsible for the illustrated field?

T.O. 56

A. a positive and a negative
charge

B. two positive charges

C. two negative charges

D. a positive charge

A dipole of dipole moment P =r 2qa i,sis placed
in a uniform electric field E = E

o The magnitude
..of the force acting on the dipole is

A. qa Eo

B. 2qa E
o

C.

T.O. 60

1/2

CR

RR
A nonconducting infinite sheet of charge has surfacecharge density a (charge per unit area). Themagnitude of electric field E at a distance rin front of tke infinite plane

A. a
4reor2

B. a

2reor

C. a

2re
o

D. a

2e
o



T.O. bl
CU

A uniform electric field E = E0 j exists between
two charged plates of lemgth 2. as shown below. A
particle of mass m and charge q enters the region of
electric field at the origin with velocity V = v, i.The x-component of the velocity vx of the particle
as it leaves the field region is

A. vo

B. qE02,

m vo

q Eo 2,2
m vo

D. 0

T.O. _62

y

Two parallel plates of length X are separated by a
distance d. A uniform electric field E=E0 j exists
between the plates. If a charge q is moved from a
point A to a point B and finally to a point C, the
total work done is

A. q Eo d
I

B. q

C. 0

D. q Eold ip

1.0. 63

C!
E=E0)

A particle
an elec cofield

f charge q is moved from x x1 to x = x2 intri

E(x) 1
x2

The work done is

C. 0

D.

CR



T.O. 64
RR

In calculating electric flux through a surface due to
an electric field one needs to know the direction of
the surface area vector. The direction of the surface
area vector is difined as:

A. the direction of a line tangent to the surface
at the point in question

B. the "average" direction of the lines emanating
from the surface

C. the direction of a vector perpendicular to a
surface

D. a surface cannot have a direction

T.O. 65 CR

A surface of area S 4s coincident with y-z plane. If a uni-
form electric field E = Eoi-* Elk exists throughout the space
in consideration, the electric flux-through the surface is

A. SE0

B. FEli

C. S(Eo + El)

D. SE0i + SElfc

EE

CU
4. cube qf side a is placed in art uniform electric fieldE = Eo CI + j) as shown:An the diagram. The total electric fluxthrough the cubical surface is



T.O. 67
RR

The relationship between electric flux through a closed surface
Itdg. and the net charge q enclosed within the surface is given

by

A.

f.4.

E.dS = ciso

B. tcig =
e,

D. E
_a__

.dS
47re

o

T.O. 68
CR

Two concentric spherical conductors of radii a and b (b > a)
carry charges q and -q .The magnitude of electric
field for r > b is

A.
4Treor2

B . _ ]L\
4Trea2 b2/

C. zero

D.
47r a2

T.O. 69
PS

A spherical nonconductor of z=sd.us 2.0 meters carries a charge qwhich is uniformly
distributed-throughout its volume. The magni-

tude of electric field at pants 4.0 meters from the center of
the sphere is E =

1
-----nt/conE_ The charge q is
47r

Eo

A. 12 coul
B. 4 coul
C. 16 coul
D. 2 coul



T.O. 71 CR

Two parallel plates A and B of length k are separated by distance

d and are maintained at electric potentials VA and VB respectively

If a charge q is moved from points P to Q to R to S to P, the

total work done is

A. 2qd(VB VA)

B. 2q(d +t) (VB - VA)

C. zero

D. 2qt(VB - VA)

M. 72

Ps ":rr f0

A 'point charge which, produces the potential V
-..

tame r from` it ies the charge of

A.

B.

C .

D.
lanteo

RR

4TE
4

r
at a dis-

T.O. 73 CR

Twalidentical charges each:of magnitude1 are separated by a

distance 2a. The ,electric-potential at-the midpoint of the line

joining the two charges is

A. 0

B.

C.

D.

2q

4Treoa2

2q

irreoa

&Lee



CR
1.V. /4

A spherical nonconductor of radius R carries a charge q which is
uniformly distributed throughout its volume. The electric poten-tial at point r > R is

A. 0

B.

C.

D.

4neo \R2

4reor2

S__
4neor

CR
T.O. 75

The electric potential a point due to certain charge distribution
1 ...S_

The magnitude of y-component of electric field
is V

4irzo -x2

E is

A.

B.

C.

I
2

s_
mmo x3

1 q

41E0 x

1
4weo x2

D. zero

T.O. 76

CRTwo charges q and 3q are placed a distance a apart. The electric
potential energy of the system is

A.

B.

C.

D.

47re
o
a

4q2
4nElja

4rcia



T.O. 77 RR

Two charged conductors are separated by distance d. The
charges on the conductors are +q and -q. The porontial
difference between the conductrs is V. The cap., anCe
C of the system is

A. Vic;

B. qV

C. q/V

L. 1/qV

T.O. 78 RR

Two charged parallel plate conductors, each of area A are separated
by a distance d. If the charges on the plates are q and -q, the
capacitance C of the system is proportional to

A.

B.

C.

D.

A
d

d

A

A2

d
d2

A

T.O. 80
RR

Three capacitors of capacitance CI, C2 and C3 are connected in
parallel. The equivalent capacitance Clihich could replace the
combination of C C

21 and C
3

is

ciP2c3
GI-4- C2 + C3

C
1

G2C
3

cicz-f C2C3 + C3C1

A.

B.

C.

Cl .4.-Z
2
+ C

3

3

IL crt + c2 + C3



I.U. 61
CR

IA required W to ca. a capac tor 6 capacitence C to
.3d,:ce a final charge c L,aitude Q on each plate is

A.
2

CQ2

B.
2

C2Q

C.

D. 1
c2

2 Q

T.O. 82

Two capacitors having capacitances C1 and,C.,:xce connected in
series across a source of emf c. After the cagacitors are
charged, the charges on capacitors C1 and.C2 are

A. cCI and cC2 respectively

B. both c(C1 + C2)

C. c/C1 and c/C2 respectively

C C
D. both 1 2

Cl C
2

T.O. 83

CR

CR

A vacuum capacitor of capacitance C is conmemmi-to a battery of

voltage V. After the capacitor is Chargeddirt ds.disconnected
from the battery and immersed in a liquidadi egtric constant

K. The expression for the potential difEenamcewith the dielectric

V
d

is

V
A. Vd =

K

B. Va = VK

E0
C. Vd = v

K

D. Vd = V



T.O. 84

No current is flowing in an isolated conductor. This is so be-

cause:

A. the electrons are motionless until a potential
difference sets them in motion

B. the electrons are motionless unitl acted upon

by a magnetic field

C. the constant random motion of the electrons is
such that the net directed motion in any direc-
tion is zero without a source of potential dif-

ference

D. although electrons are in constant motion pro-
ducing a continuous current, the current has
no energy without a source of potential differ-

T.O. 85 RR

Resistivity, p , of a conducting material is expressed in units
of ohm-meter. If is the length of a conductor whose cross-
sectional area is A, which one of the following expressions
correctly relates resistance,R, to resistivity?

A. R=

B. R = p-te,

C. R = Pi

D. R = p A

T.O. 86

In a non-linear circuit, the equation R,= V/i is:

A.

B.

C.

D.

always true by definition
never true

true for a unique voltage
true for a unique current

fI



T.O. 87

A seat of emf is a term used to describe:

A. a place in a circuit where emf's congregate.

B. an area of low emf density in a circuit.

C. a low electrical potential in a circuit.

D. any source of emf.

RR

T.O. 88

In a circuit where the resistance of the elements is

independent of the current, the heat developed

A. is directly proportional to current.

B. is proportional to current squared.

C. is inversely proportional to current.

D. is independent of the current.

CR

T.O. 89

Which of the following expresses the rate of heat loss from a

circuit of known resistance R and voltage V?

A. VR

B. V/R

C. V
2
/R

D. V
2
R



T.O. 90

In a closed single loop circuit, where r is the internal

resistance of the source, R is the circuit resistance,

i is :urrent and E is the emf of the, source, which is an

appropriate loop equation?

A. -E + it = 0

B. + ir + iR = 0

C. E ^ ir - iR = 0

D. E it - iR = 0

T.O. 91

In a parallel circuit with one of emf:

A. the voltage divides amongst the branch loops

while the current is the same in all loops.

B. the current divides amongst the branch loops

while the voltage drop across the loops is the

same.

C. both the current and voltage divide in

proportion to the resistance of the loops.

D. both the current and voltage divide in inverse

proportion to .the resistance of the loop3.

T.O. 92

Kirchoff's second rule of electric networks states that
the sum of all changes of potential in a circuit must
be zero. This rule is implied by the conservation of

A. momentum

B. voltage

C. charge

D. energy

RR



T.O. 93

The current
through resistances

r1, r2, and r
3
are

respectively, ii, i2, 1:3.
Which is the correct expression

for the voltage changes
around the circuit?

A.
A

B.

C.

D.

T.O. 94

e + ilrl + ti1r2 ilr3 = 0

e + iiri + i2r2 = 0

ilrl ilr2 ilr3 = 0

E i1r1 i2r2= 0

CU

The resistance of the ammeter should be compared to

other resistance in the circuit.

A. large

B. small

C. about the same

D. much larger

T.O. 95

A voltmeter is a galvanometer with high resistance

A. in series with the meter and the combination

(resistance-meter) is connected in series in

the circuit.

B. in parallel with the meter and the combination

(resistance-meter) is connected in series in

the circuit.

C. in series with the meter and the combination

(resistance-meter) is connected in parallel to

the circuit branch.

D. in parallel with the meter and the combination

(resistance-meter) is connected in parallel to

the circuit branch.



T.O. 96

The Wheatstone bridge accurately determines
an unknown resistance by:

the value of

A. balancing its effect with that of a known
resistance.

B. measuring the current through the resistance
at a known voltage.

C. by elimination of the unknown and substitutionof a known resistance in the circuit.

D. by bridging across the unknown resistance and
measuring the results of its elimination from
the circuit.

RRT.O. 97

In the absence of gravitational and electric fields, if a particle
of charge q and mass m is projected with a velocity andand observed
no change in the particle's velocity, then we can say that

A. if there is a magnetic field it must be uniform

B. if there is a magnetic field it must be parallel to v

C. if there is a magnetic field, it must be directed
perpendicular to v

D. if there is a magnetic field, it must be directed
450 to 4

T.O. 98

A proton (charge e and mass
found to experience a force
presence of manic Field.
does not deptpy,,

A.

B. Fo

C. mp

D. Vo

CU

m) moving with a velocity = Voi is

IP= Fo3 at a point due only to the
The magnitude of the magnetic field B



. T.O. 99
CR

A uniform magnetic field of magnitude B makes an angle of 30° with
a plane surface of area A. The magnetic flux ¢B through the sur-
face is

A. zero

B. BA

C. BA cos30°

D. BA cos60°

T.O. 100
RR

A charge q enters a magnetic field of magnitude B with speed v atan angle 0. The magnitude of the magnetic force on the charge is

A. zero

B. qvB

C. qvBcose

D. qvBsine

,T.O. 101
RR

In general, the angle of inclination of dip measures the
angle between the Earth's magnetic field and

A. true north

B. true south

C e horizui,Lcal

D. the vertical



CU
,:. la,vming wire of length 2 which carries a current i is brought

gniform magnetic field. The angle between the current andtt guetic field is 30°. The magnitude cf the. magnetic force on?_ is

cos30°

zero

i/B sin30°

CRT.U.

Ara :ular loop of wire of sides a and b carrying.o.a current i
lies he x-y plane. If a uniform magnetic field B = Bok exists
than -zrat the region, the magnitude of the torque acting on the
loci

iab Bo

0

iBo(a + b)

Bo ab

T.O. 104
RR

When a current i passes through a galvanometer, the torque on thecoil is proportional to

A. i

B. i2

C. 1/i

b. 1/i2



T.O. 105
RR

In a. simple DC motor a cof1 of n turns, area A carries a
c

ti
currenti. The oil is placed in a uniform magnetic field B. Ube

taneous torque on the coil is given by

A. T = ni(1)

PP . 3 = nia x

4- 4-

A-B
.

n2

+ x
D. T = ni

T.O. 106 CR

A proton is positively charged = 'gel) and mic, = 1836 me. A
proton and an electron are released with its velocity in the plane
of the paper, there being a uniform magnetic field directed per-
pendicularly into the plane of the paper. If the proton and the
electron are released with equal kinetic energies, the electron's

urbit is

A. larger than the proton's orbit

B. smaller than the proton's orbit

C. the same size as the proton's orbit

D. independent of its kinetic energy

T.O. 107
E1.11

An infinitely long straight conductor carrying a current
i coincides with the x-axis. The direction of the cur-
rent is from +co to The direction of the magnetic
field at a point (o, a, o) is in the

A. positive z-erection

B. negaL.Lve z-P1:rection

C. post ie x-dir,action

D. megatl x-dirutctiami.
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-7wc, LTfinitel: long thir_ condI. :ors
an.t. R2 (R2 > El) carry- currents : and

a me lirection. The maz, _de nf the
Rio t distant d > R2 fs.

0

uoi

2rt

U
o

7d

uoi
47t

:09

conduc-=ing cylindri
R1 and :radium P,2 carries

f==C:- distril=tet. Ter i-zs cross sec:

xff-z-r..e magnetic B a-r, a :point r

of the wire is

u
o
I

27r

R. 0

u I
o

21- R2C.

D.

T.311. 110

U 0 rI 2

R22is

of

Mas::. -tic

shell of one_
current I u=±
m. The magmlftio
7:1 from the cen

Two parallel. cnrment-carrytng_ conductors are placed aice d apart- The condunirors. carry the currents
21 zone 12 in opposite directions. The force on
Victor 2 due ors conductor .1 is

proportiandl to d

proportiona to lid

C. proportional to A.2

proporrlamaaTV-

CR



f

T.C. 111

In mks system of units c curzent is measured in

A. volts

B. coloumbs

C. ohms

D. amperes

T.O. 112

RR

An ideal solenoid of and radius R has n turns
per unit length and is :I717-;ing current i. The magnetic
field inside the solenc proportional to

A. n only

B. m2

C. both i and n

D. i only

T.O. 113

The magnitude of the magne :Hal & 1 due to a current-
carrying dt at a point distant T. ME the y-axis as shown
in the diagram

A.

B.

C.

Poi ci2

4ff r3

Poi d9
4w r2

Poi d2.

411. r

Poi
D. dtr

RR



( N s4)

T.O.
PS

A zeculat nail of area A is L ly located in t::]
y-z plane :,:liform magnetic

field = exists throughout t]i; re.4oa. If the
loop i rough= f°:',ot its initial pz to the hori.70=a1

plane in a riy1 !It, the
signitwie of tml, :iverage emf frITfuczerL-1 the coil is

ao
A.

At

B 17^

C. A=

D. ABcAt

T.O. 115 ct:

If both thelniagast and the lamp f.71. -he difagram below is
moving tawardLrdght with the :same valocitles, the induced
current in r loop is

A. zero
B. de,reasing in the clock ise direction
C. increasing in the countex clockwise direction
D. decreasing in the COMMEX clockwise direction

T.O. 115

As in the diagram below, the mode wii is .moved to the
right., caustn. an induced current ag stamp- The chf=er-ti
ofiinrgthoniS

into t&eplane of the paper
B. out of ititie plane Of the paper

to theltight
D. to thelIeft

CR



T.O. 1:7

The app-LiL pewe= required. to =a-use a rate of current rise
in a coil 'f self-inductaace L is

A. i 4-
s

C.

T.O. 118

RF

CR

The inductance L of a long sc,lemoid of length t, cross-sect 2:0.nel

area A and lying N turns is

A.

119 CR

Mom am me is applied to a cail with a self inductance L and a
Tmmilatamme . causing the current to increase. The power
deil-reret by the emf is partly- .s.Lured in the magnetic field as
the,-AmagmetIr energy. The ratie_at which the magnetic energy is be-
ing staner:Ja

A.
et

eg
S°

diC. Li ---

di
dt



1.

RRAn indurat=
with inductance L. and orLqinally carring a steady-

state
i is allcwed tc discharge

through a certain
mechanism.

What is the total allergy lost?
A. 'i2

B.

T.O. 1-1.
CR.

A. resistor of resistance R and a capacitor of capacitance Care cormrpd in series with a seat of emf e. The potential
drop across the resistor at the time t after the connection
.s made Is

- e-tiRCI)

Z. e-t/RC

C. e(e-t/RC - 1)

B. 0

T.40.. .122

CRIn a circutt
consisting of a capacirmr, C4 a resistance, R, anda seat of emf,
,EL, the amount of charge -a=cumulated on the platesof the capacitor after a duration RC ham elapsed will, be

I1O f -taa equilibrium
tharte

B. 1534 of tke. elnilibrium ciumnige

C. 50%nif dime-equilibrium charge

D. 37% of the equilibrium charge



T.O. 123 RR

A capacitor charred to a potential e begins to discharge throu:
a resistor R in a circuit -without a seat of emf. The initial
current will be

A. zero..

B. .37 E

R

C. .63 C

R
D.

R

T.O. 124

A circuit has inductance L, resistance R, and emf e .

When one time constant has elapsed .after the circuit is
closed, the current in the circuit is

A.
R.

-63
a

C. E
R

11. -37 !
a

T.O. 125 RR

RR

A resistor of resistance Zemd a inductor of inductance L
are connected ±n sers -wit% a source of emf E . After the

equilibrium is reached the source of emf is removed. The

current in doe circuit et the time 100 R/L after the source
of emf Es removed approaches

D. .63
R.



T.O. 126

RR
In an RL circuit consisting of inductance L and aresistance R, current is alloyed

to decay after it hasreached the maximum value e/R. The decay current inthe RL circuit after time t is

A. i = _ e-R/Lt)

B. _ e-t/RL)
R t

C. i= e-R/Lt
R

D. 2 = e-t/RL



OM CRofq

T.O. 49
CU

Two charges A and B experience an attractive force between
them. If the charge of A is doubled then,

A. only B experiences an increased pull

B. only A experiences an increased pull

C. both A and B experiences an increased pull

D. neither experience an increase since only
one charge was changed.

T.O. 50

The charge developed on an insulated glass rod rubbed witha silk cloth is designated

A. positive

B. negative

C. neutral

D. none of the above

T.O. 51

The principle of conservation of charge can be stated as

A. charges always appear in pairs

B. like charges repel; unlike attract

C. the quantity of work done on a charge by an
externally generated field is constant

D. the quantity of charge in a closed system doesnot change

CU



T.O. 52
:".

A particle of mass m and charge q is placed in an
electric field and gravitational field of the
earth. For the particle to be in equilibrium
(dynamical), the magnitude of electric field is

A. mgq

B. u

C. q

mg

D. mg
4n foq

T.O. 53 PS

Two point charges 4q and -q are placed at (0,0)
and (a,o) respectively in a given x-y coordinate

system. The electric field E at (2a,o) due to the
two charges is

A. 2q i
2Ire a

1TE o
a2

C. 0

D. m214
ire a

T.O. 54 RR

Two uncharged pith balls are touched by a negatively
charged glass rod. If the pith balls were in contact
before being touched by the glass rod what happens
immediately afterwards?

A. The pith balls remain in contact

B. The pith balls move away from each other

C. The pith balls attract each other

D. The pith balls are not effected by the
presence of the glass rod



T.O. 55 RR

Refer to the electric field lines drawn below. What
observation can be made about the nature of charges on
the plates A and B? A

B
A. A is positively charged, B is negatively charged

B. Both A and B are positively charged

C. A is negatively charged, B is positively charged

D. Both A and B are negatively charged

56 RR

Two charges q and -q constitute a dipole and is placed
on the x-axis as shown below. The direction of the dipole
moment is
y

S

q -q

A. along the positive x-axis

B. along the negative x-axis

C. along the positive y-axis

x
D. along the negative y-axis

T.0.60 RR

A nonconducting infinite sheet coincident with y-z plane has sur-
face charge density a (charge per unit area). The electric
field t at a point (x, o, o) in front of the plane is.

a
A.

47rioa2

B.

C.

a

2e0

-a

2E0

-a i
D.

27ro



T.O. 61

A uniform electric field -E-= E03 exists between twocharged parallel plates of length . as shown below.
A particle of mass m and charge q enters the
region of,the electric field at the origin with avelocity v = V, i. The Ycomponent of the
velocity V, of the particle as it leaves the
field region is

A. V
o

B. 1 E, t
m Vo 4 A

V=1/01W
C. q E0 £2

m Vo

D. 0

T.O. 62

,4/000.2.AVAWOJ'AGIGIAJOUFAVONII40SRAV

MEM
MEMOtrAft.twAft

CR

Two parallel plates of length are segaratedAby
distance d. A uniform electric field E = E j existsbetween the plates. If a charge q is moved'' from
point A to point B, the work done is

A. qEod

B. gEok

C. Zero

D. q Eotd



T.O. 63

A particle of charge .q is moved from

able electric field (x). The work

A. fx2 E dx
J x

1

B. clja2 -4.
+

Edx
xi

C.
iX

2
E dx

J x 1

D. _qf4 2 IdI

T.O. 64

Electric flux is a measure of

x = xi ls o x
done W

x2 in a vari-

A. the field strength of a field at a unit dist-
ance from the surface

B. the number of ele.ctrons passing through aclosed surface that surrounds a charge

C. the number of lines of force that cut throughany hypothetical surface

D. the magnitude of the electrical
force that isexerted on a unit charge placed in an electricfield

T.O. .65

RR

CR

A surface of area S is coincident with y-z plane.If a uniform
electric field = E i existsthroughout the space in consideration,

the electricflux through the surface is

A. S

E

B. 0

C. SE
o

i

D. SE



A cube of side a is placed in a uniform electric field = Eoj
as shown in the diagram. The total electric flux through the
cubical surface is

A. a3E

B. 2 a2E0

C. aEo

D. 0

y

T.O. 67

In the equation for Gauss's law, the q term indicates

A. the given charges enclosed by the Gaussian

surface

B. the net charge enclosed by the Gaussian

surface

C. the net charge enclosed by the Gaussian
surface and any other charges in proximity

to the Gaussian surface

D. the absolute value of the net charge en-

closed by the Gaussian surface

T.O. 68

LU

RR

A spherical conductor of radius R carries charge q. The magni-

tude of the electric field for points r > R is.

A. zero

B.

C.

D.

q
47reor2

q

traco kR2 r2)

47reoR2



T.O. 69

A spherical conductor
nitude of the electric

E = 1

471-E0
nt/coul. The

A. 9 coul

B. 3 coul

C. 9 x 109 coul

D. 4 coul

T.O. 71

PS
of radius 2 m carries charge q. The mag-fielA E for points r = 3 m is found to becharge q is

Two parallel plates A and B of length 9. are separated by a dis-
tance d and are maintained at electric potentials VA and VB

respectively. If a charge q is moved from a point P to a point
Q, the work done is

A.

B.

C.

D.

q2(VB - VA)

q(VB - VA)

qd(VB - VA)

a (V
B

- V
A
)

d

T.O. 72

The value of an isolated positive point charge which produces

potential V = 1 _3.q.- at a distance r from it is
irrso r

A. 3q

B.

C.

3q

4Treo

r

D
,Treor



I .1
CR

71o, equal charges q are placed at two corners of equilateral
7 angle of side a. The electric potential at the third corner
rf-- the triangle is

A. zein

B.

C.

D.

1]i. 74

1 2q

4Tre
o

a2

1

471-e0 a

1 41
4ffe0 a

CR

&.5914heric al. conductor of radius R carries charge q. The elec-
tric potemtErI for points r > R is

A.

B.

C.

4-wcar

4TrabR

D. q
4re

T.O. 75
CR

The electric potential at a point due to certain charge distri-

bution is V =
ie0 The magnitude of the y-component of the

electric field E is

A.

B.

qx2
871-e0

q
4ffe0

C. 0

D. a--
4714E0x



T.O. 76 CR

Two charges q and -3 q are ?lamed a (1-=i,ctance a apart. The electric
potential energy of the system is

A.

B.

C.

3q2

4rfoa

3q2

471-E0a2

3q2

4TrEoa

D. zero

T.O. 77 RR

Two charged conductors mere wed by a distance d. The

charges on the conductor are-camd -q. If the capacitance

of the system is C, the Tmotentil difference between the
conductors is

A.

B.

C.

D.

T.O. 78

C

9.

C

C
2

a
C

RR

Two charged parallel plate conductors, each of area A are separated
by a distance d. If the charges an the-plates are q and -q, the
capacitance C of the system is

A.

B.

C.

D.

A

A
47rf

o
d

EoAd
f
o
d

A



T.O. 80

Three capacitors of capacitance 2 micro farad, 3 micro farac
and 4 micro farad are connected in series. The equivalent
capacitance which could relace the combination

A. is 9 micro faxz,e.

B. is greater thum -9 micro farad

C. is less than 2 micro farad

D. L9 2 micro farad

Z-0. 81

The worktmwEred W to charge a capacitor of capacitance C
to produce aLanal charge of mayi4-ude Q is

C. cqdq
A.

B. dq
c D. cedg

0

T.O. 82

How much charge is stored on each plate of a parallel
plate capacitor with capacitance C at potential V?

A. CV.

2

B. CV

C. C/V

D. V/C



T.O. 83

A vacuum capacitor of capacitance C is immersed in a liquid of
dielectric constant K. The capacitance of the capacitor with :.hedielectric Cd is

A. greater than C

B. less than C

C. equal to C

D. 0

84

:Since a current flows in a conductor only when a potential dif-
fereace is maintained across it, this must mean that:

A. the current exists in the source not in the
camdmator

B. the electrons which comprise the current are
added to the circuit by the source

C. the positions which comprise.the current are
added to the curcult by the source

D. the electrons which comprise the current exist
it the conductor but require a difference of
:potential to cause amet electron flow in one
direction

RR
T.O. 85

The resistiviity, P, of a conducting material is expressed_.in
which of the following units?

A. ohm

B. ohm/meter

C. ohm-meter

D. meter/ohm



T.O. 86

In circuits where Ohm's law may be applied, the resistance is
said to be:

linear

3. non-linear

C. homogeneous

D. non-homogeneous

T.O. 87

The function of a source of emf in a circuit is
A. to introduce electrons into the circuit.
B. to collect electrons from the circuit.
C. to dampen the flow of current through resistors.
D. to maintain a potential

difTerence between twopoints.

1

;.

T.O. 88

The heat developed in a linear resistor is

A. independent of the resistance

Z. inversely proportional to the resistance

C. proportional to resistance squared

D. directly proportional to the resistance



T.O. 89

A circuit resisr=m-P,
R, heats at the rate dU/dt. Whichequation expresses

the current, i, through the resistance?

A. = R
dt

i.1 dU
R dt

C. i =FTE
dt

D. i =;7:7
dt

T.O. 90

In a closed single loo p circuit, wire r is rhazhmternal
resistance of the sarmmmL, R is the =ffiotrult resismEnce,i is current and e is the emf. of thesaaurce,

whinh.is anappropriate: loop equation?

A. -e + ir = O

B. E ir + iR =

C. e - ir - iR = 0

D. e + ir - iR = 0

CR

RR

T.O. 91

Adding resistances in parallel to a single seat of emf will:

A. decrease the total current in the circuit.

B. increase the total current in the circuit.

C. decrease the voltage drops across the resistances.

D. increase the voltage drops across the resistances.



T.O. 92

The algebraic sum of all currents at a branch point must
equal zero. This is

A. - Ohm's Law

B. Lenz's Law

C. Kirchoff's first rule of electric networks

D. Grauss's Law

T.O. 93
C.

Which equation correctly describes the potential charges around
the circuit shown?

A. s V1 V2 V3 = 0

B. + V1 - V2 - V3 = 0

C. -E + 1 - V
2 + V

3
= 0

D. + V1 + V2 + V3 - 0

T.O. 94

An ammeter is actually a galvanometer
with a relatively:

A. high shunt resistance in parallel with thegalvanometer.

B. low shunt resistance in parallel with thegalvanometer.

C. high shunt resistance in series with thegalvanometer.

D.

9

low shunt resistance in series with thegalvanometer.



T.O. 95

The voltmeter is actually a galvanometer with a relativolyi

A. high resistance in series with the galvanometer.

B. high resistance in parallel with the galvanometer.

C. low resistance in series with the galvanometer.

D. low resistance in parallel with the galvanometer.

T.O. 96

The Wheatstone bridge is a device used for determining

A. that a circuit is closed.

B. faulty circuit components.

C. the value of unknown resistances.

D. the value of unknown potentials.

T.O. 9i

CU

RR
The lines of magnetic induction are drawn so that thenumber of lines per unit cross-sectional

area is:
A. Proportional to square of the magnitude of themagnetic field B.

B. Inversely proportional
to square of theMagnitude of the magnetic field B.

C. Proportional to the magnitude
of the magneticfield B.

D. Inversely proportional to the magnitude of themagnetic field B.



T.O. 98

A proton (charge e and mass, mpa moving with a velocity V = Voi
is found to experience a force F = Foj at a point due only to
the presence of magnetic field of magnitude

A. B = eF0 Vo mp

Fo
B. B = Voe mp

Fo
C. = v Be c;

F0
D.

B = eV

T.O. 99

CR

CR

A closed hemispherical surface of radius R is placed in a uniform
magnetic field of magnitude B. The magnetic flux through the
surface is

A. irR2B

B. zero

C. 2irR2B

D. 4irR2B

T.O. 100
RR

A charge q enters a magnitic field of magnitude B with speed

v in perpendicular direction. The magnitude of magnetic

force on charge q is

A. zero

B. qvB

C. qv/B

D. g_B_



1.U. LUL
RR

The vertical component of the Earth's magnetic field is,
generally directed

A. downward in the northern hemisphere and
upward in the southern hemisphere

B. upward in the northern hemisphere and
downward in the southern hemisphere

C. downward in both hemispheres

D. upward in both hemispheres

T.O. 102 CU

A conducting wire of length 2 which carries a current i in the posi-
4

tive x-direction is brought into a uniform magnetic field BID Bi.
The magnitude of the magnetic force on the wire is

A. ZB

B. iB

C. zero

D. £9,13

T.O. 103

A rectangular loop of wire
lies in the x-y plane. If

throughout the region, the
loop is

A. iab B
o

B. 0

C. iBo(a + b)

D. 27:130(a + b)

CR

of sides a and b carrying4a current i
a uniform magnetic field B = Boi exists
magnitude of the torque acting on the



T.O. 104 RR

'A galvanometer is a

A. voltage measuring device

B. current measuring device

C. charge measuring device

D. heat measuring device

T.O. 105

The magnitude of the magnetic moment u of a small circular coil
of radius r carrying current i is

A. Lur2i

B. Trr2i

C.
Trr

2

D. 471.r2

T.O. 106

A proton is positively charged (q = !gel) and mp = 1836 me.
proton and an electron are released in the plane of the paper
the positive xdirection, there being a uniform magnetic field
directed perpendicularly into the plane of the paper. Which of
the following statements correctly describes the motion of the
particles.

A. the electron rotates counterclockwise, the proton clockwis
in the plane of the paper

B. both rotate clockwise in the plane of the paper

C. both rotate counterclockwise in the plane of the paper

D. the electron rotates clockwise, the proton counterclockwis
in the plane of the paper



T.O. 107
RR

An infinitely long straight conductor carries a currenti. The direction of the magnetic field at a point dis-tant a from the conductor is

A. parallel to the wire and in the direction of thecurrent

B. parallel to the wire and directed opposite to thecurrent

C. normal to the conductor and directed inwards
D. tangent to a circle of radius a in a plane per-pendicular to the wire

T.O. 108
CR

An infinitely long straight conductor carries a currenti. The magnitude of the magnetic field at a point dis-tant d from the conductor is

A. independent of d

B. proportional to d

C. proportional to 1

d

D. proportional to 1
T2

T.O. 109

PS
An infinitely long cylindrical wire of radius R carries a currentI uniformly distributed over its cross section. The magnitude ofthe magnetic field B at a point inside the wire distant r < Rfrom the center of the wire is

Vox
A. 2irr

B.
Poi r2
27rr R2

Po/ r
C.

27 R2

poI
D. 2R2nr



T.O. 110 CR

Two current-carrying conductors are placed at distance d
parallel to one another. The conductors carry the
currents it and i2 in same directions. The force on
conductor 1 due to conductor 2 is

A. proportional to i2 only

B. proportional to it only

C. proportional to both it and i2

D. independent of it and i2

T.O. 111 RR

In mks system of units electric current is measured in

A. volts

B. coloumbs

C. ohms

D. amperes

T.O. 112 RR

An ideal solenoid of length k and radius R has n turns
per unit length and is carrying current i. The magnetic
field inside the solenoid is proportional to

A. n only

B. n 2

C. both i and

D. i only



SO

T.O. 113 RR

A circular loop of radius R carries a current i as shown in

the diagram. The direction of the magnetic field due to the
loop at the center of the loop is

A.

B.

C.

D.

T.O. 114

in the positive x-direction

in the positive y-direction
out of the plane of paper
into the plane of paper

A rectangular coil of area A is initially located in thevertical plane, i.e., y-z plane and a uniform magneticfield = Boi exists throughout
the region. If the loopis brought from its initial position to the horizontal

position, i.e., x-z plane in a time interval At, themagnitude of the average emf induced in the coil is

A. ABoAt

B. A B

At

C. 0

D.

T.O. 115

Bo

A At

CR

PS

If the north pole of the magnet in the diagram below is moving
toward the loop, the current in the loop is

A. in the counter clockwise direction

B. increasing in the clockwise direction

- C. unchanged

D. decreasing in the clockwise direction

Clockwise



T.O. 116
CR

A closed conducting loop as shown in the diagram is beingmoved to the right at a constant speed v. If the loop hasa total resistance R, then the current i in the loop is

A. Biv/R, clockwise
io

B. Biv/R, counter clockwise i

C. B v, clockwise

D. B /vR, clunter clockwise

T.O. 117 RR

The relationship between the inductance L of a coil which carriesa current i and flux linkage
INT(;)3. caused by i is

A. L = Nh/i

B. L =

C. Li = NAB

D. L = N+Bi

CR
T.O. 118.

A long cylindrical
solenoid of radius R and length t has

N turns. The inductance L of the solenoid is

A.

B.

C.

D.

1.10TNR2

PoIN2R2
2.

PoITN211.2

z2

Po114112

2,2



T.O. 119 CU

When a emf is applied to a coil with a self inductance L and a
resistance R causing the c'.:rrent to increase. The power delivered
by the emf is partly dissipated by the resistance in amount i2R
and partly stored in the field as

A. Mechanical energy

B. Joule heat

C. Electric energy

D. Magnetic energy

T.O. 120

The magnetic energy per unit volume stored in the magnetic
field in a closed wound solenoid is equal to

A. poB

B.
1

B`

C. poB2

B2
D.

2p

T.O. 121

A resistor of resistance R and
are connected in series with a

on the capacitor at the time t

is

A. CE e-t/RC

B. e-tiRC

C. CE (1. - e -t/n)

D. Ce(e-tille - 1)

a capacitor of capacitance C

seat of emf E. The charge q

after the connection is made



RR
T.O. 122

The instant after a seat of emf 6 is placed into an RC (where
R is resistance and C is capacitance) circuit, the current
flowing in the circuit will be approximately

A.

B.

R

.63

C. .37

D. 0

T.O. 123

R

R

The equation which represents the current i duringdischarge of a capacitor C, charged to a potential c,through a resistance R is:

A. i =

B. i = E (1 e-t/RC)

C. i - c (et /RC)

D. -.1: = _
R

e-RC)

CR

T.0.124

Which of the following equations expresses the current inan EL circuit (a resistance R, inductance L) with asource e?

A. (e-Rt/L)

B. i = (e-t/RL)

C. - e-Rt/L)

D. i =
R

(1 e-t/RL)

CR



t.V.
RR

A resistor of resistance R and a inductor of inductanceL are connected in series with a source of emf e . Afterthe equiiibrium is reached, the source of emf is removed.The current in'the circuit at the instant the source ofemf is removed is

A. 0

B. .37C--

C. .63

D.
C
R

T.O. 126
CR

In an RL circuit, when the current is decaying the potential
difference across the inductor is

A. c

B. -ee-Rt/L

C. e 2 - e -Rt /L

D. e/R e-Rt/L

goodgc?..



CU
T.O. 49

Two charges +q and -q are placed at a distance r apart.If the distance between the charges is doubled, the
magnitude of the force acting on the charge

A. remains uncharged

B. is doubled

C. is halved

D. is one-fourth

T.O. 50

Our basic views of positive and negative charges stem from
A.

rubbing glass and rubber rods

B. the markings on battery terminals

C. eneriments in hydrolysis of water

D.
observations of particle deflection in accelerators

RR

T.O. 51

The modern view of bulk matter in its neutral or normal
state is that

A. it has excess of negative charge
B. it has excess of positive charge
C. it is neutral

D. none of the above

CU



T.O. 52
RR

A posit ye c#arge is plated in an electric
field E = Ei. The force F acting on the charge
is

A. -qE j

B. -qE i

C. gE

D. aE

T.O. 53
PS

Two point charges 1 and -2G, , aced at (0,0) and

(a,0 respective l:' g:!,ve:1 ccordinate system.

The Itltixtric fied (2a,e due to the two

cbarges is

A. -7(1
16we a2

B. 0

C. m5R__i
161TE0a2

D. -3q i
167reoa2

T.O. 54
RR

Two uncharged pith balls are touched by negatively

charged glass rods. If the pith balls were not in

contact before being touched by the rods, what happf;as

immediately afterwards?

A. The pith balls move away from each other.

B. The pith balls are not effected by the presence

of the rod.

C. The pith balls move towards each other.

D. The pith balls oscillate about their original

positions.



T. O. 55 RR

A portion of an electric field line diagram shown has

been erased. Of the four choices given below, which is
most likely responsible for the illustrated field?

A. two positive charges

B.

a single positive charge

two negative charges

D. a single negative charge

V>*/11
I VCCK

T.O. 56 RR

Two charges +q and -q are placed a short distance d apart and
constitute a dipole. The magnitude of dipole moment is

A. id.
2

B. Zero

C. 2 qd

D. qd

T.O. 60

A nonconducting infinite sheet, coincident
plane has surface charge density a (charg
area) and a point charge q is confined at
(a,o,o). The x-componant of the electric
E
x due to the charge sheet and the point c

a point (a,a,o) is

A. a

2e0

[(ko)

2

( o

B.

C. 0

D. a
oat

CR

with y-z
e per unit
a point
field
harge at



T.O. 61

A uniform electric field E=Eoj exists between two
charged parallel plates of length 2. as shown belcw.

A 'particle of mass m and charge q enters the region
if the electric field at the origin with a velocity
v = v i. The y-coordinate of the particle as it
leaves

othe field region is propotional to

I

I2

Z3 -.4 A
V=1/0 i 6-110

T.O. 62

I

Two parallel plates of length t are separated by
distance d. A uniform electric field E=E0 j exists
between the plates. If a charge q is moved from
point A to B to C to D to A, the total work done is

A. 2 (q Ed + q Et)

B. Zero

C. 2 qEd

D. 4 q Ed

D

A B
I

CR

CR
T.O. 63

A particle of charge q is moved from x = xi to x = x2 in a vari-

i
able electric field t = 2-x The work done W is

A. 0

x2 dx.
B. qf

xl

C.

4x2 dx
TcT

xl

xi dx
D. -q1 x2

x
2



RR
A general expression for the electric flux through a surface isgiven by an integral

A.

B.

jr E-dS
surface

SE= E x dS
furface

C. cit . 0

D. OE = ES

T.O. 65

A surface of area S is coincident with y-z plane. If
a uniform electric field t = Eoi exists throughout the
space in consideration, the electric flux through the
surface is

CR

A.

B.

S

Bo

SEoll

C. 0

D. SE
o

CUT.O. 66

A cube of side a is placed in a uniform electric field
= + E2k as shown in the diagram. The total electric flux

through the cubical surface is

A- a2E1 a2E2

B. 0

C. 2 a2E1 + 2 a2E2

D. a2(E12 E22)1/2



RR

The relationship between electric flux through a closed surfaceand the net charge q enclosed within the surface is given by

A. = coqE

B. 0 = 7c177-
n to

C. = eoq

D. (1) = S
e
o

T.O. 68

Two concentric spherical conductors of radii a and b (b > a)
carry charges ql and q2 respectively. The magnitude of the elec-
tric field at a point a < r < b is

L.

CR

(q1 q2)
A.

Lrucor2

ql
B. 4i 0r2

C.
47c0a2

ql q2
D. 47e0(b2 - a2)

T.O. 69

PS
Two concentric

spherical conductors of radii a and b (b > a)carry charges ql and q2 respectively. The magnitude of electricfield for r > b is found to be zero. The relationship betweenql and q2 is

A. qi > q2

B. ql = q2

C. ql = -q2

D. q1 < q2



T.O. 71 CR

Two parallel plates A and B of length 2 are separated by a dis-
tance d and are maintained at electric potentials VA and VB
respectively. If a charge q is moved from a point P to a point
Q, the work done is

A. qZ(VB - VA)

B. qd2.(VB - VA)

C. qd(VB - VA)

D. q(VB - VA)

VB ;z774749757-rri-Tr.7.-f=itmE:=3 g

VA

T.O. 72 RR

The electric potential due to a puint charge q at a distance r

from it is

A.

B. qr
47re

o

1 r

4weo q

1 s_
4weo r2

1

C.

D.
1 g

47reo
r

T.O. 73 CR

Two charges q and -q are placed 2a apart. The electric potential
at the midpoint of the line joining the two charges is

A.
2q

47reoa

B. 0

C.

D.

47reoa

-2q

47reoa



T.O. 74
CR

A spherical conductor of radius R carries a charge q. The elec-
tric potential for points r < R is

A. proportional to 2.
r

B. proportional to 2--
r2

C. proportional to a

D. proportional to q
(R - r)

T.O. 75
CR

The electric potential at a point due to certain distribution isqx
V - The magnitude of the x-component of the electric field
Ex is

2
A.

87e
0

B.
47e0

C. 0

D. __S_
4veox

T.O. 76 CR

Two identical charges q are placed a distance a apart. The electric
potential energy of the system is

A. zero

B. 47E0a

2

C. 47toa

q
2

D.
47E a2



T.O. 77

Two charged conductors are separated
charges on the conductors are q and
difference between the conductors is
C of the system is proportional to

A. V/q

B. q/V

C. qV

D. 1/qV

T.O. 78

by

-q.
V.

QR

distance d. Yo.s

The potent al
The Capacitance

Two identical parallel plate conductors are separated
d. If the charges on the plates are q and q and the
of the system is C, the area of each plate is

A. a

B. Cd

C. e0Cd

D.
Cd

to

T.O. 80

RR

by a distance
capacitance

RR

Two capacitors of capacitance C
1
and C2, are connected in series.

The equivalent capacitance C which could replace the combination
of C

1
and C

2
is

A. C1C2

Cl + C2

B. C
1
+ C

2

C
1
C
2

C. Cl + C2
2

D. C
1
+ C

2

2



T.O, 81

The work required W to charge a capacitor of capacitance Cto a potential difference V is:

A. VC2

B. CV2

C. VC
2

D. CV
2

T.O. 82

RR

CR

Two capacitors having capacitances Ci and C2 are connected in paral-lel across a source of emf e. After the capacitors are charged, the
charges on capacitors C1 and C2 are

A. both e(Ci + C2)

B. eC
1
and eC

2 respectively

C. eC2 and eC1 respectively

D. and c2 respectively

T.0.*83

A vacuum capacitor of
capacitance C is immersed in a liquid ofdielectric constant K. The expression for the capacitance ofthe capacitor with the dielectric Cd is

A! Cd

B. Cd 40= C -°
K

C. Cd =K C

D.



Connecting a source of potential
difference causes a current toflow in a conductor

A. by absorbing the "dormat" electrons in the
conductor

B. by setting up an electric field within the
conductor to which the electrons respond

C. since the conductor forms a path which allows
the current to "escape" from the source of
potential difference

D. by contributing the electrons which flow as
the current throug- the conductor

CRT.O. 85

The resistivity, p, of a conducting material is defined as
the ratio of the electirc intensity, E, to the current
density, j. Which one of the following is also alp expres-
sion for p? (v = potential, t = length, A = cro-
sectional area, i = current, R = resistance)

A. p =

B.

C.

D.

Vit

A

T.O. 86

Ohm's law may be applied

A. universally to every circuit

B. only to circuits where the resistance is inde-
pendent of the current and the voltage applied

C. only to circuits where the resistance is depen-dent on the current and voltage applied

D. only to circuits 'where the current and voltage
are kept constant



T.O. 87

Which of the following can be a seat of emf in a circuit?

A. resistor

B. storage battery

C. switch

D. coil or solenoid

T.O. 89

Which of the following expresses the rate of heat loss from
a circuit of known current i and voltage V?

A.
dU
dt

B.

dtdU .2
= 2 V

dU
2C. = 2V2

dt

dU /VD.= 2
dt

T.O. 90

In a single loop resistive circuit where c is the source
emf, R is the circuit resistance and r is the internal
source resistance, which equation expresses the current
in the loop?

A.
r + R

B. c
rR

C. r + R



T.O. 91

In a series circuit with one seat of emf

A. the current is the same throughout the circuit.

B. the current differs through each resistor
according to Ohm's law.

C. the voltage drop across each resistor is the
same throughout the circuit.

D. both the current and the voltage drops at
each resistor differ according to Ohm's law.

T.O. 92

Kirchoff's first rule of electric networks states that
the sum of all currents at a branch point must be zero.
This rule is implied by the conservation of:

A. momentum

B. voltage

C. charge

D. energy

T.O. 93

Which of the following equations correctly describes the
current(s) at point A in the circuit?

A. + 12 + 13 + 14 = 0

B.
1
- 1

2
- 1

3
- 1

4 = 0

C. -1
1

- 1 2 + 1
3
+ 14 = 0

D. - 12 - 13 + 14 = 0



T.O. 94

An ammeter is used to measure

A. current

B. voltage

C. capacitance

D. resistance

T.O. 95

RR

CR

A voltmeter is a galvanometer with a high resistance inseries with a coil and the combination is placed in parallelwith the circuit. This causes:

A. an increase of current, proportinate to themeter's resistance to flow to accomodate
thevoltmeter an the circuit.

B. a decrease of current, proportionate to the
meter's resistance, to flow to minimize

"losses"in the meter.
.C. a negligible current to flow through the meterto minimize its effect in the circuit.D. virtually all of the current to flow throughthe meter in order to measure all of the voltage.

T.O. 96

A device used to accurately determine the value of an
unknown resistance by comparing it with a known resistanceis known as the:

A. Wheatstone bridge

B. Joule's apparatus

C. ohmmeter

D. potentiometer



T.O. 97

RP
The lines of magnetic induction are drawn so that

A. a normal to a line of induction at any point gives
the direction of field at that point

B. a tangent to a line of induction at any point gives
the direction of field at that point

C. a line drawn making an angle of 45° to the :tangent
to a line of induction at any point gives the direc-tion of field at that point

D. to obtain information
regarding the magni -Ade of thefield only

T.O. 98

CRA proton (charge
e and mass, mp) moving with a velocity = Voi

is found to experience a force V = Foj at a point due only to thepresence of magnetic
field of magnitude

A. B = e FoVo mp

FoB. B =
Vo e

mp

Fo e
C. B =

D. B=

T.O. 99

Vo

Fo

e Vo

CR
A hemispherical bowl of radius R is placed in a uniform magneticfield of magnitude B. The open flat end of the bawl is normal to
the field. The magnetic flux through the bowl is

A. irR2B

B. 47rR2B

C. 2rR2B

D. zero



T.O. 100

A charge q enters a magnetic field of magnitude B with speed v and
v and B are parallel to each other. The magnetic force on the
charge is

RR

A. zero

B. qvB

C.
q

B
D. q T.;

T.O. 101

The horizontal component of the Earth's
magnetic field isgenerally directed

A. northward in the northern hemisphere and
southward in the southern hemisphere

B. southward in the northern hemisphere and'northward in the southern hemisphere

C. northward in both hemispheres

D. southward in both hemispheres

T.O. 102
CU

A conducting wire of length 9. which carries a current i inthe nega-tive x-direction is brought into a uniform magnetic field B = BkThe direction of the magnetic force on the wire is in

A. negative y-direction

B. positive y-direction

C. negative z-direction

D. positive x-direction



T.O. 103
CR

A rectangular loop of wire of sides a and b carrying a current ilies in the x-y plane. If a uniform magnetic field = -Bok existsthroughout the region, the magnitude of the torque acting on theloop is

A. iab Bo

B. iB
o(a + b)

C. 0

D. 2iB
o
(a + b)

T.O. 104

A primary purpose of a galvanometer is to measure
A. voltage

B. charge

C. capacitance

D. current

T.O. 105

The magnitude of the magnetic moment
carrying a cdtrent i is

A. Ali

B. Ail

C. Ai

D. (Ai) 2

1-1

RR

RR

of a small coil of area A



T.O. 106
CI

A charged particle of mass m, charge q entering a magnetic field
perpendicularly with uniform velocity v will follow a circular pz
while. in the influence of the field whose radius is proportionalto

A. qB and inversely proportional to my

B. v 1/2

C. my and inversely proportional to qB

D. m1/2

T.O. 107
RR

A long straight conductor carries a current i. Themagnetic field lines around the conductor are
A. parallel to the wire and in the direction ofthe current

B. parallel to the wire and directed oppositeto the current
0

C. normal to the conductor and directed outwards
D. circular in a plane perpendicular to the wire

T.O. 108
CR

An infinitely long straight conductor carries a current
i. The magnitude of the magnetic field at a point dis-
tant d from the conductor is

A. p
o
i

B.

C.

D.

11 o

21d



T.O. 109

An infinitely long cylindrical wire of radius R carries
a current I .uniformly distributed

over its cross section.
The magnitude of the magnetic field B at a point inside
the wire distant r < R from the center of the wire is

A. proportional to
r

B. proportional to
r2

C. proportional to r

D. proportional to r:

T.O. 110

PS

Two current carrying conductors are placed at distance d
parallel to one another. The currents in the conductors are
of magnitude it and. i2 and are in same directions. The
force on one conductor due to the other is

A. attractive, of equal magnitude

B. repulsive, of equal magnitude

C. attractive, of unequal magnitude

D. repulsive, of unequal magnitude

T.O. 111
CU

In mks system of units, the unit of electric current the
ampere is defined

A. using the concept of elec.%ric.charge on an electron

B. using the concept of electric charge on a proton

C. using the concept of forces of attraction between
long parallel'ourrentcarrying wires

D. using the concept of amount of electric charge
crossing a given area per unit of time



T.O. 112 CU

For an ideal solenoid of length 2 and radius R which has n
turns per unit length and current i, the field outside of
the solenoid is

A. proportional to n only

B. zero

C. proportional to i only

D. proportional to both i and n

T.O. 113

According to theBiot-Savart law, the contribution to the
magnetic field dB due to an element dZ carrying current iat a distance r is

Poi dt x
A.

4n r2

B.
Poi dt x

4Tr r3

dt x
C. poi

r2

dt
/'

x

r3

RR

T.O. 114 PS

A rectangular coil of area A is initially located in the
vertical plane, i.e., y-z plane and a uniform magnetic
field B.= Bok exists throughout the region. If the loop
is brought from its initial position to the horizontal
position, i.e., x-z plane in a time interval At, the
magnitude of the average emf -6 induced in the coil is

A. ABoAt

B
B. A =

At

C. 0

D.
Bo

A At



(s N 0

T.O. 115

CR
If the nol.th pole of the magnet in the diagram below is movingaway from the loop, the current in the loop is

A. decreasing in the clockwise direction

B. unchanged

C. in the counter
clockwise direction

D. increasing in the clockwise direction

RRT.O. 116

A closed conducting loop as shown in the diagram is being
moved to the right at a constant speed v. The induced emf
in the circuit is

A. Bv/i

B. By

C. B v

D. BA v

RRT.O. 117

The defining equation for an inductance L of a coil in terms of
Induced emf e and a time varying current i is

L = -E di

dt

B. L. = -Eldi/dt

di
C. L = - --le

dt

D. L = c
dt



T.O. 118

The inductance L of a long solenoid having n turns per
unit length of length 2 and cross-sectional area A is

A.

B.

uotteA

2
ZR

C. poinkA

D. p i2nkA

T.O. 119

RR

When a emf is applied to a coil with a self inductance L and a
resistance R causing the current to increase the power delivered
by the emf is partly dissipated by the resistance in amount

A. iR2

B.
d

di
T 2- --

t

C. i2R

D. iR

T.O. 120 CR

An emf c is applied to a coil of inductance L and resistance R.
The energy stored in the magnetic field after the current
reaches its maximum value T. is

A.

B.

C.

1. Li2

2

1 L di

-2- dt

Li
2

D. Lei



T.O. 121

PSA resistor
of resistance R and a capacitor

of capacitance
.0

are connected
in series with a seat of emf e. The current

= dq/dt in
the circuit at the time t after the connection

is made Is

A. et/RC

B. Ce et/RC

C. et/RC

D. (1 _ t/R9e

T.O. 122

RRA seat of emf E is connected to an RC circuit (R is resistance
and C is capacitance. As time increased to infinity, thecurrent which flows through the circuit

A. approaches
R

B. is .37 f-
R

C. is .63 e

R
D. decreases to O.

CUT.O. 123

The seat of enf e is removed from an RC 6A:cat with fully
charged capacitor C. The amount of charge remaining on the
plates of the capacitor

after a duration RC will be

A. zero.

B. .63 of equilibrium charge.

C. .50 of equilibrium charge

D. .37 of equilibrium charge



T.O. 124 RR

In a circuit consisting of an inductance, L, a resistance, R,and a seat of emf,f , the inductive time constant is given by:

A. RL

B.
R

C. L/R

D.
R

T.O. 125 RR

A resistor of resistance R and a inductor of inductance
L are connected in series with a source of emf E. After

the equilibrium is reached the source of emf is removed.
The current in the circuit at the time R/L after the source

of emf is removed is

A. 0

B. .37

C. .50 ft

D. .63

T.O. 126

In a RL circuit, when the current is allowed to decay, the
rate at which the current is changing is

A. e/R eRt/L

B. e/L eRt/L

C. e/R

D. ..E/L eRt/L



Ago

T.O. 49

Two charges +q and -q are placed a distance r apart.
The force acting or the charge +q is

A. AttractiN,0

B. repulsive

C. greater than the force acting on the charge -q

D. less %Ilan the force acting on the charge -q

T.O. 50

The charge developed on an insulated glass rod rubbed with
a silk cloth is designated

A. positive

B. negative

C. neutral

D. none of the above

T.O. 51

The principle of conservation of charge can be stated as

A. charges always appear in pairs

B. like charz.-3 repel; unlike attract

C. the ck't. of work done on a charge by an
extrr.,,ly generated field is constant

D. the quantity of charge
not change

in a closed system dOes



T.O. 52
ter

A negative charge -q is placed in an electric field
t = Ei. The force. F acting on the charge is

A. +qE j

B. qE

C. -qE

D. -qE j

T.O. 53

Two point charges q and -q are placed at (o,o)and(a,o) respectively in a given x-y coordinatesystem. The electric field E at (2a,o) due to thetwo charges is

1

7r e o
a2

B. 0

C.i
reoa2

D. -3q
167e0a2

T.O.

PS

RR

Two. uncharged pith balls are touched by a negativelycharged glass rod. If the pith balls were in contactbefore being touched by the glass rod what happensimmediately afterwards?

A. The pith balls remain in contact

B. The pith balls move away from each other

C. The pith balls attract each other

D. The pith balls are not effected by the
presence of the glass rod

..,



T.O. 55

Refer to the electric field lines dran el.
about the natuwre

b

of

ow

charges onobservation can be made
the plates A and B? A

A.

B. Both

C. A is

D. Both

B

A is positively charged,

56

B is negatively charged

A and B are positiVe

negatively charged,

A and B are negativ

ly charged

B is positively charged

ely charged

RR
Two charges q and -q constitute

a dipole :lid is placedon -the x-axis as shown below. The direction of the dipolemoment is
y

-q q

T.0.60

A. along the positive x-axis

B. along the negative x-axis

C. along the positive y-axisx

D. along the negative y-axis

RR
A nonconducting infinite sheet coincident with y-z plane has sur-face charge density a (charge per unit area). The electricfield t at a point (x, o, o) in front of

the plane is

a
A.

4wcoa2 I

B.

C.

2o

2E0

-

-a
D.

i

27re



.T..0.

CR

A uniform electric field E = E0 j exists betweentwo charged parallel plates of length 1 as shown below.
A particle of mass o and charge q enters the regionof the electric field at th,, origin with a velocity/ = Vo i. The y-componant of the acceleration of theparticle is

A. zaa
E

B. 0

C. q E0

D. mq E

T .0 . 62

x

CR

Two parallel plates of length I are se.v.rated,.by
distance d. A uniform electric field E = E j existsbetween the plates. If a charge q is moved'' from
point A to point B, the work done is

A. qEod

B. qEol

C. Zero

D. q Eoid

T.O. 63

I11=1ii;:-i---x

RR
A particle of charge q is moved from x = xi to x = x2. in a vari-4.able electric field E (x). The work done W is

Jrx

2
A. q E dx

x.1

B.

xl

Edx_

C.
x,

-q E dx

D.

x1

-q
x.



T.O. 64

Electric flux is a measure of

A. the field strength of a field at a unit dist-
ance from the surface

B. the number of e7ectrons passing through a
closed surface that surrounds a charge

C. the number of lines of force that cut through
any hypothetical surface

D. the magnitude of the electrical force that is
exerted on a unit charge placed in an electric
field

T.O. 65

A surface of area S is coincident with y-z plane. If a
uniform electric field E = Eoi + E1j exists throughout
the space in consideration, the electric flux through

surface is

RR

CR

A. SE o

B. S(E0 + E1)

C. 0

D. SE01 + SE0j

T.O. 66

A cube of side a is placed in a
tal

uniform
lectric

electric
flux

field
through the

= Eoj

as shown in.the diagram. The to e

cubical surface is

A. a3E0

B. 2 a:1E0

C. aE0

D. 0

y

Cu



I

1.9

T.O. 67

In the cluation for Gauss's law, the q term indicates

A. the given charges enclosed by the Gaussiansurface

B. the net charge enclosed by the Gaussiansurface

C. the net charge enclosed by the Gaussian
surface any other charges in proximityto the surface

D. the absolute value of the net charge en-
closed by the Gaussian .surf a,

RR

CRT.O. 68

A spherical nonconductor of radius R carries a charge q which is
uniformly distributed throughout its volume. The magnitude of
the electric field at point r > R is

A. 0

B.

C.

D.

_g-- (1 1
4neo \ R2 r2

47reor2

4 El
3 R3

PST.O. 69

A'spherical conductor of radius 2 m carries charge q. The mag-
nitude of the electric field E for points r = 3 m is found to be

E =
1

nt/coul. The charge q is
47mo

A. 9 coul

B. 3 coul

C. 9 x 109 coul

D. 4 coul



T.O. 71

Two parallel plates A and B of length r are separated by a dis-
tance d and are maintained at electric potentials VA and VII

respectively. If a charge q is moved from a point P to a point
Q, the work done is

A. qZ(VB - VA)

B. q(VB - VA)

C. qd(VB - VA)

D. a (v
B

- v
A
)

d

T.O. 72

ld

0
p.

A

B

The value Of an isolated positive point charge which produces a
potential V 1 3q,-- at a distance r from it isLorco r

A. 3q

B.
47co

D. --la-
41-cor

T.O. 73 CR

Two charges q and are placed at the two corners of an equi-
lateral triangle of side a. The electric potential at the third
corn= of the triangle is

A. 0

2
B.

2q

4reoa

C
gre

o
a4

D'
4rcoa



T.O. 74 CR

A spherical conductor of radius R carries charge q. The elec-
tric potential for points r > R is

A.
4wEor

B.

C.

47reoR

4WE0r2

D.
4ws oR

T.O. 75 CR

The electric potential at a point due to certain charge distri-

butionbution is V = . The magnitude of the y-component of the
47re

electric field E
ois

A.

B.

qx2

Eiwe6

q
Ors()

C. 0

D. --q--
471.cox

CR
T.O. 76

Two charges q and -3 q are placed a distance a apart. The electri

potential energy of the system is

A.

B.

C.

291_
47'1o

a

3q2
47rE

o
a2

Aq2
47rtoa

D. zero



T.O. 77 RR

Two charged conductors are separated by a distance d. The
charges on the conductors are q and -q. If the capacitance
of the system is C, the potential difference between the
conductors is

A 1-1
C

B.
C

C. SI
C

D.

T.O. 78

e
2

C

RR

Two charged parallel plate conductors, each of area A are separated

by a distance d. If the charges on the plates are q and -q, the

capacitance C of the system is

A.

B.

p:

D.

A
d

A
4Tre

o
d

(oAd
f
o
d

A

T.O. 80 RR

Two capacitors of capacitance C
1
and C,, are connected in

parallel. The equivalent capacitance t which could replace

the combination of C
1
and C

2
is:

A. C C
1 2

C
1
+C

2

B. Ci+C
2

C
1
C
2

C. C
1
+C

2

D. C
1+

C
2

2



T.O. 81
RR

The work required W to charge a capacitor of capacitance
Cto produce a final charge of magnitude Q is

Q

A. Jr dq

0

Q
.c. cqd4

C

B. Q g dq

0 c D. f eq2dc,

T.O. 82
PS

Two capacitors having
capacitances C1 and C2 are connected in seriesacross a source of emf c. After the capacitors are charged, thepotential differences across capacitors CI and C2 are

A.

B.

C.

D.

C
2
E Cie

c and c
1 2 1 2

C e C2 E

C1 and r
'

C2

both

both e(C1 + C2)

respectively

respectively

T.O. 83

When the vacuum between the plates of a capacitor is replaced

by a material of dielectric constant K , and the capacitor is

again charged, the electric field between the plates

A.

B.

.

increases by a factor of K

decreases by a factor of K .

C. remains unchanged due to polarization.

D. remains unchanged because electric fields gre not

affected by uncharged materials.



T.O. 84

No current is flowing in an isolated conductor. This is so be-cause:

A. the electrons are motionless until a potential
difference sets them in motion

B. the electrons are motionless unitl acted upon
by a magnetic field

C. the constant random motion of the electrons is
such that the net directed motion in any direc-
tion is zero without a source of potential dif-
ference

D. although electrons are in constant motion pro-
ducing a continuous current, the current has
no energy without a source of potential differ-
ence

T.O. 85 RR

Resistivity, p , of a conducting material is expressed in units
of ohm-meter. If i is the length of a conductor whose cross-
sectional area is A, which one of the following expressions
correctly relates resistance,R, to resistivity?

A. R = P
A

B . R = p

C. R = Pi

D. R = p A

T.O. 86

In a non-linear circuit, the equation R = V/i is:

A. always true by definition
B. never true
C. true for a unique voltage
D. true for a unique current



T.O. 87

A seat of emf is a term used to describe:

A. a place in a circuit where emf's congregate.

B. an area of low emf density in a circuit.

C. a low electrical potential in a circuit.

D. any source of emf.

T.O. 88

In a circuit where the resistance of the elements is
independent of the current, the heat developed

A. is directly proportional to current.

B. is proportional to current squared.

C. is inversely proportional to current.

D. is independent of the current..

T.O. 89
CR

Which of the following expresses the rate of heat loss from acircuit of known resistance R end voltage V?

A. VR

B. V/R

C. V
2
/R

D. V
2
R



RRT.O. 90

In a closed single loop circuit, where r is the internal
resistance of the source, R is the circuit resistance,
i is current and a is the emf of the source, which is an
appropriate loop equation?

A. -E it = 0

B. c + it + iR = 0

C. c ir iR = 0

D. c + ir iR = 0

T.O. 91

In a parallel circuit with one of emf:

A. the voltage divides amongst the branch loops
while the current is the same in all loops.

B. the current divides amongst the branch loops
while the voltage drop across the loops is the
same.

C. both the current and voltage divide in
proportion to the resistance of the loops.

D. both the current and voltage divide in inverse
proportion to the resistance of the loops.

T.O. 92

Kirchoff's second rule of electric networks states thatthe sum of all changes of potential in a circuit mustbe zero. This rule is implied by the conservation of:
A. momentum

B. voltage

C. charge

D. energy

,

is



T.O. 93

The current through resistances r1, r2, and r3 are
respectively, ii, i2, i3. Which is the correct expresSionfor the voltage changes around the circuit?

A. E i
1
r1 + i

1
r2 + i

1
r
3
= 0

B. E ilrl + i2r2 = 0

C. e iiri i1r2 iir3 =

D. E 1:1r1 - i2r2= 0

T.O. 94
CU

The resistance of the ammeter should be compared to
other resistance in the circuit.

A. large

B. small

C. about the same

D. much larger

T.O. 95

A voltmeter is a galvanometer with a high resistance

A. in series with the meter and the combination
(resistance-meter) is connected in series in
the circuit.

B. in parallel with the meter and the combination
(resistance-meter) is connected in series in
the circuit.

C. in series with the meter and the combination
(resistance-meter) is connected in parallel to
the circuit branch.

D. in parallel with the meter and the combination
(resistance-meter) is connected in parallel to
the circuit branch.



T.O. 96

The Wheatstone bridge accurately determines the value of
an unknown resistance by:

A. balancing its effect with that of a known
resistance.

B. measuring the current tilrough the resistance
at a known voltage.

C. by elimination of the unknown and substitution
of a known resistance in the circuit.

D. by bridging across the unknown resistance and
measuring the results of its elimination from
the circuit.

T.O. 97
RR

In the absence of gravitational and electric fields, if a particleof charge q and mass m is projected with a velocity v and observed
no change in the particle's velocity, then we can say that

A. if there is a magnetic field it must be uniform

B. if there is a magnetic field it must be parallel to ;

C. if there is a

perpendicular

D. if there is a
45° to -4"

T.O. 98

magnetic field, it must be directed
to v

magnetic field, it must be directed

4-
A proton (charge e and mass mp) moving with. velocity V = Voi
in the presence of a uniform magnetic field B = Boj experienced
force t due to the magnetic field only. The magnitude of the
force is

A. e Bo Vo

B. e Bo Vo

C. m_ BoVo

D. B Vo o



T.O. 99 CR

A cube of side a is placed in a uniform magnetic field of magnitude

B. The magnetic flux through the surface of the cube is

A. zero

B. 8 aB

C. 4 aB

D. Ba3

T.O. 100

'A charge q enters a magnetic field of magnitude B with speed v

at an angle 8. The magnitude of the magnetic force on the.charge is

RR

A. zero

B. qvBsin8

C. qvBsin8

D. qvBcos8

T.O. 101

The vertical component of the Earth's magnetic field is
generally directed

A. downward in the northern hemisphere and
upward in the southern hemisphere

B. upward in the northern hemisphere and
downward in the southern hemisphere

C. downward in both hemispheres

D. upward in both hemispheres

RR



T.O. 102
CU

A conducting wire of length 2, which carries a current i in the posi-

tive x-dii-ection is brought into a uniform magnetic field B. Bi.
The magnitude of the magnetic force on the wire is

A. 23

B. iB

C. zero

D. iZB

T.O. 103

A rectangular loop of
lies in the x-y plane

exists throughout the
the loop is

CR

wire of sides a and b carrying a current

. If a uniform magnetic field B = B1j + B2k
region, the magnitude of the torque acting on

A. iab B2

B. iab B1

C. iab (B1 + B2)

D. i(a + b) (B1 + B2)

T.O. 104

A galvanometer is a

A. voltage measuring device

B. current measuring device

C. charge measuring device

D. heat measuring device

I

RR



T.O. 105

The magnitude of the magnetic moment p of a small circular
coil

of radius r carrying current i is

A. 4nr2i

B. nr2i

nr2
C.

D. 471.r2

T.O. 106
CR

A proton is positively
charged (qp = 'gel) and mp = 1836 me. Aproton and an electron
are released in the plane of, the paper inthe positive x-direction, there being a uniform magnetic fielddirected perpendicularly into the plane of the paper. Which ofthe following statements correctly describes the motion of theparticles.

A. the electron rotates counterclockwise, the proton clockwisein the plane of the paper

B. both rotate clockwise in the plane of the paper

C. both rotate counterclockwise in the plane of the paper

D. the electron rotates clockwise, the proton counterclockwise
in the plane of the paper

T.O. 107

RR

RR

An infinitely long straight conductor carries a currenti. The direction of the magnetic field at a point dis-tant a from the conductor is

A. parallel to the wire and in the direction of thecurrent

Et

1

B. parallel to the wire and directed opposite to thecurrent

C. normal to the conductor and directed inwards

D. tangent to a circle of radius a in a plane per-
pendicular to the wire



An infinitely long straight conductor carries a current
The magnitude of the magnetic field at a point dis-

tant d from the conductor is

A. independent of d

B. proportional to d

C. proportional to 1

d

D. proportional to 1
d2

T.O. 109

An infinitely long cylindrical wire of radius R
I uniformly distributed over its cross section.
the magnetic field B at a point inside the wire
from the center of the wire is

Poi
2.71.r

A.

3.

C:'

poI r2
2wr R2

Poi r
2w R2

Po'
D. R2

2irr

T.O. 110

PS

carries a current
The magrutude of

distant r < R

Two current-carrying conductors are placed at distance d

parallel to one another. The conductors carry the

currents it and i2 in same directions. The force on

conductor 1 due to conductor 2 is

A. proportional to i2 only

B. proportional to it only

C. proportional to both i
1
and

D. independent of it and i2

22

CR



T.O. 111
CU

In mks system of units, the unit of electric current theampere is defined

A. using the concept of electric charge on an electron

B. using the concept of electric charge on a proton

C. using the concept of forces of attraction betweenlong parallel current-carrying wires

D. using the concept of amount of electric charge
crossing a given area per unit of time

T.O. 112
CU

For an ideal solenoid of length 2, and radius R which has n

turns per unit length and current i, the field outside of

the solenoid is

A. proportional to n only

B. zero

C. proportional to i only

D. proportional to both i and a

T.O. 113

According to the4Biot-Savart law, the.4contribution to the
magnetic field dB due to an element a. carrying current i
at a distance r is

A.
Poi d/ x
47r r2

Poi cit x
B.

4r r3

x
o2C. p

r2

x
D. Pol r3

RR



T.O. 114 RR

The statement of the Faraday's law of induction in terms of mag-
netic flux, 4)3, number of turns of the coil N and the emf E devel-
oped in the coil is

A.

B.

C.

D.

1 d

E = N dt B

e = N 413

d4B
E N dt

1
c14)

B

c = dt

T.O. 115 RR

An induced emf is always such as to

A. aid the current producing it

B. oppose the change of the current producing it

C. aid the change of the current producing it

D. first aid and then oppose the change of current
producing. it

T.O. 116
CR

A closed conducting loop as shown in the diagram is being
moved to the right at a constant speed v. If the loop has
a total resistance R, then the current i in the loop is

A. B v/R, clockwise
1.

B. Bi v/R, counter clockwise A,
g

C. B l v, clockwise

D. Bi /vR, clunter clockwise

_4
B ir



RR
T.O. 117

The relationship between the inductance L of a coil which carries
a current i and flux linkage tl¢

B caused by i is

A. L = NcpB/i

B. L = i/N(63

C. Li = 1,413

D. L = NOBi

T.O. 118
CR

A long cylindrical solenoid of radius R and length 2, has
N turns. The inductance L of the solenoid is

A.
ponNR2

B. P°ffN2R2
2.

C. Pc)ffN2R2
£2

D.
ponNR2

£2

T.O. 119 CU

When a emf is applied to a coil with a self inductance L and a
resistance R causing the current to increase. The power delivered
by the emf is partly dissipated by the resistance in amount i2R
and partly stored in the field as

A. Mechanical energy

B. Joule heat

C. Electric energy

D. Magnetic energy



CU
A conducting wire of length i which carries a current i in.the posi-
tive x direction is brought into a uniform magnetic field B = Bj.The direction of the magnetic force on the wire is in

A. posit- -d;-, tion

B.
tion

C. pu.,.., ti- direction

D. positive y-direction

T.O. 121
RR

A resistor of resistance R and a capacitor of capacitance Care connected in series with a seat of emf e. The charge qon the capacitor at the time t after the connection is madeis

A. Ce e- t/RC

B. S- e-t/RC

C. Ce(1 - e-t/RC)

D. Ce(e-t/RC - 1)

T.O. 122

The instant after a seat of emf e is placed into an RC (whereR is resistance and C is
capacitance)circuit, the currentflowing in the circuit will be approximately

A.

B. .63
R

C. .37 !.

D. 0



T.O. 123

The equation which represents the current i during
discharge of a capacitor C, charged to a potential c,
through a resistance R is:

A. ti = -R

T.O. 124

= - _S (1 e-t/RC)
R

- s /,-t/RC)
R \-

- _c_(1 - e-RC)

Which of the following equations expresses the current in
an RL circuit (a resistance R, inductance L) with a
source e?

A. i

B.

= R

R

(e-Rt/L)

(e-t/RL)

C.

D.

(1 e-Rt/L)

(1 - e-t/RL)

CR

CR

T.O. 125 RR

A resistor of resistance R and a inductor of inductance
L are connected in series with a source of emf e . After
the equilibrium is reached, the source of emf is removed.
The current in'the circuit at the instant the source of
emf is 'removed is

A. 0

B. .37

C. .63

D.



T.O. 126
CR

In an RL circuit, when the current is decaying the potential
difference across the inductor is

A. c

B.

C.

D.

-ee-Rt/L

- -Rt/L

e/R e-RtiL
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TO

00:1

1. ()S- 3 to u
Si

0
x 00.3 r,

"11.

% .

111:7:111

2. A boat C170.;!1 ;,.:trei:1 12 nil Dircinl; the
ctoss121-, wiec ea:I-vie,: IL 5 1;iles de.;:r.strouol. Ti' boat's
total 1 ispl;.1,..ht

. - - - -

22.6miles at a dstri:.-r
. . .

with a line p(,rpendieular to th,?

3. The followinL; neolmlete stritec-nt refers to 7.(7-2 ahrl
Complete the rTp,:opante :::Lelt-'r.c:rit by addin:; onf.' of th:, words:

TO UN:1TH, or 10111.

002

is a relative /qu:Intity.ti
1.......,_.............."............_-..... are relative quantitjes.

4. Tha equat-.ion of do Lion for a be:1y subject to air resistooce is

TO

008

v
o

x = (1 - e )

where x is the position of thc body,

x is the initial osleiono

v
o

is the 11.1;tti:al

t is Che r..1Lgtsted.tii, and

k is i

The of It are

4

ry

7_1

1 of 3
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0

I I)

. 1.' ; 1 t 1.-j* 1 C.... l!.
1 : , j(1)

(i05

6.

TO

011

A iv: CCCL-dJng to t:1) (2. equot'ion /It2 (w)ore y is i.vn
in foot). 111t the velocity of t 2 1.;?

(inclutle t.:;; )

6 ft/s
in the

1----1.)-(.1j1;;;---1
i yciTr:::cti on ,.........................___................

7

7. In the fir,ure, the velocity of a particle 1:; p:Lett,ed as a function. of
Lime. Of the points labeled by alphabetic Oh the araph,
select the one at which the accelerat.km

TO

007

L11

2 of



I 8: p.,11!1. .1. :;.:1.1. 1 j!-; fC.

die:r.t1(.1':u!I of

th..! ireC at A,
far 1 1. xi. 1:(!foix 1,:rp:11, to :-.dply hi";

instntc!oeonc.: of accclion, and incl.u:Th unit:; in yc.,Ir

answer.).

9.

TO

0)0

TO

009

TO

012

TO
003

00i

3000 ft

An airc,:aft carrier proceeds clue north (;.;) zit 30 knots i:nd
truck .1.,!c.)ve:.; Lbt!.am 'the ci:iJer, frOn port: to st.art.,oard, it 30
1:nots. Find the truck''S velocity relni:Lve to the water. (Use
E for cast:, S for south and W for west.)

speed: IsiT(0-6 knots

direction: degrees 1; of [1111]

10. A stone is thrown vertically do;:aard from the top of a cliff
39.6 m high. Two seconds later the stonc; Ii:[ t. the ground at the
bottom of the cliff. What was the ill:LI:jai speed of the !Lone
(include units) ?

3.1:. A baseball is batted with an initial velocity v ../40 ft/s, at
60' above the horizontal. how far from the batter will it lcnd?
(Neglect air resist:Ince and assure a level field.)

[ 43.3 ft

12. For the baseball of 'question 11, what. is the initial speed in the
NKS system of units (include units).

12.19 m/s

________

page 3 of 3
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N;:11..10
i

;.;IAL:b(.!r
; icS S. I. I.

FOST-U:ST

1. Une the proper number of significant figures in writing the sum

Sum =

91.4 + 0.009 + 202.0 + 3000 .

2. A plane travels GO miles due north. It then turns due west and
travels for 25 miles. The total displacement of the plane is

miles in a direction of

degrees west of north.

3. The following incomplete statement refers to length and time.
Complete the appropriate statement by adding one of thewords:
LENGTH, TIME, BOTH or NEITHER.

is an absolute quantity.

are absolute quantities.

4 The acceleration of a body is given by

a = a ,

where a and G are constants.

The dimensions of a and 13 are

and

, respectively



Section Number VOT,[7.

-- S21 I)

5. A vase is moved from position A to position li as shown helm.
This motion is called (on;: word) ;

cr5

A

6. A particle moves on the x-axis with a velocity given by (written
.in scalar form)

v = 15t 8t2 (in m/s) .

At t = 1 s the particle's acceleration is (include units)

in.the
1

x-direction.

7. The acceleration of the particle in question 6 at t = 1 expressed
in the British engineering system of units is

ft/s2

page 2 of 4



hate

Section l'.ut.1.,cr 1.'01..L.'.': i'm::"I'.
_........._ ....._. . ..._ ...

8. ln the flv,nre the dipltIcem(!nl of a particle in plotted on a
function of Cf the pointn Jab,J.ed by nlphahotic.lettern on
the i!,17;lph, nelect tiic omn at which the velocity in minjmum.

Y.

9. The runway of an airport is 3000 ft long. A cargo plane starts
from one end of the runway and develops a constant acceleration of
2 ft/s2. Fifty seconds after the start the pilot notices some
defect and immediately applies the brakes. Assuming instantaneous
change of acceleration, what is the minimum (constant) acceleration
that must be applied for the plane to stop on the runway?

10. A stone is thrown vertically upward from a point 2 m above ground.
Two seconds later the stone has an altitude of 20 m and is still
ascending. That is the initial speed of the stone?

m/s

page 3 of 6



ft

1)at e 1:3

;(-!(..t.:1 ()II V 01 1. ri1; I:

U1:JC;;

A 1o(1] 1.,0 directly across a river will' a npccd of 5 knots
relati\,e to ground. if the water veleclity ..14 2 knots dowutream,
what. must be the velocity of tlw boat relative to water.

fTi
L I

knots in an upstream angle of

degrees from the line normal to
the stream

z

12. A projectile is fired with a velocity of 200 Ws at an angle of
53' above the horizontal. How long does it take the projectile to
reach its maximum altitude?

I S

page 4 of 4.



TO .

013

TO .

014

TO
015

TO
019

t

vnlur,;y,

3 3 f),;')
...

1. A puck is r;et 1.1:7)Lion on a frj_ctionlos hc,-17izont...:1 table with

speed o 3 ft/::, After Luo sc.::onds the spo:r.d of the pock 5s

1111)1.11:::1 ft/s

2. A force '1 6 applied Co a bloc. k causes it to accelc'rate at
5 m/82.. What is the force necessary Co cilus f! an acCelerat5.on of
15 m/s2 on the same block?

[IIiKIII1 N 7,

3. - Near the surface of the moon objects fall with nn'accelei:ation of
1.6 m/s 2. What is the mass of an object on the moon if its v:eight
on earth is 98 N? (Include units.)

_10 k..?,,_

4. A section of rooduay'has a radius of curvaLure of 320 ft and is
desicned Co handle traffic :,!1: 64 ft/s. at minum coefficient
of friction prevents skids at.thas speed?



TO

016

TO
017

5.

r..

Nr

4 . S.

A- block rests. on a 1torizent;i1 surface. The block is to
a and a horizontal force of magnitude 5 lb is app :Led to the
ct nld of -the rope. by the shown han(L If the block reins

nry, what is the magnitude of C::2 total reaction force
by the horizontal surface on Cie block.

2.8 - 73.2

13 lb
I

6. ?0 lb weight slides along a

7)n-
11 h k9)

/,/,

table according to the arrangement
shown in the diagram.
The coefficient of .

kinetic friction
between the tnble
and the block 1.s 0.20.
What is the wagniLnde

lb.

of the net force that
7-.; I acceleraws the block

1
on the table?

I

,u. ,



16n 1:11,12.

A 2--kg robee: L:oviirj:, on a cli

compictLf; 15 pc 1:

acceler:;ILTnn?

7.4 or

p;:th of radio::: 3 :. all.

- .H its :ce1tripou.L1

L. I
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10

\'O L1.E fl RE-TES

0: if- f: e."2:2-4) AneY3:P

1 0..3 32 ftls

2 0/
3 0:15 10 kg

4 0119 0.4

5 CI 6 13 lb

s6 017 8 31

7 018 7.4 1./s2



!; u : .: ,

VOI.UY!..

1. At (Ai:Le tr.0, a puck is 01-.1' rvd to
. f1.7l,cL7Q,11cf;s hor

Lai thle with a sprcd of 40 ft/s. _J-4( sc::o,.:1s the spoed
of the puck Js

TO
013 .

40 ft/s

TO
014

TO
015

-

TO
019

2, A foi-oe of 6 N applic,j to a block cz. ac col era t at 5 n/s2
If the i,ass of the block is tripled ..!IC force is 'zIpplied,
wh.nt 1.Li 11 be the nc.(:elera Lion of th,a

I 1 .G7 Tilis

3. rear the surface of the 1-..loon objects an z.:coo,lo.1-allion. of :,.- -
1.6 mif;2. Eh° mass of an on tba voon if weiEht
on earth is 126 lbs? (Include units.,.

4 s 11.1gs
7a .

Ii. A section of level ron0c2ny has a red u: of ,f.17;1ture of 100 is and is
expected to handle traffic at 10 m/s. rilat ,coc:f;:icio_nt of
friction prinents !;kicl.; at: this speed?



TO
16

TO
7

A 32 N blowkrests on 11.. bloc:. d t c c
ropc !. rnd n horly.ont:;111 force. of ri--;foi.tt.d.(c1 '5 ';! ...-IpplierT to
end of tfe ropo by the :.;hown 11.-nd. If t:1):(:

of the total ren. pl..i.e.:0. Thy tho
hr.)rjont;.-.:1 stil-fzici! on the block?

6. A 20 lb 1:eht: sil.f,C:ts to the -elfut:

,

t-;:7)142 .2.1C tic f:11C.'.

L

tal)).e :ts
-T;;

tl_2. t

c c .- 1 O. r

the 1)1.oe- on

S-33 JFi 7
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Section 7, bc.c

Student D 13

VOLL7::;E C P T-TEST

Date 20 Sco?,:e7-1)or 19u9

Physics S211

1. The diagram hou a force applied LO a 5 Iza object varies with
the dispincevent of

10
Ls tn)

the .object.. Calculate
the -work Zone by this
forme in =lov,ing the

object from the origin
to 2 = 10 m (include
units).

.200 -7(ouLes)

2. The -aquation sing the force prowliEed ::1Py a deforned spring is
given by

where It is a constant.
(Equation (1) is

-7/7) If 1-717-n 1 valid only for the

case 11 which the
equilibrium position -
uns tie tched :spring -

is :at the ,azdzi4,- Tiging (1) dhe expression for the 'cork
dome by a sprint; of force constant lc in moyIng an abject of mass m
from position xn to position x2..

7.
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TO
022

TO
023

SLct.ion ljxml.)ur
C M-TLST

(Phy..sics S211)

3. A canstont force of rr:3-altud_le 100 N is required to move a 50 kg
block along a horl!.:ontatl flt)-u,r -with consnt speed of 4 as. The
force .diroccd lo theImotioll. .1 the block. Calculate the
power deltwered by this Tovce. (Incinde units.)

I4010 11(atts) I%

4. Paw much 1-:ork must be dolic on a 3 kz body raving with a speed of .

2. mrs in order to d.auble its speed?

18 J

5. .1f the voTE done by :a ffroree an an eiade:t,'In moving the object
through a elosedpP,Oh, is zero dhe forc, is called

024 .

.

'Consuse ry at ive Z

6. A 2 lb bay is attached to a spring amil at a certain im..tant its
kinetic emergy is equtal.to its (elastic) potential energy. Its
totall energy at that inst.lant i oquml to 10 ft-lb. Sothe time laterits kimatie energy has dambled. "Muut is the value of its potential
energy at that time?

TO
025 zero

page 2 of 4;
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TO
02G

TO
027 .

Sect

(Phy:;tuf; S211)

7

1. A borly is subject to a trio (11::.2nstc:in poteiltin1 0,1ergy
by the exprc::;sion

U(x,y) = 2x2 I5,3

"The expression giving the x-covponent of the force.c:Terienced
by this body is:

8. At point A a roller coaster moves with a speed of 32 ft/s. Wkat
will be the speed of
the coaster it
reaches a height of
15 feet relative to
t:le level of A
(point B)? (Neglect
friction.)

0

1

ftis

page 3 of 4



VOLV:V.0
(Phyt0c.; t-211)

9. The <<<d y-- coordinates oC the center of -,:'Tass of the two

dimensioAal object
shown in the diagram
are; respectively

r: :.,' i.,

e e.

10. For the system of masses and forces shown in the diagram, the
acceleration :of the &Inter of mass is (include units) .

-4.

1ft

i

r: si)1.11

.cc.-.1::*civ..). !eel

(f) -!
1'1

1.



Studat ID i;u::-er

Physics S2I1

KEY

SecLif,A

Group Letter

C POST--TEST

Date 27 Sentchr 1'369

1. The dingran hos hey a force applied to a 5-lb object varies with
the d:!_splecement of the

object. Calculate the
work done by this force
in moving the object

-
from the origin to
s = 10 ft (include units)

TO
L 200 ft. lb.020

TO
021

TO
022

10 15
7

2. The magnitude of a force applied to a block is directly propor-
tional to the magnitude of the block's displacement (F = ks, where
k is a constant). furthermore, the force is directed along the
block's displacement (Fs = F). Derive an expression for the work
done by this force in moving the block from position sl to position
s..4

W = 11/2k (S22-S12)

3. A constant force of magnitude 100 lb is required to move a block
along a horizontal floor with constant speed of 4 ft/s. The force
is directed along the motion of the block. Calculate the power
delivered by this force.

.400
ft-lbls



TO
023

VOLUNE C POST-TEST

4. How much work ;1;ust be done on a 3-slug body moving with a speed of
2 f /s in order to double its kinetic energy?

L 6
1 ft-lb

5. If the work done by a force on an-object in moving the object
through a closed path is zero, the force is called

TO
024 conservative

TO
025

F-1

6. A 2-kg body attached to a spring slides back and forth on a
frictionless horizontal surface. At a certain instant its
kinetic energy is equal to its (elastic) potential energy,
each being equal to 5 J; i.e., its total energy at that instant
is equal to.10 J. Some time later its kinetic energy has
doubled. What is the value of its potential energy at that
time?

L J

page 2 of 4
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026

NArTi
V0Ltfi C VOST-TEST

7. A body is subject to a one-dimensional potential energy givcnby
the expression

U(x) = kx2,

where k is a constant. The expression giving the force experienced
by this body is:

F =. -2kx

8. At point A a 100-kg roller coaster has a kinetic energy equal to

5000 J. What will
be the kinetic
energy of the
coaster when it
reaches a height of
5 m relative to the
level of A (point B)?
(Neglect friction.)

wonwr*Nw:>7.

A
K 5000 J

TO
L_ 100027

H = 5 ra

page 3 of 4
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TO

028 i (iftr:. ,
it %St? OVVKI, AY, t mg

1 2 3 4

TO

029

A two-dimensional vieu of
a plywood plate is shown
in the diagram. The
plywood is homogeneous
and of uniform thicl:ness.
Locate f.the x7coordi.nate

of the center of mass of
this .plate.

2 f t

10. For the system of masses and forces shown in the diagram, the
acceleration of the center of mass is

a
cm

= 4 slug

F2 = -60i lb
,....:::...=e,C1=-I-"%;

= ..301 lb

Massless rigid
connecting rod

M
2
= 2 slug

-5i f t/s2



Name.

Student ID Number

Section Number

Group, Letter

Physics 5211

VOLUM 1) PRE-TEST

Date 27 September 1969

1.. An object moving with a speed of 2 ft/s has a momentum of
magnitude 4 slug-ft/s. What is the mass of the object? (Include
units.)

. Two blocks with masses of 4 kg and

JAWSIRUSUL.

/ / / / / / Ti
the string breaks and the 4-kg block is
left with a speed of 4 m/s. The 2-kg block is moving toward right
with a speed of

2 kg, respectively, rest on a
frictionless horizontal
table. A compressed
spring is placed between
the two blocks but is not
attached to either of the
block. A string tied to
the blocks keeps them from
flying apart. Suddenly
observed to move toward

m/s

3. The following expression gives the net external force applied to
a body whose mass is changing:

dv dmF
ext = m

dt
,

dt
.

This equation is derived directly from Newton's

law of motion.

page 1 of 4
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Name 1) PRE-TEST

4. A 2-kg body is moving toward the positive x-direction with a speed
of 3 m/s. An impulsive force applied to this body causes it to
change its velocity to 2 m/s toward the nejEllve x-direction. The
magnitude of the impulse imparted to the body is (include units)

5. An inpulsive force applied to a body for a duration of 5
mi:.iseconds (1 ins = 10-3 s) imparts to the body an impulse of
mag:ditude 2 lb-s. If the direction of the force remains constant
during this time interval, what is its average magnitude?

lb

6. The diagram shows the dependence of the force applied by a mallet
to a croquet ball
during the time of
contact. Calculate

101 -

the total impulse
imparted to the
croquet ball by the
mallet.

1z4

50

i

t (milliseconds)

page 2 of 4
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7. Consider the following statements:

VOLUME 1 PRE-TEST

A. In each and every collision momentum is conserved.

B. Momentum is conserved only _if the collision is perfect l);
elastic.

C. In a perfe.etly- elastic cor!ision both momentum and
cri-17 are conserv_A.

D. 2m a perfe(c-Law inelastic collision kinetic energy is
camiserved Ihot momentum is not.

E. CiTuareas conservation of momentum holds true for perfectly
ream:stic collisions, conservation of kinetic energy for
Lc.17117-11 collisions is conditional.

Two of t1 use ;;Latements are true. These are

and

J

8. Two masses, mi = 2 slug and m2 = 4 slug,

1

ml

to. I
u
2

move toward each other on
a frictionless table
with respective
speeds of 4 ft/s and
2 ft/s. They collide
and after the collision
ml moves directly to
the left with a speed

speed ofof 3 ft/s. m2 moves toward right and has a

ft/s



Name VOLU:.1E D pu,..TEsT

9. A 1000--kg car traveling due east with sd of 30 m/s collides
with a 2000-kg truck traveling due no=:, :n a speed of 20 m/s.
The two vehicles lock together. The Ta7:17.:"._=±2 of the momentum of

the two-vehicle body immediately after: .:..11ision is

kg-m/s
I



Physics S211

Divisions 8&12

VOLUME D POSTTEST

Date 4 October 1969

Name

Section

1. A 4-kg body' is moving toward the positive x-direction vlar a speed
of 3 m/s. What is the:. magnitude of the body's momentum:? (Incluice

units.)

2. Two blocks weighing 4 lb and

]/// / / / / / / / /

2 lb, respectivel rest on a
fricriionlpss horizmntp1
table. AL compressed
sPrins.d- placed between
the two blocks but is not
attached to either of the

14p., ..wiliiiitiA 2 lb
10 4141/111041 41111"411111411I

speed of 2 ft/s. The 2-lb block
speed of

blocks. A string tied to
the blocks keeps them from
flying apart. Suddenly
the string breaks and the
4-lb black is.observed to
move to the left with a

is moving to the right with a

page 1 of 4



Physics S211

Divisions 8&12

Date 4 October 1969

VOLUME 1) POST-TEST

3- The Ilw,nerall mathematical form of Nowtmn's second law of motion is

F = .ext dt
(1)

For a Ivay of constant mass (dm/dt = this equation reduces to

the farnil'Lar form

F
ext

= ma E m dvildt . (2)

In the case that both the velocity and the mass of a body are
varying .(dm/dt 0 0), an additional term must be added to the
right-hant0-side of equation (2). This term is

4. A 3-kg body is moving toward the positive x-direction with a speed
of 2,m/s. An impulsive force applied to this body causes it to
change its velomity tto 5 m/s toward the positive x-direction. The

magnitude of the impulse imparted to the body is (include units)

5. An impulsive force of constant direction and with average magnitude
of 500 lb is applied to a body for a duration of 400 ms (1 ms
= 10-3 s). What is the magnitude of the impulse imparted to the
body during this time interval?

page 2 of 4



Phyalcs S211 Date 4 October 1969

Divisions 8&12 VOLUME D POST-TEST

6. The diagram shows the dependence of the force applied by a mallet
to a croquet ball
during the time of
contact. If the
magnitude of the
total impulse
imparted to the
croquet ball by the
mallet is 0.4 lb-s,

JO what is the maximum
value of the magnitude
of this impulsiveU6
force?

= .

401
tinae (s)

7. Consider the following statements:

A. In each and every collision momentum is conserved.

B. Momentum is-conserved only if the collision is perfectly
elastic.

C. In a perfectly elastic collision both momentum and
kinetic energy are conserved.

D. In a perfectly inelastic collision momentum is conserved
but kinetic energy is not.

E. Whereas conservation of momentum holds true for perfectly
elastic collisions, conservation of kinetic energy for
such collisions depends on the shape of the colliding
bodies.

Two of these statements are not true. These are.

Page 3 of 4



Physics S211 Date 4 October .1969

Divisions 8 &12 VOLUME D POST-TEST

8. Two masses, m
1
= 4 slug and m2 = 2 slug, move toward each other on

a frictionless table
with respective
speeds of 4 ft/s and
8 ft/s. They collide
and after the collision
m mcmcs directly to
the iv= with a speed
of m2 moves
town= mizht and has
a speEL of

9. A 1000-kg car traveling due east with a speed of 30 m/s collides
with a 2000-kg truck traveling due north 'oath a speed of 20 m/s.
The two vehicles lock togetko.r. The direction of the momentum of
the two-vehicle body immediately after the collision is

page 4 of 4
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degrees

ft/s
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ft/s

of %



Physics S211 Date October 4, 1969

Name Section Number

VOLUME E PRE-TEST

1. If T is the period of revolution of a planet around the sun and
a is the planet's mean distance from the sun, Kepler's third law
(the law of the periods) states that

2. Experiments performed on the surface of the earth give a value
for the universal gravitational constant

G = 6.67 x 10-11 N-m2/kg2 .

The mass of the moon is 1.23 x 10-2 that of the earth and its
radius is 0.27 times the earthts radius. If an astronaut
performed the same experiments on the surface of the moon, what
value would he find for G?



Physics S21] Date October 4 1969

VOLUME E PRE-TEST

3. Use Newton's law of universal gravitation,

mM=G (1)

and Newton's second law of motion to derive an expression for
the magnitude of the acceleration due to gravity, g, on the
surface of the earth. (In (1) let M be the mass of the earth,
m the mass of a body on the earth's surface and R the earth's
radius. Furthermore, assume the earth to be a perfect sphere
of uniform mass distribution and neglect the earth's rotation.)

4. Determine the value of at a distance of 4000 mi from the
surface of the earth. (Take the earth's radius to be equal to
4000 mi, and the value of g at the earth's surface equal to
32 ft/s2.)

5. From the following expressions select the one in which "m"
stands for gravitational mass (as opposed to inertial mass).

-A. Weight of a body: w = GmM/R2

B. Centripetal force: F = my2/r

C.----Gravitational potential energy: .0 = mgh

D. Kinetic energy: K = (1/2) my2



Physics S2111

VOLUME Pk TEST

DaLe Octolwr 4 1Q69.

6. A particle of mass m is located a distance r from the center of a

spherical shell of
radius R (r > P.) and
total mass H . The
shell has uniform thick-

AA ness and uniform mass
density. Write clown

an expression for the
magnitude of the

1 force exerted on m
----41 by the shell.

7. A satellite is in circular orbit around the earth. Write down an
expression giving the speed of the satellite in terms of the
earth's mass, H, the radius of the satellite's orbit, r, and the
constant of universal gravitation, G.

8. A sphere with uniform mass density has a radius equal to 2.58 m,
and a mass of 105 kg. Calculate the magnitude of the
gravitational field strength at the surface of this sphere.
(Neglect the effect of all other masses in the universe, take
G = 6.67 x 10-11 N-m2/kg2 and include units.)



Phyi;ics S211

VOEMS E PRE-TEST

Date October 4, 196`1.

9. Two particles have masses mi = 1 kg and m2 = 2 kg, respectively,
and are separated by a distance of 3 m. Locate the point on the
line joining time two particles at which the potential of particle
#1 is equal to that of particle #2.

10. Calculate the potential energy of the two particle configuration
of the preceding problem. (G 6.67 X 10-11 N-m2/kg2.)

Page 4 of 4
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1,

2,

3'

6.

7

8,

0

ANSWER SHEET
'FOR

VOLU,IE L PRE-TEST

G

g

F=

V =

Y

10. U

DaLc. Octillur /, 1969

is proportional to r

ft/s2

N-m2/kg2

in from particle #

Li

%



Physics S211

fT,612

Data 11OLteh,:r 1969

Name

Section

VOLE ,:E E POST-TEST

1. Of the following statements select the one which does not
represent one of Kcpier's three laws of planetary notion.

A. A line joining any planet to the sun sweeps out equal
areas in equal times.

B. The square of the period of any, planet about the sun is
proportional to the cube of the planet's mean distance
from the sun.

C. All planets move in elliptical orbits having the sun as
one focus.

D. The force of attraction between the sun and each planet
is along the line joining the two and has magnitude
which is proportional to the product of their masses
and inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between them.

2. Experiments performed on the surface of the earth give a value
for the universal gravitational constant

C= 3.44 X 10-8 lb-ft2/slug2

The mass of the moon is L23 X 10-2 that of the earth and its
radius is 0.27 times the earth's radius. If an astronaut
performed the same experiments on the surface of the moon, what
value would he find for C?



Physics 5211 Date II Octc,er '

Divisions M12 VOLVMP. E POST-TEST

3. Two identical uniform spheres each of radius r and mass m are
resting on a horizontal table. If the spheres are in contact,
write down an expression for the mngnitude of the gravitationel
force exerted by one of the spheres to the other.

4. Determine the weight of a 2-slug body at a distance of 4000 nil
from the surface of the earth. (Take the earth's radius to be
equal. to 4000 mi, and the value of g at the earth's surface
equal to 32 ft/s2.)

5. From the following expressions select the one in which "m" (or
"M") stands for inertial mass (as opposed to gravitational mass).

A. weight of a body

B. escape velocity

C. centripetal force

D. centripetal acceleration
of a satellite

w = Gm/R2

v
o = ITI151/R

I" mv2 /R

a = GM/r2



Phy:;ics S21] Date 110ct-o1.r 1969

Divisions 00.2 VOL= E POST-TT:ST

6. A particle of mass m is located inside a spherical shell of radius

R and mass M. The
distance of m from

t:1 the shell's center
is r (r < R). If
the shell has uniform
thickness and uniform
mass density, write
down an expression
for the magnitude
of the forbc exerted
by the shell on the
particle.

V rn
<r-- r

7. A.satellite is in circular orbit around the earth. Write down an
expression giving the radius of the satellite's orbit in terms of
the earth's mass, M, the satellite's speed, v, and the constant
of universal gravitation, G.

8. Two particles of masses ml = 1 kg and m2 .= 4 kg, respectively,

are separated by a
distance of 3 m.

1- 3 m Neglecting the effect
, P tin, of all other masses

in the universe,
compute the magnitude
of the gravitational
field strength at a
point (P) located on

the line joining the two particles and at a distance of 1 m from
m1* (C = 6.67 10-11 N-m2/kg2.)



Phy:;ies S211 Pnte'

Divif;ions FL 12 VOIC:1F,

9. For -0w-tvo particles in probleh 8-calculnte the gravitationnl
potential at point P. (Again neglect the effect of all other
misses in the universe. )

10. Calculate the work that must be done against gravity in order to
assemble the two-particle configuration of problem 8 starting with
the two particles at an infinite separation. (Assume the effect
of all other bodies in the universe to be negligible.)



Ilysics S211

2,

3,

4,

5,

6,

P =--

P

7, r =

8, Y(P)

Ansk:ers

VOLU,IE F POST-TEST

] lb-ft2/slug2

1
lb

10, W=I

N/kg

J/kg

j

Date Octobcr 11, 19(:9

Section

Group Letter

Gonfidc!nce . Difficulty 1:ating

L

T1

F-1

Li

Li



Student 11) Nur.:1):±r

Physics 5211

1 PRE-TEST

Section :;117.:ber

Group Letter

Date 1] Ociobor 1969

1. Two point chare.es are separated by a distance of one meter. The
value of each charge is -I-1 coulomb. What is the magnitude of
the forcc exerted by one charge on the other charge?

2. Consider the two charges discussed above. Will they attract or
repel each other?

3. The charge developed on an insulated glass rod rubbed with a silk
cloth is designated:

4. A heated cathode loses electrons at the rate of 10 electrons/
minute. After 10 minutes, what i,, the charge on the cathode
(cle - 1.6 x 1019 coulombs)?



Naz7:e V0LUI1E F PRE-TE'Sf

5. A charge q = -1C is expcf.ed to an electric field E 1CIi.. What is
the magnitude and direction of the force on the charge q?
(Include units.)

6. Two point charges ql and q2 are one meter apart. If q1 - -GC and
q2 = +1C, what is the magnitude and direction of the electric
field at point P shown below?

q1
0<.1

q2
ra

7. A rubber rod is rubbed with fur and brought near the knob of the
electroscope. If the leaves of the electroscope move apart due
to the proximity of the rod, what is the sign of the charge on
the leaves.



4

Name VOLUYIE Y PRE-TEST

8. A portion of an'eleetiie has been
erased. Of thr fuur Joicec LivI belwz, which is most likely
respasihle fur the illustrated field?

A. two positive charges
B. two negative charges
C. a single positive charge
D. a single negative charge



Name VOLLI:.:i:

9. Assume that the leaves of an electroscope arc positive ly chargod.
A negatively charbed ruhber rod is brought near the knob and at
the same time the knob is touched by a grounded conductor. Next,
the conductor is removed, the rubber rod is removed (iii that
order), and the leaves are observed to return to their original
position. That is the charge on the leaves of the electroscope?

10. A charge q = 1 pC resides on a very small object of mass m = 1 pC.
The charged objet is placed in an electric field producH by an
infinitely Jong w.jrc that is uniformi ly charged (X = 1 C/m) . The
small object is 4 :tens from the vi re. What is the rlagnitude
of the clectr( field 4 meters from the wire? (Include units).
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Name Stqdent Num!ler

StudenL ID NuA)er Group Letter

Physics S211 Date ]SOetol,er199

VOLUME F POST-TEST

1. Two point chP.rges are separated by a distance of one meter. The
value of each charge is +1 coulomb. What is the magnitude of the
force ex,q7ted by one charge on the other charge?

J

2. A charge q = +10 coulombs is located in an electric field. The
force on the charge is measured to be 201 newtons. What is the
mamIsIlde of the electric field at the point where the charge is
located? (Include units.)

3. The charge developed on an insulated glass rod rubbed with a silk
cloth is designated:

4. A heated cathode loses electrons at the rate of 10 electrons/
minute. If the cathode is initially uncharged, what will ve the
total charge on the cathode after 10 minutes? (The charge on
each electron is qe = 1.6.x 1019 C.)



Name VOLUa F POST-TEST

5. A charge q = -1C is exposcd to an electric field E = 10i. What is
the magnitude and direction of the force on the charge q?
(Include units.)

6. Two point charges ql and q2 are one meter apart. If q1 = -4C and
q2 = 1-1C, what is the magnitude and direction of the electric
field at point P shown below?

7. A negatively charged rubber rod is rubbed with fur and brought
near the knob of an uncharged electroscope. If the leaveS of the
electroscope move apart due to the proximity of the rod, what is
the sign of the charge on the leaves.



Namc VOLUME F POST-TEST

8. A portion of an elociric. field di<y)":111 (C below) hr.: been
cras(!d. Of the foul, ehoice.:; given below, whjeh mof;t. ljkely

respoindble for the jllustrhted

A.. two poL;itivc! charges

P,. two negotive.eharges
C. a single positive cht,rv,e
D. a single negative charge



Name VOLUME 1.7 POST-TEST

9. Assume that the leaves of an electroscope are positively charged.
A negatively charged rubber rod is brought near the knob of an
electroscope and at the same time the knob is touched by a
grounded conductor. Next, the conductor is removed, the rubber
rod is removed (in that order), and the leaves are observed to
return to their original position. What is the charge on the
leaves of the electroscope?

10. A charge q = 1 pC resides on a very small object of mass m = 1 pg.
The charged object is placed in an electric field produced by an
infinitely long wire that is uniformily charged (X = 1 C/111). The
small object is 4 meters from the wire. What is the magnitude of
the force on the small charged object?
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Name. Section Number

Student 1D Number. Croup Letter

Physics S211 Date 18 October ]969

VOLUME 0 PRE-TEST

1. The diagram below shows a charge configuration called an electric
dipole. The charges are separated by a distance of 10:4 m. If the
charges, q = 10-7 C, are exposed to an electric field E = -10 I,
what is the net force on the dipole?

V



Name VOLU''i C PBE-TEST

2.

-4 A

A charge q = +10 C is suspended from the end of en insulated rod
of length r = 1 m. Calculate the torque about the origin due to
the force on the charge. The uniform electric field is shown in
the diagram.

3. Suppose the dipole shown in the diagram of question one is exposed
to an electric field E = 10 j. What is the magnitude of the net
torque on the dipole?

4. Suppose the dipole shown in the diagram of question one is exposed
to an electric field E = 10 i. What is the value of the
potential energy of the dipole in that position?



Name

5.

6.

C PIT-TEST

Two large, parallel plates are oppositely charged. The electric
field produced by each plate can be described by E = /2c0. If
in the above diagram, the field produced by each plate is
E = 10 N/C, what is the net field betv.een the two plates?

. 02Pa

A

I

O. 015Tin

V

was

ranrsouu

h

An electron enters the space between two parallel plates with a
horizontal velocity vh = 100 km/s (see diagram above). If the
net electric field between the plates is 1E1 = 10-1 N/C, what
will be the horizontal velocity of the electron as it leaves the
space between the plates on the left side? (The charge on an
electron is ge = -1.6 x 10-19 C.)



Name VOLUE C Pn-TEST

7. Calculate the work done in moving a charge q = 1 C at constant
speed through a displacement r - 10 i in a field E = -10 1.

8. An electric field is observed to increase as follows: E = -10 x i.
Calculate the work done in moving a charge q = 1 C from x = 1 m
to x = 3 m..

9.. Suppose the dipole shown in the diagram of guestion one is
exposed to an electric field E = 10 i - 20 What is the
direction of the net torque on the dipole?



Namc C PI:C-TEST

10.

V'7 .0-
-Crj:r

Li

4). .0. -0- -C- -0- -0- -O. .1",)" S.:, psi r.L.1 iti

The above diagram shows the trajectory of an electron before,
during, and after entering the space between two parallel plates.
Suppose we know that 0.05 m, and that the plates are
0.004 in apart. If the electron enters with a horizontal velocity
of 4 X 107 m/s, what uust be the value of the electric field so
that the electron just misses the edge of the bottom plate?
(Include magnitude and direction.)
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Group et t.( -r

Date 25 Pt:t cc r 1969

1. Thc di agrar; heJ ow shows a. c)ar eon F. igutl.on called an electric c
dipole. The Cl ; e.IC' arc scIpnra 1.cd by a (11:5taucv. of 10:- m. 11. the
charges , q 1.0-7 C, are c)mased to ar. electric field E -10 I,
what is the net force on the dipole.?

;1:



2.

VOLUYE G POS). T;:;;i

c-j

A charge q :1-30 C is suspended from the end of an insulated roc.
of length r 1 m. Calculate the torque about the origin due to
the force on the charge. The uniform electric field is shown in
the Olagrolli.

3. Suppose the dipole shown in the diagram of question one is exposed
to an electric field E = 10 j. What is the magnitude of the net
torque on the dipole?

4. Suppose the dipole shown in the diagram of question one is exposed
to an electric field E = 10 1. What is the value of the
potential energy of the dipole in that position?



5.

6.

;

Two large, pnrollel pintos are oppositely charged. Tlia electric
field produced by each plate can he described by E = cf/2c0. If
in the above diapyaw, the field produced by each plate i ci
E = 10 N/C, what is the net field between the two platca?

/ 7 ti 1, C

1 1

s.... ..1.11-1.......il.....T -L.tj.. ,'.1. - -, ,-, I < -,

An electron enters the space between two parallel plates with a
horizontal velocity vh = 1001(m/s (see diagram above). If the
net electric field between the plates is 1E1 - 10-1 N/C, what
will he the horizontal velocity of the electron as it leaves the
space between I:11P plates on the left side? (The charge on an
electron is fie.= --1.6 X 10-19 C.)



\ 1 (: ](;!:

7. C.n1 co1:11e don(: :LI c:11:

q I (): con51:In7IL rt 01 111

field F -)0

8. An electric field i changing with po5jtion as follows: E -JON i
Calculate the work done by an outside agent in. moving a charge
q = 3. C from x 1 111 to Y. 3 m.

9. Suppose the dipole shqn in he diagram of question one is exposed
to an electric field E = 10 i 20 1. That is the direction of
the net torque on the dipole?
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Name Student Number

Student ID Number Group Letter

Physics S211 Date 1 November 1969

VOLUME H POST-TEST

1. A plane travels 40 miles due north. It then turns due vest and

travels for 30 miles. The total displacement of the plane is

2. The runway of an airport is 5000 ft long. A cargo plane starts from

one end of the runway and develops a constant acceleration of 2 ft/s2.

Fifty sec-ads after the start the pilot notices some defect and

immed:fately applies the brakes. Assuming instantaneous change of

acceleration, what. the minimum (constant) acceleration that must

be applied for the plane to stop on the runway?

page 1 of 8



Name VOLUME H POST-TEST

3. In the figure the displacement of a particle is plotted as a function

of time. Of the points labeled by alphabetic letters on the graph,
select the one at which the magnitude of the velocity is a maximum.

x

t

4. A force of 6 N applied to a block causes it to accelerate at 12 m/s2.
If the mass of the block is tripled and the same forca is applied,
what will be the acceleration of the block?

page 2 of 8
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5.

1 kg

ti

A 1.0 kg block rests on a horizontal surface. The block is tied to a

rope and a horizontal force of magnitude 5.96 N is applied to the other

end of the rope. The coefficient of kinetic friction ilk = 0.2. What

is the acceleration of the block?

6. A section of level roadway has a radiug of curvature ::f 200 m and

is expected to handle traffic at 10 m/s. What minimum coefficient of

friction prevents skids at this speed?

page 3 of 8
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7. The diagram shows haJ 'orce applied to a 5-lb object varies w3).,h

the displacement of the
object. Calculate the

30 work done by this force
r. in moving the object
J2 from the origin to

s = 20 ft.20

10 15
S (ft)

8. A constant force of magnitude 200 lb is required to move a block
along a horizontal floor with constant speed of 8 't/s. The force
is directed along the motion of the block. Calculate the power
delivered by this force.

9. At point A a 100-kg roller coaster has a kinetic energy equal to

5000 J. What will be
the kinetic energy of
the coaster when it
reaches point B?
(neglect friction)

K=?

A
K=5 J

page 4 of 8
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10. A 6-kg body is moving toward the positive x-direction with a speed

of 8 m/s. what is the magnitude of the body's momentum? (Include-

units.)

11. A 3-kg body is moving toward the positive x-direction with a speed

of 2 m/s. An impulsive force applied to this body causes it to

change its velocity to 6 m/s toward the positive x-direction. The

magnitude of the impulse imparted to the body is

12. Two masses, m = 8 slug and m
2
= 2 slug, move toward each other on

a frictionless table

with respective speeds
of 4 ft/s and 8 ft/s.
They collide and after
the collision m

1
moves

directly to the left
with a speed of 3 ft/s.

m
2
moves toward right

and has a speed of

,12u.

--> R'

page 5 of 8
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13. Two identical uniform spheres each of radius r and mass m are
resting on a horizontal table. If the spheres are in contact,
write down an expression for the magnitude of the gravitational
force exerted by one of the spheres on the other.

14. Two particles of masses ml = 1 kg and m2 = 4 kg, respectively,

are separated by a
distance of 3 meters.3 m
Neglecting the effectm P m2 of all other masses in0
the universe, compute
the magnitude of the
gravitational field
strength at a point (P)
located on the line

joining the two particles and at a distance of 1 meter from ml.
(G = 6.67 x 10-11 N-m2/kg2.)

15. Calculate the work that must be done against gravity in order to
assemble the two- particle co:-.figurationof problem 14 starting withthe two particles at an infinite separation. (Assume the effect
of all other bodies in the universe to be negligible.)

page 6 of 8
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16. Two point charges an .eparated by a distance of three meters.

The value of each charge is +1 coulomb. What is the magnitude of

the force exerted by one charge on the other charge?

17. A charge q = -1C is exposed to an electric field E = 20i. What

is the magnitude and direction of the force on the charge q?

18. Two point charges sql and q2 are one meter apart. If ql = -4C and

q2 = +4C, what is the magnitude and direction of the electric

field at point P shown below?

qi
0<

2 p
1 Era tio

page 7 of 8
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19..

CT

3

Two large, parallel plates are oppositely charged. The electric
field produced by each plate can-be described by E = a/2E0. If

in the above diagram, the field produced by each plate is E = 20 N/C,
what is the net field between the two plates?

20. Calculate the work done b7 an outside agent in moving a . harge

q = 1 at constant spece through a displacement r = -10 i in a

fiCA = -20 i.

page 8 of 8
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11,

13.

14,
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VOLUME H POST-TEST

Answers Confid?nce DifficultyRatjn2,

kg-m/s

L

16,

17.

r

ft/s

N/kg

N

18, N/c.

19,

20,

N/C



.!;1'":":

I.
I

(.;

N.

1

1".

1, In the diavyafil above, the syFibol is defined and -.it is called:

2, Fil;uro 1 on the next page shows an arca of width W - 2m -and lenr,th
L = 4 in at an angle of 30° 'it respect to the An electric
field F is parallel to the y-axis and a magnjtude of 10 N/C
(see Fi.gure 2 on the next pLTe.), What is the electric flux
through the surface area IN?

3, A closed cube, one y,.ater en edge, is placed in an electric field
given by b = -9 j. What is the electric flux through the surface
of the cube?





Name

C

Tcy

VOLUME I PRE -TEST

4. The figure on the left

shows portion of an
infinitely long wire with
a uniform charge A = 1 C/m.

Use Gauss's law to deter-
mine the electric field at
point Pwhich is a distance
of 2 m from the wire.

+

5. Which of the following can be considered a Gaussian surface?

(There may be more than one).

A. Spherical shell

B. Open-ended cyliuderical shell.

C. Six-sided cubical shell.

D. A hemispherical shell.

page 3 of 6
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VOLUME I PRE-TEST

.6. The figure on the left
shows part of a very large
plane with a uniform charge
density 0 = 180 C/m2. Use
Gauss's law to determine the '

magnitude of the electric
field at point P which is
2 m from the plane.

A non-conducting sphere (c = +3 C/m3) has a radius of one meter. The
sphere is plunged into a very cold liquid solution (temperature = 10 K)
and transforms into a conductor. What is the surface charge, a (C/m2)2
of the sphere? (The volume of a sphere is 4/3 irr3 and the area is 41rrz).

11/

page 4 of 6
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8. The diagram below shams the magnitude of the electric field plotted

as a function of distance. Which of the following objects cculd

produce such an electric field?

A. A uniformly charged, non-conducting cylinder

B. A charged conducting sphere

C. A charged conducting cylinder
D. Either B or C

r (meters)

page 5 of 6
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9. In the equation for Gauss's law

ift.dA = -g- )

Eo.

the q term indicates:

A. The given charge enclosed by the Gaussian surface
B. The net charge enclosed by the Gaussian surface
C. The net charge enclosed by the Gaussian surface and any

other charges in proximity to the Gaussian surface
D. The absolute value of the net charge enclosed by the Gaussian

surface

10. A positive charge of .9 coulombs is placed at the origin of the
coordinate system shown. A spherical surface, whose radius is
3.0 m, has its center at the origin. Find the total electric
flux

¢E
through the surface. (Use Co = 9 x 10-12 C2/N-m2.)

page 6 of 6
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Section 1,11v,... r

Student lO Group 1,eLter

Physics S211 Pate '8 NovenLer 19r9

VOLUME I POST TEST

I. In the diagram above, the symbol q) is defined and it is called:

2. Figure 1 on the next page showL, an area of width W = 2 m and length
L = 4 u at an angle of 30° with respect to the x-z plane. There is
in this region an electric field E parallel to the y-axis with a
magnitude of 10 N/C (see Figure 2 on the next page). What is the
electric flux through the surface area LW?

3. A closed cube, one meter on edge, is placed in an electric field
given by t = 9 j. What is the net electric flux through. the entire
surface of the cube?
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FIGURE #2



17a..q.2

4 Thc. figurc- on tIls :left

show it poii-ien
WILI!

UnifOYP ) C/1:.

(MIU'ITS lay to OctuY-

Linc: th: (171c'cfric field at

point r which 5f, a distilnce

of 2 m fiom the vIrc!.

5. Which of the following can be considered a Gaussian surface?
(There may be more than one).

A. Spherical shell.
B. Open-ended cylinderical shell.
C. Six-sided cubical shell.
D. A plane, 3 x 4m.

page 3 of 6



6. The on the 1L.rt

part r

p1 anc sl±co chzi

a uniform Oca: -Aiy

0- ---- Cnu1:4zt,..

law to (1.'..Lorminc

magnituc],1: of the cloctric

field at point 1' v:hfch jn

2 m from the plahe.

7. A non --conduct n° sphere: is uniformily charged with a charge
density p - C/m3. The sphere has a radius of one meter. The
sphere is plunged into a very cold, non-conducting liquid solution
(temperature - K) and transforms into a conductor. What is the
surface charge, a (C/m2), on the sphere?. (The volume of a sphere
is 4/3 lira and the area if; 411-3-2).
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1.

9. ]n t1

, .(1
...

the q 1 c

The chnJ:ge tbe
D. Th i c1r enclosed b tbe

C. The nei:. c,,cloneil by tbe

othcr p.ruy.irity to the Gcl:!ir.n !eorface

D. The nbolute \] t1: of tbe net chnr! con-lc,:-:d by the G:':.ussien

surface.

10. A positive elinEv-2 of .9 coulombs is placed at the orirjn of n

coordinate system. A spherical surface, whose radius is 3.0 LI,

has its center at the origin, Find the total. electric
Ethrough the surface. (Use to ct 9 ): 10-12 c2/N-m2.)

,me 6 of C
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VOLUME J PRE-TEST

You may need the following constant:

Date S Now-mber 1969

1 _ 9 x 109 N-m2/C2
471.E0

1. An electric potential difference between two points, A and B, is
defined to be the work per that must be done to
move a positive test charge from A to B, keeping always the charge
in equilibrium.

2. What is the electric potential at a distance 3 x 10-3m from a
charge of 3 x 10-5 C.

page 1 of 5
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3. Two charges q1 1 AO 5 C and q2 = 2 x 10-5 C are sepJI:Ited by
a distance of 5 cm. What is the electric potential at a poinL P
shown in the diagram below?

Gil 5 cril '2 10 cm

The potential at a point located at a distance r from the center of
a non-conducting sphere of radius R, charged uniformly.with a total
charge Q, is proportional to for r < R.

page 2 of 5
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5. The electric potential at a point a d nce r from a charge
distribution is given by,

V(r) = 3 r2

In terms of the distance r, what is the magnitude of the field
intensity at that point?

6. Two charges q = x 10-19 C and q = 3.0 x 10-19 C are
2

6.0 x 10-15 m aparat- What is the electric potential energy of
this system of char es?

page 3 of 5
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7. A 2.0 microfarad television set capacitor is subject to a 3000
volt potenfal difference across its terminals. What is the
charge e (-h plate of the capacitor?

8. iLiparallel plate c=pacitor shown in t diagram below
tawo parallel conducting plates of araa.A separated by
al. The charge denTAity (charge per unit area) on each

and - a respectively. What is the .capacitance of

page 4 of 5

consists of
a distance
plate is
this capacitor?
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9, What is the capacitance of the earth, viewed as a spherical
conductor of radius 6300 km? (Include units).

10- What is the potential at 1 cm from ttE. 71ter of a non-conducting
sphere of radius 1 mm, charged unifor: with a total charge of
'10-7 C?

page 5 of 5
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You may need the following constant:

1

Ore .
109

N_m2/c2

Section Number

Group Letter

Date 15 November 1969

1. Choose one or more of the following statements. An electric

potential, V
B
-V
A

is:

A) directly proportional to WAB.

B) indirectly proportional to -14BA'

C) indirectly proportional to q .

0

D) directly proportional to go.

r

2. What is the electric potential at a distance 3 m from a charge of 3 C?

Page 1 of 5
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3. The electric potential at a pOint P is 9 x 105 V. If the
charge q = +1.5 x 10-5 C, what is the magnitude of the
charge ql?

4. The postrutial at a porn-+- located at a distance r from the center

of a namr.conductimg sphere of radius R, charged uniformly with
a total charge Q, is proportional to
for r >IR.

5. The electric potentiaizt z point a distance r from a charge
distribution is givenily,

17 (r:) = 6r5

In terms of the distance r, what is the magnitude of the field
intensity at that point?

Rage 2 of 5
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Name VOLUNE J POST -TEST
.

6, Two, charges q = 2.0 X 10-15 C and q = 3.0 X 10-19 C
1

2

are 6.0 X 10-15 m apart. How much energy was expended in

gathering this system of charges?

7. A :20 microfarad capacitor is subject to a 3000-volt potential

difference across its terminals. What is the charge on each

plate of .the capacitor?

8. A parallel plate capacitor shown in the diagram 1.)clow consists of

- two parallel conducting plates
.1 .

t

1
1

of area A separated by a distance

IN p 1 d. The charge density (charge

4 'I I
per unit area) on each plate is

4.,
+ a and - a respectively. What

1

1 is the capacitance of this

capacitor?

laze 3 of 3
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Name VOLUE J POS-TEST

9. What is the capaciLinc, cf an isolated sphi, of rdius r = 1.8 meters?
(include units).

-

10. What is the potential at 1 m from the center of a non-conducting
sphere of radius 10 m, charged uniformly with a charge density of

8.8 410-12 C/m3. (The volume of a sphere is -5 errs and the area
of a sphere is 47r2).

Page 4 of 5
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VOLUME K PRE-TEST

1. Three 10 microfarad capacitors are connected in series. What is the
equivllent capacitance of this arrangement?

2. Three 10 microfarad capacitors are connected in parallel. What is the
equivalent capacitance of this arrangement?

S.

page 1 of 5
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3. A potential of 20 volts is measured across a 2 Farad capacitor.
What amount of energy is stored?

4. For the circuit shown below, the equivalent capacitance in pF
is

Cl

C2 CIC4

C5

V = 12 volts

C
1

= C
3

= 2 microfarads

C
2
= 1 micrbfarad

C
4

= C
5

= 3 microfarads

5. On the diagram for problem 4, the total charge supplied by the
.battery is-

pate 2 of 5



Namc VOLLTI.IE K PRE-TEST

6. In the left diagrah. shown below, a capacitor is shown with a volt-
meter measuring the potential difference Vo (in. volts) across the
plates. In the right diagram a dielectric of constant K has been
placed between the plates, after the battery which charged the
capacitor was disconnected. A voltmeter reads the potential
difference, Vd, across the capacitor with the dielectric.

How does the magnitude of Vo compare with Vd?

+

V0

page 3 cf 5
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Naar

7. The units of current the

VOL-J:11::

8. A wire is 1 meter long and has a cross-sectional area of 0.001 square

meters. The resistance of the wire is found to be 10 ohms. What is

the. value of the resistivity for this material?

page 4 of 5



Nemo. VOLUIE 1:

9. A 100 ohm resistor is connected across the terminals of a 10 volt
battery. What is the magnitude of the cutteut? (include units)

10. The graph of voltage versus current for an 'ohmic' resistor will
. be



g-

I.;

22

PO;-2,1 `.1).;;:in

1.0 a 2raind cLTo.el to: 4 jou:I es of coorgy , whit is tho po ton Li z.1:1
a.cro31-1 au capo.citor?

2 . Thu anpero is the unit of
. (one word)

3. Three 20 microfarad capacitors are connected in series. What is the
equival ent capacitance of this arrangemen LT ?

A wire is 2 meters long and has a crosssectional area of 0.001
square. meters. If the resistivity of the material is 0.01 ohmm,
what, is the resistance of the wire?

page 1 of 4
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C.

C

C.

7. .1.11s 0- ;7 20-volt b::tory are conncctc_: I a wire with a
of 1U0 ohm. Wha:: the current in t.;L: wirc.?

8. Thr,,±1.21-1 microfarad capacitors are connected in parallel. What is the
aqufv7-11;,nt Cpacitance of this arrangement?

9.. For LI circuit shown below, the equivalent capacitance in pF
is

V

,

I 1C7

lC5

C3

IL
C:

V = 12 volts

C = C.3 = 2 microfarads

C2 2 mierofarad

C -
s = 3 microfarads

Tage 3 of 4
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Stueen1 ID N':1:-.1.)cr ,ip Lcitc,r

Thysics S211 22 Novenbcr

PRE-TES1

1- A source (or se, of alacticamotive force (E=f) ce2m be descrill
a device in whicl:. ch:micla, :mechanical, or other form of en-y
is changed into enerEy. in one word.)

2. Joule's law applies only to resistors and y Lie written] as: (Choose
the correct form; there nay be more than nne!)

A. F = i2R

B. E' = V2/R

C. P r iV

D. P = V/i2

A 2-ohm re:ale-J.:en-is planeZ in a coffee cop wamer. Lffa
2-ampere aurrPTrr Enos thrnugh this reskatilT, many joinler-

electrical erm-rgy arse -converted into heatiby Oka resistor :fin L-1,:.;_y

second?



L T.

A_ It the azure sh: the yzques are kno:n:

I E_

e = 10 volts
r = J.. 5 ohms
R = 3.5 ohms.

A

R

that is the 1i111n4., c:f the cur.._ent i .units)?

1 at the figure t.los-re below, the equivalent:. resistance of the circluit

page 2 of 4



6. In the ficur. .Jr.- ILL.7.,w, hc. n:lny 'branch. ,T-Di-1117" and how many
loops can

1-

7.. The the curdpor.:;11rts of the -circi.iiitt sho77.I bal.ow arc-

1
+'

12 3 R ,

cl = 6 V ,

e2 - 12 V ,
0.6 ,

rz n ,

whem2 x reprQsents.tilz1 in-texnal resistnnce mf A SOlucce of ,cmf.
Calculnte tLe currant i in the eirctlit.

page 3 of 4
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Nare CJL L

. -

8. An :ideal armotor would hnva resistance.
(Fill in one werE.)

9. An ideal veltnater would have' resistance.
(Fill in owe

10. The diagram blow slows circmitused tr mer7-zure unknown resistances
with great precision.

Such a circuit is calla E a
(Fill in two words.)

0

page 44 of 4
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Physics 5211 4 Decemher 1969

VOLU1E L POST-TEST

1. A current flows through a resistor in an electrical circuit, in terms
of the current i and the resistance P., vliat is an expression for the
rate of energy dissipated by the resistor?

2. In the figure shown below, the following values are known:

E = 10 volts
r = 1.5 ohms
R = 3.5 ohms.

0

B

What is the value of Vg - VA?

page 1 of 5
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3. In the figure shmm what is the minimum number of "branch
points" and the minir.un number of independent "loops" that arc
sufficient for the analysis of the circuit by the use of Kirchhoff's
rules.

ri

'VV\Ar-.

V r6

r2

rs

4. A real ammeter would have resistance.
(Fill in one word.)

page 2 of 5
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n.-un L POST-1EST

5. The diagram sho::s a circuit called a Uheatstone bridge.

1.;

I

Such a circuit is used to measure
(Fill in one word.)

6. A real voltmeter has a very large resistance in order.to ensure
accurate measurement of . (Fill in one word.)

page 3 of 5
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7. The values of the components of the circuit shown below are

A

Cl

0.

.11-1

-"V\AAN
e2

,141,..

R1 = 9Q
R2 = 3Q
el = 6V
e2 = 20V
ri = 0.6Q
r2 = 0.4Q

where r represents the internal resistance of a source of emf.
Calculate the current i in the circuit.

8.* In the figure shown below, the equivalent resistance of the circuit
is

4f2

20 3S2

page 4 of 5
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Name VOLWft L POST-TESE

9. A certain 5-ohm resistor dissipates heat at the rate of 3 watts. If

the curr6nt through the 5-ohm resistor is tripled, what is the now
rate of heat loss?

.

10. Frou the follov7ing list of electrical devices, choose the one (or ones)
that is (or are) a source(s) of electromotive force (emf):

A. 'electroscope
B. Wheatstone bridge
C. potentiometer
D. dry cell

page 5 of 5
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Physics S211

Division C
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TO

Date 4 Dc'conber 1.C)9

VOLUME L POST-TEST

Answer-Question Terminal Objective

1 088 -22 R

2 090 .-7.0 V

3 092. 3 b.p., 6 loops

4 094 Small

5 096 resistance

6 095 voltage

7 093 2A

8. 091 6 ohms

9 089 27 watts

10 087 D
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Student ID Number

Section Number

Group Letter

Physics S211
Date 4 December 1969

VOLUME M

1. In the absence of gravitational and electric fields, if we fire a
test charge clo with a velocity -4 through a point P in several
different directions and observe no change in the testes charges
velocity, we can conclude that the magnetic field at point: P is

(one word).

2. The tangent to a line of induction gives the
at that point. (Fill in one word.).

3.

L.)
CNre 1":7-5)criLl

(a vs lor

ne
cod (ria I s)

weber
BO 2

In-the above, the missing unit is the

page 1 of 5
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Nance VOLUME M PRE-TEST

4. The :1:_ram below shows the outline of a cathode-ray tube with
electr-Dns streaming out along the negative x-aNis. A coil
causes a magnetic field B in the negative y-direction. What must
be the direction of a4WTECrii7r177T1In order to cause the
electron to pass through the tube undeflected?

---..- 7-/
Yc,

.0/

X
ed.

I 1 r
\ i v
\ l //'.

.._ ..-. CT)

[

page 2 of
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Name VOLUME N PRE-TEST

5. If the earth can be considered to be a largo magnet, what continent
is closest to the north pole of the earth's magnet?.

6. A 1-meter rod carrying a current r is placed in a magnetic
field. If a force of 1N is meastirc as acting upon the rod, what
is the component of the magnetic firldurrtiiera (in gauss) perpendicular
to the rod?

7. Through the loop shown below a 2-amp current flows. The square
loop is one meter on edge and makeE an angle of 30° with the
bottom of the paper. If the magnetic field has a magnitude of
10' gauss, and is into the paper, what is the magnitude of the
torque on the loop?

X X X X.
X X ?" X
X X X
XXXX

page 3 of 5
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8. A galvanometer is a device used to r-esure (one
word)..

9. A rectolc.r 1. 1 1 J C Ct. C A,

IL is hinged such th:tt. free I J.t:::;: z:Lout y-

(See diagrLm).

There is a uniform magnetic field in the reE,Ion givcn by
3.8 x 10-3 1--; T. '/hat is the torque on tic col] at: the

5natant the angle between the plane of the coil and the >y-p]ne
5.s == 300 (Lowaid the negative z-axis)?

page 4 of 5
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The charge to nass ratio for an eltctt is c/m 1.7G >: 304-11 C/1:0.
If an eleciroLl is shot into a region 1-pendicular to the ma;;netic
field, what is the radiu!;.of the Ciie.MY path of the electron.
The 1.73,locitL: ef the electron is 1.76 > 103 m/s and the magnetic
fiele has Ini..;;nittra.le of 104 gaus:3.
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Physics 5211
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ANSYIE RS

TO

Question

VOLUME P4 PRE-TEST

Terainai Objective

1 097

2 1398

3 (On

.4 100

5 101

6 102

7 103

8 104

9 105

10 106

Anzaur

zextr

aimection

tesla (or 104 gauss

negative z-direction

Antarctica

Tesla (or 104 gauss)

_2 N-m

current

-76.X 10-3 j N-m

1 x 10-8 m
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Physics S211 Date 11 December 1969

VOLUP0', N POST-TFST

1. Which of the folic:Wing is true about nuniferm 1-:,:netic field? (There
may be more than on , or th&e may be none.)

2..

A. The unit of magnetic field is the

B. Magnetic and electric fields can. be added directly.

C. The force on a charge moving in a y:.agntic field will
always be perpendicular to the velocity of the charge.

From the above diagram decide upon one or more of the following:

A. Points A and B represent points of equal potential.

B. At point A, the magnetic field is the largest in
magnitude.

C. The direction of the magnetic field at point D
is to the right.

D. The direction of the magnetic field at point B is
perpendicular to the line of induction at that point.

page 1 of 6
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3. A mognetic field is fount to have a strewth of 104 gauss. Whflt is
the magnitude of this fieid in ..1KS units?

The diagram below shcms the outline of a cathode-ray tube with
electrons streaniug out along the negative. x-aNis. A coil produces
a magnetic field B in the positive z-direction. That nuSt be the
direction of an electric field in order to cause the electrons to
pass through the tube undflected?

O7
/

V I

page 2 of 6
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Mimi! VOIL;E fl POSj-TE:-;T

5. If you were tracinl; the manetic lines of induction around the erlfth
(shown below), in which direcLlon would you draw if yo..1 started at the
equator.

6.

Y

X

A current of 10 A flows through a wire whichlies completely ,in the
xzplane (as shown above). If the wire is exposed to a Magnetic field
B = + 10 k testa, what is the magnitude of the force per unit length
on the wire?

page 3 of 6
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Nnix:t WILUN ti POST-TST

1. Thu loop shown in Illy ijr,..,urc 1.c.1 n'., v:onld turn in th
direcLion.

8. The coil of a galvanometer is 2.0 cm high and 1.0 cm wide and has
250 turns. The coil is exposed to a uniform magnetic field
B 7 2000 gauss. If a current of 1 Y. 10-4 A produces an angular
deflection of 30°, what deflection does a current of 2 X 10-4 A
produce? T = NiAB =

Scala

(tlnikrio radial

n-osnctic fic41

ry

/...,' .?.

r"-
N

iT

Soft-iron

c re

\5'7-
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thi VOLMF POST-TEST

9. 1. rucLnRular coil has 50 turns ar1 crrius a cilrrurL ui 10 A.
11: is hiwd such thnL iL 1s fre.e to rotate about
(see diara0.

There is a uniform magnetic field in the region given by
_3

13 = -10 x 10 T. What is the magnitude of the torque on the coil
at: the instant the angle between the plane of the coil and the xyplane
is ep = 30°?

page 5 of 6
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3.0. 'AIe charged particle. ...in the diagrrIr., 1,e1c.: 11; cl,.fl.ccted liy

vi,netiic field rInd rio\,c in a circle of r:.(1.1.1.-.s equal to 8 cm. if
the P.,-field and the chary .,ere (1011117J-1d in rc.gr.itoc1,-! but thc in. ticfl

velocity remainud com.;Umt, what: 1..:o11.1.d be thc r:R-117.us of ti-l

novin;;; chnr,,,,e?

page 6 of 6
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Physics 5211

Section Number

Group Letter ____

VOLUME N TTE-TEST

Date 11 December 1969

1. According to which of the following rules can the sense of the rignetie
field lines generated by a current be determined?

A. With the thumb of the left hand pointing in the
direction of the current, .the fingers will curl
in the same sense as the magnetic field lines.

B. With the thumb of the right hand pointing in the
direction of the current, the fingers will curl
in the same sense as the magnetic field lines.

C. With the thumb of the right hand pointing in the
direction of the electron flow, the fingers curl
in the same sense as the magnetic field lines.

D. Both statements A and C above.

2. An infinitely long cylindrical wire of diameter 1 cm carries a current
of 6 mA uniformly distributed over its cross-section. Use Ampere's
law to calculate the magnitude of the magnetic induction at a distance
of 5 cm from the center of the wire.

3. Use Ampere's law to calculate the magnitude of the magnetic induction
at a distantle of 2 mm from the center of an infinitely long cylindri-
cal wire of diameter 1 cm which carries a current of 6 mA uniformly
distributed over its cross section.

page ]. of 5
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Name. VOLUNE N PRE-1 EST

4. Two lun parallel conductor separaLed by a distance d = 10 cm carry
parallel currents, of
ia = 3 A and = 15 A.
(see diagram). Calculate
the magnitude of the

V V (attractive) force per
Tha unit length on each con-

ductor due to the current
in the other conductor.

d=10 crn

1

CS
I ia= 3A =15A

5, When the unit of current (the ampere) is defined in terms of the mutual
force between two parallel, long, current-carrying conductors, the
value of the permeability constant, po, is

A. set at 2 x 10-7 N/A2.

B. measured to be 2 x 10-7 N/A2.

C. measured to he 4ff x fo- 7 N/A2.

D. set at 471- x 10-7 N/A2.

page 2 of 5
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6. A long solenoid has a diameter of 5 cm, and a number of turns per
unit length n = 500 turns/m. What is the magnitude of the magnetic
induction at the center, of the solenoid, when the current in jt is
1.5 A?

7. Use the Biot-Savart law to express the contribution of the current

element dk to the mag-
netic induction at the
field point P, which is
located at a position
relative to

page 3 of 5
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8. A closely wound rectangular 50-turn coil hes dimcu:;:;eus of.

12 cm Y 25 cm. It is located in a uniform magnetic fiold of 1 = 2 T,
oriented as shown in the diagram. If the loop is brought from its
position as indicated to the horizontal position in 0.1 s, what is
the magnitude of the average emf induced?

page 4 of 5



9. If the. south pole of the in is 1 .01:i1!2, I oc

(toward the: current- .h the loc,p is (tlie p;irr::1,1 lo

the a...is of the loof)

A. cloci:.7ise.

B. connterclo;:h,,:ise.

C. zero.

D. decreaiNg in tie conntercloc17..ise direction

Clockwise

Conducting Loop

Figure A

tiO

Bar Magnet

10. A closed conducting loop of width k and length m.is moved to the right
at a constant speed v in a region where a magnetic field B exists.
The resistance Of the loop is R. If the field is uniform and normal
to the plane of the loop the induced emf in the loop at the
instant shown is given by

A

X

x

x

-4
V

IX X X X

x

X

;;

X

X

X

X

ifx X X X edge of field
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Nara Section Number

Student ID t'umber Group Letter

Physics S211 Date 18 D2cember 1969

VOLUME N PoHs

1. Which of the following statements are correct (there may be more then
one),

A. The direction of the magnetic induction lines produced
by a current-carrying conductor is established by'making
use of the right-hand rule; i.e., v4i, the thumb of the
right hand pointing In the three '!.i r, i the current, the
riobt-hand finger wW eorl in the tart iscTis,z, as the mag-
netic Ittd-5ciion

The diretion of the magnetic induction lines produced by
a current carrying conductor may also be determined by
making use of the left-hand rule; i.e., with the thumb of
the left hand proceeding in Ow direction of the current,
the left-hand finT.ef Will curl around the conductor in the
same sense as the magnetic induction line.

C. The direction of the magnetic induction lines produced
by a current-carrying conductor is established by making
use of the right-hand rule; i.e., with the thumb of the
right-hand pointing in the direction of the electron flow,
the right-hand finger will work in the same sense as the
magnetic induction line.

D. The magnetic induction lines around a long, straight,
current-carrying wire are circles whose centers are located
at the axis of the wire and whose planes are normal to the
axis of the wire.

page 1 of 6
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2. A long cable consists of two coaxial conductors, a solid inner wire
of radius a .75 mm and a thin outer shell of radius b = 1 cm. The
two conductors carry equal currents (ia = ib = 10 A) but in opposite
directions. Use Ampere's law to calculate the magnitude of the
magnetic induction at a point midway between the two conductors; i.e.,
at a distance of 7.5 mm from the axis of the cable.

3. Use Ampere's law to calculate the magnitude of the magnetic induction
at a distance of 0.1 cm from the center of an infinitely long cylindri-
cal wire of diameter 0.4 cm which carries a current of 6 A uniformly
distributed over its cross section.

page 2 of 6



Name VOLUME N POST-TEST

4. Two long parallel conductors separated by a distance d =-20 cm carry
parallel currents of
i
a = 5 A and i = 15A
(see diagram).

b
Calculate

the'magnitude of the
(attractive) force per
unit length of each con-
ductor due to the current
in the other conductor.

5. A current balance is an instrument used for precise measurements of
currents. If the current in the two.parallel rods of the current
balance is 1 A and the axes of the rods are separated by a distance
of 1 m, what is the magnetic force between the two rods?

page 3 of 6
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6. A long solenoid has a radius of 1.5 cm, and a number of turns per
unit length n = 500 turns/m. What is the magnitude of the magnetic
induction at the center of the solenoid, when the current in it is
5 A?

7. Use the Biot-Savart law to calculate the magnitude of the magnetic
induction at the center
of a circular loop of
radius r = 30 cm carry-
ing a current i = 3 A.

page 4 of 6
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8. A closely wound rectangular 50-turn coil has dimensions of
10 cm x. 20 cm. It is locatbd in a uniform magnetic field of
B = 2 T, oriented as shown in the diagram. If the loop is brought
from its position as indicated to the horizontal position in 0.1 s,
what is the magnitude of the average emf induced?

page 5 of 6



Name VOLUME N POST-TEST

9. Immediately after the switch. in circuit b is opened the current
through the galvanometer in circuit a will be. (select the appropriate

one(s))

A. clockwise.
A. from left to right.
C. from right to left.
D. zero.

Clockwise

a b

z'Canclucling Loops

10. A closed conducting loop of width k = 30 cm is moved.to the right
at a constant speed v = 5 m/s iu a region where a magnetic field
B = 0.2 T exists. If the resiscancc of the loop is R = 3 0, what
is the induced current through tl.e loop at the moment a length
x = 2 m of the loop is in the field?

iX

X

X

X

e X

V

x
X X X

X

XX
X X

X

X

X
>--

13X XX edge of field
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Physics 5211

VOLUME 0 PRE-TEST

1. In an RL circuit, the current decays to 37% of its equilibrium value

in 10 s. What is the time constant of the circuit?.

2. The curve given below shows the variation of the potential difference
EL across the inductor with t of an LR circuit. What is the voltage

after two time constants?

0
L-I

2 4 6 8 , 10

f, rriIhsncond



Name VOLUME 0 PRE-TEST

3. A coil with resistance of 20 ohms and inductance of.0.5 'henry is
connected to a 120 volt D.C. line. At what rate will the current in
the coil rise at the instant the current reaches 50% of its maximum
value?

4. A capacitor in an RC circuit has been fully charged at 200 volts.
If the resistance is 20 ohms, what is the magnitude of current in
this circuit one time constant after the capacitor begins dis-
charging?

5. Can you find the time constant oan RC circuit whose variation of
current with time is given in the following curve?

t, milliseconds

Page 2 of



Name VOLUME 0 M.-TEST

6. What is the current in an RC circuit with a resistor (R = 10 ohms)
due to a 100 volt emf one time constant after the voltage is
applied? [e-1 = .37]

7. A coil has 200 turns. A direct current of 2A in the coil produces
a flux of 2.5 x 10-4 weber in the coil. Determine the self-inductance

of the coil.

8. A long solenoid with a cross section 1e5 m2 has 2 x 105 turns of wire

per meter. What is the inductance per unit length for this solenoid?

9. A coil has self inductance of 4 x 10-3 henry and resistance of 4 ohms.
What is the power delivered to this coil by an emf which causes a
current of 10-3 amp to increase at .5 amp/s?



Name VOLUME 0 PRE-TEST

10. An inductor is connected to an emf of 50 volts. The coil has an
inductance of 4 henrys and its resistance is 10 ohms. Find the
energy stored in the magnetic field when a steady current exists
in the coil.
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Physics 3211 10 Jauuzlly 1970

VOLUME U POST-T.EST

1. Due to a direct current of 1 A in n cGil of 300 turns, there c:;ists
a flux of 2 x 10-3 weber in the coil. Calculate the self.:inductailec.
of the coil.

2. A long solenoid with a cross section of 10-6 m2 has 2 x 104 turns of
wire per meter. What the inductance per unit length for this
solenoid?

3. A coil has a self inductance of 2 x 10-2 henrys and resistance of
4 ohms. Find the instantaneous power delivered to this coil by an
emf which causes a current of 10-3 A to increase at the rate of
0.6 A/s.

page 1 of 3



YOSY-TEST

11. A steady current is foisul to c.:.;.ist in a coil which :1:; connected to
an mf of 22 volts. The coil. 1)15 inuctance of 2 hnnrys anJ
resistancP. of 11 ohm:,:. What is the energy stored in the To.nnetic

5. Find the charge which accumulates on a capacitor (C l0-2 F) in an
RC curcui.i due to a 200 volt emf one time constant after the voltage
is applied.

6. Find the value of the charging current at one time constant, from the
i versus t curve of an RC circuit given below.

6

< 4

X

.2

I .,7
!- ! !

1.1.
. . . .

! .:
.. L_. ....._.....

1

- -

0 2

.

! . .!. ----........, I . : . . ' ! 1
1

-,J-.--: ...::.:-........:,-).. t -I '-----"---;--)-- :------ -----________ ...,.....,_ ..... ....,

t ( x I 0 3 s j
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A cnpacitor in an RC circuit has In:To choigt!d at 200 voTts. The
resistant ls 10 ohms. find the mnfflitude of eorrent a thja, cIrcett.
at the l'.CHt the cnp:!citer disc:L:1:7311T,

8. A coil v'th resiEqnnce of 15 ohms and jnductance of 0.6 henry is
conneced to a 240 volt D.C. line. At ho1: rate will the current
in the coil be rising at the instant the current reaches 80Z of its
ma),Imilot value?

9. The curve given below shows the current versus time in an LR circuit.
Find the current at two time constants.

tr.
I

1

i 1 1

1.-
I

I

1

I

,I
!

; i

1

1

;
1

,
1

1

; 1 !

!

.3_ L
0 r)

4 4 CI Lt

P t-, ,,Etii-..--(-1,

-10. If the current in an LR circuit decays to 5% of its equilibrium
value in 15s, what: is the time constant of the circuit?
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TO

10 JantL!ry 1970

Question

VOLUME 0 POST -TEST

Answer.Terminal Objective

1

2

3

117

118

119

0.6 H

5 x 10-'4 H/m

1.6 x 10-5 w

4 120 4 J

5 121 1.26 C

6 122 1.85 x 10-3 A (1.85 mA)

.7 123 20 A

8 124 80 A/s

9 125 43 mA

10- 126 5 s

./


